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Summary

Prepar_.tlonof a conceptual design for a IO00-MW(e) MW(e), which, together with the breeding ratio of 1.06,

single-fluid molten-salt reactor power station has g/yen gives an annual fissile yield cf 3.3%. The heat-power
confidence ,hat such a plant is technically fea:ible and system has a net thermal efticiency of over 44%, which
economically attractive. Successful operation of the makes a reactor plant of about 2250 MW(t)ample for a
Molten-Salt Reactor Experime.-.t and the sul_staqtial net electrical output of 1000 MW(e).

amount of research and development already accom- A simplified flow diagram of the MSBR is shown in
plished on molten-salt reactor materials and processes Fig. S.I. The primary salt is circulated outside the
indicate that after the technGlogy has been extended in reactor vessel t_ough four loops. (For simplicity, only
a few specific areas, a prototype Molten-Salt Breeder one loop is shown in the figure.) Each circuit contains a
Reactor (MSBR) plant could be successfully con- 16,000-gpm single-stage centrifugal pump and a shell-
s,.ructed and operated. Studies of the fuel-salt chemical and-tube heat exchanger. Tritium, xenon, and krypton

processing system are not as far advanced, but small- are sparged from the circulatia_,gprimary salt by helium
scale experimer,ts '._ad to optimism that a practical introduced in a side stream by a bubble generator and
system can be developed, subsequently removed by a gas separator. A l-gpm

The r,:ference MSBR operates on the Th-Z33U cycle, (0.06 liter/sec) side stream of the primary salt is
with both fissile and fertile materials incorporated in continuously processed to remove 233pa, to recover the
a single molten-salt mixture of the fluorides of lith- bred 233U, and to adjust the fissile content. A drain
ium, beryll._um,thorium, and uranium. This salt, with tank provides safe storage of the salt during mainte-
the composition LiF*BeFz-ThF4-UF4 (71.7-Io.0-12.0- nance operations.

0.3 mole %), has a liquidus temperature of 930°F Heat is transferred from the primary salt to. a
(772°K), has good flow and heat transfer properties, secondary fluid, sodium fluoroborate, having a ca-'n,qo-
and has a very low vapor pressure in the operating sition of NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %) and a liq.iidus
temperature range. It is also nonwetting and virtually temperature of 725°F (658°K). Each of the four
noncorrosive to graphite and the Hastelloy N container secondary circuits has a 20,000-gpm centrifugal pump
material, with variable-speed drive. The secondary salt streams

The 22-ft-diam by 20-ft-high reactor vessel contains are divided between the steam generators and the
graphite for neutron moderation and reflection, with reheaters to obtain 1000°F steam temperatures from
the moderating region divided into zones of different each. Steam is supplied to a single 3500-psia,
fuel-to-graphite ratios. As the salt flows upward through IO00°F/1000°F, i035-MW(e) turbine-generator unit
the passages in and between the bare graphite bars, exhausting at 1 I/2 in. Hg abs. Regenerative heating and
fission energy heats it from about 1050°F (839°K)to live steam mixing are used to heat the feedwater
13( )°F (978°K). Graphite control rods at the center of entering the steam generator to 700°F (644°K) to
the core are moved to displace salt and thus re_-ulatethe provide assurance that the coolant salt remains liquid.
nuclear power and average temperature, but these rods The estimated plant capital costs for a fully developed
do no,' need to be fast scramming for safety purposes. MSBR, although differing in breakdown, are about the

Long-ten_ reactivity control is by adjustment of the same as those for a light-water nuclear power station.
fuel concem,ation. Fuel-cycle costs are expected to be quite low and

The _e ne_,*ron power density was chosen to give a relatively insensitive to the prices of f'_ile and fertile
moderator life ,.,c about four years, based on the materials.
irradiation tolerance of currently available grades of The major uncertainties in the conceptual design are

graphite. The specific h,ventory of the plant, including in the areas of tritium confinement, fuel-salt processing,
the processing system, is 1.47 kg of fissile material per graphite and Hastelloy N behavior under irradiation,

ix
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suitability of the coolant salt, maL-ttenanceprocedures, Principal design data for the reference MSBR oower
and behavior of the f'_ion product particulates. AI. station are listed in Table S.I both in En?,lish engi-
though more study is -ceded of these aspects, it is neering units, as commonly ,used in the molten-salt
believed that they can be resolved with reasonable reactor literature, and in the International (metric)
difficulty, system of units.

ORNL--O_70-.906

FLOWONIDER

STOR_E 18 4 t7 16 ( ,5 _ lOs IO6 Ib,/hr j

CLEAN IPURGE 700*F
"" I

15 6

,I
_4 I I

1 '

t3OO'F 5_)O°F 6x 106Ib/hr F j---L-j; 9 I
MIXER t J

8500F l_

1050eF 95 x 106Ib/Ix 71 x 106 Ib/hr
STACK

FREEZE _ r_____]L____ 1
_I¢.VE I1

I CH_ICALt
i PROCESSINGI

- I......... J

Fill. S.I. Simplified _ diqpmn o( MSBR t3q_m. (1) Reactor, (2) Primary heat exchanger, (3) Fuel-_alt pump, (4) Coolant*salt

pump, (5) Steam generator, (6) Steam reheater, (7) Reheat steam preheater, (8) Steam turbine-generator, (9) Steam condemer, (10)
Feedwater booster pump, (11) Fuei-udt drain tank, (12) Bubble gerterator, (13) Gas separator, (14) Entrainment separator, (15)

Holdup tank, (16) 47-lit Xe holdup charcoal bed, (17) Long-delay charcoal bed, (18) Gas cleanup and compressor system.
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Table S.l. Suntmary of principal data for MSBR power station

Engineering units a International system units b

General

Thermal capacity of reactor 225;) MW(t) 2250 MW(t)
Gross electrical gene. ation 1035 MW(e) 1035 MW(e)
Net electrical output 1000 MW(e) 1000 MW(e)
Net overall thermal efficiency 44.4% 44.4%

Net plant heat rate 7690 Btu/kWhr 2252 J/kW-sec

Structures

Reactor cell, diameter X height 72 X 42 ft 22.0 X 12.8 m
Confinement building, diameter x height 134 x 189 ft 40.6 x 57.6 m

Reactor

Vessel ID 22.2 ft 6.77 m

Vessel height at center (approx) 20 ft 6.1 m
Vessel wall thickness 2 in. 5.08 cm
Vessel head thickness 3 in. 7.62 cm

Vessel design pressure (abs) 75 psi 5.2 X l0 s N/m 2
Core height 13 ft 3.96 m
Number of ,-ore elemcnL5 1412 1412
Radial thickness of reflector 30 in. 0.762 m
Volume fraction of salt in central core zone 0.13 0.13
Volame fraction of salt m outer core zone 0.37 0.37

Average overall core power density 22.2 kW/liter 22.2 kW/liter
Peak power density in core 70.4 kW/F.ter 70.4 kW/liter
Average thermal-neutron flux 2.6 X 10 t4 neutrons cm "2 sec -1 2.6 X 10 t4 neutrons cat _ sec "t
Peak thermabneutmn flux 8.3 X 101¢ neutrons cm -2 sec -t 8.3 X 1014 neutrons cnt ''J sec -I

Maximum graphite atmalge flux (>50 keV) "_.5x 10 t4 neutrons cm -a 5ec-t 3..i x l0 t4 neutrons cm "2 sec "t
Damage flux at maximum damage 3.3 x 10 t4 neutrons cm -2 sec -l 3.3 X 10t4 neutrons cm -a sec -t

region (approx)

Graphite temperature at maximum neutron 1284°F 9690K
flux region

Graphite temperature at maximum graphite 13070F 982°K
damage region

Estimated useful life of graphite 4 years 4 years
Total weight of graphite in reactor 669,000 fo 304,000 kg
Maximum flow velocity of salt hi core 8.5 fps 2.6 n_sec
Total fuel salt in reactor ves_el 1074 ft3 30.4 m_
Total fuel-salt volume in primary system 1720 ft _ 48.7 m3

Fissile-fuel inventory in reactor primary 3316 lb 150_ kg
system snd fuel processing plant

Thorium m_entory 150,000 Ib 68,100 Ir_
Breeding ratio 1.06 1.06

Yield 3.2 %/year 3.2 %/yem"

Doubling time, compounded continuously, 22 yeats 22 years
at 80% power factor

Prima_ heat exchangers (for each of 4 units)

Thermal capacity, each 556.3 MW(O 556.3 MW(O
Tuhe-side conditions (fuel salO

Tube OD _ in. 0.953 can
Tube length (approx) 22.2 ft 6,8 m
Number of tubes 5896 5896
Inlet-outlet conditions 1300-1050 ° F 978-839°K

Mass flow rate 23.45 x 106 Ib/hr 2955 kll/sec
Total heat transfer surface 13,000 fta 1208 ma

Shell-side conditions (coolant sal0

Shell ID 68.1 in. 1.73 m
t nlet-outlet temperatures 8.50-1150' F 727-894" K

Mass flow rate 17.6 x 106 Ib/hr 2218 k41/sec

Overall heat transfer coefficient (appmx) 850 Btu hr -t ft "a ('F)-t 4820 W m "a ('K)-t
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Table S.i (continued)

Engineering units a International system units b

Primary pumps (for each of 4 units)

Pump C_lgcity, nominal 16,000 gpm 1.01 m3/sec
Rated head 150 ft 45.7 m

Speed 890 rpm 93.2 radians/sec
Specific speed 2625 rpm(gpm)°'s/(ft) °'Ts 5.321 radians/sec(m3/sec)°'S/(m) °'Ts
Impeller input power 2350 hi- 1752 kW
Design _emperature 1300 °F 978 °K

Secondary pumps (for ea:tt of 4 units)

Pump capacity, nomirml 20,000 gpm 1.262 m3/sec
Rated head 300 ft 91,4 m

_,peed, principal 1190 rpm 124.6 radian_sec
Specific speed 2330 rpm(gpm)°'s/(ft) °'Ts 4.73 radiar.s/sec(m3/sec)°'s/(m)°'Ts
Impeller input power 3100 hp 2310 kW
Design temperatur_ 12".)0_F 97a°K

Fuel-salt drain tank (1 unit)

Outside diameter 14 ft 4.27 m

Overall height 22 ft 6.71 m

Storage c.,pacity 25C0 ft 3 70.8 m3
Design pressme 55 psi 3.79 × l0 s N/m 2
Number of coolant U-tubes 1500 1500

Size of tubes, OD 3/4in. 1.91 cm
Num_r ofseparatecoolantcircuits 40 40
Coolant fluid 7LiF-BeF2 7LiF-BeF2
Under normal steady-state conditions:

Maximum heat load 18 MW(O 18 MW(t)

Coolant circulation rate 830 gpm 0.0524 m3/sec
Coolant temperatures, in/out 900-1050°F 755-839°K
Maximum t,mk wall temperature ~1260 ° F -955°K

Maximum transient heat load 53 MW(t) 53 MW(t)

Fuel-saltstoragetank(1 unit)

Sto,'age capacity 2500 ft3 70.8 m3
Heat-removal capacity 1 MW(t) 1 MW(t)
Coolant fluid Boiling water Boiling water

Coolant-salt storage tangs (4 units)

Total volume of coolant salt in systems 8400 ft3 237,9 m 3

Storage capacity of cach tank 2100 ft3 59.5 m3
Heat-removal capacity, first tank in series 400 kW 400 kW

Steam generators (for each of 16 units)

Thermal capacity 120.7 MW(t) 120.7 MW(t)
Tuhe-side conditions (steam at 3600-3800

Tube OD _2 in. 1.27 cm
Tube-sheet-to-tube-sheet length (approx) 76.4 ft 23.3 m
Num;_r of tubes 393 393

Inlet-outlet temperatures 700-10_,0 °F 644-811 ° K
Mass flow rate 633.000 ib/" 79.76 k.llJsec
Total heat transfer surface 3929 fta 365 ma

SheLCsideconditions (coolant sal0
Shell ID 1.5 ft 0.457 m

Inlet-outlet temperatures 1150-850°F 894-727°K
Massflow rate 3.82 X 106 ib/hr 481.3 Ir4Jsec

Apparent overall heat transfer coefficient

range 490-530 Btu hr-! ft *a (°F)'t 2780-3005 W m-a (°K)-S
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TableS.l (continued)

Engineeringunitsa Internationalsystem unitsb

Steamreheaters(for each of 8 units)

Thermalcapacity 36.6 MW(t) 36.6 MW(t)
Tube-sideconditions (steam at 550 psi)

TubeOD 3/4_rt. 1.9cm
Tube length ":0.3ft 9.24 m
Numberof tubes 400 400

Inlet-outlet temperatures 650-1000°F 616-811°K
Massflow rate 641,000 lb/hr 80.77 kg/sec
Total heat transfersurface 2381 ft2 221.2 m 2

Shell-sideconditions (coolant salt)

Shell ID 21.2 in. 0.54 m
Inlet-outlet *.emperatures 1150-850°F 894-727°K
Ma_sflow rate 1.16 X 106 lb/hr 146.2 kg/sec

Overallheat transfercoefficient 298 Btu bx-l ft -2 (°F)-I 1690 _' m-2 (°K)-:

Turbine-generatorplant (see"Gene_fl"above)
Number of turbine-generatorunits 1 1
Turbine throttle conditions 3500 psi& 1000°F 24.1 X 10e N/m2, 811°K
Turbine throttle massflow rate 7.15 × 106 lb/hr 900.9 kg/sec
Reheatsteam to lP turbine 540 psi& 1000°F 3.72 × 106 N/m2, 811°K
Condensingpressu_ (abs) 1.5 in. Hg 5,078 N/r_ 2

Boilerfeed pump work 19,700 hp 14,690 kW
(steam-turbine-driven),each of 2 uaits

Booster feed pump work(motor-driven), 6200 hp 4620 kW
eachef 2 units

Fuel-s_t inventory,primarysystem
Reactor

Corezone I 290 ft3 8.2 m3
Corezone !! 382 ft3 10.8 m3
Plenums, inlets, outlets 218 ft3 6.2 m3
2-in. aramlus 135 ft3 3.8 m3
Reflectors 49 ft3 1.4 m3

Prim_ heat exchangers
Tubes 269 ft3 7.6 m3
Inlets, outlets 27 ft3 0.8 m3

Pumpbowls 185 ft3 5.2 m3
Piping,includingdrainline 145 ft3 4.1 ms
Off-gasbypass loop 10 ft3 0.3 m3
Tank heels and miscellaneous 10 ft3 0.3 ma

Total enrichedsalt in primarysystem 1720 fib 48.7 m3

Fuel-process_ ,ystem (ChemicalTreatment
llano

Inventoryof bmen salt (Lif-BeF2-ThF4) 480 ft3 13.6 m3
in plant

Processing rate 1 gpm 63.1 X 10"6 m3/sec
Cycle time for salt inventory 10 days 10 days
Heat generationin salt to processingplant 56 kW/ft3 1980 kW/m-_

Designpropertiesof fuel salt

Components 7LiF.BeFs.ThF4.UF4 7LiF.BeIF2.ThF4.UFa
Composition 71.7-16-12-0.3 mole % 71.7-16-12-0.3 mole %
Molecularweight(approx) 64 64
Meltingtemperature(approx) 930° F 772°K
Vapor lmmm_ at IIS0°F (894.3°10 <0.1 nun llg <13.3 N/m2
Demity:C p (g/cms)=3.752 - 6.68 X lO'4t

("C');p (Ib/ft3) , 235,0 - 0.02317t (°F)

At 1300°F (978°!0 204.9 lb/ft3 3283.9 kg/m3
At 1175°F (908°10 207.8 lb/ft3 3330.4 kg/m3
At 1050°F (839°10 210.7 Ib/ft3 3376.9 Iqg/m3
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Table S.l (continued)

Engineering units a International system units b

Viscosity:d a (centipoises) = 0.109
exp [4090/T (°K)J ; u (ib ft -I hr -I )
= 0.2637 exp [7362/T (°R)]

At 1300°F (978°K) 17.3 lb hr -l ft -l 0.007 N secm -2
At 1175°F (908°K) 23.8 lb hr -! ft -l 0.010 h ,_ecm -2

At 1050°F (839°K) 34.5 )b hr -l ft -l 0.015 N sec m -2

Heat c_pacity e (specific heat, Cpj 0.324 Btu lb -I (°F)-t x _% 1.357 J g-l (OK)-I ± 4%
Thermal conductivity (k) f

At 1300°F (978°K) 0.69 Btu hr -1 (°F)-t ft -t 1.19 W m -l (°K)-l
At 1175°F (908°K) 0.71 Btu hr -l (°F)-I ft -l 1.23 W m -I CK) -I
At 1050°F (839°K) 0.69 Btu hr -l (°F)-I ft -s 1.19 W m -t CK) -l

Design properties of coolant salt

Components NaBF4-NaF Na[;F4-NaF
Composition 92-8 mole % 92-8 mole %
Molecular weight (approx) 104 104
Melting temperature (aPlbrox) 725°F 65ff'K

Vapor pressure:g log P (ram Hg)
= 9.024 - 5920/T(°K)

At 850°F (727°K) 8 mm Hg 1066 N/m 2
,_t IISO°F (894°K) 252 mm Hg 33,580 N/m 2

Density:¢ p (g/cm a) -- 2.252 - 7.11 x 10-4t
(°C); p (ib/ft 3) -- 141.4 - 0.0247t (°F)

At 1150"F (894°K) 113.0 ib/ft 3 1811.1 kg/m 3
At IO00eF (811OK) 116.7 ib/ft 3 1870.4 kg/m _
At 850°F (727°K) 120.4 lb/ft 3 1929.7 kg/m 3

Viscosity:d _ (centipoises) = 0.0877

exp [2240/T(°K)] ; u (lbmft -t hr -|)
= 0.2121 exp [4032/T(OR)]

At II50°F (8940K) 2.6 lb tt -t hr -! 0.0011 N sec m -2
At 1000"F (811°K) 3.4 lb q-t hr-t 0.0014 N sec m -2
At 850"F (727°K) 4.6 Ib ft -t hr -l 0.0019 N secm -2

Heat capacity h (specific heat, co) 0.360 Btu Ib-I (OF)-S + 2% 1507 J kg -t (°K)-t ± 2%
Thermal conductivity (k) l -

At II50°F (894°K) 0.23 Btu hr-t (°F) -t ft -t 0.398 W m -l (°K) -t

At IO00"F (811°K) 0.23 8tu _-1 (OF)-1 ft-! 0.398 W m -t (°K)-l
At 850°F (727_K) 0.26 Btu hr -! (°F)-I ft -l 0.450 W m-t (°K)-S

Design properties of graphite /

Density., at 70OF (294.3°K) 115 Ib/ft 3 1843 kg/m 3
Bending strength 4000-6000 psi 28 x 106-41 x 106 N/m 2
Modulus of elasticity coefficient i.7 x 106 psi 11.7 x 109 N/m 2
Pomon's ratio 0.27 0.27

Thermal expansion coefficient 2.3 × 10_/°F 1.3 X 10_/°K
Thermal conductivity at 1200°F, 18 Btu i_ -I (°F) -I ft -t 31.2 W m -! (°K)-t

u_rrediated (approx)
Elec,'rical resistivity 8.9 × 10"4-9.9 X 10"4 ft-cm 8.9 × 10"4-9.9 × 10"4 t'bcm

Specific heat

At 600"F (588.8°K) 0;33 Btu lb -| (OF) -l 1380 J kg -l (°K) -l
At 1200°F (922.(FK) 0.42 Btu lb-t (°F)"t 1760 J kg -t (°K) -t

Helium permeabil/ty at STP with sealed I X I0 -s cm2/sec I X I0 -s cm2/sec
surfaces
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Table S.I (ccnt_-med)

Engineering units a International system tlnits b

Design properties of Hastelloy N k

Density

At 80°F (300°K) 557 lb/ft 3 8927 kg/m 3
At 1300°F (978°K) 541 lb/ft 3 8671 kg/m 3

Thermal conductivity

At o0°F (300°K) 6.0 Btu hr -1 CF) -1 ft -l 10.4 W m -1 (°K_ -l
At 1300°F (978°K) 12.6 Btu hr °l (°F)-I ft-l 21.8 W m -l (°K) -l

Specific heat

At 80°F (300_K) 0.098 Btu Ib -l (°F) -t 410 J kg-l (°K) -l
At 1300°F (978°K) 0.136 Btu lb -1 (°F) -l 569 J kg-l (°K) -l

Thermal expansion

At 80°F (300°K) 5.7 X 10-6/°F 3.2 X 10_/°K
At 1300°F (978°K) 9.5 X 10-6fF 5.3 X 10-6fK

Modulus of elasticity coefficient

A" -Q0°F (300°K) 31 X 106 psi 214 X 109 N/m 2
At 1300°F (978°K) 25 X 106 psi 172 X 109 N/m 2

Tensile strength (approx)

At 80°F (300°K) 115,000 psi 793 x 106 N/m 2
At 1300°F (978°K) 75,000 ps.+ 517 X 106 N/m z

Maximum allowable design stress

t 80°F (300°K) 25,000 psi 172 X 106 N/m 2
At 1300°F (978°K) 3500 psi 24 X 10 s N/m 2

Melting temperature 2500 °F 1644 ° K

aEnglish engineering units as used in MSR literature.
bMeter-kilogram-second system. Table closely follows International System (Sl). See Appendix C for conversion factors £mm

engineering to SI units.
c2ee p. 147, Fig. 13.6, ORNL-4449 (ref. 1).
dsee p. 145, Table 13.2, ORNL-4449 (ref. 1).
esee p. 163, ORNL-4344 (ref. 2).
/'See p. '92, Fig. 9.13, ORNL-4449 (ref. 1). The value of k shown is for salt with about 5%less LiF than the reference salt. Addition

of LiF would increase the average value, probably to 0.72-0.74. The established, and conservative, value of 0.71 was used in the
MSBR calculations.

gSee p. 170, ORNL-4254 (tel 3).
hSee p. 168, ORNL-4254 (ref. 3).
!See p. 92, Fig. 9.13, ORNL-4449 (ref. 1).
! ,t
_dd'." ional graphite properties are listed in Table 3.4.

Composition, wt %: Ni, balance; Mo, 12; Cr, 7; Fe, 0-5; Mn, 0.2-0.5; Si, 0.1 max; B, 0.001 max; Ti, 0.5-2.0; Hf or Nb, 0-2; Cu,
Co, P, S, C, W, A! (total), 0.35.
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1. Introduction

A maj _robjective of the Molten-Salt Reactor Program 1. Research it, the processing of the molten-salt fuels
is to achieve a power reactor which will produce electric showed that protactinium and other fission products
energy at low cost and at the same time extend the could be separated from the salts containing both

nation's low-cost fuel resources. A graphite-moderated uranium and thorium by reduct_ve extraction into
thermal breeder reactor lnaking use of solutions of liquid bismuth. A siagie salt containing both the
fissile and fertile materials in fluoride carriersalts shows fissile and fertile raaterials ,.'Juld thus be processed,
considerable potential for ,,eeting this objective. This although with more difficulty than if separate fuel
report summarizes present information on the design and fertile salts were umd.

characteristics of such a Molten_qalt Breeder Reactor 2. Nuclear calculations indicated that a conversion

(MSBR). ratio greater than 1.0 could be achieved in a one-fluid
Molten salts as reactor fuels and as coolants have been reactor with an acceptably low inventory if the

under study and development for over 20 years, and graphite-to-fuel ratio were reduced in the outer
their chemical, physics, and irradiation properties are regions of the reacto, core. While the fuel specific
excellent. The Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) power feil short of the performance of a two-fluid
at ORNL, which was recently shut down after about type, yields of 3 to 4%/yearwere indicated.
five years of very successful operation, contributed

3. Reactor exposure !i.-aitations were found to ex:stsignificantly to molten-salt reactor technology. A sur-
vey report' was published in August 1966 which relative to use of a graphite moderator, making it
summarized the potential of molten-salt thermal necessary to design for grap.hite replacement. In a
breeder reactors and described preliminary designs and two-fluid reactor it appears more practical to replace

the entire reactor assembly, including the reactorfuel processing hcilities for a 1000-MW(e) power
station. Mere detailed design studies followed, s-7 and a vessel, when replacing the graphite. The single-fluid
comprehensive reports was written which covered the MSBR, however, permits easier access through the
status o' the design qtudie_ as of January 1968. These top head, so that only the core graphite need be
reports considered the two-fluiu reactor concept, thai replaced.

it, one in which the fissile atoms are carried in one 4. The two-fuid concept depends upon the integrity of
molten-salt solution, called the fuel salt,* and the fertile the graphite "plumbing" in the reactor vessel to
materialin another, called the blanket salt. In the fall of keep the fuel and fertile salt streams separated. The
1967, however, information was obtained that made a single-fluid des:gn eliminates this potential problem.

single-fluidMSBR, in which fissile and fertile materials 5. Radiation damage to graphite during reactor ex-
are dissolved irl the same salt, appear practical and posure leads to dimensional changes in graphite
attractive. The two-fluid study was set aside and a which are more easily accommodated in a sinsle-
design study of the single-fluid system commenced, fluid MSBR than in a two-fluid design.
Some of the factors involved were:

The progress of the single-fluid design study is
covered in the MSRP semiannual reports,1,2,a,9 anl

*The terms"priman' salt" and"fuel saW'are used_ynony. the entire February 1970 issue of NuclearApplicatfo_
mously throughout lhe moRea-saltreactorliterature.In the and Technology t° was devoted to a review of molten-
case of me single-fluidMSBRdescribedin this report, the
primarysalt containsboth the fuel andfertilematerial.The salt reactor technology aad to a description of a
terms"secondarysalt" and "coolant salt" are also used syn- conceptual design for an MSBR. Some of the general
onymously, criteria for the single-fluidMSBRdesign study are:
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. 2

!. The design study is to establish concept fea,ibi!,ty power equlpn:ent, waste disposal systems, coi;dens-

to serve as a hasps for preliminary e_limates of cost mg water works, electrical switchyard, stacks, and
and performance features, to identify the research conventional buildings and services.

and development needed to achieve a full-scale
The above categories are not always separate and _re

MSBR. and to guide the a,deslgn t_f an expenmenta;
prototype reactor that will test the features of the closely interdependent, but it is omvenient to discuss

larger plants to follow, them separately. The reactor and its related structures
and maintenance system, the drain tanlk, the off-gas

2. The conceptual design of the MSBR is to be based system, and the chemical processing system arc of

on a technology which does not require maior primary interest .'-rid are discussed in more detail in the

;nventnons or technological breakthroughs. Reason- following ,ections. The steam turbine plant and the

able engineering development is considered permis- general facilities are more or less conventional and are

sible, however, discussed only to the extent necessary to complete the

3. The conceptual desttm is to be based on a plant overall picture as to feasibility and costs of an MSBR
capacity of lO00 MW(e). station.

There are many alternatives open to the designer of
4. Cost estimate', are to be based on existence of a

a,t MSBR station. These can be resolved by detailed

_tell-establis.hed MSBR power reactor indu,.try, optimization work, but to initiate this preliminary

The design of the MSBR plant is presented in terms of study it was necessary in many areas to make early

various systems, or facilities, which are categorized as: decisions largely on the basis of considered judgment.
Some examples are: selection of the number of c_olant

!. th,; reactor system, m which fission heat generated loops and steam generators, use of 700°F feedwater, _.n

in the fuel salt in its passage through the reactor assumed useful graphite life of four years, etc. The

vessel is removed in primary heat exchangers; reference de;ign described here, therefore, illustrates

2. an off-gas system for purging the fuel salt of fissioa that an MSBR power station is practical and feasible,

product gases and gas-borne particulates; but it does not represent a design which has been

3. a chemical processing facility for continuously re- optimized for best performances and costs.
An effort has been made to revise and annotate the

moving fission products from the fuel salt, recover-

ing bred 233 U, and replenishing fertile material; report to indicate the status of the technology, pal .;.cu-
larly with regard to the behavior of materials, up to the

4. a coolant-salt circulating system, steam generators, late fa'.'_of 1970. As indicated above, however, major

and a turbine-genera'or plant for converting the features of the conceptual design were established much

thermal energy into electric power; earlier, generally on the basis of information available in

5. general facilities and equipment, including controls late 1969 and early 1970.
and instrumentation, maintenance tools, auxiliary
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2. Overall Systems Descriptions and Features

E. S. 8ettis

2.1 REACTORPRIMARYSYSTEM The removed gases, along with a small amount of
entrained salt. are taken to a small tallk, where the

The MSBR primary system consists of the reactor, off-gas is combined with that purged from the pump
four primary heat exchangers that transfer heat froni bowls and from the exit arnulus at the top of the
the fuel salt to the coolant salt, and four pumps that reactor. Sm_ the off-gas leaving tbds tank is intensely
circulate the molten fluoride fuel-salt mixture. All of radioactive, the line is cooled by ajacket in which there
this equipment is contained within the reac,or cell, as is a flow of 1050OF fuel salt taken from the reactor

shown in Sect. 13. The fuel-salt drain tank and drain line iust upstream of the freeze calve. This
af!erheat-removal equipment are considered to be a relatively smaii flow of fuel salt, which is subsequently
separatesystem and aredescribed in Sect. 2.4. retum_ to the pump bowl, also assures an open line

The reactor primary system flowsheet is shown in Fig. between the drainvalve and the reactor vessel.

2.1. About 94.8 X 106 lb/hr of fuel salt enters the Each fuel-salt pmap bowl overflows about 150 gpm
bottom of the reactor at 1050°F. Fission energy within through the small tank. and this fluid flows w_t|, the
the graohite-moderated core raises the salt temperature off-gay,to the drain tank. The overflow arrangement
to an average value of 1300°F at the reactor exit at the simplifies liquid level control and helps cool the drain
top. The salt then enters the bottom of the four t_-,_ ,,,._,,_'_ai_d w,tus...... 5air-operated jet pumps at the
fuel-salt circulation pumps. (For simplicity, only one of bottom of the drain tank continuously return the
the four circuits is shown in Fig. 2.1.) These centrifugal molten salt to the circulation systems, as described in
pumps force the salt through the tubes of the four Sect. 2.4. The drain tank is provided _th ample
shell-and-tube primary heat exchangers, where the fuel afterh_at-removal capacity.
salt is cooled to about !050°F before returning to the The fuel-salt drain tank is connected to the bottom of

bottom of the reactor, the reactor vessel by a drain line having a freeze-ping

Each of the fuel-salt circulation pumps has a bypass in type of "valve." At the discretion of the plant operator,
which about 10% of the total pump discharge flow is the plug can be thawed in a few minutes to allow
circulated. This loop contains a gas bubble injection gravity drain of salt from the system into ",hedra/n
section, where a sparging gas (principally helii:m) is tank. The fit:eze plug would also thaw in the event of a
introduced as small bubbles. The bubble generator is a major loss of electric power or failure of the plug
venturi-like section in the pipe capable of generating cooling system. The drain system is provided primarily
bubble diameters in the range of 15 to 20 mil-. The _n the event a leak develo_ in the fuel salt circulating
same bypass loop contains a gas separator, upstream of loop and for safe storage of salt during maintenance
the bubble generator, which removes the inert gas and operations. Although drainage is a positive reactor
its burden of fission products with nearly 100% shutdown mechanism, it is not normally used as an
stripping efficiency. Downstream vanes kill the swirl emergency procedure since the reactor control and
imparted by the centrifugal gas separator.The removed safety rods can quickly take the reactor subcritical
fisdon products consist principally of xenon, krypton, while fuel-salt circulation is continued to remove f'uaion
tritium, and exceedingly small particles of noble metals, product decay heat via the primary heat exchangers.
Based on 10% bypass flow, after a bubble is introduced A catch basin is provided at the bottem of the heated
it would make an average of ten passes through the reactor cell in the unlikely ,_vel_!of a major spill of fuel
reactur before being removed by the separator, salt from the system. The basin pitches toward a drain

3
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which would allow the salt to be collected in the pumps circulates the coolant through four steam

fuel-salt drain tank. generators and two stea,: reheaters, with the flow

A fuel-salt storage tank is provided in addition to the proportioned so that outlet steam temper-tares of

drain tank in the event the latter requires maintenance. 1000°F are obtained from each. The coolant-salt pumps
The h,:at-removal system for the storage tank has less can be operated at variable speed to minimize tempera-

stringent requirements and consists of simple U-tubes ture excursions during power transients, and th_
immersed in the salt. Water is boiled in the tubes and steady-state temperature can be adjusted to match

the steam condensed in a closed system by air-cooled station load.

coils located in the base of the natural-draft stack. A jet

pump in this tank is used to return the fuel salt to the 2.3 STEAM-POWER SYSTEM FOR THE

circulation system or :o the drain tank. TURBINE-GENERATOR PLANT

2.2 SECONDARY-SALT CIRCULATION SYSTEM The steam-pow:., system consists of a single 1035-
MW(e) gross electrical capacity turbine-generator unit,

The secondary system in the MSBR consists of the 4 condensing system, condensate polishing and regener-

coolant-salt circulation pumps, 16 steam generators, ative feedwater heating systems, steam-turbine-driven

and 8 reheaters, all located in the steam generator cells, main feedwater pumps, feedwater and reheat steam

as described in Sect. 13. Coolant-salt storage tanks are preheating equipment, and associated controls, switch-

located in cells directly beneath the steam generator gear, station output transformers, etc. All the steam-
cells, power system equipment, with the exception of the

The molten sodium fluoroborate coolant salt is feedwater and reheat steam preheating facilities, is

c_rculated at a rate of about 71.2 X 106 lb/hr, as conventional in present-day power stations and will not

indicated on fiowsheet in Fig. 2.1. The coolant enters be described in detail.

the shell side of the primary heat exchangers at 850°F A simplified steam system flowsheet is shown in Fig.
and leaves at 1150°F. Each of the four coolant-salt 2.2, and some of the principal data are summarized in

ORNL--DI_ 70--11907
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Table S.I. About 7.15 X 106 lb/hr of steam at 3500 moderation, and the afterheat-removal system has
psia and IOO0°F is delivered to the turbine throttle. The assured reliability in that it is independent of the need
high-pressure turbine exhaust steam is firstpreheated to for mechanical equipment, power supply, or initiating
650°F and then reheated to 1000°F before readmission action by the operating personnel. Cell heatecs assure
to the intermediate-pressure turbine. The turbine ex- that the tank and its contents remain above the salt
hausts at 11/2 in. Hg abs to water-cooled coadensers, liquidus temperature of about 935°F.

The turbine is indicated on the flowsh_ot ds a cross- The dram tank serve_. as a 2-hrholdup volume for the
compounded unit, but a tandem-compound machine highly radioactive fission product gases after they are
could be used. separated from the circuhting fuel salt m the processing

Eight stages of feedwater heating are shown, with syst._in. Also, the drain tank acts as a sump for the
extraction steam taken from the high- and low-pressure overflow streams from the bowls of the salt-circulation
turbines and from the two turbine-driven boiler feed pumps. The small stream of fuel salt which is sent to

pumps. The 600-psia, 552°F steam from the high- the fuel-processing cell for removal of fission products,
pressure turbine exhaust is preheated to about 650°F in protactinium, excess bred material, and impurities is
a steam-to-steam U-shell, U-tube type heat exchanger, taken from the dram tank and returned to it after
with steam (at about 3600 psia and 1000°F) from the treatment and adjustment of the uranium concentra-
steam generator outlet entering the tube side and tion. An additional use of the dram tank is that its
leaving at about 866°F. This exit steam is directly storage volume, which is about 50% greater than the
mixed with the high-pressure 551°F feedwater leaving fuel-salt inventory, permits accommodation of some of
the top extraction heater to raise the water temperature the coolant salt in the unlikely event that a heat
to about 695°F. Motor-drivencanned-rotor centrifugal exchanger tube failure and pressure differential reversal
pumps then boost the water from about 3500 to 3800 permit coolant leakage into the primary system.
psia and 700°F before entering the steam generator. The fuel-salt drain tank contains a liner to absorb

A supercritical-pressuresteam system was chosen for gamma heat and to form an annular flow passage at the
tank wall for about 600 gpm of overflow salt from thethe MSBR because the 700°F feedwater needed for the

steam generator because of the coolant-salt character- pump bowls. The salt stream passes along the bottom
surface of the top head and down the sides to maintainistics can be conveniently and effificntly attained
metal temperatures within the design limits.

through mixing of the supercritical-pressuresteam with
high-pressure feedwater. Also, the supercritical-pressure A well in the bottom head of the drain tank contains

five salt-actuated jet pumps. Four of the jets aresystem affords a thermal efficiency of 44.4%, as
provided with salt from the primary pump discha-ges tocompared with 41.1% for a 2400-psia cycle using a

Loeffler boiler principle to attain the 700°F feedwater actuate the jets and return the overflow salt to the
temperature. Further, the capital cost of a respective circulation systems. Siphon breaks prevent

fuel salt from be pump bowl from draining back in thesupercritical-pressure system for the MSBR is judged to
be about the same as, and possibly less than, the cost of event a jet stops operating. The fifth jet pump is
the 2400-psia system, activated by about 100 gpm from a separate fuel-salt

pump and is used to transfer salt to the fuel-processing
cell or to fill the primary-salt circulation loop.

2.4 FUEL-SALTDRAIN SYSTEM Afterheat released in the drain tank is removed by a
natural convection system employing an intermediate

The MSBR dram system consists of the drain tank, heat transport fluid. As shown m Fig. 2.3, _LiF-BeF2
the drain line and freeze valve_ ,t pump and jet system coolant salt circulates through U-tubes immersed in the
to return salt to the circulation loop or to the fuel fuel salt to heat exchangers located at the base of a
processing plant, the off-gas heat disposal system, an natural-draft stack. There are 40 separate and indepen-
afterheat disposal system, and heater equipment which dent natural-convection circuits to afford a high degree
maintains the salt above its iiquidus temperature. The of reliability. The heat exchangers transfer heat from
drain system is housed in separate cells apart from the tubes containing the transport salt to water-cooled
reactor ceil. plates which make no physical contact with the salt

tubes. The steam generated in the plates is condensed inThe drain tank serves several functions, the chief one
being a safe storage volume for the fuel salt when it is finned air-cooled coils in the natural-draft stack.
drained from the circulation loop. A critical mass An alternate drain tank cooling system using NaK as
cannot exist in the tank because of insufficient neutron the coolant is described in Sect. 6.4
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2.5 OFF-GASSYSTEM duced into the circulation system as purge gu for the
circulation pumps and at other places where clean

The off-gases will be held in the fuel-salt drain tank helium is needed. The accumulated krypton and tritium
for about 2 hr, during which time a portion of the arestored in tanks in the waste cell facility.
noble metals will probably deposit on the internal
surfaces. Referring to Fig. 2.1, the gases vented from 2.6 FUEL-SALTPROCESSINGSYSTEM
the drain tank pass through particle traps, where L.E. McNeese
remaining particulates are removed before the gases
enter the charcoal beds for absorption and 47-1uholdup Breeding with thermal neutrons is economically feas/-
of the xenon, permitting decay of 97% of the 13s Xe. ble with a molten-salt reactor because it is pinto'hieto
Most of the gas leaving the charcoal bed is compressed process the fluid fuel rapidly enough to keep the
for reintroduction into the salt-circulation system at the neutron losses to protactinium and fission products to a
bubble generators. A small portion of the gas leaving very low level. The equipment used to strip gaseous
the 47-hr charcoal bed enters the long-delay charcoal Fusion products from the fuel salt was descnl_ed in
bed (about 90day xenon holdup), the outflow of Sects. 2.1 and 2.5. The concentrations of protactimum,
which passes through tritium and krypton traps before rare earths, and some other fusion products are limited
entering a gas storage tank. The gas from this tank is by continuously processing a small stream of the fuel
augmented by makeup helium if required and reintro- salt in an on-site processingsystem, descnl_l below.
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There are several basic p;ocesses which could be about 95% of ,he uranium is removed as gaseous UF6.
incorporated in a molten-salt reactor "kidney." The The salt then flows to a reductive extraction column,
effective cycle times for protactinium and fission where protactinium and the remaining uramum are
)roduct removal assumed in the calculations of breed- chemically reduced and extracted into liquid bismuth
ing performance (Table 3.7) were based on the use of flowing countercurrent to the salt. The reducing agent,
the system described in ref. I. Recent developments lithium and thorium dissolved in bismuth, is introduced
have shown that it is possible to attain the same at the top of the extraction coh, mn. The bismuth
breeding performance by using a somewhat different stream leaving the column contains the extracted
)rocessinig plant having equipment that should be uranium and protactinium as well as :ithium, thorium,
:onsiderably simpler to develop and operate,n_ The and fission product zirconium. The extracted materials
newer, more attractive concept is described here and in are removed from the bismuth stream by contacting the
Sect. 8. stream with an HF-H2 mixture in the presence of a

The flowsheet for the continuous salt-processing waste salt which is circulated through the hydrofluorir_-
system is shown in Fig. 2.4. In essence, the process ator from the protactinium decay tank. The salt stream
;onsists of two parts: (l) removal of uranium and leaving the hydrofluorinator, which contains UF4 and

atactinium from salt leaving the reactor and reintro- PaF4, passes through a fluorinator, whereabout 95% of
duction of uranium ::-.o salt returning to the reactor and the uranium is removed. The resulting salt stream then

12)removal of rare-earth f_ssion products from the salt. flows through a tank having a volume of about 130 ft3 ,
A small (0.88-gpm) stream of fuel salt, taken from the where most of the protactinium is held and where most

'eactor drain tank, flows through a fluorinator, where of the protactinium decay heat is removed. Uranium
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produced in the tank by protactinium decay is removed this contactor, while the thorium remains with the
by circulation of the salt through a fluorinator, bismuth. Finally, the rare earths are lemoved from the

Materials that do not form volatile fluorides during recirculating LiC',by contacting it with bismuth streams
fluorination will also accumulate in the decay tank; containing high concentrations of litb,ium (5 _nd 50
these include fission product zirconium and corrosion mole %). These materials, containing the rare earths, ar_.
product nickel. These materials are subsequently re- removed from the process.

moved from the tank by periodic discard of salt at a The fully processed salt, on its way back to the
rate equivalentto about O.1 ft3/day, reactor, has uranium added at the rate required to

in summary, in the protactinium isolation system, all maintain or adjust the uranium concentration in the
the uranium that leaves the reactor, plus that produced reactor (and hence the reactivity) as desired. This is
by decay of the protactinium, appears as UF6, whereas done by contacting the salt with UF6 and hydrogen to
the effluent salt from the extraction column carries produc2 UF4 in the salt and HF gas.
fission products but no uranium or protactinium.

The rare earths are removed from the salt stream 2.7 AUXILIARY AND OTHERSUPPORT SYSTEMS
leaving the top 3f the protactinium extractor by
eontacuag it with a stream of bismuth that is practi- In addition to the principal systems previously de-
tally saturated with thorium metal. This bismuth scribed, the molten-salt reactor complex requires an
stream, with the extracted rareearths, is contacted with emergency power system, cell heating systems, coolant-
an "aeceptor salt," lithium chloride. Because the salt storage tarms, and a maintenance and graphite-
distribution coefficient (metal/salt) is several orders of replacement facility. The steam-power system will
magnitude higher for thorium than for the rareearths, a require an oil- or gas-fired boiler for preheating the
large fraction of the rare earths tramfer to the LiCI in feedwater and the turbine equipment during startup.
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3. Reactor Primary System

3 .I GENERAL DESCRIPTION accommodated in such a manner as to maintain the

core internals in a compact array without significant
3.1 .i Design Objectives changes in the fuel-to-graphite ratios and salt velocities

and to prevent vibrations. The salt will be maintained
The MSBR conceptual design study was concerned

well above its liquidus temperature of 930°F, and the
with exploring and delineating design problems and
with evolving a design which would establish the salt flow is upward through the core to promote natural
feasibility of the concept, circalation. The reactor is capable of being drained

essent/_ally free of salt, and afterheat following shut-
The basic objective was to provide the fissile concen- down can be safely dissipated. The reactor vessel and

tration and geometry of graphite and fuel salt to obtain the reflector graphite are expected to last the life of the
a nuclear heat release of about 2250 MW(t) at condi- plant, but the core was designed to facilitate periodic
tions affording the best utilization of the nation's fuel replacement of the entire assembly.
resources at lowest power cost. A good indicator of the There are, of course, many possible arrangements for
performance of a breeder reactor is the total quantity a molten.salt breeder reactor and power station. The
of uranium ore that must be mined to fuel the industry concept described here represents one design that
before it becomes self-sustaining. An index of good appeared feasible; more detailed study and optimization
perforrl:ance in a growing reactor industry is GP2,

would probably produce a better arrangement.
where G is the breeding gain and P is the specific power

in megawatts of thermal power per kilogram of fission- 3.1.2 General Description and l)es/gn Considerations
able material. 11Lis term, the so-called conservation

coefficient, was used in nuclear physics optimization E.S. Bettis

studies to determine the dimensions of the reactor core The principal design data are summarized in Table
and reflector and the salt-to-graphite ratios, as discussed S.I, uad more detailed reactor data are given in Table
in more detail in Sect. 3.3.2. (In general, the conditions 3.1. The detailed nuclear physics data are listed in Table
for the highest valueof the fuel conse,.vation coefficient 3.7. Overall plan and elevation views of the reactor are
also _,orresponded with the lowest fuel-cycle cost and shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. The Hastelloy N vessel
lowest overall cost to produce power.) material and the moderator and reflector graphite are

Neutron fluences and maximum graphite tempera- described in Sects. 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.
tures were kept low enough to provide an estimated The reactor vessel is about 22 ft in diameter and 20 ft
core graphite life of about four years. The salt flow hiO and is designed for 75 psig. It has 2-in.-thick walls
through the core passages was designed for each stream and 3-in.-thick dished heads at the top and bottom. Salt
to have about the same 250°F temperature rise, with at about IO50°F enters the central manifold at the
the pressure drop due to flow being kept within the bottom through four 16.in.-diam nozzles and flows
head capabilities of a tingle-stage circulation pump. through the lower plenum and upward through the
Coofing was provided for the reactor vessel and other passages in the grapl,.ite to exit at the top at about
metal parts to keep the temperatures within the 1300°F through four equai:y spaced nozzles which
tolerances imposed by stress considerations. The design connect to the 20-in..diam salt-suction lines leading to
aspects, that the coefficient of thermal expansion of the circulation pumps. The 64n..diaw, fuel-salt drain
ltutelloy N is about three times that of the core line connects to the bottom of the reactor .'_-sselinlet
graphite, that the graphite experiences dimensional manifold.
chang,:,swith irradiation, and that the graphite has Since graphite experiences dimensional changes with
comiderable buoyancy in the fuel salt, were all neutron irradiation, the reactor core must be designed

10
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Table 3.1. Principalreactor designdata graphite life of about four years. It was decided to re-

move and install the core graphite as at" assembly rather

Reactor vessel insidediameter, ft 22.2 than by .;ndividual pieces, since it appeared that thisVesselheight at center,aft 20
method could be pecformed quickly and with less likeli-Vesselwall thickness, in. 2

Vessel head thickness, in. 3 hood of escape of radtoactivity. Ha:td!ing the core as an
Vesseldesignpressure,psig 75 assembly also permits the replacement core to be care-

Number ofcoredements 1412 fully preassembled and tested u,ider shop conditions.

Length of zone I portion of core elements, ft 13 (Maimenance procedures arc described in Sect. 12.)Overall length of core elements (approx), ft 15
Distance across flats, zone I,° ft 14 The reflector graphite will normally last the 30-year
Outside diameter of undermoderated region, 16.8 life of the plant. The radial reflector pieces are installed

zone II, ft inside the vessel with no special provisions made for

Overallheight of zone I plus zone 11,b ft 18 replacement. The bottom axial reflector will be re-
Radialdistance between reflector and core, 2

zone II,b in. placed each time a new core is installed, _ince this is a
Radial thickness of reflector, in. 30 more convenient design arrangement. The top axial

Averagethickness of axial reflectors (approx), in. 22 reflector is attached to the removable top head, but
Volume fraction salt in zene 1b 0.13 since two heads are provided, which will be alternated

Volume fraction salt in zone 11b 0.37 each time the core is replaced, this graphite should lastCorepowerdensity, kW/liter
Average 22.2 the life of the plant without replacement.
Peak 70.4 The reactor has a central zone in which 13% of the

Corefuel-salt power density, kW/liter volume is fuel salt, an outer, undermoderated region

Average 74 having 37% salt, and a reflector region containing aboutPeak 492
Core grarhite powerdensity, kW/liter 1%salt. There is a 2-in.-wide annulus which is 100% salt

Average 2.3 between the removable core and the reflector blocks to

Peak 6.3 provide clearance when removing and inserting a core

Core thermalneutron flux, neutrons cm -2 sec-1 assembly. The volumes and weights of salt and graphite
Average 2.6 X 1014
Peak 8.3 × 1014 in the various portions of the reactor are summarized in

Maximumgraphitedamage flux (>50 keV), 3.5 x 1014 Table 3.2. For convenience, a terminology for reactor
neutronscm-2 sec-1 zones and regions was established, as shown in Table

Graphitetemperatureat maximumgraphitedamage 1307 3.3, and these designations will be used in the descrip-
flux region, °F tions to follow.

Estimateduseful life of graphite, years 4 The central portion, zones I-A and I-B, is made un ofTotal weight of graphitein reactor,c lb 669,000
Weightof removablecore assembly,d lb 600,000 4-in. X 4-in. X 13-ft-long graphite elements, as indicated
Maximumflow velocity in core, fps 8.5 in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 and shown in more detail in Figs.
Pressuredrop due to salt flow in core, psi 18 3.3, 3.4, and 3.27. The elements will be manufactured

Volume of fuel salt, ft3 by an extrusion process and will require only relatively

Total in core (see Table 3.2) 1074 minor machining. After fabrication, the pieces may beTotal in primarysystem 1720
treated with a sealing process to increase the resistanceFissile-fuel inventory of reactor plant and fuel 1470

processingplant, kg to gas permeation, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.3. Holes
Thoriuminventory, kg 68,000 through the centers and rid£es on the sides of the

Breedingratio 1.06 graphite elements separate the pieces, furnish flow

Yield,e%/year 3.3 passages, and provide the requisite salt-to-graphite

Doubling time,e compounded continuously, years 21 ratios. The interstitial flow passages have hydraulic

diameters approximately equal to the central hole. A
aDoes not includeupperextension cylinder.
bSee Table 3.3 for definition, more detailed discussion of the thermal and hydraulic

_Does not include60,000 lb in alternate head assembly, considerations in design of the elements is given in Sect.
Hoist load to be lifted into transportcask. 3A.

eAt 80%plant factor. The fission energy release in the reactor is highest at

the center of the core, with the power density (in

for periodic replacement. The design chosen for the kilowatts per liter)falling off approximately as a cosine

referenc-, MSBR has an average core power density of function of the core radius. By varying the salt velocity

22.2 W/cc, which, based on the irradiation behavior of from 8 fps at the center to about 2 fin near the

materials presently available, indicates a useful core periphery, a uniform temperature rise of 250°F is
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obtained. The salt velocities are determined by the hole present significantly more difficulty in sealing the

size, by the flow passage dimensions between the graphite during manufacture of the elements. The ends
graphite elements, and by orificing at the ends of the of the graphite elements are machined to a cylindrical
flow channels. An element hole size of O.6 in. lDisused shape for about 10 in. on each end to provide the
in the most active portion of the core, and a undermoderated 37% salt regicn at the top andbottom
1.347-in.-ID hole is used in the outer portion, h_ the of the reactor. The top of each element is also
latter case the size of the interstitial passages is reduced machined, as shown in Fig. 3.4, to providea 3-in.-deep
to maintain the desired 13% salt volume, l_e 0.6-in. outlet plenum a; the top of the core to direct the salt
hole size was selected for the inner region, zone I-A, flow to the four exit nozzles of the vessel. Under the
primarily on the basis that a smaller opening would effects of buoyancy and drag forces, the l a/4-in.-OD
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Tal_ 3.2. ¥oi,anes and we_'tts at t.'te in position, they serve as a base around which the core
MSBRcote -,,ridreflector elements can be stacked when the core is assembled. A

Salt Graphite jig is used to hold the elements until the entire c.ore is
Percent volume weight assembled and the restraining rings are in pi2ce.

salt {ft3) rib) The undermoderated zone with 37% salt, or radial

"'blanket," surrounding the more active portion serves

('ore. zone i, 14 ft octagon, 13 __88 221,400 to reduce neutron leakage frcm the core. This zone is
13at.h_'h)

Lov,er a.,d upper axial, zone I!, 37 94.5 18,500 made up of two kinds of elements: 4-in. X 4-in. X 13-
9 in. thick, top and bottom ft-long elements like those in the core except for a larger

L'pper plenum. 3 in. thick, 85 36.2 700 hole size (2.581 in. ID/ (Fig. 3.5), and 2-in.-thick ×
top only 13-ft-long slats arranged radially around the core. as

Lov,er plenum, 21/2in. thick. 100 35.4 shown in Fig. 3.1. The slats average about 10.5 in. mbottom
Radmi. zo_ 1|, 16.g ft. 37 282 55.0OO width, the dimension varying to transform the generally

dram x 14.5 ft bqgh octagonal cross-sectional shape of the core element
Annulus. I",.__ft diamx 150 !00 132 array into a circular one. The slats also provide stiffness

high _2-m-g_P-h to hold the inner core elements in a compact array as

Salt atlet Ilowe: sectaonL 98 11 dimeasionai changes occur in the graphite. Dowel pins
3.5 ft dram x 1.2 tt hw.h.

Salt inlet, upper section;. 50 9 900 separate the slats to provide flow passages, and vertical
4 ft diam X .t.2 ft high elliptical graphite sealing pins at the outer periphery of

Lcnvervesselcoolant 100 8.2 the array isolate, to a large extedt, the salt flowing

passage.I/2in. through the core from that flowing through the

Radial _es_! coolant pllenum 62.5 46.5 3,400 reflector region. The slabs are separated from each
Radialvesselcoolant,/4-m-gap I00 21.2
Radialreflec:or. 17.2 ft 1.2 26.9 254.400 other by graphite buttons located at approximately

high x 222 ft OD 18411. intervals along the length. Each slab has a groove
Axial reflector, bottom 3 14.7 54.800 running axially about I t/2 in- from the outside edge to

Axial reflector,top -t 14.7 54,800 accommodate the long elliptical-shaped graphite dowels

Controlrodentrance thimble 2.9 which are inserted between adjacem slabs to isolate the
Outlet Imssage 42.1 5,400
Annulu._between uppe_rhead 100 8.7 slab salt flow from the flow in the previously men-

flange extension and tioned 2-in. annulus. There are similar elliptical-shaped
vessel, _/2-in.gap dowels running axially between the prisms of the outer

Total !')74 66%ooo row of the core to perform the same function, in that
they isolate the flow in zone I from that in zone II.

There are eight graphite slabs with a width of 6 in. in

neck of each prism is pressed firmly against the top zone I!, one of which is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The holes

reflector blocks. When the reactor is empty of salt the running through the centers are for the core lifting rods

graphite rests on the Hastelloy N support plate at the used dtwgng the core repbcement operations mentioned
bottom of the vessel, above. These holes also allow a portion of the fuel salt

Fore 6- by 6-in. graphite elements with a 4-in.-diam at essentially the reactor inlet temperature of 1050°F
hole are shown installed axially at the center line of the to flow to the top of the vessel for cooling the top head

reactor" in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. More rods may be re. aired, and axial reflector.
however, as discussed in Sect. I0.2. Two or more of the Figure 3.3 also shows the previously mentioned

i_oles receive relatively simple graphite control rods 24n.-wide annum space between the removable core

which, on insertion, increase the reactivity by displacing graphite in zone II-B and the permanently mounted

some of the fuel salt. Since these rods have a pro- reflector graph_e. This annulus, which is 100% fuel salt,

nounced tendency to Eoat in the salt, they are provides clearances for moving the core assembly, helps

self-ejecting witl- respect to decreasing the reactivity, absorb the out-of-roundness dimensions of the reactor
even if the gra#h;e s, touid fracture. The other two vessel, and serves to reduce the damage flux arriving at

holes a_e for neutroz, absorbing _ods used only for the surface of the graphite reflector blocks.

reactor shutdown. These 6- by 6-in. elements are Since the reflector graphite is in a position of lower

retained at the bottom by fitting them into a Hastelloy neatron flux, it does not have to be sealed to reduce

N enclosure in the bottom of the bottom-head salt- xenon penetration. Also, because of the lower neutron

distribution assembly. Since the elementsare restrained dose level, it does not have to be designed for
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Table 3.3 terminology used to designate regiom and zones of reactor

Term used Region or zone a

Core This includes the 13, 37, 85, and 100_ salt
regions cut to the inner face of the
reflector but does not include the reflector

Zone Ib (zone I-A, zone 1-1_,etc.) ~13% salt region of core

Zone I1c (zone II-A, zone ll-b. etc.) ~37% salt region of core

A.'_nulus ~ 100% salt annular region of core between
zone I1 and radial reflector

Lower plenum ~ 100% salt region of core betwr_n zone I1
and lower axial reflector

Upper plenum ~85% salt region of core between zone II
and upper axial reflector

Radial reflector Graphite region surrounding core in radial
direction

Upper axial reflector Graphite region above core

Lower axial reflector Graphite region below core

Radial vessel coolant passage Gap between radial reflector and vessel wall

Upper vessel cooiant passage Gap between upper axial reflector and
upper vessel head

Lower vessel coolant passage Gap between lower axial reflector and
lower ve_qel head

Inlet Salt inlet passage in lower vessel head and
lower axial reflector

Outlet passage Salt outlet passage in upper axial reflector

asee Figs. 3.1, 3.3, and 3.26.
bl-A, I-B, etc., are used to designate different ele76e.it shapes in a zone.
CThe terms "radial zone 11," "upper axial zone I1," g:_d "lower axial zr'_e 1I" should

be used as necessary.

replacement during the reactor lifetime. The reflector is into the reflector graphite.atthe outer wall to distribute
comprised of molded graphite blocks which require the radial flow of salt between the top and bottom
only minor machining operations to fabricate. The passages to provide more uniform cooling in the
radial reflector graphite is made up of slightly wedge- reflector. About 1% of the reflector volume is fuel salt.
shaped blocks to provide a reflector about 2t/2ft thick. All the radial flow channels slope downward toward the
The blocks are about 10 in. wide at the vessel waft, vessel wall to allow the salt to drain when the system is
about 9 in. wide at the innerend, and about 43 in. high emptied.
and are assembled in four layers. Hastelloy N axial ribs, Since graphite has abc.ut one-third the thermal coef-
indicated in Fig. 3.3, provide a :/,s-in standoff space ._cient of expansion of Hasteiloy N, the deanmces
from the vessel wall and also align the reflector blocks between blocks will tend to increase as the system is
together in the vertical direction. Fuel salt from the heated to operating temperature. E_n distribution of
reactor inlet plenum flows upwardthrough this vertical these clearances is maintained by restraining lateral
space to cool the vessel wall and the outer portiot_of shifting of the graphite. Each reflector block in the
the reflector grapitite, bottom layer of graphite has a shallow radial groo_

In addition to the axial flcw of salt for cooling the milled for about 18 in. in the bottom center. These
radial reflector graphite, art inward flow of fuel salt is grooves fit over radial webs welded to the bed plate on
maintained by l-in.-OD graphite pins, or dowels, which which the reflector blocks are stacked. The webs
are inserted in the reflector pieces to hold them apart, maintain each block at a given p_sition relative to the
The salt flow mssages are about 0.05 in. wide in the metal bed plate as _e plate expands. The upper layers
mid condition and widen to about 0.1 in. at operating of radial reflectm blocks are forced to maintain registry
temperature. Slotted Hasteiloy N orifice plates are set with tee bottom keyed b!ock by the lneViously
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mentioned Hastelloy N axial ribs, which also provide The axial reflectors at top and bottom are made up of
the cooling gap between the blocks and the vessel wall. wedge-shaped pieces of graphite, the inner end being
The radial reflector blocks are pushed outward against about 2 in. wide and the end at the oute_ circumference
the spacer ribs as the vessel expands by Hastelloy N being about 16 in. wide. In ac_dition, because of the
hoops inserted in circumferential _lots at each layer of dished heads on the vessel, the wedge-shapedp_ecesar_
blocks in the reflector as indicated in Fig. 3.2. The rings about 30 in. t,dck at the center and about 15 in. thick at
or hoops expand at the same rate as the vessel and keep the outer edge. The top head of the vessel (and its
the reflector blocks pushed outward to follow the vessel alternate) contains a permanently installed axial reflec-
wall. tor assembly supported in the manner indicated in Fig.

Since the radial blocks on the top layer are wedge 3.2. The lower axial reflector graphite is renewed with
shaped and there is not room to lower the last block each core, since it forms the base upon which a new
into place from above, two of the top-layer blocks are core is assembled. A support structure around the

._,lit wedges which form a rectangularspace into which bottom inlet supports the bottom graphite, and the
a block can he moved laterally to complete the axial reflector assembly is prevented from floating in
amembly. After all reflector pieces have been put in the fuel salt by the weight of the 3-in.-thick Hasteiloy N
place, a segmented metal retainer piate is put on top of inner head (core support plate) to which it is attached.
the top layer and bolted to gussets which are attached A flow of fuel salt is provided for coofing the axial
to the overhanging vessel wall. This retainer plate reflectors in much the same manner as for the radial
prevents the reflector from floating when the reacto_ is reflector graphite. Salt for the lower reflector taken
filled with salt. from the reactor inlet flow is used to cool both the
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lower head of the vessel, the inner head (core support ORaL-O*070-,9Oe
plate), and the axial reflector graphite. The inner head :_._
is provided with standoffs to permit salt to flow ,.,
between it and the bottom head of the vessel. Holes ._

through the inner head allow some salt to flow upward ,,,x_""
through passages between the bottom axial reflector _,
pieces. The lower passage between the bottom heads
also supplies the salt which flows upward at the wall to
cool the vessel and the radial reflector graphite. Fuel
salt for cooling the top head and upper axial reflector
flows upward through the control rod region at the
center of the core and through the core lifting rod holes
in zone II, as shown in Fig. 3.1 and described below.
This salt is initially at near the inlet salt temperature of
about 1050°F, and, after absorbing the heat in the
upper head and graphite, it leaves the reactor with the
exit salt flow.

The top head of the reactor vessel is flanged to
facilitate access to the core. The flange is located several
feet above the tog dished head for better accessibility
and a lower radiation and temperature environment.
For the core removalandreplacer,lent operations,the TYPICAL-8PLACES

core is temporarily attached to the top head and axial 2 _,.-,- I"-
reflector and the entire assembly moved as a unit. To GRAPHITERAOIAL
accomplish this, eight seal-welded flanged openings in R[FL¢CTOR
the top he_d of the reactor vessel give access to vertical
holes in the graphite core structure for insertion of
2I/2-in.-diammolybaenumlifting rodswhichattachby GRAPHITEAXIALREFLECTOR
a ball latch to the forged support ringat the bottom of
the reactor core, as shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7.
Molybdenu_ was selected for the rod materialbecause
of its strength at elevated temperatures, it being
anticipated that the core temperature would increase
above its average 1100°F operating temperatureduring
the transfer operation. The ball latch mechanism is
activated from above by a push rod running inside the
length of the lifting rods. An enlargedsection at the top
of each rod engages the top head to clamp the core and
head together. The rods are used to lift the entire core
assembly into the transport cask, in which it is then
moved to the storage ceil for eventual core disassembly i_. 3.6. Com-Brflagrod=¢¢==bo_=.
and discard into the waste c_.ll.The core assembly is
about 16 ft in diameter and weighs al'out 240 tons.

The reactor vessel is supported from the top by an temperature region of the reactor cell, is elevated above
extension of the outer wall which carriesa large flange the maximum salt level, and is not subjected to high
at the top (see Figs. 3.2 and i 2.'2._that rests on the temperature gradients or strong irradiation levels. Dou.
reinforced concrete roof structure. Tlus cylindrical hie metal gaskets with a leak detection system are used
piece extends about 15 ft above the top of the reactor in the joint. The flanges are held together by clamps,
vessel and has walls 2 in. thick. The top head of the with the bolting readily accessible from the operating
reactor vessel also carriesa cylindrical extension with a floor level. It may be noted tnat with this arrangement
flange at the top to mate with the vessel flange. The the weight of the roof plugs augments the bolting in
flanged joint is thus located outside the high- damping theflangestogether.
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o_L-_ ,o-,,sos erected on a new Hast,'.lloyN support plate which has
beel_, provided wi_h new graphite lower axial reflector
blocks. When all the elements are in place in the
octagonal array, a segme.-.ted graphite band is installed
around the top head ano bc,to,_ to hold them in place,
as indicated in Fig. 3.2./,fter a_sembly of the core is
complete_ it is moved through the gas lock into the

_.._i _i_ containment. The rea,.,o, :'_p head and top axial
reflector _.ssembly, which has been cleane_ and in-
spected _.fter previous use, is now attached to the new

TOP HEAD
AccEss_T core ,_i_h the previously mentiont'd tie rods. After the

spew reactor core is removed Yrom the vessel, as
de', _.:,ed above, the replacemen, assembly can be
1o_- .'d inte _-lace, .'_hetie rods removed, and the rod

LIFTING ROO

acce:z po;-; and to_ head flangessealed.Maintenance
operations_.re:;_ '_ m moredetailin Sect. 13.

3.2 SPECIAL MATERIALS

The fuel and coolmt salts, the reactor graphite, and
the modified HasteUoy N aie special MSBR materials
which have been studied .rod developed at ORNL in a
program that started over ! 5 years ago. The background

ACTUATINGROO information and documentation supporting this area of
the MSBR design study are far too extensive to be
reviewed here. In general, each of the materials has been
investigated sufficiently to give confidence that their
use, within the limits prescribed, is feasible and prac-
tical in the MSBR. Selected physical properties of the
four materials are listed in Table S.I, and some general
characteristics, as specifically related to the MSBR
design study, are briefly discussed below.

BALL LATO.I

3.2.1 Fuel Salt

Tb.¢ f,Jel salt selected for use in the MSBR is

I=LANGE 7IiF-BeF'2-TEF4-UF4 (71.7-16-12-0.3 mole %). The
lith,.'amis enrichedto 99.995% 7Li. In brief, the fuel
saltmelts at about930°F andhasa low vaporpressure
at operatingtemperatures.It has low thermal-neutron
captm-, cross sectionsand is stable throughoutthe

3.7. Reactoreoac-I_tmllmd assembly, proposed range of application} o Witha viscosity about
twice that of kerosene, a volumetric heat capacity
about the same as that of water, and a thermal
conductivity more than twice that of water, it has

As _.reviously mentioned, a second reactor vessel top adequate heat transfer characteristics9 and a reasonable
head and its cylindrical extension piece will be required pressure drop due to flow._2 It is compatible with the
in order to assemble a new reactor core prior to the materials in the system. 13
core replacement. After each use and a suitable decay In selecting a fuel salt for the MSBR_twas recognized
time, the top head will be reclaimed for the next core that the fuel salt must consist of elerr_nts having low
replacement operation. The new core will be assembled capture cross sections for neutrons typical of the
under shop conditions in a "clean room" located chosen energy spectrum. The rue! must dissolve more
outside the MSBR containment. The core will be than the critical concentrations of fissionable material
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(a3su, z33U, or 239pu*) and high concentrations of capable of being processed for turnaround of unburned
fertile material (232Th) at temperatures well below fissile material, effective recovery of bred fissile ma-

1050"F. The mixture must be thermally stable, arid its terial, and removal of fission product poisons, all with

vapor pressure needs to be low in the operating sufficient economy toassure a low fuel-cycle cost.

temperature range of 1050 to ! 300°F. It must possess As discussed by Grimes,; o fluorides are the only salts

heat transfer and hydrodynamic properties adequate for with acceptable absorption cross sections and the

service as a heat-exchange fluid. It must be nonaggres- requisite stability and melting temperatures. Both ura-

sive toward the materials of construction, notably the nium tetrafluoride (UF4) and thorium tetrafluoride

Hastelloy N and the graphite. The fuel salt must be (ThF4) are sufficiently stabl,e, and, fortunately, their
stable toward reactor irradiation, must be able to relatively high melting temperatures are markedly de-

survive fissioning of the uranium or plutonium, and pressed by use of diluent flu,orides. The preferred

must tolerate fLssion product accumulation without diluents are BeF2 and _LiF. The phase behavior of

serious deterioration of its useful properties. It must be systems based on these dilue._is has been examined in
- detail, t4 and the system LiF-BeF2-ThF4 is shown in

*Plutonium, as 239pUF3, could be used instead of 233U or Fig. 3.8.

235U for the initial fissile loading, and there may be economic Successful operation of the MSRE lent confidence
advantagesto doing so for the nuclearstartupand shakedown

that oxide contamination of t21e fuel system canruns on an MSBR station. (The molten-salt reactor could not
breed on tLe 238U-239pu cycle, however, because of pluto- kept to adequately low lewis and that ZrF4 (5 mole %),
nium's low 7alueoft for thermalneutrons.) used as a constituent of the fuel in the ,_xperimental

ORNL-LR-DWG3"M,ZOAR7
ThF4 ¢_¢!

TEMP(RATUR(iN"C
COMPOSITIONINmole%

LiF-4ThF4

P 897

LiF'ThF4

P597
E56B

£!

D
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reactor to pr,:clude inadvertent precipitation of UO2, iooo O_L-O_6"-94Z_A,= T-,,ou,ous
wouldnot beneededin the MSBR. \ _.c_"_._.. ' I, SOL,DUS

The single-fluidMSBR requiresa concentrationof 9oo * " _ ]oCRYSTALINVERSION"
!'_.

ThF 4 near 12 mole %, and criticality studiesindicate SOD ' " : ' _" " . LIQUID

that the 233UF4 concentrationshouldbeabout<0.3 G ,_oF + LIQUID r'_.._mole %. The ratio of _LiF to l:leF2should be high to "---700
keep the viscosity low Fo maintain the liquidus =_ "X,

temperaturebelow about 932°F (for a melt with 12% _:_ 6OO .... NoBF., " " _ 4OS:C-
(HIGH-TEMPERATURE:FORM' N _'ThF4), the BeF2 concentrationmustbe in the rangeof _)o -- - - + LIQUID - -_-_ -\-

16 to 25%. The mo;t like=ychoicefor the MSBR fuel _ T : '_ \_
salt composition was thus 7LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UF4 4oo 384"c ....... t -i- : L _._ ,,.el ,J

(71.7-16-I 2_0.3 mo'e _'. This sa" is undam_,ed bY _-_O _. NoF " _IO_F4 (HIGH-T_MPE:RATURE FORM) i: 1
radiationand is completelystableat operatingcondi- z_3-c • _ [ ! ,
_:lons. 200 No'FC+ NoBF 4 (LOW-TIi"MPE:RATURF " FORM)

As indicated in Table D2 of Appendix D, the N_ 2O 4O 6O 8O No_4
estirmted cost of the primary salt for the MSBR Noee4 [,_,_ev.)
reference design is about $13 p¢[ pound for the Fi8.3.9. MSBRcoolantmlt-Themj_cemNalF-NaBF4.

7LiF-BeF2 carrier salt, about $9 per pound for the
7LiF-BeF2-ThF4 barren salt, and about $57 per pound
for the enriched fuel salt, based on a fissile material cost

of $13 per gram. The total cost of the primary salt The choice of sodium fluoroborate was based on a
inventory in the MSBR reactor and chemical treatment survey of possible molten-salt reactor coola],'.* by
plant systems is thus about $23 million. McDuffie et. al._ s Consideration of a number of

3.2.2 Coolant Salt cooianL_has been previously reported_ ,2,9 and sum-
m'jrized by Grimes.to The remaining uncertainties and

The MSBR uses a circulating secondary fluid to problems in the use of sodium fluoroborate are de-
transport heat from the fuel salt to the steam gene,ators scribed in Chap. 16, along with a discussion of
and reheaters. This coolant must be stable at all alternative coolants and the effect their use would ,have

temperatures up to 1300°F, must not be damaged by on the MSBRdesign.
radiation (including the delayed-neutron emissions in
the primary heat exchangers), must be compatible with 3.2.3 Reactor Graphite

other materials, must have acceptable heat transferand W.P. Eatherly C.R. Kennedy
hydraulic properties, and, because of the relatively large
volume required, must be reasonable in cost. The 3.2.3.1 Introduction. Graphite is the [nincipal ma-
coolant selected for the reference design is a eutectic terial other than salt in the core of a molten-salt
sodium fluoroborate salt having the composition reactox. As such, its beha_or under radiation damage is
NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %). Pertinent physical prop- of considerable significancz. Prmr to 1966, data on
erties are listed in Table S.I. graphite behavior at elevated temperatures and high

The NaBF4-NaF system is shown in Fig. 3.9. The fluences were scattered, and there was good reason to
eutectic has a vapor pressure at 1150°F of about 252 believe the effects of radiation damage in graphitewere

nun Hg and could operate with a dilute mixture of BF3 self-limiting and would saturate at exposures of the
in helium as the cover gas. It has a melth,.gtemperature order 2 X 1022 neutrons/cm2 at 700°C.
of about 725°F and has a viscosity, volumetric heat During 1966-1967, British data,_e quickly con-
capacity, and thermal conductivity properties close to finned in this country,_7 demonstrated that the dimen-
those of water. The salt mixture is stable in the system sional changes induced by radiation did not saturate but
environment. If the sodium fluoroborate is free ef eventually resulted in gross expansion of the graphite
contaminants and water, test loop experience indicate., accompanied with structural deterioration. Under the
that the corrosion rate of Hastelloy N at the reactor fluences and temperatures existing within proposed
system conditions will probably be less than 0.2 high-performance molten-salt reactors, this meant that
rail/year. Comn_rcial grades may have ac_ptabl_ the graphite in the core would not last the life of the
ptaity and would have a modest cost of less than 50 reactor and would have to be replaced at rather
cents/lb, frequent intervals.
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In view of this situation, two studies were imme- ORNLDW669-526!
diately initiated: (1) to ascertain the effect of the �graphite on reactor performance _8 and (2) to estimate /8_o°c/_3o °/_-_o0

the pr°bability °f impr°ving existing graphites'l ° The I !/7

general results of these studies were as follows:

1. The behavior of existing graphites can be toleratedfrom the standpoint of both design and economics, t /

/2. The cost and design penalties are significant enough

to justify search for an improved material.

3. itesTherecaniSbeadeveloped.reas°nableprobabilit_ that better graph- =_°o /////"/_6_:iJ

Subsequent events have justifie,i tt ese conclusions.

3.2.3.2 Structural and dimen=onal stability. There _ -t

are tw° °verriding requirements °n the graphite' :_" __/

namely, that both molten salt and xenon be excluded -"
from the open pore volume. Any significant penetration
of the graphite by the fuel-bearingsalt would generate a

local hot spot. leading to enhanced radiation damageto -2 _,-- j.- , ,-
the graphite and _rhaps local boiling of the salt. It
wo_:!dobviously also lead to uncertainties in the reactor
fuel inve,itoty and dynamic reactor behavior. Since the
salt is nonwetting to the graphite, this requires only
that the graphite be free of gross structural d,4"ectsand -3 o 2 3
that the pore structure be largely confined to diameters

FLUENCI- ¢' X 1022 (E >50 key)
less than l/_. Both requirements can be met by

currently availablecommercial graphites. Fig. 3.10. Dimemiomlbehavi_ of gsphite as a f.nction of
Xenon-135 is a serious poison to the reactor and flumceat varlomtem_raaa_..

could cost several percent in breeding ratio if not
stripped from the salt or excluded from the graphite.
Calculations2 indicate that with graphite having a gas

permeability of the orderof 10 -s cm2/sec STI'helium, tions in the core, the changes in core configuration have
a reasonably effective gas stripping system can reduce been calculated. 2°'2t It is concluded that changes in
the poisoning to a negligible level. The best com- reactor performance due to strictly geometrical changes
mercially available graphites have gas permeabilities in are not significant, t s
the 10 -3 to 10"_ cm2/sec range;although experimental For lack of a better definition, it has been assumed
ma:erials have achieved levels of 10-s to 10 -6 cm2/sec, that permeability will improve or remain unaffected
These values seem to be the ad,ievable limit relative to during the period of time the graphite is in a contracted
closure of pores by repeated carbonaceous impregna- phase, and hence the point at which the graphite
tion and graphitization of bulk graphite, returns to its original density defines its useful life. This

It is obvious that the structural deterioration of leads to the conclusion =° that the graphite can absorb a
graphite under radiation damage will lead to eventual fluence of 3 X 102a neutrons/cm= (E > 50 keV)before
loss of impermeability and hence to a definable lifetime deteriorating significantly or, equivalently, that it will
of graphite in the core. In addition, the dimensional have to be replaced in the core about every tour years
changes will lead to changes in the core configuration in the 9resent design. The associated operating cost
and behavior. Data available by 1968 on graphite penalty for replacing graphite is estimated to be
behavior were analyzed, and a set of curves was between0.1 and0.2 mill/_Whr.
established representing the expected behaviorof the
graphite obtainable at that time. The resultant curves2e ¢SubNquentdata indicatethat the temperatureeffectsmy
for botropic graphite are qhow=_in Fig. 3.10.* From be leas than those shown in Fig. 3.10. Graphitenow undeg
these curves and the presungd temperature distdbu- developmentmy alsohavebetterdimemionalstability.
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Recent results obtained from irradiations in the High source of carbon, the temperature of decomposition,

Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at ORNL indicate that and partial pressures of hydrocarbon and other inert or

the definition of lifetime based on return to original _talytic gases. Considerable work may be required to

density is indeed conservative for almost all graphites define a process for a given base graphite, and such a

examined. The observed chaL'ges in microstructure proccts may be unique to each base stock. The program

represent an increased generation of extremely small is actively proceeding and looks both technically

pores at the expense of reduction in the size of the feasible and economically attractive.

larger peres during the contraction phase. The excep- Pyrolytic coating, on the other hand, is a much more
tions are graphite containing a high portion of low-

hactable process and requires less process control.
density phases, a type of material which can be avoided

Coatings only 3 to 5 mils thick readily yield perme-

for MSBR applications, abilities in the range 10 -s to 10-9 cm2/sec. These have
Other than the commGn commercial technique of survivct ,, ations to 2 X l022 neutrons/cm z with

repeated liquid impregnation of graphite, several other
negligible .._o in permeability and hence look very

alternatives exist: (1) metallic or carbide coating, (2) attractive. However, the samples must be protected
pyrolytic carbon coating, (3) gaseous impregnation and against chipping due to external mechanical stressing. It

decomposition (pyrolytic impregnation), and (4)liquid is probable that a combination of impregnation and

or solid salt impregnation. The use of metal-containing coating will turn out to be the preferred technique.

coatings has been investigated, and successful coatings Pending more resets on these experiments, work has
were demonstrated. The useful metals and coating been curtailed on studying the feasibility of liquid or
thicknesses required lead t¢a significant loss of solid salt impregnation.
neutrons, however, and this approach has been aband-

oned, at least temporarily. Of the pyrolytic techniq,_es, 3.2.3.3 Thermal and mechanical properties. The ther-

the impregnation approach was initially preferred over real conductivity of the graphite becomes important

coating because of the less fragile nat'are of the only as it affects the internal temperature of the

impregnated surface. An apparatus has been designed 22 material due to gamma and neutron heaung. For the

which permits gaseous impregnation of graphite accom- reference design of the MSBR, this heat is quite

partied by pyrolytic decomposition. This leads to filling significant, up to 8.3 W/cm _ . The temperature gradients

of the pores near the surface with pyrolytic carbon and thus developed lead not only to thermal stresses but

graphite, and permeabilities of 10 -*° cm2/sec have also to radiatio'a-induced stresses generated by the

been easily achieved. Various samples of sach impreg- temperature del_adence of the dama3e. Values of the
hated materials have been irradiated, however, and they relevant properties of a f'me-grained isotropic graphite

have withstood fluences only to about 1.5 X 1022 have been estimated from properties of various grades

neutrons/era 2 (E > 50 keV). 2_ Such results are to be of graphite given in the literature. The estimates are

anticipated, because both the base graphite and pyro- given in Table 3.4. Although some of these values, such

lytic material undergo dimensional changes under irra- as the thermal conductivity, will change during irradia-

diation. A variety of behavior of pyrolytic materials can tion, the changes will probably not seriously affect the

be obtainea by altering the hy&ocarbon gas used as the calculated stresses.

Table3.4. Eat/mateddesigngraphitepropertiesof base graphitefor an MSBRa

Thermalconductivity,b Wcm-t (°C)-t 37.63(T) -°'?, where T = °K

Thermal expansion, (*C)-t 5.52 × 10-a + l.O X IO"gT

Younlg'smodulus, psi 1.9 × 106

Ultimate tensile strength,psi 5000
Poisson's ratio 0.27

Creepconstant, psi-t neuUon-t cm2 (5.3 - 1.45 × 10-2T × IO-ST2) × 10-21

Anisotropy <70.05%
Density, s/cm3 ~ 1.9

Permeability,cm3(STPHe)/sec <1 X 10.2

Aco_miblevoid volume,% <10

AIi temperaturesexpressedas degreescen_de, except as noted.
Unirradiated;r.,diationmay decreasecondu_ti'_ity.
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Constitutive equations for the graphite prisms have graphite. At the temperatures under consideration
been set up and solvedz°'22 to obtain the thermal and in th,, MSBR, the interstitials are highly mobile,
radiation-inducedstresses. Theequations include the elas- and the vacancies are slightly mobile. Although some
tic _esponse as well as primary and secondary creep,2a direct recombination of vacancies and interstitials
the important contribution being that of secondary does occt;r, enough survive to generate both i,ter-
creep. Despite the fact that the radiation-induced stitial and vacancy aggregates. The vacancy aggre-
strains far exceed the maximum tensile strain of gates colbp'_ to lead to a shrinkage Jf the crystallites in
graphite at failure, the relaxation due to creep largely the a-axis direction, whereas the in;erstitiai aggregates

keeps pace w_th these strains and reduces the induced grow into new planes leading to crystallite growth in
stresses to relatively low levels A curve of stress vs time the c-axis direction. Rather fortuitously, the net growth
for M_eBRgraphite is shown in Fig. 3.11. The initial leads to virtually no change in crystallite volume,
thermal stresses anneal out in a few weeks' time, and although the shape chan_,e is marked.
there is a gradual buildup ot the radiation-induced There is general agreement on the above qualitative
stresses. In no case do the stresses exceed 600 psi, explanation, but detailed attempts to quantify the
which is quite acceptable in view of the anticipated model have not led to s:tiffactory results. The British

5000-psi ultimate tensile strength, work 24 demonstrated (at low temperatures) a relation-
It is concluded, therefore, that the induced stresses in ship between radiation damage and thermal expansion.

the graphite do not constrain the reference MSBR Later work at General Atomic 2s on pyrolytics has
de;lgn t,, _rformance. demonstrated an effect of crystallite size and density.

3.2.3.4 lmp;a-¢ed graphites. Before considering the More recent work at ORNL has shown even more
vrobabilil/ of improvement of the graphite, it is complex effects, presumably due to intracrystallite
zdvantageo,_ to review briefly the mechanism of plastic deformation and m/cropore structure. !t is
damat_e. Oh the average, each fission neutron will apparent that existing models of radiation damage are
produce 500 to 1000 interstitial-vacancy pairs in the still incomplete and do not imply that the behavior of

existing graphite represents an ultimate behavior of the
_,L-OWG.-_SS, graphite in general.

Subsequent to the analysis of dimensional behavior of

sco materials represented by Fig. 3.10, type _,_Q graphite*
has been studied in the HFIR at ORNL. _ This graphite

demonstrates some improvement in behavior, as shown

in Fig. 3.12, and satisfies many of the desired require-
400 merits, but it is a molded material and cannot be

fabricated to the required shapes. At present, both!.'2-

"_ / / ORNL and the vendor are studying methods to ferm

b"3oo ____/_ _ the material.
_ 3.2.3.5 Conclusions. Or,the basis of the survey of the

¢' capabilities of the graphite industry, coupled with
current programs on radiation damage and fabrication,

2oo --4 the following conclusions have been made.

1. Current state-of-the-art materials are adequate to
produce base graphites meeting the technical require-

_oo -- ments for an MSBR. These graphites will have a core

lifetime at the reference MSU,R flux levels of th_ o'der

of four years, which introduces a cost penalty of O.I to
0.2 mill/kWhr.

o [-- 2. Early studies of gaseom implegnation have demon-

L grated the capability of meeting the permeability of
_w _10 -a cc/sec that would be desirable to help minimize

o 2 s , the t3SXe neutron absorption, it remaim to be
TIME AT 80% ?LANT FACTOR (yr)

Fig. 3.11. Maximumsmsmpeoducedin MSBRmectogeme *Supp:iedby Pc,co Graphite,inc., a subddhtryof UnionOil
IgapHUas• fuA_dmtof time. Companyof Cafifomia,Decatur,'rex.
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O_'NL-_G?O-ii9tO successfully in me MSRE. The modified alloy is
.... _ superior to standard Hastelloy N, however, m thaw it

suffers much less loss of ductility under neutront " " " _ irradiation. The design of the MSBR reactor vessel

/ii counts on this improvement, _nd throughout the
description of the design in this repolt "HasteUoy N"

_-- /f""_x_×0 GRaPH,TE / / ! means the modi_ed alloy unless otherwise stated. The
z ..... i consequences of failure to c, :nmercially produce an
o 3 approved alloy with ,'he desired properties are discussed
ar

o in Sect. 16.2.3.
3.2.4.1 Primary system. The metal in the reactor

i _ vessel and in the primary piping will be exposed to
ttJ

i z_ mohe_ fuel salt at temperatures up to 1300°F on one
_ _ side and to the cell atmosphere (95% N2-5% O2) at

1000°F on the other. The antio.'pated service life is 30

years, during which time the most highly irradiated
i portions of the reactor ww._selwill be exposed to a

fast-neutron (E > 0.1 MeV) fluence of less than ! ×
"_ ' i02j neutrons/cm 2 and a thermai-ncutron fluence of0 _ 2 3

FLUE_CE[tOzz n,t (E> 50 keY)] about 5 X 1022 neutrons/cm 2.
Hastelloy N is an alloy developed specifically for use

F'_. 3.12. Behavior of :ype _.XQ graphite at 715°C con- in molten fluoride systems,26 with the composition
basted to the lw,,_ned _z_o_rof O_refazncegaphite used shown in Table 3.5. Among the major constituents,
ingSmRde_ncalcutuiom, chromium is the least resistant to attack by the

quorides. The chromium content of Hastelloy N is low

enough for the alloy to haze exceilent corrosion
resistance toward the salts. (The leaching of chromium

demonstrated that such impregnated materials will is limited by the rate at which it can diffuse to the
satisfactorily wit's,and radiation damage, surface.) The chromium is high enough, on the othe;

3. Geometric_' :estrictiom introduced by reql:ire-
meats of foDri,.ability do not restrict reactor per-
formance.

4. Sufficient _ta now extst to imply that improved Tame3.5. Chemicaloempotitk.at ofr_xlira_lHasteeoyN

grapMtes for MSBR usage can be developed. However, C.ncentration(wt%)a
these improvements will most probably be incremental Element
relative to the best graphites tested to date. Standard ahoy Modified alloy

Nickel Balance Balance

3.2.4 Hastel_oyN Molybdenum 15.0-18.0 I 1.0-13.0
Chromium 6.0- 8.0 6.0- 8.0

H. E. McCoy iron 5.0 5.0
Carbon 0.04-0.08 0.04-0.08

In this reference design of the MSBR, the material Mangaaese 1.0 0.2
that is spe:ified for nearly all of the metal surface.. Sibcon !.0 0.1
contacting the fuel and ccolant salts is an alloy which is Tungsten 0.5 0.1
a slight modification of the present commercial Hastel- Aluminum 0.1Titamum 0.5 2.0
Ioy N. (The only exceptions are parts of the chemical Copper 0.35 0.1
processing sy::tem, which are made of molybdenum, Cobalt 0.20 0.2
ant ,he infrequently used fuel storage tank, which is of Phosphorus 0.015 0.015
stainless steel.) As described below, the modified Sulfur 0.020 0.015

Boron 0.010 0.0010
HuteHoy N anticipated in the MSBRdesign is currently Others,total 0.$0
in :.n advanced stage of development. It is very similar Hafnium 1.0
in composition and most physical ptoperti, _ to stan- Niobium 2.0
dard HasteHoy N, wMch has been fully developed and
stpproved for ASME Cr _e construction and was used _SinOevaluesaremaxunurnconceatra:_ons.
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hand, to impart good oxidation resistance toward :he l_oved successful, with a fine dispersion of MC-type

cell a_mosphere. Tie molybdenum content was ad- _rbides giving the most desirable properties. 37 The

ju_.ed to give good strength without an embrittling postirradiation fracture strains of several promising

second-phase formation. The resulting alloy has very. alloys are shown in Fig. 3.13. {Although the fluence

good physical and mechanical properties. 27-29 received by these specimens is low compared with that

Standard Hastelloy N v,_ approved by the ASME expected in the MSBR, cver one-half of the boron will
Boiler and U,tfired Pressure Vessel t.ode Committee have been transmt,_ed at the 5 X 102°-neutron/cm 2

under Case 1315-3 (ref. 30)ann Case 1345-1 (ref. 31) fluence level, and there is relatively little change in

for r.uclear vessel construction and :was the primary ductility beyond this point.}

structural material in the MSRE. in the fuel sy:!,,rn of To obtain the desired structure and welding prop-

this reactor, Hastel!oy N was exposed to salt at about erties of the modified alloy, close control is required of

1200°F for 22,000 hr. Corrosion was very moderate, the concentrations of tita,ium, niobium, and hafnium.

with chrorruum leaching equivalent to complete re- Successful hip.hly restrained test welds have been made

moral from a layer only 0.2 mil deep (Surveillance in t/2-in.-thick plate using alloys containing !.2% tita-

specimens showed a chromium gradient to a depth of 2 mum. 0.5% hafnium, combined 0.75% hafnium and

mils.) Oxidation on surfaces exposed to the cell 0.75% titanium, and combined 0.5% titanium and 2%

atmosphece amounted to only 2 mils. However, surveil- niobium. (Zirconium induced severe weld metal crack-

lance specimens exposed just omside the reactor vessel ing and is no longer considered as a constituent.) The
and at the center of the core showed marked reduction composition of the Hastelloy N for the MSBR has not

in fracture strain and stress-:ug,ture life due to neutron been optimized, but the antiopated values are given in
irradiation.32-34 Table 3.5.

In the MSBR reference desi_ the metal in the vessel

walls is protected by a thick graphite reflector and sees

a fast-neutron fluence only on the order of i X l02t omm.-oq_ss-_erTuwz_5.4
neutrons/cm 2 (actually less than was received by core _o_ _6.T.

specimens in the MSRE). This fast-ueutron quence is ,, zz.z _ I o._r,.o.6cb*o.f,t'f

too low to produce the swelling or void formation that

is associated with the metal used for cladding the fuel in ¢3 -

fast reactors. 3s The major concern in develo#ng an
improved alloy for use in the MSBR was therefore not

fast-neutron damage but the production of helium in 14 --

the metal, primarily due to the thermal-neutron trans-

mutation of t o B to ,tHe and "_Li. Boron is an impurity 10 -

of Hastelloy N that comes from the refractories used in

melting the alloy. Careful commercial practice nmkes it

possible to produce alioys containing I to 5 ppm boron _ 8
tit

(18.2% of natural boron is rOB). Irradiation tests, _-
7

however, show that the amount of helium (and thus
boron) required to cause embrittlernent is so low that =t.-- 6 --

ewn alloys containing O.i ppm of boron are badly
; damag:d in this respet.'*..36 The strong influence of such _" "-,

a small quantity of boron is due to the segregation of 4
bor,m at the grain boundaries, where helium production

can have a profound effect o:, the fract:.,e behavior, it 3

was thus concluded that the problem of irradiation-
induced embrittlement could not be solved by redu_.g z

the boron level. _ _

The embrittlement problem was approached by

adding alloying metals, such as titanium, niobitan, oo.oca o.o¢ o.t t to ,oo
zirconium, and hafnium, so as to form boridet that STmU_RAT,.(t/h,)
would be dispersed as prec,#rates and not particularly

segregated at the grain boundaries. This approach _ 3.13. INwtb_dMtion ductility of H_ N at (ff_*C.
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The corrosion resistance of the modified material has purifying the coolant salt of moisture and oxygen,
been tested, and specimens have been exposed in the however. In general, the compatibility of .Hastelloy N
MSREcore. The melts used to date have <0. !%iron and with sodium fluoroborate appears acceptable, if on4ine
have even lower corrosion rates than observed for the methods for removing corrosion products and moisture
standard alloy with 4 to 5% iron. Iron does not serve a are included in the system, the corrosion rate is likely
critical role in the alloy and could be removed to give a to be i_s than about 0.2 rail/year.
lower corrosic, rate in sodium fluoroborate should this The compati_mty of Hastelloy N with supercritical-
prove to be necessary. The presence of t_tanium and the pressure steam has been tested by exposing specimens
other reactive metals will not contribute appreoably to iv..the TVA Bull Run steam station, in over 10D00 hr
_he corrosion rate at the anticipated concentra- the corrosion rate has been less than _/4rail/year,4_ a
lions. 3a'39 The molybdenum w',_sdroppedfrom 16%in rate that by industry standards would certainly be
the standard material to about 12% in the modified acceptable in the steam generator tubing. (There is no
alloy to obtain the d_,red carbide, significant difference between the standard and modi-

The mechanical properties of the rood,lied alloys are fled tlastelloy 1¢ in this respect.) Results of continued
generally better than those of standard HastelloyNand testing, but with stressed specimens, are not yet
are considerably better than those of the early heat available.
used in establishing the allowable design stresses under
the ASME Code. For the purposes of this reference 3.3 NUCLEAR CHARACTERISTICS
MSBR design, however, the approved stresses, listed in

Table S.I, were used. 3.3.1 Selection of MSBRCm¢ Design
in summary, the reference MSBRdesign assumes that

material having strength and corrosion resistance equal H.F. Baumn
to standard Hastelioy N will be available. The reacto,r

The core of the single-fluid MSBR cor:sists of two
vessel requires, in addition, that the postirradiation zones: a well-moderated inner zone (1) (see Table 3.3
ductility be much better than that of the s_ndard for definition of zones) surrounded by at. undermod-
alloy. Many experimental heats of modified Hasteiloy N

erated outer zone (il). The same fuel salt, containing
meet these requirements. There appears to be no reason both _sile and fertile material, is used in both zones

why a selected alloy canno,, be produced commercially and throughout the reactor. The neutron spectrum in
and be approved for code ,:onstruction. each zone is contTolled by adjusting the proportion of

3.2.4.2 Secondary system. The coolam salt in the salt to graphite, from a salt fraction of about 13%in
MSBR is sodium fluoroborate. This does not present a zone ! to about 37% in zone !!. The overall spectrum is
basically different corrosio,- situation from that for adjusted for the best "performance" associated with a
other fluoride salts, since the elements present as high breeding ratio and a low fissile inventory {optimi-
fluorides are more stable than are the fluorides of the zation of the core is discussed in following sections).
metals present in the Hastelloy N. Impurities in the salt, The spectrum in zone !! is made harder, to enhance the
however, may present mechanisms for corrosion, rate of thorium resonance capture relative to the fusion

Static corrosion tests showed insignilicam attack of rate, thus depreaing the flux in the oute.ccore zone and
Hastelloy N by NaBF4-NaF mixtures (4 to 8 mole % reducing the neutron leakage.
NaF) on Hastelloy N with low amounts of oxygea and EarlierMSBR designs achieved exceller t performance
water present. 4G Increased amounts of oxygen and (good breeding ratio and low fissile _nventory) by
water my accelerate the corrosion rate. incorporating fissile and fertile mterials ill tWOseparate

Dynamic corrosion test experience with l-lmtelloy N fluids.4 Both fluids (separated by granh/te walls) were
in sodium fluotoborate includes several thermal convec- present in ".hecore, which was surrounded by a blanket
tion loops and a single forced.circulation system, of fertile salt. The advantages of this two-fluid design
Results indicate that metal will he removed from the were low f'umileinventory (because the fumilematerial
hotter portions of the loop and deposited on th,; cooler was confined to a relatively small volume of fuel salt)
sections. For the thermal convection loops t_,e mini- ar:l ease of processing (because the fuel salt was free of
mum rate of metal removal was about 0.2 :nil/year over fertile material and the fertile udt was practically free
about 10,000 hr of operation. Accelerated corrosion is of f'mion products). The main disadvantage was the

asmciated with high levels of H20 and O_. Purging the complex graphite structure required to separate the two
system with a gaseous mixture of hydrogen fluor;de, fluids, a structure that would have to be replaced at
BF3, and helium appea,s to be an effective method of intervals because of neutron damage to the graphite.
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A design intermediate bet_veen the two-fluid and the 3.3.20ptim'_ation of Cote Design

reference single-fluid designs is the single-fluid core with H. F Bauman
separate blanket.' The core is a well-moderated r,.gion

like zone ! of the single-fluid design, surrounded by a The ROD (Reactor Optimum Design) code, t:_ed to
bianket of thorium-bearing salt separated from the core optirmze the core design for the single-fluid MSBR,
by a thin wall of Hastelloy N (or possibly graphite). The consists of three .majorsections:
core salt contains both fissile and fertile materials arid 1. A multigroup, one-dimensional neutron diffusion
thus offers no processing advantage over the single-fluid calculation based on the code MODRIC with a routine

design, but the presence of the blanket controls neutron added to synthesize a two-dimensional czlc;flation in
leakage without involving a large fissile inventory in tl'_ cylindrical geometry.

blanket region and results in a low total reactor fissile 2. An equilibrium reactor calculation based on the
inventory. Exploratory calculations have shown that code ERC. The equilibrium concentrations of up to 250
the performance of this design approaches that of the nuclides including fission products may be calculated
two-fluid reactor mentioned above. Its major dhad- for considering continuous fuel processing with up to
vantage is the necessity for a dividing wall between the ten removal mode, each with its individual processing
core and the blanket, a wall that would have to be time. The breeding ratio, fuel yield, material invert-
replaced periodically (along with the cere graphite) tories, and fuel-cycle costs are calculated in this section.
because of fast--eutron damage. 3. An optimization procedure, based on the gradient

Another possibility is a single-fluid design with a projection method or "method of steepest ascent," for
power density low enough for the allowable damage locating the maximum of a specified figure of merit
flux to the core to not be exceeded in the 'ifetime of when given reactor parameters are allowed to vary. The
the reactor. Preliminary calculations show that such a figure of merit may be any desired function of the
reactor should have a large core (on the order of 30 ft breeding ratio, the specific fuel inventory, the fuel-el,tie
in diameter) and that an und'_rmoderatedzone ii is not costs, or similar factors, while such parameters as core
needed because leakage is inherently low f_om such a salt fraction, the core zone dimensions, reflector tiff:k-
large core. The advantage of this deqgn is simplicity of hess, and processing cycle times may be variacles.
construction and the elimination of core replacement. Parameter surveys at specified levels of the variables
Its disadvantages are the relatively high f'_ile inventory (without optimization) may also be performed.
and the large size of th; reactor vessel. 3.3.2.1 Crem sections. Cross-section sets for use in

The performance of typical examples of these four MSBR calculations were developed using XSDRN_ 3 a
reactor designs is summarized in Table 3.6. The second discrete ordinates spectral code for the generation of
one listed, the single-fluid two-zone replaceable core nuclear multigroup ct;v.stantsin the fast, resonance, and
design, was selected for detailed analysis in this desifea thermalization energy regions. Cross-section sets were
study because it offers moderately good breeding made for each of the four major regions of the reactor:
performance in a design that can be built with only a the 13 2% salt zone, the 37_ salt zone, the 100% salt
modest extension of today's technology, gap, and the reflector, in each case a "cell structure"

Table3.6. Cdcu_tednucJesrpe_nemMceof'1000-MW(e)MSBR_ _ts

TypicsJraf_ value
Deqn concept C.metea-vation Fim'ie Annualft._

(ininaessingorderof complexity) coefFtcieutB Bwedi_ ratio inventory yield
[MW(t)/Iqgla (kg) (_/eag)

$insJe_akl,nemeplaceablecore 5 1.06 2300 2.0
Siaille-fluid,two-zone ;placeablecore 15 1.06 1500 3.2

(refaenceMSBR)
Sinsie-fluidcorewithsepmateblanket SO 1.07 900 7.0

and replaceablecore
Two-fluidcoreplusblanketand 75 1.07 700 8.0

replscest_ecore

'SAnindexof merit,the,"-.fudtioaandstsnificanceof .,,'tdcharediscussedin sect.3.3.2.2.
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was set up to describe a part of the particular regions, detail from the reference design calculation, was used
The cross sections were then flux weighted over the for severa! subsidiary calculations, such as the neutron
cell. The input data for XSDRN were taken from the and gamma heating in the core and the power distri-
123-group XSDRN master librar) tape. This 123-group bution in the core, and for several of the parameter
structure was reduced to a 9-group structure in the surveys given in the following section.
XSDRN calculations; d-as broad group structure con-
sists of 5 fast groups and 4 thermal groJps. Nuclide

Table 3.7. "haracteristics of the single-fluidconcentrations for these calculationswere obtained
MSBR referencedesign

from a ROD calculation. All the nuclides appearing in
the reactor plus four l/v "nuclides" were considered in A. Description
each region so thaz four sets of cross sections were used Identification CC!20
to descr.;bethe entire reactor. Power

MW(e) I000
3.3.2.2 C_tion coefficient. The figure of merit MW(t) 2250

selected for optimization of the single-fluid MSBR has Plantfactor 0.8
been named the "conservation coefficient," defined as Dimensions,ft
the breeding gain times the square of the specific power Corezone 1
in thermal megawatts per kilogram of TLssilematerial Height 1";.0

Diameter :4.4

(which is proportional to the inverse of the product of Regionthicknesses
the doubling time and the fuel specific inventory). The Axial:
conservation coefficient is related _o the capability of a Corezone 2 0.75
breeder reactor system to conserve fissile material in a Plenum 0.25
nuclear power economy expanding linearly w/th time. Reflector 2.0
For this power growth condition, maximizing the Radial:Co_ezone2 1.25
conservation coefficient results in a minimum in the Annulus 0.167
total amount of uranium that must be mined up to the Reflector 2.5
point when the breeder system becomes self-sustaining Salt fractions
(i.e., independent of any external supply of fissionable Cotezone I 0.132
material). Corezone2 0.37Plenums 0.85

3.3.2.30ptlmi_tion. The optimization of the reac- Annulus 1.0

t.or design, while based on maximizing the conservation Reflector 0.01
cc ffficient, was subject to several economic constraints. Salt composition, mole%
including limits on the power density (and hence the UF4 0.232PuF 3 0.0006
graphite life) and the overall reactor v_sel dimensions. ThF4 17

in addition, the rare-earthand 233Pa processing rates BeF 2 16
wfre fixed at rates found reasonable for the reductive- LiF 72

extraction processing method considered here. Fuel- B. Procmiag
cycle ¢ sts were computed as part of the core calcula-

lions, as shownin Table3.7. Although not usedasthe Prom.singgxoup Nuclides Cycletime
basis for the optimization, it .urned out that fuel-cycle (it fullpower)

costs were near minimum at the selected optimum Rareemhs Y, l.a, Ce,IN,Nd. Pro, 50days
configurations. Sm,C,,d

3.3.2.4 Reference desiga. The results of the optimi- Ea 500 days
Noble metals Se, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, 20 sec

zation study led to the selection of a reference design PC Ag, Sb,Te
with the charecteristics given in Table 3.7. Additional Seminoblemetals 7s, Cd,In,Sn 200days
data on the flux spectrum and the neutron absorption Cases _, Xe 20 sec
by individual f'tsdon product nuclides in the reference Volatilefluorides Br,! 60 days
design are given in Appendix B. The data givenare from Discard Rb,Sr,OkBe 3435days
the calculation of the reference design and include Saitdbcard Th, Li,Be,F 3435 daysProtactinium a3JPa 3 days
details of the proces.singand buildup of higher isotopes. Highernuclides 237Np, "_4apll 16years
However, anoLhercalculation,which differs only it,
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Table 3.7 (continued) Table 3.7 (continued)

E. Fuel-cycle costs d
C. Performance

Item Cost (mills/kWhr)
Consc rvativn coefficien', [ MW(O/kg) ] 2 14.1

Breeding ratio 1.063 irvenh>ry
Yield, a % per annum 3.20 Fissile 0.364
Inventory, fissile, kg 1504 Salt 0.077
Specific power, MW(t)/kg 1.50 Replacement salt 0.040
Doubling time, system, a years 22 Processing 0.360
Peak damage flux, E > 50 keY, Fissile production credit -0.088
neutrons cm-2 sec-t
C:.re zone 1 3.5 x 1014 Total 0.753
Reflector 3.7 x l013
Ves.;el 4.3 × i 0 ! J nAt 0.80 plar,t factor.

Thermal-neutron flux, neutrrqs cm -2 sec-I bN-clide concentration in fuel salt (atoms b-! cm-t j.
Average, core 2.6 X 1014 C(n,2n) reaction.

Peak 8.3 X 1014 dBases for the fuel-cycle cost estimate are summarized m
Fraction of fission_ from thermal neutrons 0.84 Table D.2.
Power density, W/cm 3

Core

Average 22.2
Peak 70.4 3.33 Effect of Changesin the Fuel-Cycle and

Core, fu¢"salt Core Design Ihllametels
Average 74
Peak 492 H.F. Bauman

Core, graphite Qpmma and neutron heating)
Average 2.3 3.33.1 Power demity and core life. The power
Peak 6.3 density of the core affects both the reactor perform-

Fiss_npowerfractionsby zone ance and the core graphite fife. As the first step in
Corezone I 0.790 selecting the core power density, the core dimensions
Corezone2 0.150 (and the salt fraction of zone 1) were optimized to
Annulus and plenums 0.049
Reflector 0.012 maximize the conservation coefficient. Then several

Ratio,c/'rh/U cases were run in which the maximum permissible
Corezone I 8660/52/1 fast-t,eutron fluen_ was limited to low values, ..hich
Corezone2 2240/52/1 had the effect of increasing the core size, limiting the

peak power density, and increasing the core graphite
D. Neutson balance fife. The results of this study are shown i_,Fig. 3.14, in

which the performance parameters are plotted as a
Constituent Concentration b Absorptions Fissions

function of grat-ritefife. Both the breeding gain and the
332Th 3.75 X 10 -3 0.9779 0.0030 fissile inventory increase as the "coreis made larger,but
233pa 3.88 × 10 -7 0.0016 the increase in breeding gain flattens out for larger
233U 6.64 x 10 -s 0.9152 0.8163 cores, so t -'_ a maximum conservation coefficient is
234U 2.31 x 10-s 0.0804 0.0004 obtained at a core life of about three years, which
235U 6.01 x 10-6 0.0747 0.0609
236U 6.21 X 10-6 0.0085 corresponds to about a 15-ft-diam core with a peak
237Np 8.59 X 10-7 0.0074 power density of about 1G_W/cm3. However, there is
23Spu 6.10 x 10 -6 0.0074 little change in the conservation coefficient as the core
a39Pu 1.29X 10-7 0.0073 0.0045 is enlarged to increase the graphite life to about four
240[_11 6.83 x 10"s 0.0027
a4tPu 6.21 x 10"e 0.0027 0.0020 years, which corresponds to the reference design core
24apu !.23 x 10-7 0.0006 diameter of about 17 ft and peak power dens/'y of
6L_ 1.95x 10-7 0.0035 about 70 W/cm3.
7Li 7.24 x 10_ 0.0157 33.3.2 Salt volmae fraction sad _orimm conceatas-
91_ 5.00 x 10-3 0.0070 0.0045c tion. The function of thorium as the fertile material in
tCF 4.77 X I0 _ 0.0201
Graphite 0.0513 the reactor is to absorb neutrons and thereby produce
Fmkmproducts 0.0202 fissile 233U. Thorium competes for the avaibble
Leakage 0.0244 neutrons with fissile material on the .ae hand and

ne 2.2285 parasitic absorbers such as fission W_,.,acts and the
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2 3 4 5 6 7 e F'ql. 3.15. Influence of thorium concentration on the per-
GRAPH,TF CORE LIFE (yr) l'Ol_lJIl.: -=Of • I_le-tiillid M_._B]_

F'q. 3.14. Fed're'mince of 1000-MW(e) MS£R asa function
of _ life(at0.8Id_t f_:tot).

dimensionsandzone i volumefraction wereallowedto

material of the carrier saltand the moderatoron the optimize. As each caseapproachedan optimum the
other. As a result of this competition there is an cross sections were reweighted to allow for spectrum
optimum concentratio'l of thorium in the core. If the changes. The broad maximum in the conservation
thorium concentration is high, the breeding ratio will be coefficient occurs in the vicinity of the 12 mole %
high, but a large amount of fissile material (to compete thorium concentration, and this concentration was
with the thorium for neutrons) will be required to make selected for the reference design.
the reactor critical. If the thorium concentration is low, One of the principal conclusions r,:achedin the study
the fissile inventory required will be low, but the of the MSBRwas that the performance of the reactor is
breeding ratio will also be low because more neutrons not sensitive to small changes in the thorium concen-
will be lost to the parasitic absorbers(because of a lack tration in the salt, provided that the salt fraction is
of competition from thorium and uranium). The freely adjusted to maintain about the optimum carbon-
thorium concentration also affects the neutron energy to-thorium ratio. The optimum thorium concentration
spectrum, which becomes harder as the thorium is tends to increaseas the core power density is decreased,
increased. Hardening the spectrum tends to increase the but this effect is small over the range of power densities
resonance absorptions in thorium while decreasing the that give graphite hfetimes in the range of two to four
relative absorptions in fissile and parasitic materials, years.
thus reinforcing the competitive effect of thorium The effect of allowing the core zone I volume fraction
already described, to change, with all other parameters held ruced as in the

in the MSBR the core thorium concentration is reference design, is shown in Fig. 3.16. There is a broad
determined by the ;ore salt fraction and the concen- optimum in the conservation coefficient at 13 vol %salt
tra°ion of thorium in the salt. The thorium concen- and a very broad optimum in the fuel yield at 14 vol %.
tration in the salt determines the ratio of thorium to The reference design value of 13.2 vol % salt is the
most parasitic absorbers, while the concentration and result of a ROD optimization calculation.
salt fraction together determine the thorium-to-uranium The effect of the core zone 11 volume fraction was
andcarbon-to-uranium ratios, also studied. With the total volume of fuel salt in zone

The effect of thorium concentration or, performance il held fixed at its optimum value, a very broad
of the MSBR is shown in Fig. 3.15. The cases _,;,timum in the conservation coefficient was found to
represented _n this figure were calculated before the lie between 35 and 60 vol % salt. The salt fraction of
reference design was selected and were based on a 37% in the reference design was chosen to permit the
slightly smaller external salt inventory. Details of these use of a random-packedball bed (of 37% void volume)
cases are given in Table 3.8 and ref. 9. The core for zone 11if desired.
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Table 3.8. Influence of thorium concentration on the

performance of a single-fluid MSBR

Ft, el salt, mole % LiF-BeF2-ThF 4 74-16-10 72-16-12 70-16-14
Cote height, a ft 9.75 9.8 11.7
Core diametez, ° ._t 11.2 11.1 11.5
Radial blanket thickness, aft 2.52 2.20 1.89
Axial blanket thickness, aft 1.45 1.19 0.9i
Radial reflector thickness, ft 3.0 3.0 3.0
Axial reflect¢ r thickness, ft 2.0 2.0 2.0
Core salt fraction a 0.137 0.121 0.114
Radial blanket salt fraction 0.37 0.37 0.37
Axial blanket salt fraction 0.37 _.37 0.37
Reactor power, MW(t) 2250 :250 2250
Average power dentity, W/cm 3 29.4 33 14 33.5
Maximum power dentlty, W/cm 3 97.3 106.3 101.6
Graphite replacement life, years 2.1 1.9 2.0
Specific fuel inventory, kg/MW(e) 1.23 1.26 1.33
Breeding ratio 1.051 1.055 1.060
Annual fuel yield, %/year 3.18 3.35 3.42
Conservation coefficient 17.19 17.65 17.05

aVarlables allowed to optimize_

o_L-o_ ,o-0,t_, 3-ft thickness. On this basis, a 2-ft axial and 2.5-ft radial
8 I ' _8 reflector thickness were selected for the reference

-" design.

#-_ s _ _- _i o _s_ _ The salt fraction in the reflector is also important."- -_ Calculations have shown that if all the fuel salt were

z / _ g: eliminated from the reflector region, the conservation
_- 8 z coefficient of the reference design could be improved

--""_ ___ by 20% over the reference design, mainly due to a

y -_ _ _ significant reduction in the neutron leakage from the
-_ ,,u reactor. However, the reflector salt fraction of 1%

"z ] 4z g_ selected for the reference design was determined by
"g'_ engineering considerations and is about as low as could

be achieved in a practical design.
O t tO

, _z ,_ ,¢ _ _6 3._3.4 Pmcessinlg. The ROD code was set up toCORE VOt.UMF FRACTION SALT (*fo)

model in detail the reductive extraction processes
Fi8. 3.16. Effect of cove zone i volume fraction of mlt on describedin _ef. 1. The various parasiticabsorber

MSBR perfornmnce, (Otl,.er parameters are held fixed ,t groups and the processing cycle times assumed in the
referencedesignvalues.) calculation of the reference design are given in Table

3.7. The treatment of the processi,ng appears compli-
cated, but only two of the steps, the protactinium

3.333 Reflector. Both the thickness and the salt removal and the rare-earth removal, control the ecc_

fraction of the reflector are important to the MSBR nomics and performance of the MSBR. The effect on
the conversion ratio of varying the processing rate ofdesign. Increasing the reflector thickness over the range

from 1 to 4 ft was shown to increase the conservation these two main steps, along with proportionate rate

coefficient of a typical MSBR design.9 Much of the changes for subsidiary steps (e.g., seminoble metals with
benefit of the reflector stems from its effect in protactinium removal), is given in Fil_ 3.17.

increasing the neutron flux in the outer region of Lhc The most obvious conclusion from this study is that
core, thus giving a more even core power density rapid proccssing is essential to good breeding perform-
di_t "'--tion and improvingthe specificpowerwithout ance, Another conclusionis that somewhatlessst.,in-
increa: g the peak damage flux in the core. However, gent processing times than were assumed for the
the improvement in performance was slight be?ond a reference design, say a 10May ins:cad of a 3-day
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RARE EARTH CYCLE TIME (doys)

F'ql. 3.17. Coavenion ratio of • Sinlle-fluid lt4SBR u a function of ptoceliqg cycle times and fc_d malefiab. (The plutonium
feed composition was assumed to be 239Pu - 60_, 24°pu = 24%, 241pu : 12%, and 242pu = 4%. Other parameters were held fused
at reference design values.)

protactinium cycle and a 100-day instead of a 50-day plutonium would be an attractive fuel for converter
rare-e_rth cycle, can still give fairly good breeding oper,,tion.

performance. Further, increasing the prot,,ztirdum An important parasitic absorber that was not con-
processing cycle time can be "'traded" for a decreased sidered to be removed in the reductive-extraction

cycle time for the rare earths. Thus, use of a lO-day processes is 237Np. There are now indications that it
protactinium removal cycle time and a 25-day rare- _an be successfully eliminated, if 2 JTNp were removed
earth removal cycle time wouid give about the same on a 200-day cycle, a ROD caIcula,;on indicates that
breeding ratio as wo-id the processing times assumed the ,_reeding ratio ol" the reference MSBR would
for the reference desigl, that is, about 3 days for increase from !.063 to 1.070 and the conservation
protacUnium removal a._d 59 days for rare-earth re- coefficient from 14.1 :o 16.2.
.aoval. (The processingplant described in Sects. 2._ and
8 gives a IO.dayprotactinium cycle time.) 3.33.5 Plant mlze. Neutron league is important in

Rapid and inexpensive processing is ttte potential the single.fluid MSBR due to the absence of a blanket.
edvantase of fluid-fueled reactors. However, very long Furtl_ermore, the undermoderated core zone I1, which
processing times have been considered in order :o substitutes for a blanket, although reasonably effective
examine the performance of ff,e MSR at proc.,:ssing in reducing leakage, contains a large volume of fuel salt
rates more typical of solid-fueled reactors. Fo: long and therefore adds heavily to the fissile inventory. The
cycle times, where the conversion ratio drops below performance o," the reactor, then, is strorqlly affected
1.00, three makeup feed fuels were investigated: 2: 3U, by factors which affect *.heleakage;the most important
a plutomum mixture typical of that from water of these is the size of the reactor.
reactors,and93%enriched23sU. The resultsareshown The 1000MW(e) phnt sizeselectedfor the reference
in Fig. 3.17. The calculationsshow,for example,that MSBR was chost,noe "ame this hasbecomea standard
with no protactiniumprocessin8and a 500-day rare- size for compaxativestudies of reactor plants. No
earth cycle (which would correspondto about a atte,npt was made to revisethe plantdesignfo_ larger
three-year batch-processinginterval), t,_e conversion or smallersizes,but a simplescaringstudywasmadeto
ratio is well over0.90, which is very good compared i:tdicate the performancethat could be expectedfrom
with solid-fueledconverters.The studyalsoshowsthat othersizeplants,particularlylargerones.
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The scaling _tudywasstartedby takingthe external :_NL-OwGCS-TS_A
fissile inventoG and the volume of core zone ! to CONSTANT1O0_fLIFE "r ]

proportional to plant power and holding fixed the 9 CONSTAHTRATIOOFREACTOR---I_

• POWERTOCORE_q3LUME

thickne_%,sof core zone It, annulus,plenums,and _ e ¢ x _oo
reflector.The resultsof thisstudyfor reactorplantsof -J ___'_'_.-. -----"

500 to 4000 MW(e) areshownasthe dashedcurvesin _ 7 /r-'_"_'_'-- .._'_"_ cc
Fig. 3.18. There wasconsiderablespreadin the peak o _ _-" _ 3o_
power densities,and thereforethe coregraphitelife, in _ 6 - .y ._ _

thisset ofcases,anda,c_cu.dset wasrun inwhich the iw_5-_ i_ _'f_-- __y''N/yr- _
core zone ! volumes were adjusted to give about the _ 4 P" _ _"-i

samepeak power densityin eachca=:.The resultsof _" / j-'_p,_....U_ I L,yr
this set are shown as the solid curves in Fig. :;.iq and _ 3 ......... L tO
are given in Table 3.9. The performance, as measured _ / 8
by both the conservation coofficient and tb_ fuel yield, _ z
increasessharply with increasein plant size. The t ---=-_ .......... _'kt/_(*] 0
single-fluidMSBR, then, is well suitedto largeplants.
For small plants, reacto; designsless sensitiveto o0 ,' 3 4 5
neutron leakage, suchas the single fluid MSBR with _CAC_ORPOWER(¢o3M.(e))
fertile blanket, should be considered.

i_. Xl& F/feetar pint sisera MSIIRImfomm:.e.

3.3.4 Reactivity Coefficients

O. L. Smith J.H. Carswell
The graphite density component includes both

A number of isothermal reactivity coefficients were changin8 graphite density and displacement of graphite
calculated using the reference reactor geometry. These surfaces, in calculating the displacements, it was
coefficients are sunenarized in Table 3.10. The Doppler assumed that the graphite-vessel interface did not move,
coefficient is primarily that of thorium. The salt and that is, the vessel temperature did not change. For
graphite thermal base coefficients are positive because short-term reactivityeff':ct_, this is the most reasonable
of the :ompetition between thermal captures in fuel, assumption, since inlet salt bathes the _ieI's inner
whi,:h decrease less rapidly than i/v, and thermal face. In any case, it shotdd be noted thet the graphite
captures in thorium, '"hich decrease nearly as i/v, with density coefficient is a small and essentially negligible
increasing temperature. The salt density c_mponent component.
represents all effects of salt expansion, including the From Table 3.10 it is seen tha_ the total core
decreasing self-shielding of thorium with decreasing salt coefficient is negative. But more important, the total
density, salt coefficient, which is prompt and largely controls

Table3.9. Performanceof'dqlle4btidll6SR'sat• fmtcfloaof Idlmt

Resctorpower[MW(_)] $00 1000 2000 4000

Corehe, hr. ft 9.44 11.0 17.44 23.0
Corediameter,ft 10.42 14.4 19.36 25.5
Saltspecificvoh,., ft3/MW(e) 1.75 1.68 1.62 1.55
Fuelspecifici _ntory,Iq_MW(e) !.65 1.47 1.36 1.28
Peakpowerdensity,W/fros 62.2 65.2 66.1 6,5.9
Peakflux_" > 5_,keV),10t¢ neutronscm_ mc-t 3.04 3.20 3.25 3.24
Corelife,yearsat0.8 plantfactor 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.7
leakage,neutronsperfisa_ abmq)tionX 100 3.89 2.44 1.$3 0.96
Breedingratio 1.043 1.065 1.076 1.083
Annualfuelyield,b %/yeer 1.99 3.34 4.28 4.95
Comervationcoefficient 8.0 15.1 21.0 25.9

°The thicknessof core zone il, s.,mulu_plenmm,reflectors,andotherperametmnot othmwbeindica.*_w,,n heldfixedat the
referencedesignvaluesindicatedin Table3.1.

brhe plantfactoris Jmumedto be0.80.
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Table3.10. Isothermalreactivitycoefficients nesses and composition are shown with the results in
of therefereneereactor Figs. 3.19-3.24. For the radial tr,_verscs, two one-

dimensional infinite-cylinder calculations were per-Reactivitycoefficient,
Component 1 at formed - the first at the core midplane and the second

--- (per°C) in a plane two-thirds of the distancp from the midplanek aT
to the top of the core. In each case the neutron (and

x 10-s gamnla) flux was normalized to the value of the actual
Doppler -4.37 center-line core flUX at that elevation. No allowance was
Saltthernudbase +0.27 made for axial buckiing. Thus, particularly in the
._ltdensity +0.82 shields, the calcuhted heat source._ should be con-

Totalsalt -3.22 sidered as upper limits to the actual heat sources, it isGraphitethermadbase +2.47
Graphite density -0.12 estimated that the calculated source:_inside the reactor
Total g.atphite +2.35 vessel are only a few percent high. But because of tho

Totalcore -0.87 large air gap between the veso;l and shields, the
calcalated heat sources in the thermal shield aad

concrete should be reduced by about 50% to account

the, fast transient response of the system, is a relatively for the actual finite he;ght of the reactor.
large negative coefficient and affords adequate reactor in the axial center-i'.'necalculation, the system was
stability and controllability, represented in slab geometry, infinite in the radia!

The salt density coef..,'ient is particularly important dimension. Again, transverse buciOi_tgeffects inside the
with regard to bubbles in the core salt. it is expected vessel are small. The res,,Its for the thermal and
that the salt wilt contain a few tenths of a percent of biological shields are upper limits, but the overesti-
xenon bubbles. Under certain circumstances the bub- mation is lower in the axial direction since the airgap is

bias might expand or decrease i.! volume withc,zt only a few feet.
change in cor-. tempe[ature and hence without invoking i'he calculations were pent, rmed in several linked
the total salt temperature coefficient. Sinc_ the salt stages starting with a one-dimensional ANISN transpnrt
density component is positivc, without decreasing calculation of the neutron space r.ndenergy distribution
density, bubble expansion would produce a positive i., the reactor and shields. From neutron fluxes and
reactivity effect. Using a salt expansion _;oefficient of scattering cross sections, the neutron heat distribution
8V/V = 2.1 X 10-_/°C, an increase in core bubble was determined. The neatron heating in the reactor is
fraction from, say, 0.01 to 0.02 would yield a reactivity shown in Figs. 3.19, 3.21, and 3.23 for the two radial
change of 6k/k = +0.00039. This is approximate!y traversesand one axial traverse. In each fi_p,'e, curveA
one-fourth the #orth of the delayed neutrons in the shows the heat source per unit volume of homogenized
core. Analogously complete instantaneous collapse of a core, blanket, reflector, or plenum. Curves B and C
0.01 bubble fraction would yield a reactivity change of show, respectively, the heat source per unit volame of
6k/k =-0.00039. graphite and salt separately in those regions. Curve D

Finally, the equilibrium fuel concentration coeffi- shows the heating in the INOR vessel.
cient, (6k/k)/(bn/n), where n is a:omic density, was Figures 3.20, 3.22, and 3.24 show the gamma and
calculated to be 0.42 for 233U and 0.027 for 23s U, neutron heating in the therrc,al and biological shields.
and 0.39 for total fissile uranium. (The coefficient for The thermal shield is treated aspure iron. The concrete
23su is much smaller because the 2ssU inventory in isa standardgrade.
the MSBR "svery low relative to 23Su.) The gamma heat distribu.ion is _milat , presented in

the figures. Three sou, "_sof ganunas were calculate_
3.3.5 Gammaand Neutron Heatingin the MSBR from the neutron fhxx 0i_tribution: prompt fissioh,

O. L. Smith J.H. Carswel[ delayed (fission product), _,.d capture gammas. The
first and last of these had :_.espatial distribvtion of the

Gamma and neutron heat sources in the one-fluid neutron flux. The delayed source was assumed uniform

reactor, vessel, and thermal and biological shields were in the circulating salt. Since the salt spends approxi-
calculated u_ng gamma and neutron transport tech- mately half its qme in the retctor, approximately half
tuques based on the ANISN transportcode. of the delayed 8mnmasare emitted inside the vessel.

Results are given here for one axial and two radial These three sources of gammas were combined ;,"o,v

traverses of the reactor and shields. The region thick- fixed-source ANISN gamma transport calculatior, :.. ,,:
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irql.3.19. C,mmnamadneutronheatinginebecotemidplaneof • 1000-MW(e)MS_R(R = 0 to 1000cat).

seven gamn)a energy groups. From the gamma fluxes 3. decay of noble-metal fission products (and daugh-
the gamma heat sources were th_;l calculated, ten) deported on the graphite and Hastelloy N

From the resu_tsit should be partncularlynoted that surfaces;

neutron ther.,nalv,ation is a major heat source in the 4. decay of gaseous krypton and xenon (and daughters)
graphite, diffused into the graphite;

5. heat storm in moderator and reflector graphite.
3.3.6 Fission Product Heatingin the MSBR

; The heat loadsimpo_-'dby fissionprodc,:tsmustbe
R. B. Briggs J.R. Tallackson

recognizedand evaluatedin order to (_ign cooling
One of the principal designconsiderationsfor an systemsfor the chemicalprocessin8 equipment, the

MSBR is the safedisposalof reactorafterheat.The five off-gassystem,the drain tanks,and tb.eprimary salt
major sourcesof heat -#hichremain in the primary circuit.The distributionof heat producerswithin th_
systemaftershutdownare: system d,mendson chemical behavior,half-life and

complex, of d,'_,..ychains,graphite characteristics,
1. fission heat due to decay of flux at shutdown, and the effecttvenessof *.he chemical and o,_f-gas

including the effect of delayed-neutronprecursor removals/stems.The availableevidenceindicatesthat
transportby the sait; the noble metals(No, Me, Tc, Ru, Rh, andTe) plate

2. decayof fissionproducts(and dangl,ters)dispersed out on metal and graphitesurlacesalmost as soonas
inthe prhnaryss]t; they are formed, collectat liquid-gasinterfacesin the
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_,,_-_ sg-_ Fig. 3.25, prepared by Tallackson, shows the distri-
z butJon of afterhea: in the refr,ence MSBR based on the
_o

esumates of distribution by Briggs and Kedl and usin_

afterheat rates computed with toe FOUl.BALL andr'_

_.g- _ CALDRON programs by Carter. Although furzb:r

,_ _ \-t . experimeptai evidence supporting the choice of dif-

_,'_ _ ' fusion coefficients and sticking coefficients is neededz v i i and the throughput to the chemical processing plant iso o --

+--" i . i subject to revi,_lon, the data of Fig. 3.25 probably
"' i i i would produce a conservative design.
z Some of the factors associated with afterheat have

___q_,_THERMAL SHIELD{7.62-cm Fe! been studied by Furlong, 92 including various combi-COERErE =-I nations of magnitude and rate of reactivity insertion,
salt flow rate changes, and delay prior to the reactivity

30 [ insertion. In an example cited by Furlong, 9 the case of

o flow coastdown, with 1% negative reactivity inserted at

0.1%/sec after a l-sec delay (with 23 s U fuel), thereE

| would be 3.75 l_'Whr of energy production in the salt.

_g 2o _ Using only the heat capacity of the salt, this would

I.--
to result in a II3°F rise in the salt temoerature after
t-_

o shutdown. The core graphite heat capacity, which istic

a_ I twice that of the salt, would become available as a heat
v- qo -- -
,,,'a sink after the salt reached an average temperature of
z about 1200°F, with the net effect that the salt,el
• GAMMA DOSE= 183r/nr_

• J I "X_ temperature could be raised to about 1250°F in 5 min
,to 0 "__---- l l ' I after shutdown due to the effect of fission heat

tooo _oao _oeo _t20 _6o production alone (assuming adiabatic conditions).
RADIUS(cm from core oxi$) Most of the heat generated after normal reactor

shutdown will be dispersed by continued circulation of
Fit&3.20. Gamma and neutron heating in the core midplane the fuel and coolant salts and condensation of steam in

ofaIO00-MWIe)MSBR (R= 1000 to 1160cm).
the turbine condenser. In event of a fuel-salt drain, the

heat generated in the salt would be dissipated through

the primary drain tank cooling system, as described in
salt system, or are removed with the off-gas. The Sect. 6.
krypton and xenon either diffuse into the graphite or

are removed with the off-gas. The iodine daughters of

the telluriums are assumed to remain with their parents, 3.3.7 Tritium Production and Distribution

and the iodine produced directly by fission remains P.N. Haubenreich

dissolved in the salt. The remaining heat producers are
either dissolved in the salt or retained in the chemical 3.3.7.1 Introduction. Tritium is produced in all

processing plant, reactors as a fission product and in some as a result of
Kedl "_has calculated the rates of diffusion of krypton neutron absorptions in deuterium, lithium, or boron in

and xenon from the salt to the graphite and to the gas the reactor. Because of the abundant lithium in the
bubbles in the salt. The theory and calculations are MSBR, the tritium production rate is relatively high:

outlined in Appendix A of this report. Briggs, using comparable with that in heaw-water reactors, or
MSRE data as a guide, estimated the distribution of roughly 20 to 50 times that in light-water reactors of

fission products in a typical MSBR design, as sum- equal electrical output. Even though the tritium consti-
marred in Table 3.11. The estimate indicated that 10% tutes only an extremely small fraction of the total

of the noble-metal production would deposit on sur- radioactivity that is produced, it stands out as a special

faces of the graphite in the core, 40% would deposit on problem because at high temperatures it readily diffuses
metal sur,aces in the circulation system, and 50% would through most metals and is difficult to contain.

enter the gas bubbles and be transported to the off-gas Tritium in the primary salt, in its off-gas, or in the

system, secondary .salt does not add significantly to the biD-

f
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Fig. 3.21. Gammaand neutron heating in a radialplanetwo-thirdsof thedistance from the midphmeto the tripof the core of a
1000-MW(e)MSBR(R = 0 to 1000 cm).

logical hazards of these fluids. Neither does diffusion of this assumption. One aspect is the s_perience with the

tritium from the salt systems into the containment cell MSRE, where a significant fraction of the tritium was

atmosphere present a serious problem, since it should observed to diffuse through the secondary heat ex-

be simple to extract the tritium from the atmosphere in changer tubes into the coolant air. Another aspect is the

a concentrated form. It is very important, however, that new emphasis on reducing relearns of radioactivity flom
the fraction of the tritium production that reaches the any source to .minimum practicable levels. Some modi-

steam system be limited to a few percent. Higher fications in the MSBR reference design to deal with

concentrations could require special precautions in tritium are to be anticipated, bu: what they will bs

dealing with steam leaks or in handling the condensate, depends on the outcome of investigations currentiy

and, most importantly, unacceptable amounts of under way. The discussion which follows presents some

tritium must not be released into the environme_t in considerations that will be invohed ia specifying the
the normal, unavoidable discharges from the steam modifications.

system. 3.3.7.2 Tritium in the MSRE. Disposal of tritium

In the reference MSBR design described in this report, produced in the MSRE was never a serious problem,

it was assumed that the barriers presented by the tubes and for the first several years of operation the only

in the primary and secondary heat exchangers were measurements were those necessary for health physics

enough to limit the tritium reaching the steam system monitoring of liquid wastes. Then, in 1969, with the

to a rate that required no special precautions. Recent increasing awareness of the hnportance of tritium in

developments, however, cast doubt on the validity of future molten-salt reactors, a campaign was launched to
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O"NL-OWG69 ,2_.,0 ranged from 4 to 6 Ci/day. When the cha_ge to 233Uz
(2_ I was made, the change in tritium collectiGn if any, was

I within the scatter of the measurements.
t.0 !6 Tritium in the MSRE fuel off-gas at the exit from the

E [] \X_ fission product, absorbers was measured in November_ and December 1969 at intervals through a 23-day
z o "- shutdown, a startup, and the final 16-da'_ run at fullrD

-- . power. The tritium was collected by f.o,,nig the gasI--

= thrt,ugh hct copper oxide and then oapping out water.w
Z

sTHERMAL SHIEI_D{7.62-cm Fe) Experiments with the copper oxide at different tem-peratures indk-ated tbat roughly half of' the tritium was

b-_,_l CONCRETE _ present as hydrocarbons (presumably as a result of
v O exchange with hydrogen in oil vapors coming from the

z 20
o_ ] fuel pump). Just before the shutdown, after more than

•_ ] a month of operation at full power, the tritium effluent
" in the off-gas was measured to be 23 Ci/day. Nineteen
o_ days after the fuel was drained, the effluent rate was
_--_ ,C--
,_ _ still half as high, indicatirtg tritium holdup somewhere

E in the fuel or off-gas systems. During the final run,

" IGAMMADOSE=t24 rib, sever-,danalyses showed tr:tium graduallv building up in
,t ""'_ [ I "_ the fuel off-gas over a t_o-week period, extrapolatingO

:ooo ,o40 ,o8o _42o ,_6o to between 25 and 30 Ci/day.

RADIUS (cm fromcoreoxis) It had been recognized that tritium could diffuse in
atomic form through metal walls, and samples of the

Fig. 3.22. Gammaand neutron heating in a radial plane
two-third_of thedistancefrom the midplgneto ".hetopof the off-gas from tke MSRE coolant ,saltshowed 0.6 Ci/day,
cote of a 1000-MW(e)M_BR(R = 1000to 1160eat). clearly more than the 0.0001 Ci/day calculated to be

produced in the coolant-salt system. Much more tritium
was found to be leaving the reactor in the air that had
passed over the coolant radiator. The concentration was

determine the distribution of tritium _nthe MSRE and extremely low (<0.1 /aCi/m3), and divergent results
to compare it with calculated production rates.43 were obtained by various methods of sampling and

The calculated production of tritium in the MSRE analysis. The values thought to be most reliable fell at
fuel salt when the reactor was operating at 7.25 MW around 5 Ci/day.
with 233U fuel* amounted to 40 Ci/day. Of this, 35 It thus appeared from the measurements that in the
Ci/day was from thermal-neutron absorptions in 6 Li ' MSRE about 60 to 70% of the calculated production in
which comprised 0.0048% of the lithium, and 5 Ci/day the fuel salt eventually found its way out through hat.'
from fast-neutron reactions with 7Li. There was also fuel off-gas system. About 12 to 15% of the production

some production of tritium in lithium in the thermal in the fuel diffused through th,: heat exchanger tubes,
insulation around the reactor vessel. Because c: the and about nine-tenths of this went on oat through the

large uncertainty in the lithium content of the par- radiator tubes into the cooling air. The uncertainty in
ticular batch of insulation that had been used in the the production in the thermal insulation clouded the

MSRE, the calculated p_oduction from this source interpretation of the tritium observed in the reactor
could be anywhere from 0.1 to 6 Ci/day. ceil. The rate was 10 to 15% of the Froduction in the

Moisture condensed from the containment cell atmos- fuel, but the lack of measurable change when the

phere had, since the beginning of power operation, mbstitution of 233U nearly doubled the production in
carried with it tritium which had been routinely the fuel strongly suggested that a large fraction prob-
measured before disposal. Measured rates, which were ably originated in the insulation. The sttm of the most
averages over collection periods of several months, probable values of the measured effluent rat_

amounted to only about 85% of the calculated tt .,t
production in the reactor. Although the probable e.ors

• With 23Su fuel the fissile concentration was higher, the in the calculations and measurements amount to at least
thermal-neutronflux lower, and the tritiumproductionrate24 this much, the comparison suggested the retention of
O/day. tritium somewhere in the system.
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Fig. 3.23. Neutron and gamma heating near the cote axis of a 1000-MW(P.) ?_CBR (R = 0 to 436 cm).

An attempt was made to determine whether one 3.3.7.3 Production and distn'bution in the MSBR.
could, with existing data, calculate a distribution of Kerr and Perry4s estimated that a 1000-MW(e) MSBR
tritium in the MSRE that agreed with the observed would produce a total of about 2420 Ci pel full-power
distribution.44 The calculations were based on con- day from the various sources shown in Table 3.12.
ventional mass transfer and diffusion equations and Using the same basic tritium behavior information
made use of constants obtained from the technical applied to the MSRE analysis, Briggsand Korsmeyer1
literature or calculated by conventional methods. They calculated the tritium distribution in the reference
indicated that of the tritium produced in the MSRE MSBR design, as shown in Table 3.13. These calcula-
fuel salt, up to 15% should come out of the radiator tions assumed that shortly after birth the tritium would
tubes, more than 50%should leave in the fuel off-gas, form either 3H 2 or tritium fluoride, 3HF. The sparging
and up to 40% should appear in the reactor cell action of the helium bubbles used to strip xenon would
atmosphere. This distribution was in reasonable agree- remove virtually all of the 3HF but only a fraction of
most with that observed, except for the much larger the 3H 2 . The cause of the different behavior is that
fraction which would be expected to escape into the 3H 2 which reaches a metal wall would readily dissociate
cell atmosphere. The calculations further indicated that to form 3H atoms, which can diffuse into the walls,
in addition to the hydrocarbons deposited in the off-gas while 3HF molecules would not dissociate. (There
system from fuel pump oil leakage, graphite in the core woul.t be some reactiGn of 3HF with the metal to
and metal in the salt containers could have been rele3se 3H, but this was assumed to be negligible.) The
reservoirs for the tritium that was seen to persist after ratio of 3Ha to 3HF would depend on the UF3/UF4
shutdown, nxtio in the fuel salt, assumed to be 0.001 in the
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1000-MW(e) MSBR (R = 400 to 720 cm).
Curve A. Afterheat in core region produced by Kr and Xe
diffused into the graphite plus heating by 10% of the total

noble metal .f'_ion products assumed to be plate'..,on surfaces,

calculations reported in Table 3.13. A fraction of the Curve B. Aftetheat in the fourheat exchangers produced by
tritium from the fuel salt would pass through the pipe 40% of total noble metal fissionploducts plated on metal

surfaces.
and vessel walls to the reactor cell atmosphere, but a
major part would diffuse through the relatively large CurveC. Aftetheatin thechemicalprocessingsystemproduced

area and thin walls of the tubes in the prirrmryheat by protactinium and long-lived ftssion product.;.

exchanger into the secondary-salt system. Some of this Curve D. Afterheat in the _','t'-gassystem produced by Kr and

tritium would diffuse out through the walls into the Xe, plus heating by 50% of the total noble metal fission
products.

steam cell, a very small fraction would be carriedout of
Curve E. Aftetheat produced by fission products which remain

the coolant-salt loop with the cover gas, but the larger dispersed in theprimary sail
proportion would dissociate and diffuse through the

Curve F. The sum of all curves, A through E.steam generator tub_ walls to fc,m tritiated water in
the heat-power system. In the calculations for Table In curve A the concentration of Kr + Xe is that which

3.13 no account was taken of the resist'race of the produces a poison fraction of 0.0056 8k/k andis obUEnedby
gas sparging on a 30-sec roy,oval cycle. Curves A, B, and D are

oxide film on the water side of the heat exchanger based on the assumption that the noble metals ate either
tubes. Some data indicate that this resistance should deposited immediately o_l metal and graphite surfaces or enter

appreciably reduce the transfer to the steam system, the off-gas system immediately. In curves A, B, and D the
which tends to make the rat¢ in Table 3.13 a _ftetheat includes that fro.n decay of the daughter products of

conservativelyhigh estimate, the noblemetalsandgases.
3.3.7.4 Concentrations and release rates. The steady-

state tritium concentration that is reached in the steam rate of water discharge from the system (leaks, blow-
system is the ratio of the tritium infusion rate to the down, and sampling streams). A reasonableestimate for
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Table 3.12. Rates of tritium productior !n the Table 3.13. Calculated distribution of the tritium
MSBR at 2250 MW(t) produced in the reference MSBR design

Pro._uction irate

(Ci/day) Percent of Curies/day
total 3H at

Ternaryfission 31 production 2250MW(t)
6Li(n,a)3H 1210

7Li(n,an)3H 1170 Removed from primary system with

19F(n0170)3 H 9 sparge gas
As 3H2 5.8 1402420
As 3HF 7.0 170

Source:ref.45. Enteringsecondarysystemcovergas 0.1 2
Enteringreactorcell atmosphere 8.7 211
Enteringsteamcellatmosphere 9.4 227
Enteringsteam-powersystem 69.0 1670

the w_ter discharge rate is 1% ot the 2.1 ^ 10 6 lb of 100.0 2420
water in the system per horn. Assuming that 1670
Ci/day does enter the system, the tritium concentration Source:ref. 11.
would levei off in about two weeks of full-power
operation at 7 #Ci of 3H per gram of water.

In the current Standards for Protection against the currently specified maximum permissible concen-
Radiation, 4_ the maximum permissible concentration trations are conservative and limit increased dose to the
of tritium in water for 40 hr/week occupational population to a negligible fraction of background.4s
exposure is 0.1 #Ci/ml. Thus, if the tritiu:n in the Nevertheless, it would be quite unrealistic to assume
MSBR steam is anywhere near as high as the 7/aCi/g that the reference design of the MSBR is satisfactory
calculated, means woald have to be taken to limit with regard to tritium control. Release of a curie of
exposure of plant operators. These measures would not tritium per megawatt-day of electricity from an MSBR
have to be nearly as elaborate as those required around plant will not be tolerated, especially since other
some heavy-water reactors, where tritium concen- reactors and fuel-repr-,cessing plants release far less.
trations are more than 103 times that predicted for the Fortunately, there appear to be several practical ways
MSHrtsteam,47 but the precautions in the MSBRsteam to ensure that the tritium release from an MSBR is far
plant would certainly include tritium monitors, good below the values listed in Table 3.13. These are
ventilation of work areas, restrictions on handling discussed briefly in Sect. 16.4 of this report.
discharged water, and possibly use of masks in worldng
on steam leaks. (Air saturated at 100°F with vapor 3.4 THERMALAND HYDRAULIC DESIGN OF CORE
from the steam system would contain 3 × 10-4 #Ci of AND REFLECTOR
3H per cubic centimeter, or 70 times the MPC for air
for 40 hr/week exposure.)46 W.K. Furlong H.A. McLain

It would be convenient if the water bled from the 3.4.1 Core
MSBRsteam system could be released by simply mixing
it with the "-'440,000 gpm of condenser cooling water A basic objective for the thermal and hydraulic design
effluent. If 1670 Ci/day were being disch,,rged, the of the core is to regulate the salt to achieve a unifoim
concentration in this stream would be 0.7 X 10-3 temperature rise of the salt flowing through each of tl:e
/aCi/ml. This is less than the 3 X 10-3 #Ci/,nl currently channels. From plenum to plenum, this rise is set at
specified as the MPC for water discharged to an 250°F. There are other important factors, however,
unrestrictedarea.46 which must be minimized or kept within allowable

It thus appears that even if the conservatively high limits, such as the fuel-salt inventory., the pressuredrop
,_timate of tritium transfer to the steam system were due to flow, the graphite temperatures, and the vessel
correct, the concentration in the MSBR steam would wall temperatures.
not seriously hamper plant operation and maintenance, Neutron-induced volume changes in the graphite are
and the plant effl,ent would meet the current standards sensitive to temperature, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.3;
for release to unrestricted areas. Expert reviews of the thus the temperatures should be minimized in the
biological effects of tritium lead to the conclusion that regions of high damage-neutron flux (E > 50 keV) if
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the desig)a goal of a foul-year graphite life is to be The choice of prismatic moderator elements with a
achieved. Figure 3.10 gives a graphical representation of central hole was based on a combination of neutronic
the graphite volume changes as a function of fluence, and heat transfer considerations. Two alternatives con-
with temperature as a parameter. The minimum graph- sidered were tangent solid cylinders and spheres. The
ite temperature _s set by the salt temperature at its cylinders have a less-than-optimum salt fraction of
boundary. However, the graphite is heated internally by about 9%. An objection to this geometry is the cusp
neutron scattering and absorptien of gamma radiation, formed near the region of contact; the relatively poor
raising its temperature above the salt datum and making heat transfer in this area could be a problem at the
it dependent unon tile Cdm heat transfer coefficient as power densities used in the present design. Also, the
well. _,linders have only line contact, and the possibility

The gamma and neutron he_.ting has been calculated exists for misalignment or bridging, particularly after
from transport theory, as reported _, Sect. 3.3.5. The dimensional changes. Spheres which are randomly
radial variation of ftssion power density, which governs packed have a 37% void space. This would give a salt
the radial flow distribution, is shown in Fig. 3.26. The f, action far too gr_at for the major portion of the core.
discontinuity in the curve is between zone I, having l Jseof two different sphere sizes would reduce the void
13 2% salt by volume, and zone I1, having 37 vol % fraction closer to the value needed in zone I for
(see Table 3.3 for definition of zones). For the purpose optimum breeding performance, but pressure drop
of temperature calculations, the axial power density considerations made this approach questionable. The
variation in zone I was approximated by a cosine 37% void space in the spheres would, however, be about
function of the form optimum for the undermoderated portion, or "blanket"

Q = Qmax cos (rtz/H) region. The graphite balls would require some sort of
' barrier to contain them, however, and the spheres did

where z is the distance from the midplane and H is an not appear to offer any particular advantages over the
extrapolated height of 16.2 ft. (The actual design graphite element design selected for the under-
height, excluding refle.ctors, is 15 ft.) moderated region.
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As a result of the above considerations, the selected not be less ti,en about 0.6 in. _o assure successful

moderator element consists of a long prism with a 4-in. deposition of the pyrolytic graphite coating on the

square cross sectior_ containing a central hole. Ri__ on graphite surfaces.

the faces separate adjacent elements and form inter- The graphite moderator elements are shown in Figs.

stitial salt flow channels. The geometry of the cross 3.4 and 3.5. The central part of the core, zone l-A, will

section is a compromise between the neutronic, heat be comprised of elements of the type shown _n Fig.

transfer, and fabrication consi.a.erations in zone l it is 3.27, while those at a larger radius (lower power

desirable from a nuclear vlewpoipt to have a more density) will be of the type shown in part b of the

heterogeneous cell (larger dimensions), but the con- figure and are designated as zone I-B. The salt fraction
trolling consideration is heat conductica out of the is 0.132 in both zones 1-A and I-B, but the interstitial

graphite. In zone II the neutronics favor a smaller channels have been made smaller and the central hole

element, but buckling and vibration impose a lower larger in zone I-B. The purpose of this arrangement is to
limit. Although net an optimum dimension, the 4-in. achieve flow control by orificing only the central hole

square appeared to be the best cciopromise, rather than by cor_plicating tile design with orifices for
The optimized physics calculations indicated that the the interstitial channels as well. The calculations in-

volume fraction of salt in zones 1 and 11 should be dicate that in the present design the average tempera-

0.132 and 0.37 respectively. These fract;ons are ob- ture rise through each flow channel approximates

tained by adjusting either the diameter of the center 250°F. For a given moderator element near the reacto_

hole or the rib size (which alters the interstitial channel center line the temperature rise for the salt flowing

size). Minimum dimensions on both the hole and the through the hole is essentially the same as that flowing

ribs are influenced by fabrication considerations. Spe- through an interstitial passage; away from the center

eifically, to achieve relatively low costs of fabrication line the temperature rise through the hole is greater

by the extrusion method will require that the element than 250°F and that in tl,e interstitial channel is less
geometry contain no radii of less than about 0.25 i_,. than 250°F. The orificing for the central holes will be

Also, it is believed that the center hole diameter should designed so that the salt streams discharging from all
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flow char,nels associated with a given element will not a great one, however, since the total pressu_,_ drep
combine to give a bulk temperature of 250°F above the across the core at rated flow is estil.lated at only 18 psi.
inle_value. In this connection it may be noted taat experiments

The elements for core zeriell-Aareprismat/candare have been reported49 in which the flow through

shown in Fig. 3.5. They are identical to the elements channels formed by d'.,xely packed rods on a triangular
used in zone I-Bexcept that the central hole diameter is pitch is greater than that predicted by the equivalent
2.581 in. to obtain the 0.37 salt fraction needed in the hydraulic d:ameter theory. Further study, and probably
undermederated region. The elements for zone II-B are model testing, will be required to verify the calcula-
in the form of rectangular slats spaced far ,_,ough apart tions, particularly with regard to the passages formed
to provide the 0.37 salt fraction. As shown in Fig. 3.3, by the corners of four adjacent core elements.
the slats are separated by pins and elhpticaJ rods. The The Pow divisions and various flow paths through the
latter are intended to minimize the cross flow w'lich reactor are shown schematical!y in Fig. 3.28. The salt
would otherwise occur from zones I and I! into the volumes and approximate power generaL;on for each
annulus due to the annulus being orificedat the bottom region are also shown. The dashed line_ in the figure
and operating a a lo_er pressure than the core and indicate lines of minimal flow, that is, paths for which
reflector regions. (l'he annulus was orificed in this flow is purposely minimized by orificing or for whirl: it
manner so that the salt flow will be predominantly _ unavoidable due to clearances. From Fig. 3.28 it may
radially inward through the radial rejector, as will be be noted that there are three major flow paths: (2)
described subsequently.) through zones 1 and II, where the bulk of the power is

Since the center of zone I is the region of highest generated, (2) between the vessel and reflectors and
power and gret,test flow reqL,,rements, if all the flow through the radial reflector pieces to the annulus, and
channels at that location could have equal hydraulic (3) through tile control rod region and lifting-rodholes.
diameters, the pressure drop through the core could be The flow _nd temperature aspects will receive further
designed to be a minimum value. Unfortunately, the discussion in the sections that follow.
restriction on the minimum hole size through the Peak and average steady-state temperatures in the
elements, mentioned above, dictates that the hole have central moderator elements were investigated using the
a largerhydraulic diameter than the interstffial channels HEATING code.s° This is based on the relaxation
and that orifices be used for the holes. The penalty is method and employs constant thermal conductivity.

ORNL-DWG 70-i;913
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The center of the core is the regio:a of maximum Table3.14. Input parameters for calculatingMSBR

damage flux, but the maximum element center4ine moderatorelementtemperat_es using the

temperature occurs at an axial position a few feet above HEATINGcode a

the midplane, as determined from a heat baiance with At 1 ft
appropnate integration of the axial power density At above
variation. The worst combination of dama?e flux and midplane midplane

temperature, which will result in minimum graphite life,
is found to occur about 1 ft above the midplane and Salt temperature,°F 1175 1200
along the center line of the core.s I Figure 3.29 shows Heat generation rate.Btu hr -l in. -3 290.8 286.1
the results of the temperature calculations at the Graphite thermaiconductivity, 1.415 1.415
midplane and at a plane 1 ft higher. The significant Btu hr -l m. -1 CF) -I

input parameters used in the calculations are listed in Heattransfercoefficientfor center 12.26 12.63
Table 3.14. The heat transfer coefficients were based on hole, Btuhr -im. -2 _F) -1

the Dittus-Boelter . orrelation. Recent investigatio_¢ Heattransfercoefficientforouter 12.85 13.22
ORNL s2 indicate that in the range of Reynolds surface, Btuhr -l in. -2 ¢°F)-_

numbers of interest, heat transfer coefficients for the

filel salt are slightly lower (about 20%) than those aAt near the reactor center line, where the temperature rise
through the holes and through the interstitial passages is

predicted by the correlation used in the MSBR con-
es_ntiaily the same. Further out from the center line the rise is

ceptual study. Even if the lower values are u-ed, not equal.
however, it should not make any significant changc m

the temperatures reported here, since the graFt, te itself negligible and that there ,-,as no heat transfer between
is the major resistance to heat transfer. The effects of graphite and salt for z .,istance of 0.1 in. on either side
vertical flow and entrained gas on the heat transfer of the apex of the ribs on the outer edge of the
coefficient remain to be ins'g_.t;gated.It was assumed in moderator elements. The latter assumption is a first
the calculations t_mt the effect of volumetric heat approximation to account for the restricted flow in that
sources on heat transfer between graphite and salt was area.

ORNL-DWG69-6042
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l'emperatures have not yet been investigated in the ture of coolant are interdependent. The major part of
moderator elements at radial positions other than at the the coolant temperature rise is due to its own internal

center of the core, nor have they been examined in fission heating, and it is desirable to have each unit
zone 11.In these areas of lower radial power density and votume of salt experience the same plenum-to-plenum
consequently lower salt flew rates, the heat transfer temperature rise. On the other hand, the need for
coefficients will be less. However, the heat sources improved heat transfer coefficients or log.or sink
within the graphite are also reduced, as is the damage temperatures may dictate a higher flow rate than that
flux. Although a more detailed analysis may indicate required to attain this rise.

higher peak graphite temperatures at locations other A reflector design using graphite blocks averaging
than tb.ose investigated, the reduction in damage flux is about 1 t3 was rejected .hen analysis indicated
expected to be more than compensating. On the basis excessive temperatures. The principal cause was fission
of the data presented in Sect. 3.2.3 on damage flux and heat from trapped interstitial salt. This heat had to be
graphite life, the MSBR graphite will achieve tlre design transferred to a cooled surface by conduction, which

objective of a four-year life at the tempe-atures which required large temperature _adients. A conclusion was
would exist in the refere,z.c_design, that regions of static salt mast be avoided everywhere

Preliminary ca!zaiations indicate that vibration of the within the reactor vessel. Without the presence of
moderator elements should not be a problem. The inte.nal tission heat, the sources in the reflectors consist

magnitude of the vibrations was determined by extrapo- primarily of photons leaking from adjacent blanket
lating known information about the amplitude of rod regions and from neutron slowing down. These sources
vibrations associated with parallel flows3 and add +ngto are shown in Fig. 3.30.

this the rod deflection due to cross flow of salt between The present radial reflector design, sl:own in Figs.
the channels. Assuming the velocity of the salt between 3.1-3 3, has been analyzed using the HEATING
adjacent channels to be t/4 fps and extrapolating eode.S o Boundary temperatures were based on the fluid
information on vibration due to cross-flow vortex temperature required at a given location for an overall
shedding, s'* the sum of the two effects gives a total 250°F rise and also considered surface temperatures
calculated amplitude of vibration at the center line of due to the volumetric heat source in the fluid. The

less than 0.002 in. Model tests will be required for volume fraction of salt in the reference design reflector
substantiation, but on this basis it is believed that core is about 1%, but as long as the salt is flowing this
vibrations will not limit the design parameters, quantity is not important to the temperature distri-

It may be noted that a 12- by 12-in. area has been bution estimates in that heat generation within the salt
assigned for control rods in the center of the reactor, is carried away by the salt and the fission heating in the
The salt flow in this region will be in excess of that salt far exceeds the heat transferred into it from the

needed to cool the rods in order to bring sufficient cool graphite. Hence the conduction problems have been
salt to the top axial reflector. Orificing of the flow in treated with fixed boundary conditions rather than
this central region will also be required to limit having to couple the salt and graphite by an energy
variations in the flow as a function of control rod balance. Heat transfer coefficients were based on

positioa, laminar flow of fluid between graphite segments and
between reflector and vessel and on turbulent flow of

3.4.2 Radial Reflector
the fluid at the reflector-blanket boundary in the

Determination of reflector temperatures is important 2-in.-wide annular space between the reflector and the
because of their relationship to graphite life, amount removable cote assembly. Resulting temperatures at the
and temperature of coolant required, and storea energy axial midplane are shown in Fig. 3.31. This is about the
during afterheat removal. The relationship between life, location of the peak damage flux, which has been
dzmage flux, and temperature is shown in Fig. 3.10. constrained to about 4× 10 t3 (E>5OkeV)to achieve
For a given nuclear design there is a maximum the 30-year design life at the calculated 12500F surface
allowable temperaturefor any reflector section which is temperature. The decrease of damage flux with distance

intended to remain fiyed in position for the design life into the reflector overrides the effect on graphite fife of
o, the reactor. Conversely, a temperature distribution increasing temperature near the edge of the reflector.
calculated for _,,e,t reflector geometry and coolant In order to meet the heat-removal requirements and
conditions may dictate a reduction in the incident the other objectives mentioned above, the flow of salt
damage flux, even though this entails a departure from through the reflector graphite must be in the radial
optimum nuclear conditions. The amount and tempera- direction rather than vertically upward, as it is in the
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common plenums located at the upper and lower ends
of the reflector is not satisfactory with axial flow.
There would be inadequate axial flow through the
reflector if the pressure difference was limited to the

02 amount necessary to get the desired temperature rise
NNd N_-O=O.4q¢ge=p (-0030323 x) for the salt flow through the annular space. On the

\i '7"-x_381
Ix_ N , other hand, there would be excessive salt flow through

x I_ I I the annular spaces if this pre-.,,suredifference was

_i_ ] i increased to get the necessat3 flow through the re-

__ -- flector region. However, the use cf radial flow circum-vents these design difficulties.
_.[ _.-._ The salt in the reflector flows inward toward the core

in order to minimize the vessel wall temperature andO_

o _o zo 3o 4o so 6o becauseof orificing considerations. The annulus be-
DISTANCE FROM INNER FACE OF REFLECTOR (¢m) tween the core and reflector is orificed at the bottom

F'_ 3.30. Heat minces in graphiteradialreflectorat mid- because of mechanical assembly considerations and
Ome. because this annulus serves as the collection plenum for

the radial flow through the reflector. Salt flow from the
undermoderated region of the core into the annulus is

core. In large part this is due to the fact that the restricted by graphite rib seals located between the
thermal coefficient of expansion of Hastelloy N is graphite slabs in _c undermoderated region, zone I1.

greater than that of the graphite. The reflector graphite Axial distribution in the radial flow through the
reflector is controlled by orifices located at the inlets ofcould be restrained into essentially the room-tempera-

ture geometry with little _dmnge in the flow charmel the radial flow passages.
geometry, but the e.xpanding -a_sselwould draw away

from the reflector and increa, the salt volume in the 3.4.3 Axial Reflectors
anmdus between the vessel wall and the graphite. This
would result in an undesirable increase in the primary- The axial reflectors are subjected to a 66% higher
salt inventory. It was therefore decided to restrain the wak damage flux than the radial reflector. However,
reflector graphite to maintain its position relativeto the the lower one is replaced with the moderator, and the
wall and let the flow passagesin the graphite open up as upper one must last only half of design life due to the
the system is brought up to temperature. With an alternate use of the two heads. Hence, temperature and
increase_m the width of the flow channels in the damage flux considerations are not as stringent as in the
_fiector graphite, axial flow passages for the reflector radial reflector. The heating .-ate in the upper a_ial
are not fixed. Connecting the reflector flow passages, reflector was analyzed using the HEATE%TGcode. s6
the annular space at the vessel wall, and the annular The axial behavior of the source is shown in Fig. 3.32.
space between the reflector and the removable core to The radial variation was described by a cosine. The
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_,o,_..--_z e9 _:-_ 4. The vessel must be designed Ior 75 psig and a walt20
! _ temperature of 1300°F and must meet ASME code

, requirements for nuclear vessels,s6

e,,o(-oo91za1"tx)o--xtc=)--t2 5. The vessel must be constructed entire:y of modified

_o ------+- P i _ Hastelloy N.-- I , !
i ! The reactor vessel is constructed of the following major

"z [ I I pieces:

r i 1. A cylindrical section, 22.5 ft OD X "13 ft high,
0.5

i ' 'ith a wall t_ckness of 2 in.
l

/o=_.ox.cx 2 _2_-x-_6o-- 2. A transition section, about 4 ft high, with one endb
ha_ing a diameter of about 18 It and the other 22.5
ft. This section has four symmetrically spaced salt
outlet nozzles and radial gusset plates attached to it.

o2 The wall thickness is 2 in.

3. Two cylindrical sections about 13_/2 ft high with

2-in.-thick walls. One has an inside diameter of 18 fto._ [ and the other an outside diameter of slightly less
o _o 20 vo 4o ,_o 60 than 18 ft, so that one fits inside the other, as shov,a

DISTANCETHROL_HAXIALREFLECTOR(cm} in Fig. 3.2. Forged flanges at the top provide the
vessel CJosure.

Fi& 3.32.Gammaand neummheatingin lp'tphiteaxial
reflectors. 4. One upper and one lower dished head, each 3 in.

thick. The upper head is about 18 ft in diameter and
the lower about 22 t/2 ft.

inner face was subjected to 1300°F salt, while the other

faces were in contact with somewhat cooler salt, which With the exception of the flanged closure at the top,
is transported from the reactor inlet via the control the vessel is of all-welded comtruction, fabricated of

region and lifting-rod holes, to provide a low-tempera- modified Hastelloy N having the physical properties
ture fluid coolant sink for the vessel head. On the above listed in Table S.1 and discussed in Sect. 3.2.4.

basis, the peak temperature was found to be 13630F, The design requirement for core replaceability ted to
and the surface temperature in the region of peak adoption of the cylindrical extension on the vessel and
damage flux was 1265°F. top head which permits the closure flange to be located

in a relatively lower temperature region and one with
3.5 REACTORVESSEL DESIGN greatly reduced radiation intensity. The flange face is

about 6 in. wide and is machined for two metal ring
3.5.1 Reactor Vessel Description gaskets. The space between the two rings will be

E. S. Bettis continuously evacuated and monitored for f_sion gases.
The flanges are joined by a clamp which encircles the

The basic features of the reactor vessel are shown in outside of the flange and extends upward to the
Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. The vessel has an inside diameter of operating floor le, :t. Thirty-four 1-in. bolts in this
22.2 ft, an overall height at the center line of about 20 clamp areeasily accessible and supply the force which is
ft, a wall thickness of 2 in., and a head thickness of 3 transrnitted to the flange faces for making the closure.

in. Major considerations in the design of the vessel It may be noted that the weight of the upper layer of
were: roof plugs rests on the upper flange and reduces the

1. The core must be replaceable with(,u, undue dif- bolt tension required to maintain the gasket loading.
ficulty. The transition section was adopted to conserve

fuel-salt invento.y in the region of the outlet salt
2. The holdup of fuel salt in nozzles, plenums, and nozzles and to rrunimizethe diameter of the top head

other volumes exterior to the core must be a assembly to' be handled during core replacements. The
minimum, necking i:: of the vessel at the top prevents top loading

3. The vessel walls and heads must be protected from of the last row of reflector graphite and requires a
excessive temperatures and r_diation damage, spe' ..d shape for two of the blocks, as discussed in Sect.
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3.1.2. The transition section also serves as a collection on the outside surface. The lower head has less incident

header for the fuel satt leaving the top of the reactor, gamma flux due to the shielding provided by the
diverting it into the four exit nozzles. These nozzles are internal structures and is cooled by salt closer to the
of a special shape, elliptical in cross section at the vessel 1050°F inlet salt temperature and thus will operate

end and cylindrical in cross section where joined to the somewhat cooler than the upper head.
fuel-salt piping leading to the pump inlet. Reinforcing The calculated stress intensities in the walls and upper
webs are used in the construction of the outlet nozzle head are generally within the allowable, or design,
to Frovide needed strength, intensity range, since the salt sweeping the inside

_e cylindrical portion of the ves_el is fabricated of surfaces is a bypass stream taken from the reactor inlet
rolled plate, rough machined after heat treatme: t. Tb.e and should not significantly exceed the assumed average

l/
roundness tolerance is probably about -+,2 in. The of 1!00°F. However, if the metal were bathed by salt

dished top head has a forged ring welded around its closer to the reactor outlet temperature of 1300°F, it is
circumfer_'nce for joining it to the upper cylindrical possible that some metal temperatures would be unac-
extension. The maximum thickness of the ring is about ceptably high in that the allowable, or design, stress
4in. intensity would have to be revised downward. The

The fuel-salt inlet is at the center of the bottom head. vessel has not been designed or analyzed in detail, but it
The inlet plenum is a well about 3 ft in diameter and 4 is consideied a possibility that further study would
ft high at the center line of the vessel. The four disclose localized areas, such as the outlet nozzles or the

164n.-diam fuel-salt pipes enter symmetrically around junction of the top dished head with the cylindrical
this well, as indicated in Fig. 3.1. The 64n. drain portion (where stresses tend to be high), which would
connection is to a nozzle in the bottom head of the have to be shielded from the flow of hottest salt.

well. Hastelloy N flow diverters, or turning vanes, ar_ Although the lower head is larger in diameter than the
provided in the plenum to direct the salt flow upward upper head and thus would have higher stress intensities
and to reduce the turbulence in the reactor vessel inlet in withstanding the internal pressure, the temperature is
nozzle, sufficiently R,w to keep the stress intensities in this part

The top head of the vessel has an 18-in.-diam nozzle of the vessel within the acceptable range.
at the center line for the pipe containing the control
rod assembly. The cylindrical extension of the top head 3.5.3 Reactor Vessel Stresses

is provided with lifting lugs into which the spider C.W. Collins
carried by the hoisting machine engages to lift the

reactor core assembly from the vessel, as described in A preliminary elastic stress analysis was made for the
Sects. 3.1.2 and 12.3. reactor vessel using an Air Force computer programss

which has been r,_odified by ORNL. The analysis was

3.5.2 Reactor Vessel Temperatures based on the top of the vessel operating at 1300°F and
42 psig and the bottom at llO0°F and 61 psig. The

W. K. Furlong maximum stress in the removable head due to pressure

The reactor vessel will be heated above the lO00°F alone is 5220 psi. This stress is located in the dished

ambient cell temperature by the hot molten salt flowing head near the junction of the head and shell skirt. The
maximum stress in the vessel occurs at the junction of

on the inside and by neutron and gamma absorptions.
The maximum metal temperature and the temperature 'he lower head and shell and is 16,324 psi. The
distribution are important because they affect the cylindrical portions of the vessel are 2 in. thick, and thedished heads are 3 io. thick.
calculated and design stress intensities in the walls,

No analytical work has been done on the nozzles,
heads, and nozzles.

closure flanges, thermal stresses, or discontinuityAn analysis of the 2-in.-thick cylindrical wall in-
stresses at the necked-down portion of the vesseldicated that the peak metal temperature would be

about 69°F above the interior salt temperature and
would occur close to the outside surface at about *It is reasonable to assume a IIOOOF salt temperature in t_'e

midheight. In making this study it was assumed that the vesselwallcoolantpassagesincethe flow through the reflectu.
salt temperature at the inside face was uniform at is radially inward.The analyses assumedlaminasflo,¢ of saltand a heat transfer coefficient of 137 Btu hr -I ft -2 (*F) -1 .
! IOOOF.* A similar study of the 3-in.-thick upper head Heat transferf;om the reactor vessel to the cell environment
gave peak temperatures20 to 80°F above the inside salt was neglected,as wasthe effect of gammairradiationfromthe
temperature (again assumed as 1100°F), also occurring primaryheatexchangers.
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because cf the large amount of t_me that woulo be at the outlet nozzles where the highest temperature
required to develop computer prograr_s. As an al- occurs and for which no analysis has been attempted.
iowance for the uncertainty, the stresses were held well When a more rigorous analysis is completed, it may be
below tho_e allowed by the ASME Boiler and Pressure found necessary to _dd a thermal barrier in this region
Vessel Code for standard Hastelloy N. As described in with cooling from the inlet salt stream or to alter the
Sect. 3.2.4, experimental heats of modified H,stelloy N vessel design in this region to reduce the discontinuity
are stronger than the standard alloy, and the alloy that stresses.
will be used in the MSBR will probably be approved for
higher stresses than the standard alloy. Neutron irradia- 3.6 PRIMARYSYSTEMSALT PIPING
tion to the extent anticipated in the MSBR should not
require a reduction in allowable stress. The graphite C.W. Collins
reflector is sufficiently thick to reduce the 30-year

Because of the fuel inveatory costs, a prime consider-integrated neutron dose (>300 keV) at the wall to
below 1 X 102_ neutrons/cm 2. At this fluence the ation in the design of the primary system piping was to

reduction in metal strength is insignificant, limit the piping volume to the minimum permitted by
As stated in Sect. 3.2, standard Hastelloy N is reasonable pressure drop and by required piping flex-

approved for use under Sects. 1Ii (ref. 56) and VI!| (ref. ibility. The piping must accommodate the expansion
57) of the ASME Boiler and Pressure VesselCode. The associated with the high operating temperatures of

1050 to 1300°F. To provide needed flexibility and lowdesign stresses applicable for nuclear vessels at tempera-
fuel-salt inventory, the fuel-salt piping must probablytures up to 1300°F were determined through the

following case interpretations, be limited to 16 to 20 in. in diameter.
The support scheme for the primary loop is based

Case 1315-3 (ref. 30) approves use of Hastelloy N for upon anchoring the reactor vessel to the concrete

pressure vessels constructed in accordance with provi- building structure while the other components are
sions of Sect. VIII, Division 1. Allowable stresses are mounted on flexible supports. The pumps, heat ex-
given for temperatures to 1300°F. changer, and piping are positioned radially around the

Case 1345-1 (ref. 31) approves use of Hastelloy N for reactor vessel, with essentmlly the only restraint being
class A vessels constructed in accordance with provi- the vertical support by hangers mounted to the roof
sieas of Sect. III of the Code. Design stress intensity structure, thus allowing the components to move freely

values a-e provided only to 8000._', in common with without developing excessive piping stresses. The layout
other materials approved for use under Sect. III (ref. of the primary-salt loop is shown in Figs. 13.7 and 13.8.

56). The piping system was analyzed at operating tempera-
Case 1331-4 (ref. 58) provides rules for constructioJ: tures using the MEL-21 "'Piping Flexibility Analysis ''s 9

of class A nuclear vessels that are to operate at computer program. It was determined that the piping
temperatures above those provided for in Sect. II1 (ref. meets the requirements of USAS B31.7 "'Tentative USA
56). It permits the use of allowable stresses from Standard for Nuclear Power Piping''60 for stresses due
Division 1 of Sect. VIIi (ref. 57) and the related Code to thermal expansion, weight, and pressure loading of
Case 1315-3 (ref. 30). the system under the operating conditions. The analysis

In applying these Code cases, it is found that the is incomplete in that no o,_f-design conditions were
allowable primary stress intensity (St) is 3500 psi at considered, nor were any localized thermal or dis-
1300°F and 13,000 psi at 1100°F. At the juncture of continuity stresses taken into account. This would have
the heads and shells, where the maximum stresses involved considerably more effort than was warranted
occur, paragraph5 of Case 1331-4 (ref. 58) establishes for this coJceptual design study.
the allowable value of the primary plus secondary stress The maximum computed expansion stress was 5570
intensity as three times the allowable design stress psi, occurring at the point where the pump discharge
intensity (Srn) for the metal temperature involved. On pipe connects to the heat exchanger. ASME Code Case
this basis, the allowable stress intensity at 1100°F is 1331.4 (ref. 58) establishes the allowable value of the
39,000 psi and at 1300°F is 10,500 psi. Stresses in the primary plus secondary stress intensity as the larger of
preliminary design of the vessel have been held well three times the allowable design stress intensity (Sin)
below these allowable values, or, as an alternate, three times the allowable stress

.From these preliminary calculations it appears that amplitude (Sa) at 106 cycles for the metal temperature
the critical stress regions are at the junction of the head involved. The allowable stress intensities at 1300"F are

and shell in the removable head and, most particularly, thus 10,500 psi, based on 3Sin, or 19,500 psi, based on
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3Sa, the latter establishing the allowable primary plus 3. Tile type of heat exchanger, general location of
secondary stress intensity. When the _ 1500-psi stress nozzles, height of the unit, and minimum tube
due to pressure is added to the maxinmm expansion diameter must be compatible with various de.sign,
stress of 5570 psi, the allowable primary plus secondary layout, and fabrication considerations.

stress intensity is not exceeded. 4. The heat exchanger must be arranged for relatively
Tile primary loop is designed to be flexible enough to easy tube-bundle replacement by means of remotely

accommodate the large thermal expansions due to the operated tooling.
relatively high operating temperatures. Tl'ls flexibi!ily

5. All portions of the exchangers in contact with the! must be controlled during an earthquake or after an
fae; or coolant salt must be fabricated of Hastelloy

accidental break in the piping that tend,, to cause
N. As in any heat exchanger, the physical propertieswhipping or other movement. Light-water rezctors use
of the material establi:ih maximum allowable tern-

spring supports and hydraulic dashpots on eq,dpment
and piping which permit slow movements Cue to perature gradients across walls, allowable stresses,

and the degree of flexibility required to accommo-thermal expansions _,ut damp'.n the rapid s_,aking
date differential expansions.encountered in earthquakes and resist sudden reactions

that would occur if a pipe ruptured. Very large supp3rt 6. Flow velocities, baffle thickness, tube c._earance,and
components are required in water reactors to withstand baffle spacing should be selected to minimize pos-
the reactions that could occvr with pipe failure. Smal!e_ sibilities of vibration.

supports can be used in the molten-salt reactors because Within the framework of the above requirements and
the systems operate at lower pressure and have less guidelines, design procedures62 and a cor,aputer
stored energy. The _SBR supports, however, must program°3 were developed to produce an efficient
operate at the high ambient temperatures in the cells, design with low fuel-salt volume.
This can be done either by designing dashpots which

use gases, molten salts, or pellet beds as the working
3.7.2 General Descriptionmedium or by installing insulation and cooling systems

for dashpotsusing conventional fluids. Four counterfl,,)w vertical shell-and-tube-type heat
An engineering consultant 6_ made a preliminary exchangers are used to transfer heat from the fuel salt

review and evaluation of the ability Of the MSBR to to th,_.sodium fluoroborate coolant salt. The units are
withstand seismic disturbances. His fmdingswere based almos_ 6 ft in diameter and about 24 ft tall, not
primarily on engineering judgment and extensive ex- including the coolant-salt U-bend piping at the top. A
perience in seismic er,_ineering.No major problem areas cross-se_tic-_,aldrawing is shown in Fig. 3.33, and the
were indicated for the _eismic spectra used in current

pertinent data aregiven in Table 3.15.
designs of reactor plants. The shakingof piping and the The fu_! salt enters the top of each unit at about
sloshing of fluids in the MSBR vessels do not appear to 1300°F aad exhs at the bottom at about 1050°F after

be of major concern, single-pa_ i|ow through the s/s-in.-OD tubes. The
3.7 PRIMARYHEAT EXCHANGERS coolant s_dt enters the shell at the top, flows to the

bottom through a 20-in.-diam centraldowncomer, turns
C. E. Bettis M. Siman-Tov and flow_ upward through modified disk and doughnut
H. A. Nelms W.C.T. Stoddart baffling, and exits through a 28-in.-diam pipe concen-

3.7.1 Design Requirements tric with the inlet pipe at the top. "]ae coolant salt is
heated from 850 to 1150°F in the process.

The overall conditions in the MSBR system impose The 5803 Hastelloy N tubes are arranged in con-
several specific design requirements on the primaryheat centric rings in the bundle, with a constant radial and
exchangers: circumferential pitcl'. The tubes are L-shaped and are

welded into a horizontal tube sheet at the bottom and

1. The vo!ume of fuel salt in the heat exchanger must into a vertical tube sheet at the top. The toroidal-
be kept as low as practical to minimize the fuel shaped top head and tube sheet assembly has a
doubling time for the reactor, significant strength advantage, simplifies the arrange-

2. The entrance and exit salt temperatures, maximum ment for the coolant-salt flow, and permits the seal
(or desired) pre_ure drops, and the total heat weld for the top closure to be located outside theheat
transfer capacity must conform with the overall exchanger. About 4 ft of the upper portion of the
system operating conditions, tubing is bent into a sine wave configuration to absorb
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Table 3.15. Primary heat exchanger design data

Type One-pass shell and tubes with disk
and doughnut baffles

Rate of heat transfer per umt
MW 556.5

Btu/hr 1.9 x 109

Tube-side conditions
Hot fluid Fuel sar a

Entrance temperature, ° F 1300

Exit temperature, ° F 1050
Entrance pressure, psi 180

Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 130
Mass flow rate, ib/hr 23.4 X 106

Shell-side conditions

Cold fluid Cool mt sar a

Entrance temperature, °F 850
Exit temperature, °F 115(2

Exit pressure, psi 34
Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 115.7
Mass flow rate, lb/hr 17.8 X 106

Tube material Hastelloy lSl_

Tube OD, in. 0.375

Tube thickness, in. 0.035

Tube length, ft 24.4

Tube-sheet-to-tube-sheet distance, ft 23.2

Expansion bend +'adius" in. 9.5

Shell material Hastelloy N

Shell thickness, in. 0.5

Shell ID, in. 67.6

Central tube diameter, OD, in. 20

Tube sheet material Hastelloy N

Tube sheet thickness, in. 4.75

Tube maximum primary (P) stresses, psi 683

Allowed primary stresses, psib 4232

Tube maximum primary and secondary (P + O) stresses, psi 12,484

AHowed primary and secondary stresses, psi 12,696

Tube maximum peak (P + Q + F) stresses, psi 13,563

Allowed peak stresses, psi (see ref. 12) 25,000

Number of tubes 5803

Pitch of tubes, in. 0.75

Total heat transfer area, ft2 13,916

Basis for area calculation Outside of tubes

Type of barfS. Disk and doughnut

Number of baffles, total 21

Baffle spacing, in. 11.23

Disk OD, in. 54.2

Doughnut ID, in. 45.3

Overall heat transfer coefficient, U, Btu hr -1 ft -2 (°F) -t 784.8

Volume of fuel salt in tubes, 1 _ 71.9

asalt and Hastelloy N properties are those listed in Table S. 1.

bBased on average metal temperature in tube wall of 1244°F.
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differential expansion between the tubes and the shell, expose tile seal weld. After this is ground away, the
Baffles are not used in this bent-tube portion, the tubes tube bundle can be withdrawn as an assembly.
being supported by wire lacing as needed to m;nimize
vibration. Without baffles the upper section of the tube 3.7.3 Design Calculations
bungle experiences essentially parallel flow and rela- The design of the MSBR heat exchanger equipment
tively lower heat transfer performance, has been reported by Bettis et al. 62'63 Heat transfer

In the baffled sectioli of the exchanger the tubes have experience with the primary and secondary salts is
a helical indentatiori knur!ed into the surface to limit_,d. As experimental values for the physical prop-
enhance the film heat tcansfer coefficients and thus erties of the salts become more reliable, confidence will
reduce the fuel-salt inventory in the heat exchanger. No also increase in the heat transfer correlations and in the

enhancement was used in the bent-tube portion because overall design. The salt properties used in the MSBR
of present uncertainty in the reliability of the tubes if reference design heat exchange equipment are those
they were both bent and indented, listed in Table S.1.

The shells of the exchangers are also fabricated of Since molten fluoride salts do not wet Hastelloy N, it
Hast*.lloy N. Disk-and-doughnut baffles, modified for was suspected that usual heat transfer correlations,
the central downcomer, are used in the shell to a height often based on experiments with water or petroleum
of about 20 ft. The baffles produce cross flow and also products, might r.ot k_ valid. MSRE experience 64 and
help support the tubes to minimize the vibration, recent experiments by Cox 6s showed that basically the
Although testing at conditions as near as possible to fuel salt behave_ veG' similarly to conventional fluids.
des;gn values is necessary to learn what tube vibrations His correlations result in heat transfer coefficients
may occur, use nf thick baffles (equal to, or slightly somewhat below those obtained from the Sieder and
greater than, the tube OD) and tube-to-baffle diametri- Tate correlations for turbulent regions,66 Hansen's
cai clearances of the order of a few mils would tend

equation for transition regions,67 and Sieder and Tate's
toward creating a "fixed-tube" situatiop at each baffle correlation for laminar regions.66 The tube-side heat
and would be likely to prevent r,'oblems due to transfer calculations were made on the basis of correla-
vibration, tions recommended by McLain,#s which were based on

Ti_e upper and lower tube sheets are welded to a Cox's data.6s

cylinder with a 21/2 in. wall thickness, which gives No experiments have been performed to date for
rigidity to the tube bundle for transport, provides a correlating the heat transfer behavior of a sodium
gamma shield for the shell, and forms a I/2-in.-wide fluoroborate coolant salt in the shell side of the heat

passagebetween it and the shell for downward flow of a exchanger. Bergelin's correlation69 tot the baffle zone
portion of the fuel salt to cool the wall. The top and Donohue's correlation7° for the unbaffled section
extension of this inner cylinder, to which the upper were chosen as the most representative available. Since
toroidal header is mounted, rests on a projection near Bergelin's correlation is strictly for cross flow situa-
the top of the heat exchanger shell and supports the tions, the equation was modified by introducing a
tube bundle. The heat exchanger assembly is supported correction factor which depends on the degree of actual
from the cell roof structure and is mounted at a point cross flow existing as influenced by the ratio between
near the center of gravity by a b_mbal-typejoint that the baffle spacingand the shell annular thickness.
permits rotation to accommodate unequal thermal The tubes are spirally indented in the baffled zone to
expansions in the inlet and outlet pipes improve the heat transfer performance. Experiments

Through close material control and inspection the performed by Lawson et al.71 showed that one carl
heat exchangers are expected to have a high degree of expect an improvement by a factor of 2 for the
reliability and to last the 30-year life of the plant. If tube-side heat transfer coefficient. Lawson also recom-
mair_tenanceis required, a tube bundle can be removed mends a factor of 1.3 for the heat transfer coefficient
and ¢eplaced using remotely operated tooling, as dis- outside the tube, although no experiments have been
cusse',l in Sect. 12. No specific arrangements are made done to substantiate this. Since Lawson's experiment
for replacement of the shell, although this could be was limited to Reynolds numbers greater than I0,000,
accomplished during a more extended shutdown of the there is some uncertainty in the degree of improvement
plant. A slip joint is provided at the inlet coolant-salt at numbers less than 10,000. It was assumed that no
connection to permit removal o_ the large U-bend in the improvement can be expected in a truly laminar flow
piping at the top. Once this is set aside, the bolting on (Re < 1000). The range in between was extrapolated

the top clamp is loosened and the clamp removed to usinga method recommended by McLain.72
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The shell-side pressure drop was calcu)ated by the deviati,_n for the fuel-salt heat transfer ,,orrelatioa is

procedure suggested by Rergelin ei a! 69 The tube-side reported6s as being about 5.7%. The deviation or error
pressure drop was calculated by the copventional in the use of Bergelin's correlatiop is not certain, but
friction-factor method, rhe effect of the spiral m- shell-side heat transfer coefficients might normzlly have
denting in the tubes on the nressure drop was assumed a deviation of about 25%. Leakage factor deviations

to be in the same proportion as the effect on the heat might be about 30% for the pressure drop calculations
transfer performance, and about 10% foc the shell-side heat transfer correla-

A bypass correctior_factor due to baffle leakage of tion. l._e enhar,ement factor deviation might be about
0.5 was used for the pressure drop in the shell side of 15%.
the heat exchanger, and a factor of 0.8 was applied in Two extreme cases were examined: one where all the

the heat transfer calculations. These leakage factors pessimistic values were used dnd the other where the
were chosea on the bases of recommendations by optimistic values wc, e taken. The result was a deviation
Bergelinet al.73 in overall ',eat transfer area (or fuel-salt volume) of

A computer program was written wbich accepts the +38% for the pessimistic case and -28% for the
design restrictions discussed above, takes into accoun, optimistic case.
the differences in the physical properties of the salts as
they move through the exchanger, recognizes _,ar_ations 3.8 SALT CIRCULATIONPUMPS
in the flow and heat transfer regimes in the various

sections and applies the appropriate correlations and 3.8.1 Fuel-Salt Pumps

correction factors, and, by performing a parametri': L.V. Wilson
study, selects :he heat exchanger design with the

minimum fuel-salt volume. Bettis et al. have described The MSBR employs four prirnary-salt pumps and four
the design procedures and the computer program and secondary-salt pumps, with one of each located in the
its application. 62,63 The reliability of the performance four system loops. In addition, there is a small ancillary
estimates is assessed in Sect. 3.7.4. salt transfer pump with the dual purpose of filling the

A stress analysis -_ubroutine was incorporated in the primary-salt system and pumping the primary salt to

main computer program. It performs a preliminary the chemical processing plant. For comparison purposes
stress analysis on the basis of the assumption that the the operating requirements for the pumps and tentative
maximum tube stresses _vill occur in the curved-tube values of some of the pertinent dimensions are shown in
region. The subroutine considers pressure stresses, Table 3.16. The secondary--nit pump is d2_cussed in

thermal expansion stresses, and stresses resulting from Sect. 3.8.2 and the transfer pump in Sect. 3.8.3.
thermal gradients across the tube wall. The primary and The fuel-salt circulation pump in the MSRE ac-
secondary stresses are computed and compared with the cumulated over 29,000 hr of suecessfui operation, the
allowable stresses given in the ASME Sect. 111Code. s6
As additional information becomes available, the stress

analysis subroutine program will be expanded to in- Table3.16. Salt pumpsforthe 1000-MW(e)MSBR
elude fatigue analysis, tube sheet joints, and the effects
on strength of the tube wall indenting. Primary Secondary Transfera

3.7.4 Reliability of Design Calculations Numberrequired 4 4 1
Designtemperature,*F 1300 1150 1300

It is believed that the use of the MSBR primary heat Capacity, gpm,nominal 16,000 20,000 100 (3)
Head,ft 150 300 100(25)

exchanger design program results in an efficient and Speed, rpm 890 1190 1790 (890)

reliable design. Specificspeed,Ns 2630 2335 560 (140)
Among the input data which significantly affect the NPSHrequited, b ft 16 20

heat exchanger design are the physical properties of the Brakehorsepower, each ~2350 3230 20 (=)

fuel and coolant salts and their variation with tempera- Impellerdiameter,in. 34 351/2 9tt4Pumptankdiameter,in. 72 72 24
ture, the heat transfer correlations applied, the enhance- Suctiondtameter,in. 21 21 3
ment factors assumed for the indented tubes, and the Discharge diameter, in. 16 16 2
leakage factors associated with fabrication clearances.

aWheretwo valuesare listed, the firstappliesto fillingthe
The most notable uncertainties in the salt physical primary-saltsystemand the secondto circulatingthe primary
property values at the present time are the viscosity and saltto the chemicalprocessing plant.
thermal conductivity of the fuel salt. The average bNPSH= net positive suctionhead.
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only problem encountered being partial restriction of that the forces oJt the pump tank nozzles are not
the off-gas flow from the pump bowl. TM The pump had e':cessive. The coupling between the motor and tile
a capact;.y of lz00 gpn-t and was driven by a 75-hp p_mp is a flolting shaft gear type which is installed in
motor. The dependability of this pump, a similar pump the maximum horizontal distAacement position. During
in the coolant-salt system, and many others _un for system heatup the pump moves into a position where

thousands of hours in test stancts Jlas given col_.fidence the pump shaft is nominally aligned with tlae motor
that salt cilculation pumps for the MSBE do not shaft for normal pump operating conditions.

present a major development problem. The pump has a large seal leakage containment
The conceptual lz)out for the MSBR primary salt volume to accept the oil in event of a gross failore of

pump is shown in I: g. 3.34. The lower portion of the the lower seal. In addition, a Visco seal, adjacent to the
pump (pump tank, impeller, casing, etc.) is located in lower seal, will help to pievent oil from entering the salt
the reactor cell, and the d,we motor is located on the system when the shaft is rotating. When the pump is
crane bay floor, that is, _bove th _. concrete shielding, stopped, a static shutdowr, seal can be actuated by gas

l'he oearing housing is recessed into the concrete pressure to prevent the flow of oil down the shaft
shielding to reduce the shaft overhang. The pump shaft annuh,s. The primary purpose of the static shutdown

is mounted on two pairs ofpreloaded o;l!,,hricated bali se_, is to prevent the leakage of gas-borne fission
bearings, and the impeller is overhu,g about 6_,_ ft products and thus permit the removal of the bearing
below the lower bearing. The first shaft critical speed housing assembly without removing the shield plug,
will be greater tha_l 1500 rpm to enable the pump to be shaft, and impeller from the pump tank.

run at 1_.00 rpm when it is to be used for circulating Tile pump tank provides a volume to accommodate
gas. the anticipated thermal expansion of the fuel salt at

Since the reactor is the fixed component in the off-designconditions. It is almost completely decoupled
system the primary-salt pumps are subjected to thermal hydraulically from the flow_ag salt in the impeller and
expansion displacements of about 2 in. horizontally and volute passages by (1) labyrinth seals installed in the
about 1 in. vertically at 'he pump tank wben the system pump casing around the pump shaft and on the
is heated up from room temperature to operating periphery of the casing and (2) bridge tubes that
temperature. During operation at temperature the connect the volute to the inlet and autlct nozzles

coupling will accommodate the approximately _/s-in. attached to the pump tank. The bridge tubes also
horizontal displacem._nts due to thermal cycling. The eliminate structural redunda'acies between the pump

design effects of these displacements on the pur_p are tat,&and the volute and it_ supporting structure.

apparent in the shield configuration, method of pump The above-mentioned hydraulic decoupling serves to
support, cell and/or pump containment, and the minimize the changes that may occur in the pump tank

coupling between the motor and the pump. The liquid level if one pump stops when several pumps are
shielding around the pump is of the disk-and-doughnut being operated in parallel. Assuming that the gas
type and will permit the unhindered displacement of volumes ef the salt pumps being operated in parallel are
the pump and also provide adequate shielding of the interconnected, that the salt volume in each pump tank
h.,bricant and coolant in the region of the lower bearing is connected directly to its pump suction, and that all

and s_al. pumps are being supplied from a common plenum in
A shield plug is provided to protect the lubricant and the reactors, if one stops, the level of salt in the tank of

other radiation-sensitive elements in the region of the the stopped pump would iry to increase by an amount
bearing housing. Approximately a l-ft thickness of equal to the velocity head at the pump suction plus the
Hastel!oy N will limit the accumulated dosage at the head loss in the suction line from the common supply

lower seal to 108 rads for the anticipated pump life. to the pump tank. This change in level would be 10 ft
The top of the shield plug will be cooled by au organic or more and would represent an undesirable increase in
liquid, possibly the same as the bearing lubricant, the pump shaft length. Also, unless there is sufficient
Additional sMeiding will be provided to reduce the reserve salt volume in the other pump ta#'s to supply
nuclear radiation intensity at the crane bay floor to an the increased salt requirement of the storped pump, the
acceptable biological level, system fluid would in-gas when the salt level in the

The motor is mounted in a fixed position on the tanks of the operating pumps is lowered to _he level of
crane bay floor, and the pump is suspended on the pump suction. However, by connecting the liquid in
spring-mounted rods that are free to pivot at both ends. the hydraulically decoupled version of the pump tank
The spring constant of the springs is sufficiently low to a point in the reactor plenum where the velocity
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changes very little when one pump is stopped and by 3.9 BUBBLE GENERATOR AND GAS

making the pressure drop in this connecting line very SEPARATOR

low for the salt flow returning from the tank to the R.J. Kedl
plenum, the level change m the pump tanks probably

can be held to about 2 ft. 3 9.1 Introduction
The pump tank, its internal structural elements, the

pomp shaft, and the lower end of the shield plug are To enhance the breeding potential of the MSBR, it is

cooled by a flow of primary salt (at about 1150°F) necessary to remove as many neutron-absorbing fission

which enters a plenum around the inner periphery of products as possible from the fuel salt and dispose of

the pump tank. and flows upward in an annular liner them external to the core. This is particularly true for

(see Fig. 3 34). At the junction of the pump tank and _aSXe. with its very large absorption cross section.

the outer pump casing the flow splits, with part of it Several mechanisms for removing xenon (and krypton)

passing downward between the inner m:d outer pump have been studied. The one chosen for the MSBR

casings and part of it passing across the lower end of the involves reo:culation of helium bubbles. The theory

shield plug and into the annulus betwee_ the shaft and and calculations pertinent to this mechanism are
the shaft sleeve. These flows and the fountain flow presented in Appendix A of this report. Summarizing

from the labyrinth seal then combine with the bulk salt briefly, noble gases, because of their extreme in-

flow in the pump bowl. Filler blocks may be used in the solubility in fuel salt, will migrate readily to any

pump tank to reduce the parasitic volume of fuel salt. gaseous interface available. Since they form a true

At each pump the primary cell containment is solution _a salt (obey Henry'slaw), theywill migrate in

extended through the concrete shieIding above the accordance with the conventional laws of mass transfer.

reactor cell to contain the pump drive motor. The drive if small helium bubbles are circulated with the fuel salt,

motor heat sink is provided by cooling water circulated they will "soak up" xenon and krypton fission

through cooling coils attached to the inside of the products. The fission-product-rich bubbles may then be
motor containment vessel, lnternally, a blower attached separated from the salt and expelled to the off-gas

to !he motor shaft will circulate helium through the system. Xenon migration to the circuloting babbles is in

motor and over cooling fins attached to the inside of competition with xenon migration to the porous

the motor containment vessel. The motor is mounted moderator graphite. The graphite is especially of con-

on a ring through which all electrxcal, instrument, gas, cern because it absorbs xenon and holds it in the core.

coolant, and lubricant linos are connected to the pump. This tendepcy can be counteracted to a great extent by

To obtain a speed ra_._gefrom l0 to 110% of design sealing the surface pores of the graphite with chemically

speed, each coolant-sail pump drive motor will deposited carbon as discussed in Sect. 3.2.3. in Ap-

probably be supplied with _,ariable-frequency power pendix A it is concluded that, with moderate success of
obtained irom individual solid-state inverters, the coated-graphite program, the 0.5% target value for

t as Xe poison fraction can be achieved when circulating

3.8.2 Coolant-Salt Circulation Pumps helium bubbles 0.020 in. in diameter. (The average void

The design conditions for the primary- and second- fraction in the fuel loop would be about 0.2%.) This is

ary-salt pumps are such that the same impeller and accomplished by bypassing 10% of the fuel salt from

casing design can be used for both. The secondary the pump discharge through a bubble separator to

pump will operate, at higher speed, however, as shown remove the xenon-containing bubbles, then through a

in Table 3.16. Except for the drive motor and the pump clean helium bubble generator for replenishment of

tank, the two pump designs will be practically identical, helium bubbles, and back into the pump suction, as
shown in Fig. 2.1. The average residence time of a

3.8.3 Salt Transfer _ump bubble in the fuel loop would be ten circuits.

The pump used to transfer fuel salt from the drain 3.9.2 Bubble Generator
tank, etc., could be an updated version of the PKA-2

pump that was designed for use in the ANP program In studying bubble generator concepts, essentially no
and has had several thousand hours of successful industrial experience was found, and very little informa-

operating experience. It will be operated at about 1790 tion was available in the literature concerning genera-

rpm when filling the primary-salt system from the drain tion of bubbles in systems similar to the MSBR. An

tank and at 890 rp;n when circulating salt to the exploratory program was therefore undertaken to ex-

chemical p_ocessing system, amine both mechanical and fluid-powered devices. As a
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result, a venturi device was selected for tile MSBR, in 3. The bubble size was independent of the gas flow rate
whic;, gas is injected into the venturi throat and bubbles over the range tested.

are generated by the fluid turbulence in the diffuser 4. The b,bble size was a mild inverse function of the
section, water flow rate.

The experimental bubble generator and its t_st
5. The average bubble size was approximately 25% offacility are shown schematically in Fig. 3.35. It con-

si:,ted of a teardrop shape inside a l-in.-ID Plexiglas the throat width over the range tested. On this basis,
tube through which water was flowing. Air was injected a throat width of about 0.08 in. would provide the
into the annular throat through fo.'-ty-eight1/64-in.-diam O.02-in. bubble size selected as desirable for the
holes around the circumference of the teardrop. The MSBR.
model was tested under a variety of conditions of air A conceptual design for the MSBR bubble generator
ard water flow rates, teardrop shapes, and diffe-ent is shown in Fig. 3.36. It consists of a system of linear
throat widths. Study of high-speed photographs of the venturis formed by arranging air foils in parallel. The
bt_bbleaction led to the following observations: throa_ width would be about 0.08 in., as discussed

above. The fluid velocity through the throat was
1. A continuous plume developed from each hole in established as 40 fps, thus fixing the total throat length.

the teardrop and extended into the diffuser region. A conceptual cross section of a single air foil is also
The plmme was then broken up into bubbles by the shown in Fig. 3.36. The helium channel is shown as a

fluid turbulence in this region. "controlled crack"; that is, one of the mating surfaces is
2. The bubble size developed was apparently not a roughened in such a manner that when the two surfaces

strong function of the hole size I:_cl for gas bear against each other, a crack of controlled dimension
injection, at least over the range cbserved, is formed through which the helium flow can be
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regulated. A crack width of orJy about 0.001 in. will device was tested which consists simply of a straight

probably be needed. The helium channel dimension is section of pipe with swirl vanes at the inlet end an_

kept small to reduce the likelihood that a pressure surge recovery vanes at the outlet end, as shown in Fig. 3.37.

in the salt system could pu_ salt into the channel and The swirl vanes rotate the fluid and develop an artificial

plug it. Since the fuel salt does not wet Hastelloy N, a gravity field. This causes the bubbles to migrate to the

considerable pressure would be required to force the gas-idled core at the center of the pipe. The gas then
salt into a O.001-in.-wide opening. AP altcxnative to the flows down the core and into the takeoff line which is

controlled-crack method would be to install a narrow located in the hub of the recovery vanes. The recovery

graphite diffuser in the throat region of the venturi, vanes straighten out the fluid and recover some of its

energy.
3.9.3 Bubble Separator

3.9.4 Bubble Removal and Addition System
A pipeline bubble separator was chosen to remove the

gas-rich bubbles from the fuel salt. This type was Figure 3.37 shows a schematic of the MSBR bubble

chosen primarily because of its low volume inventory removal and generation equipment installed in a bypass

and high performance. In addition, there has been stream around the fuel pump. The pump head is in

considerable experience wi:h this device at ORNL in excess of that needed to operate the system; therefore,

connection with the Homogeneous Reactor Test. 7s A load orifices are required. (The p, essures listed have
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OaN,--OWGm-.S,_ been estimated from the model studies and are only
FUEL- SALT

PUMP approximate.) The load orifice downstream of the

bubble generator is sized so that the generator will

2z7 osi induct helium from a 5-psig supply. The load orifice

--_o_ __..__.... between the separator and generator is sized so that the

pressure in the center of the separator, when no gas is

zz7 psi present, is sufficient to force salt into the takeoff line

' ... and into the pump bowl. When gas is present at normal-- LOAD operating conditions, the gas core will build up to about
ORIFICE 2 in. in diameter and the pressure will rise. The load

_'IB LOAO

I ORIFICE LOAD 1690si orifice upstream of the bubble separator is provided to
.... I ORIFICE take up the excess head. For maintenance purposes,

I__{:_ _ both the bubble generator and bubble separator should

I 3.__ II | be remotely replace3_!_,, although one could anticipatemore maintenance for the bubble generator than for the

_ bubble separator.HELIUM 45 psi (NO GAS CORE)
SUPPLY 85 psi (2 in. GAS CORE)

IFig.3.37. Schemslicflow diNIrsmd Imbl_ removalandgem-
etulion bypass m MSBRfimfl-mltstream.
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4. Coolant-Salt Circulation System

4.1 GENERAL The heat transport fluid selected for the MSBR is
sodium l!uoroborate salt. The various factors involved

W. K. Furlong H.A. McLain
in the selection were discussed in Sect. 3.2.2, and ti_e

An intermediate circulating coolant salt is used to salt physical properties used in tae desig,',of the system
transport the heat generated in the primary system to were listed in "fable S. 1. In brief, the salt is a eutectic of
the steam-power system rather than to use direct NaF and NaBF4, with a melting point of about 725°F
transfer because: and a low vapor pressure at operating conditions. It is

1. The loop provides an additional barrier for contain- compatible with Haste!l,-y N, has satisfactory heat
transfer and flow properties, and has a low cost of lessing the fission products in the fuel salt in the event
than 50 cents/lb.

of a heat exchanger tube failure and may provide a
barrier to tritium migration from the fuel salt to the
steam system. 4.2 STEAM GENERATORS

2. It links the high-melting-temperature fuel salt T.W. Pickel W.K. Crowley W.C.T. Stoddart
(930°F) to the steam generator inlet feedwater
temperature (700°F) with a salt of relatively low 4.2.1 General
melting point (725°F), thus reducing the possibility
of freezingthe fuel salt. The factors influencing the design of the steam

generators are much the same as those for the primary
3. The loop isolates the high-pressure steam from the heat exchangers, as discussed in Sect. 3.7, except that

primary system, making it less likely that the the inventory of salt held in the.units is r, critical.
primary,system could be subjected to high pressure The total steam generation requirement, including
in the event of a steam generator tube failure, that needed for feedwater and reheat steam preheating,

4. It guards against entry of water into the primary is aoout 10 × 106 lb/hr. It was arbitrarily decided to
system, which could cause oxidation and precipita- divide this load between 16 steam generators, 4 to be
tion of uranium and thori_,m, served by each of the 4 secondary-salt ciree!:mon loops.

5. It provides an additional degree of freedom in The capacity required of each of the steam generators is
control of the system through allowing the se,:ond- thus about 630,000 lb/hr, or about 121 MW(t).
ary-salt flow rate to be varied. The steam, generators are operated in parallel with

respect to both the coolant-_,lt and steam flows, and
One of the design features desired for the MSBR is they are identical in operation and design. The feed-

that the coolant-salt system have natural circulation water supplied to the steam generators will be pro-
capabilities under decay-heat-removal conditions. Multi- heated to 700°F and is at a pressure of about 3750 pcia
pie loops are also desirable in order to improve the in the inlet region of the unit. (The feedwater heating
reliability of the coolant flow. system is described in Sect. 5.) The 700°F feedwater

The coolant-salt circulation system consists of four temperature should eliminate the danger of freezing of
indepeadent loops, each containing a salt circulation the coolant salt in the inlet region, although this is yet
pump, steam generators, steam reheaters, coolant-salt to be determined experimentally.
piping, and the shell side of one primary heat ex- The water-steam fluid in the tubes is heated to exit
changer. The latter was described in Sect. 3.7, and the conditions of 1000°F and 3600 psia. The coolant salt is
coolant-nit circulation pumps were discussed in Sect. cooled from 1150 to 850°F as it flows through the shell
3.8.2. side of the exchangers in a direction that is principally

65
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countercurrent to the steam flow. The steam tern[era- the size, approximate cost, and general feasibility of the
ture delivered to the steam turbine will be controlled by units. Some of the aspects of partial load arid s*_rtuo.__.

varying the coolant-salt flow rate through the steam conditions are discussed in Sect. 10. A computer
generators and by using a desuperheater, or attemper- program was written to arrive at an efficient des;gn for
ator, in the outlet steam mains, as discussed in Sect. 5. the steam generators within the established design

The radioactmvity induced in the coolant salt in its parameters. This program accommodated changes in the
passage through the primary heat exchangers will properties of the supercritical-pressurewater with tern-
require biological shielding for the steam generators, perature as it passed through the unit.
After reactor shutdown and a decay period of about ten

days, however, the generators can be approached for 4.2.2 Description
direct maintenance, as discussed in Sect. 12.

The steam generator conditions analyzed in depth The conceptual design of the steam generators is
were those for full-load operation, since this indicates shown in Fig. 4.1, and the principal data are listed, in
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Table 4.1. Each unit is a counterflow U-shell, U-tube transfer coefficient for the salt fdm and to minin_ze
neat exchanger mounted horizontally with one leg salt stratification. A baffle on the shell side of each tube
above the other. Both shell and tube_ are fabricated of -heet provides a stagnant layer of salt to help reduce
Hastelloy N. There are393 tubes per unit, each 1/2in. in .;tresses due to temperature gradients across the tube
outside diameter and having a tube-sheet.to-tube-sheet sheets.

length of about 76 ft. The 18-in.-diam steam-side As in any once-through type of steam generator, the
hemisFherical plenum chambers are designed for 3800 feedwater mutt have the impurities limited to a few
psia. The coolant salt circulates in ccunterflow througlt parts per billion. Buildup of solids would only mean
segmental baffles in the shell to improve the heat decreased capacity, however, and would not present

Table 4.1. MSBR steam gcnet._tot design data

Type Horizontal U-tube, U-shell exchanger
with cross-flow baffles

Number required 16

Rate of heat transfer
MW 121

B,ulhr 4.13X l0 s

Shell-side conditions
Hot fluid Coolant salt

Entrance temperature, °F 1150
Exit temperature, °F 850
Entrance pressure, psia 233
Exit pressure, psla 172.0
Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 61
Mass flow rate, lb/_ 3.82 x 10e

Tube-side conditions

Cold fluid Sulk.rcritical fluid
Entrance temperature, *F 700
Exit temperature, °F 1000
Entrance pressure, psia 3752
Exit pressure, psia 3600
Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 152
Mass flow rate, lb/hr 6.33 X l0 s
Mass velocity, lb hg-t ft -2 2.55 X 106

Tube material Hartelloy N

Tube OD, in. 0.50

Tube thickness, in. 0.077

Tube length, tube sheet to tube sheet, ft 76.4

Shell material Hartelloy N

Shell thickness, in. 0.375

Shell ID, in. 18.25

Tube sheet material Hastelloy N

Tube sheet thickness, in. at ¢

Number of tubes 393

Pitch of tubes, in. (triangular) 0.875

Total heat transfer area, fta 3929

Basis for area calculation Outside surface

Type of baffle Cross flow

Number of baffles 18

Baffle spacing, fi 4.02
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problems of hot spots or burnout. The steara system The physical properties for the salt u_ed in these
flowsheet, Fig. 5.1, follows established practice and calculations are as listed in Table S.I. The specific heat
indicates full-flow demineralizers in the feedwater and thermal conductivity of the salt were _.iven as
system, constant values, but the density and visco,J:y were

functions of temperature. The functional relatiol_ships

4.2.3 Design Calculations were included in the computer program.
The "-3750-psia fluid pressure on the inside of the

Because of the marked changes in the physical tubes imposes relatively severe requirements on the
properties of water as its temperature is raised above heads and tube sheets. This factor was considered in

the critical point at supercritical pressures, the heat selecting the number of steam generator units used in
transfer and pressure drop calculations for the steam the MSBR, since the relatively small diameter of 18 in.
generator were made on the basis of a detailed spatial selected for the shell allows the stresses to be kept
analysis with a computer program written for this within more tolerable limits.

study. 63 The program_,numerically integrates the heat A preliminary stress analysis was made to establish
transfer and pressure drop relationships with respect to the feasibility of the steam generator design concept.
tube length. The calculations establish the number of The analysis was based on the requirements given in
tubes, tube length, shell diameter, and number of Sect. 11I of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

baffles which are consistent with the specified thermal Code.S 6 A complete stress analysis, however, as re-
capacity, steam pressure drops, and stress limits, quired by this code, has not been made. For example,

The heat transfer coefficient for the supercritical-fluid fatigue analyses were not made in tiiese preliminary
£dm on the interior of the tubes was determined from calculations. Additional information on the number and
the relationship presented by Swenson et al.76 The types of operating cycles and on the effects of transient
frictional pressure drop on the inside of the tubes was conditions is required before a fatigue analysis can be
calculated by using Fanning's equation, with the fric- made. The stresses in the tubes due to steady-state

tion factor defined 77 as radial temperature gradients were treated as secondary
stresses rather than as peak stresses. This is the

f=-0£0140 + 0.125 (/a/DG)°'32 . approach taken in USAS B31.7 (1969) Nuclear Piping
Code6° and is more conservative than the method of

Values for the specific volume and enthalpy of ASME Sect. III. s6 The results of thestresscalculations
supercritical steam as functions of temperature znd are given in Table 4.2. As discussed in Sect. 3.5.3, the
pressure ,vere taken from the work of Keenan and allowable stress values for Hastelloy N were those
Keyes.7s The thermal conductivity and viscosity as prescribed for the standard alloy in the ASME Boiler
functions of temperature and pressure were taken from and Pressure Vessel Code Cases 1315-3 (ref. 30) and
data reported by Nowak and Grosh. 79 13314 (ref. 58).

The heat transfer coefficient for the salt film on the

outside surface of the tubes and the shell-side pressure 4.2.4 Reliability of Design Calculations
drop were based on the work of Bergelin et al.69,73 A
correction factor was applied to the heat transfer The heat transfer and pressure drop calculations are
relationships presented in these papers because of the subject to review due to the empirical nature of the
large ratio of baffle spacing to shell diameter (approx- correlations and the uncertainties in the physical
imately 2.7) required in this application. This correc- properties used in the computations. Although botil of
lion factor is _iven by these aspects have been applied without safety factors,

it is believed that the preliminary design is a reasonable
C=0.77(2y/B) °'13s , one. In any event, the performance data will be

confirmed in test equipment before a final design is
where initiated.

C = ratio of the corrected heat transfer coefficient to The design computer program was modified t'_ permit

the heat transfer coefficient calculated by Berge- steady-state calcrlations for a specified heat exchanger
lin'srelationship, design under off-design operating conditions. This

program has been u,_ed to evaluate the performance of
y = distance from the center line of the shell to the the steam generator for operating conditions ranging

centroid of the segmental window area, from 20 to 100% of design conditions. The calculations
B = baffle spacing, indicate that the steady-state performance of the steam
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Table4.2. Summary of stresscalculations U-tube, U-shell design wil! result in stable operations.

foran MSBRsteam generatoz Operation of a test module will provide further infor-

Maximum stress intensity, a psi mation about the stability of this design concept.
Tube

Calculated Pm= 13'900;Pm + Q = 30,900 4.3 STEAM REHEATERS
AU°wableb Pm= 15'500;Pro + Q = 46,500

Shell C.E. Bettis M. Siman-Tov W.C.T. Stoddart
Calculated Pm= 5800;Pro + Q = 13,200
AU°wableC Pm= 8800;Pro + Q = 26,400 4.3.1 General

Maximum tube sh_t stress, psi
Calculated <17,000 The design of the reheaters was influenced by most of
Allowable d 17,000 the factor: that applied to design of the steam

generators, as discussed in Sect. 4.2.
a'l'he symbols ale those of Sect. III of the ASME Boiler and The total steam reheating requirement is about 5.1 X

Pressure Vessel Code, s6 with Pm = primary membrane stress 106 lb/hr. It was decided to divide this load between

intensity, Q = secondary stress intensity, and S m = allowable eight milts, the capacity of each thus being about

stressintensity. 641,000 lb/hr, or 36.6 MW(t). The steam reheaters
bBased on a temperature of the inside tube surface of 1038 ° F, operate in parallel both in respect to the coolant salt

which represents the worst stress condition. and to steam flow. The coolant salt enters at 1150°F

CBasedon themaximumcoolant-salttemperature,or 1150°F. and leaves at 850°F. The reheat steam is preheated to
aBased on the steam temperature of 1000°F and use of a about 650°F, as explained in Sect. 5, before it enters

baffleon thesaltside. the tube side of the reheaters at about 580 psia. The
exit steam is at IO00°F, the coolant-salt flow ratebeing

generator will be satisfactory over this range of operat- varied to maintain this temperature within a few
ing conditions, degrees.

The problem of stability in the steam generator has The 650°F steam temperature entering the reheaters
been considered briefly. As indicated by Goldman et is below the 7250F liquidus temperatureof the coolant
al.So and by Tong,s _ instabilities in steam generators salt, but a study of the heat transferrelationships leads
can arise from two sources: (1) a true thermodynamic to the conclusion that there would be no significant
instability where, for a given pressure drop across a problem with freezing of the salt. This remains to be
tube, the flow rate through the tube may be changed verified experimentally, however.
from one steady-state value to another by a finite As for the steam generator, a computer program was

disturbance, and (2) a system instability which is caused written 63 to arrive at an efficient design for the
by fluid "resonant" conditions. Krasyakova and reheater on the basis of the designated parameter:;.
Gluska s2 have presented data concerned with the first These studies were based only on fuil-load conditions.
type of instability, and Quandt s3 and Shotkin s4 have

4.3.2 Description
presented information on the second. A qualitative
evaluation of these data indicates that the mass flow As shown in Fig. 4.2, the steam reheater is a
rate, pressure drop, and heat flux used in the horizontal 22-in.-diam X 30-ft-long horizontal straight-tube single-
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Table 4.5, Steam reheater design daU a

Type Straight tube and shell with disk
and doughnut b.,ffles

Number required 8

Rate of heat transfer per unit
MW 36.6
Btu/hr 1.25 × 10_

Shell-side conditions
Hct fluia Coolant .salt

Entrance temperature, °F 1150

Exit temperature, oF 850
Entrance pressure, psi 228
Exit pressure, psi 168
Pressure drop across exchanger, ?_i 59.5
Mass flow ra*,_ Ib/hr 1.16 × 106

Tube-side conditions
Cold fluid Steam

Entrance tenlperature, ° F 650
Exit temperature, oF 1000
Entrance pressure, psi 580
Exit pressure, psi 550
Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 29 9
Mass flow rate, lb/hr 6.41 × l0 s

Tube material Hastelloy N

Tube OD, in. 0.75

Tube thickness, in. 0.032

Tube length, tube sheet to tube sheet, ft 30.3

Shell material Hastelloy N

Shell thickness, in. 0.5

Shell ID, in. 21.2

Tube sheet material Hasteiloy N

Number of tubes 400

Pitch of tubes, in. (triangular) 1.0

Total heat transfer area, ft2 2376

Basis for area calculation Outside of tubes

Type. of baffle Di_k and doughnut

Number of baffles 21 and 21

Baffle spacing, in. 8.65

Disk OD, in. 17.8

Doughnut ID, in. 11.6

Overall heat transfer coefficient, U, Btu hr -1 ft -2 (°F)-I 306

Max,'hum stress intensity, b psi
Tube

Calculated Pin = 4582;Pm + Q = 14,090
Allowable Pm= $m= 13,000;Pro + Q ": 3Sin = 39,000

Shell
Calculated Pm= 5')16;P.n + Q = 14,550
Allowable Pm= Sm- _500; Pm + Q = 3Sin = 28,500

aSalt and ltastelloy N properties are listed in Table S.1.

bl'he symbols are those of Sect. ill of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vesse! Code, s6 where Pm= primary
membrane stress intensity, {2= secondary stress intensity, and S m = allowable stress intensity.
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pass shell-and-tube heat exchanger. There are400 tubes, pumps and steam generators and reheaters in the stea
3/4-in.-OD,in a triangular pitch array. Principal data are generating cells. The main piping is 22 in. it. diameter,
listed in Table4.3. with branches as small as 12 in. in diameter. The

The tube surfaces are not indented to enhance heat operating temperatures are from 850 to 1150°F, but in
transfer, as in the primary heat exchanger. The coolant the design it was conselvatively assumed that a'.! the
salt is in counterflow through the disk-and-doughnut :%ondacy-coolant system piping would operate at
baffles on the shell side. The units are installed in the 1150°F. This condition could actuzlly exist only for a

steam qeneratJng cells, as indicated in Figs. 13.7 and short time, corresponding to removal of the steam
:3.8. generators and reheaters from service due to loss of

4.3.3 Design Calculations turbine load.
The piping flexibility analysis for the secondary

A computer program was developed for designing the system piping was included in the calculations for the
reheater by modifying the primary heat exchanger primary system piping, shlcv the two systems are
program as it existed in the early stages of development, ronnected and interact with each othv, all the way to
The properties of the steam were assumed to be

the anchor points of the steam generators and reheaters.
essentially constant along the length of the exchanger, The maximum expansion stress of 19,510 psi occurs
although it was recognized that some gain in the in one of the coolant return lines from a steam

reliability of the estimate_ could have been attained by generator. The operating temperature of this line is 850
iricorporating the steam properties as a function of rather than 1150°F, as assumed in the calculations. The
pres_ureand temperature, highest stress in the II50°F pump suction line is

The usual Dittus-Boelter equations were used for the 13,000 psi. Taking the allowat e primacy plus sec-
film heat transfer coefficient on the tube side. Other ondary stress intensity to be three times the allowable
procedures used in the heat transfer calculations were design stress intensity (S,n), the allowable stress in-
desc,lbed by i3ettis et al.6_.,63 tensity at 850°F is 54,000 psi and at 1150°F is 28,500

A preliminary stress analysis was made for the
psi. The maximum stress due ,o pressure is approxi-

reheaters. This analysis was based on the requirements mately 36;30 psi; therefore, the sums of the pressure
of Sect. III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel stress and the above maximum expansion stresses do
Code;S6 l-.,,wever,a complete stress analysis, as required not exceed 3Sm , as specified by the codes.
by this code, has not bee._ made. The calculated stresses Both the pump suction and coolant return lines of
are compared with allowable values in Table 4.3. each loop penetrate the reactor containment vessels and

4.3.4 Reliability of Design Calculations cell walls. Bellows seals are used at these penetrations
on both the reactor cell anti steara cell sides to maintain

The confidence in the steam reheater design cal- the containment and pern.,_tabout 1 in. of thermal
culations is greater than in the primary heat exchanger expansion of the p_piag z!ong each of three axes.
because steam i_ a more familiar fluid than the fuel salt Several flexibility analyses were made with the piping
and because no enhancement factors are involved, fixed at the cell wad rather than use of bellow,.. This

Vibration problems are not likely to be encountered resulted in excessive stresses in both the primary and
because velocities are less than 6.5 fps and the tubes are secondaly loops, and since it did not appear that *he
supported by baffles with relatively close spacing, stresses could be reduced substantially without increas-

Two extreme cases were examined, one where all the ing the piping lengths excessively, bellows seals at the

pessimistic values of the heat transfer coefficient were walls were adopted for the MSBRconceptual design.
used and the other where the optimistic end of the
range of possible values was assumed. The maximum
dtviahon in the overallheat transfer area, relativeto the 4.5 SECONDARY-SYSTEMRUPTURE DISKS

reterence design, was found to be +23% in the J.R. McWherter
pegsimisticcase and -13% in the optimistic ca_e.

Each of the four secondary circ,.datingloops will be

4.4 COOLANT-SALTSYSTEMPWING provider, with a pressure-relief system to prevent
overpressurizat'.'onin the event of a failure in the barrier

C. W. Collins between the coolant salt and the steam system.
A rupture disk will be located at the secondary-salt

The secondary system piping connects the primary outlet of each steam generator. A preliminary design,
heat exchangers in the reactor cell with the coolant where the rupture disk assembly is set into a 12-in.
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O_L-_G "O-"_-" If one of the 1/2-in.-diam tubes in a steam generator

_PTUREO'SC were to fail, the pressure at the coolant-salt outlet of

aSSEMBLY

_- "_.... ;". ..... the steam generator could rise from a normal value of

130 psi to about 200 nsi m less than 1 sec. In analyzing

the pressure-containing requirements, it is pcssimisti-

; fNORMAL SALT cally assumed that the six tubes surrounding a failed
p/ LEVEL tube will also fa? in the estimated 5 sec required to

,f_ close the steam-system block valves at the inlet and

outlet of each steam generator. The total steam and

-_ feedw.:ter released to the cell via the rupture disk,

- including that trapped between the block valves, is

estimated to be about 1150 lb, representing a heat
COOLANT

SALTOUTLET release of about 1.2 X 10° Btu. The steam generator

cell has been designed for 50 psig and will accommo-

date this energy release (see Sect. 13.11).

4.6 COOLANT-SALT DRAIN SYSTEM

W. K. Furlong
STEAU GENERATOR

Four Hastelloy N tanks, each capable of holding 2 IOO

Fi$. 4.3. Sect-lit system rupturedisk. ft3 of sa!t with ample freeboard, are connected in series
to store the "-8400 fta of coolant salt when it is drained

from the secondary circulation system. Four tanks 1ere
chosen in order for them to he of a more reasonable

vertical tee. is shown in Fig. 4.3. The elevation of the size, and the series arrangement was adopted to
disk is well above the normal level of the secondary salt facilitate heat removal if the coolant became contami-

in the system. A gas pocket probably can be provided nated with fuel salt. The tanks are located in a cell

to further reduce the pcssibility of salt contacting the directly beneath the sieam generator cells, as shown in

disk. The assembly is located in the steam generator Fig. 13.3. This cell is heated to about 800°F by electric
ceil, which is maintained at about IO00°F, and its resistance heaters in order to maintain the salt above its

downstream face is exposed to the ambient cell melting point.
atmosphere, making it improbable "hat the opening Freeze valves are used to connect the first of the

would be obstructed with frozen salt, even in the coolant-salt storage tanks to the "cold" leg of the

urdikely eve,,t that any of the coolant reached the disk coolant-salt circtdation loops. When the freeze valves

eh.wation, are thawed, the bulk of the salt in the coolant system

The rupture disk will be fabricated from low-carbon will drain by gravity, but about 730 ft 3 in each of the

nickel, ASTM B!62. This is a relatively pure metal with primary heat exchanger shells will not and must be

adequate physical properties and corrosion resistance removed by gas presmrization of the shell. Each heat

for the service conditions. The disk will be designed to exchanger is provided with a l-in. dip line for this

rupture at 1000°F with a differential pressure equal to purpo;e.

the design pressure of the secondary-salt circulation Since the coolant salt will undergo volume changes in

system (200 psi). A commercially available reverse- excess of the free volume available in the pump bowl,

buckling disk ss is proposed because of its accuracy each bowl has been provided with an overflow line

-_rupture within +-2% of rating) and greater cycle life. directed to the first coolant-salt drain tank. The salt will
The strength of the metal, and hence the failure be returned from the tank to the circulation system by

pressuie of the disk, increases as the temperature a jet pump arrangement analogous to the arrangement

decreases. At 900°F the disk would fail at an estimated in the primary system. Gas pressurization can be used
pressure differential 10% higher than that at IOOO°F. to transfer salt from the other three tanks into the first

Protective action, such as isolating the affected steam tank.

generators with block valves, would be taken if the About 400 kW of heat-removal capability is provided

temperature of the rupture disk falls below some in the first storage tank in the event some fuel salt finds

specified value, say 900°F. its way into the coolant by accidental means. Most of
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this heat would be transferred by radiation to cooler the coolant-salt storage tank, the heat toad to be
surfaces m the cell It has been estimated that in event removed from the tank would be abo,at 400 kW, as

of tube fadures m the primary heat exchangers, about mentioned above. It is recognized that during the

1370 ft3 of coolant salt could be drained I-y gravity transfer process some of the salt mixture could be

from each coolant loop. in this situation, even with forced back into the primary system through the

tube failure, the fuel salt would continue to be accidental opening. This salt would be drained with the

circulated to remove afterheat. (The heating due to fuel salt into the primary system drain tank, it being

noble-metal deposition on the heat exchanger bundle is noted that in this type of system malfunction the fuel

the governing heat load ) During the circulation period salt was probably already contaminated with coolant

there could be considerable mixing between fuel salt salt, since the coolant system normally operates at a

leaking from the primary system and the approximately higher pressure than the fuel-salt system. The fuel-salt

730 ft 3 of coolant salt remaining in a heat exchanger drain tank has b_.en provided with extra storage

shell after the coolant drain. If the shell "._pressurized capacity to accommodate some of the coolaat salt, as
after about 100 days and the salt mixtme transferred to discussed in Sect. 6.
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5. Steam-Power System

Roy C. Robertson

5.1 GENERAL Run information with only minor modifications. This

mixing method would probably be practical only if

The thermal energy released in the MSBR is converted supercritical pressures are used.

to electric powex in a steam cycle employing once- When detailed optimization studies become war-
through steam-generator-superheaters, a turbine- ranted, several variations in the steam cycle can be

generator, and a regenerative feedwater heating system, considered. It seems certain that tandem-compounded
The relatively high operating temperatures in the MSBR single-shaft turbine-generators would be used in futme

salt systems make it possible to generate steam at MSBR stations of large capacity rather than the

conditions suitable for the most modern and ef£cient cross-compounded type at Bull Run.* Use of sub-
steam-electric equipment now commonly in use. critical steam pressures, although less efficient, may

Since the steam system components are more or less prove desirable from other standpoints. Use of reheat is

conventional, there was no need to study the steam optional and would depend upon the steam conditions

cycle in any mt_ze detail than was necessary to make selected, the turbine arrangement, etc. Stattup and

cost and perfom',ance estimates for the MSBR plant, partial-load conditions will have an important influence

There was thus a strong incentive to select a system for on the steam cycle design.

which costs and thermodynamic data were readily The effects on plant performance and costs of use of

available, such as that used in the nearby Bull Run wet natural-draft cooling towers rather than the fresh

steam station of the TVA. This 950-1dW(e) plant once-through condensing water supply assumed in the

supplies steam at 3500 psia and iO00°F to the turbine reference design are discussed in Sect. 16.7 and ex-

throttle, with reheat to 1000 ° F, and exhausts at I I/2 in. plained in Table D. 17.

Hg abs. When applied to the MSBR reference design, Although reasonably good efficieacies are attainable

the cycle yields an overall net thermal efficiency for the with a variety of arrangements an_! the feasibility of the

plant cf44.4%, molten-salt reactor concept is not strongly dependent

A particular requirement of the MSBR steam system upoh .he details of the steam system associated with it,

i: that the feedwater supplied to the steam generator be this section recognizes that the steam-electric equip-
at a temperature high enough to avoid problems of ment represents more than one-half the total station
coolant-salt freezing. The lower limit for the water investment, that it occupies a greater portion of the

temperature has not been established "_xperimentally, plant space, and that even small differences in ef-
but for purposes of this study it was taken to be 700°F. ficiency have economic value, all of which are of

Also, for the same reason, it was assumea that the co1,t interest to a plant owner. Some of the factors de-

reheat steam must be preheated to 650°F before it veloped in the course of making this study which relate

enters the reheaters. These requirements, and the to these aspects will therefore be briefly discussed.
convenience of using the Bull Run data in the con-

ceptual design study, led to selection of a system in

which the final stage of feedwater heating is by direct *The cost of a tandem-compounded unit would not be as

mixing with high-pressure steam. Although the method great as for a cross-compout:ded machine, but its turbine

is somewhat unconventional and requires use of efficiency would be slightly less. Turbine performancedata andcosts for a projected tandem unit were not obtained from a
pressure-booster pumps in the feedwater supply, the manufacturersince the information available from the Bull Run

arrangement appears feasible and allows use of the Bull unit appearedadequate.

74
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5.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE REFERENCE DESIGN Table 5.1 (continued)

MSBR STEAM-POWER SYSTEM Reheat-ste2mpreheatcr$
Number of umts 8

Basic data for full-load conditions in the reference Total duty. MW(t) !00

design steam system are summarized in Table 5.1. and a roudheatedsteamcapactty,Ib/lu 5.13x 106
Temperature of heated stear_, *F

simplified flowsheet is shown in Fig. 5.1. Superheated Inlet 552

steam leaves the once-through-type steam generators at Outkt 650

about 3600 psia and 1000°F at a rate of about 10 X Pressureofheatedsteam,psiaInlet 595

106 lb/hr. Coolant salt at l150°F is supplied to thc Outlet 59o

steam generator at a controlled rate to hold the steam Enthalpy ofbeatedsteam,Btu/IbInlet 1257

outlet temperature to within a few degrees of 1000°F. Outlet 1324
Total heating steam, Ib/hr 2.92 x 106

A steam attemperator, or desuperheater, supplied with Temperature of heating steam,_F
700°F feedwater assists in holding the steam tempera- irat lO00

Outlet 869
ture to within tolerances. (The steam generator was Pressure of heating steam, Ima
described in Sect. 4.2.) :rat 3600

Outlet 3544

Table 5.1. Reference d_m M_.nR steam-power system Boii_-feedwater pumps
and performance data with 700*F feedwater Number of units 2

Centrifugal pump
Number of stages 6

Genex_ performance Feedwater flow rate,total, Iblhr 7.15 X i0 6
Reactor heat input to steam system, = MW(t) 2225 Requited capacity, gpm 8060
Net electrical output, MW(e) I0o0 Head, approxi_late, ft 9380
Gross electrical generation,MW(e) 1034.9 Speed, rpm 5000
Station auxiliary load, MW(e) 25.7 Water inlet temperature, °F 358
Boiler-f_-_dwaterpressure-booster pump load, MW(e) 9.2 Water inlet enthalpy, Btu/Ib 330
Boiler-feedwater pump steam-turbine power output, 29.3 Water ink, specif--- volume, ft3/Ib "0.0181

MW(mechanical) Steam-turbiae drive
Flow to turbine throttle, Ib/hr 7.15 X 106 Power requiacd at rated flow, klW(each) 14.7
Flow frcm superheater, Ib/hr 10.1 X 10e Power, nominal, hip(each) _,000
Gross efftc/ency, (1034.9 + 29.3)/2225, % 47.8 Throttle steam conditions, psiaf F 1070/700
Gross heat rate, Btu/kWhr 7136 Throttle flow, Ib/hl (each) 414,000
Net effkiency, station, 1000/2250, % 44.4 Exhaust ptessme, approximate, psia 7"/
Net heat rate, Btu/kW_r 7687 Numl_nrofstages 8

Steam generators Number of extraction points 3

Number of units 16 Boiknr-feedwaterpresamc-boost¢_ pumps
Total duty, ldW,'t) 1932 Number of units 2
Total steam capacity, Ib/hr I0.I x 106 C.entzifulgaipump
Temperature of inlet feedwater, *F 700 Feedwater flow rate, total, Ib/hr 10.1 x 106
Enthalpy of inlet feedwater, Btu/Ib 769 Required capacity, 81ma (each) 18,950
Pressure of inlet feedwr.ter, psia 3770 Head, approximate, fl 1413
Temperature of outlet steam, OF 1000 Water inlet temperature, °F 695
Pressure of outlet steam,psia -3600 Wete_ inlet Im_ssmc,psia ~3400
Enthalpy of outlet steam, Btu/lb 1424 Water inlet specific volume, ft3/Ib "-0.0302
Temperature of inlet coolant salt, °F 1150 Water outlet temperature, °F -700
Temperature of outlet coolant salt, °F 850 Electric-motor drive
Averqge specific heat of coolant salt, Btu ib-z (_F)-I 0._6 Power required at rated flow, MW(e)(each) 4.6
Total coolant-salt flow Pow_, nominal, hp (each) 6150

b/lu 61.12x 104

cfs 145.5 didoes not include 25 MW(t) heat _ from reactor system.
mpm 65,290

Coolant-salt pttssur¢ drop, in/et to outlet, psi 61 Of the steam leaving the steam generator about2.9 X

Steamrebeatel_ IO6 ib/hr is diverted for the last stage of feedwaterNumber of units 8

Total duty, MW(t) 294 heating; the remainder enters the 3600-rpm high-

Totalsteamcapacity,Ib/lur 5.13x 104 pressure turbine throttle valve at 3500 psia and 1000°F.
Temperature of inlet steam, "F 65,)
l_essure of inlet steam, psia ~570 After expansionof 1 146 psia in the turbine, about 1.5
Enthalpyofinktsteam,Btu/Ib 1324 X 106 lb/hr is extracted for driving the main boiler
Temperature of outlet Re.am,"F 1000
l_e=aneofoutletste_m,l_ia 557 feedwater pump turbines and for the final stage of
Enthalpyof outletsteam,etu/Ib 1518 regenerative feedwater heating. The remainder of the
Temperature of inlet coolant salt, °F ! 150
Tempetetureofoutletcoohmtxldt,OF 850 steam in the high-pressure turbine expands to about
Averqe specific h_t of coolant salt, Btulb -j (°F)-t 0.36 600 psia and 552°F before exhausting into the two
Total coolant salt flow

Ib[_ 9.28X 106 34-in.-diam cold reheat mains leading to the reheat
cfs 22.1 steam preheater. A portion of this exhaust steam is also

9913 usedfor feedwater heating in the No. 2 heaters.Coolant-salt ptemare drop, inlet to outlet, psi 59.4
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The minimum temperature for the steam entering the Sect. 5.8.) The resulting mixture, actually compressed
reheaters was assumed to be 650°F. The 552°F water at about 3475 ps,a and 695°F, then enters the
high-pressure turbine exhaust steam is therefore pre boiler feedwater pressure-booster pumos. (Two pump;
heated, or tempered, in the shell side of a surface heat are shown on the flowsheet in Fig. 5.1, but as indicated

exchanger using prime steam at 3600 psia and lO00°F in Sect. 5.7, more detailed study of the pumps and the
in the tubes. (The preheater is described in Sect. 5.10.) system performance may indicate four or six parallel
The high-pressure steam leaves the tubes at about 3500 uriits. They are also shown as motor-driven pumps, but
psia and 866°F and is used for preheating the feed- optimization studies would be likely to indicate an
water, as described below. The preheated "cold" reheat advantage for steam-turbine drives for some of the
steam, now at 650°F, then enters eight reheaters, which units.) The feedwater, now at about 3800 psia and
are supplied with coolant salt at I I50°F at a controlled 700°F, is returned to the steam generator at a rate
rate to provide 1000°F steam at the exit. (The reheate.s adjusted to the plant load by controlling the pumping
were descrii,:d in Sect. 4.3.) The reheated steam is rate.

supplied to the double-flow 3600-rpm intermediate-
pressure turbine stop valve at about 540 psia and 5.3 MSBRPLANT THERMAL EFFICIENCY
1000°F.

There are no extraction points on the intermediate- The steam system efficiency was estimated by using
pressure turbine. Each cylinder exhausts directly into performance values taken from the TVA Bull Run plant
the two double-flow 1800-rpm low-pressure turbines at cycle for the major items, particularly with regard to
a rate of about 2.5 X 106 lb/hr per turbine. St, _m for pressure ar.d temperature conditions, s6 Bull Run mass
the No. 4 feedwater heateis is also taken from the flow rates required adjustment, however, in that the

intermediate-pressure tu:bine exhaust, gross generating capacity of the MSBR is about 1035

Each of the four Iow-presmre turbine cylinders has MW(e) compared with 950 MW(¢)for the I'VA station.
The gross capacity requirement for the MSBR of

three extraction points for feedwater heating. About 1035 MW(e) is based on an assumed plant auxiliary
2.1 X 106 ib/hr is finally exhausted from each pair of electric load of 35 MW(e),of which 10 MW(e)would be
low-pressure turbines into four surface condensers required tc drive the boiler feed booster pumps. The
operating at about 1I/2 in. Hg abs. Hot-well pumps reactor plant would need to supply about 2225 MW(t)
circulate the 92°F condensate through full-flow of energy to the steam-power cycle to deliver this
demineralizers for the condensate polishing necessary to output. Heat losses from the reactor plant, exclusive of
obtain the high-purity water _:equiredin a once-t _ ,,ugh long-rar.ge decay heat in off-gases, etc., have been
steam generator. The feedwater flow then splits i "o roughly estimated at 25 MW(t), making the total
two parallel paths for successive stages of feedwater required thermal capacity of the reactor about 2250
heating and deaeration. Booster pumps at the bottom MW. The heat rejected by the drain tank heat disposal
of the deaerators circulate the water through feedwater system in normal operation is about 18 MW(t). This
heater 4 and to the two main boiler feed pumps. These decay heat has not been included in the thermal
barrel-type six-stage centrifugal units have a capacity of capacity of the reactor (It is reasonable to assume that
7500 gpm at i0,800 ft of head. Each is driven by an in optimized MSBR systems, a portion of this rejected
eight-stage steam turbine with a brake horsepower heat could be usefully applied.)

capacity of 21,500. The turbines have three extraction Based on a net c'.:tput of the plant of 1000 MW(e)
points for feedwater heating and exhaust at 77 psia into and a reactor capa_.ity of 2250 MW(t), the overall
the deaerating feedwater '1eaters.The turbines normally thermal efficiency of the station is 44.4%3 7 The

operate on ! 146-psta :.team extracted from the main efficiency based on the 2225 MW(t) of heat input to
high-pressure turbine but can also accept 3500-psia the steam system is 44.9%, or a heat rate of 7601
steam during stactup or other times when extracuon Btu/kWhr.
steam is not available from the high-pressure turbine.

The feedwater, now at a pressure in excess of 3800
5.4 SELECTION OF STEAM CONDITIONS FOR THE

psia, flows through the three top regenerative heaters MSBRSTEAM.POWERCYCLE
and leaves at "-3500 psia and 55 I°F. Each of the 3.6 X

106 Ib/hr parallel-flow streams then enters a mixing If the thermal gradients in the steam generator tubing
chamber, where the steam at 3500 psia and 866°F from walls and the coolant-salt freezing point do indeed
the tube side of the reheat steam preheater is mixed impose the requirements for a high feedwater tempera-
directly with it. (The mixing chamber is discussed in ture of, say, 700°F, the last stage of feedwater heating
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in an MSBR plant obviously requires an arrangement nozzles to reduce the sparging effects. In a Loeffler
not found in a conventional steam power stati,m, and cycle modified for the MSBR conditions, as shown in
tenets of performance of the latter would not neces- Fig. 5.3, the water would be converted to superheated
sarily apply, steam in the drum and then compressed and blown into

the "steam generator." The latter, in reality, would act
The top temperatures for practical regenerative feed-

only as a superheater. The steam compressor would
water heating could range from about 550 to 575°F in probably be driven by a steam turbine, since the power
a supercritical-pressure cycle and from 475 to 500°F in requirements could be in excess of 50 MW(e). In this
a subcritical-pressure cycle. Heating of the water to
700°F can be accomplished in a relatively simple connection, it may be noted that the higher the initial

pressure of the steam to the compressor inlet, the less
manner in the supercritical-pressure system by mixing

supercritical-pressure steam with supercritical-pressure the required compressive work on the steam.
A 3500-psia 1000°F/IO00°F cycle with direct mixingwater, as shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. (A mixing

chamber is discussed in Sect. 5.8.) The resulting and booster pumpswas compared by Robertson s8 with
a 2400-psia IO00°F/IO00°F Loeffler cycle with steammixture is pumped back up to steam generator pressure

by special low-head high-pressure pumps, referred to as compressors. The supercritical-pressure steam cycle
used as a reference was that shown in Fig. 5.1. Thepressure-booster pumps in Sect 5.7. As an alternative, a

high-pressure heat exchanger could be used to heat the mixing arrangement for the 2400-psia cycle is that
shown schematically in Fig. 5.3; the regenerative

supercritical-pressure feedwater to 700°F, with the exit
high-pressure heating steam reintroduced into the cycle, 2400-psia steam system flowsheet used for comparison
possibly by h_ating it to IO00°F in a salt-heated is taken from ref. 88. Both cycles include facilities for

preheating the cold reheat steam to about 650°F before
exchanger, thereby eliminating the pressure-booster it enters the reheaters. As may be seen in Table 5.2, use
pumps and the IO-MW(e) auxiliary plant load they of subcritical-pressure steam results in a lower thermal
imposed. Further study is needed of this alternate efficiency; also, the mass flow through the steam
arrangement to determine the extent of the economic generator would be about twice as great. Since the
penalty, specific volume of the steam at 2400 psia is about 1.5

Heating the feedwater to 700°F in a subcritical- times greater than at 3500 psia, the volumetric flow
pressure cycle by surface heat exchange betweev, steam rate is two to three times greater for the subcritical-
?..eneratoroutlet steam and the water would require an pressure system. This flow volume would have to be
irordinate amount of steam generator throughput and accommodated by a greater number of tubes in the
surface area. in the subcritical-pressure system, heating steam generator. The expense of the greater numbel of
is best accomplished in a Loeffler cycle, where steam tube welds and larger shell diameter probably over-
from the steam generator outlet is mixed with incoming shadows the cost of the thicker heads and tube sheets
feedwater in a separate drum provided with distribution required for the supercritical-pressure system.

ORNL-OWG70-gt954

3500 psio, IO00*F

HP TURBINE

'|50*F _). PREHEATER

850"F

r._MIXER
# FEEDWATER

55t*F

Fig.$.2. SUl_'cridc;d-preumecyclewithfeedwstetheatedbymix/rig.
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ORNL- I)WG 70-1'195%

2400 psig, tO00°F

,, f _...._ _ TO IF TURBINEHP TURBINE

1t50°F 4 x_Lp-REHE AT E R

COOLANT SALT I _ //-

8"_C-/OF q GENER AST

480°F FEEDWATER

Fig. 5.3. ModifiedLoeffler cycle for feedwater heating.

TaMe5.2. Comparisonof performanceof Table5.3. Propertiesof superheatedsteam at 900°!;a
supercritJcal-pre=mredirect-mixingcycle
with mbcfitical Loefflercycle to attain 2400 psia 3500 psia

700°F feedwater
Thermal conductivity, Btu hr-1 ft-I 0.052 0.062

Supercritical Subcritical (°F)-!
cycle cycle Viscosity, lb sec ft"2 X 107 63 67

Specific volume, ft3/lb 0.285 0.176
Nominal feed temperatureto steam 700 -700 Specific heat, Btu lb-I (OF)-i 0.74 0.91

generator,°F Relativefdm resistanceto heat transferb 1.9 1.0
Mixingpressure,nominal, psia 3500 2600
Booster pump or steam compressor 3800 2900 a1967 ASMEsteam tablevalues(ref. 78).

dischargepressure,psia bAssumingthe same tube diametersan_ velocities.
Boosterpump or steam compressor 7.4 52

power requirement, MW_.e)
Steam flow throughsteamgenerator, 9.5 x 106 19 x 106 more direct means of attaining 700°F feedwater, and

lb/hr (total)
Overall thermalefficiencyofheat- 44.5 41.1 coo'ld require a less expensive steam generator. The

powercycle,% higher efficiency not only affords a lower electric
power production cost but means less fuel processing,

less accumulation of fission products, and less heat

discharge to the environmenL
Use of supercritical-pressure steam also has some

advantages with regard to the heat transfer coefficient

on the steam side of the tubes in the steam generator. 5.5 U_qEOF REHEAT IN THE M,gBR

Essentially all the heat transferred is in the superheated STEAM CYCLE
regh-ne, and the steam-side coefficient is largely con-

trolling. The physical properties of steam at 900°F for Reheat would probably be profitable in the MSBR

3500 and 2400 psia are briefly compared in Table 5.3. steam cycle, particularly if plant layouts could be made
It can be seen that the fdm coefficient for heat transfer having shorter reheat steam lines than those used in the

in the 3500-psia system is about twice that in a reference design. More study is needed, however, before

2400-psia system, and the surface area requirement it can be said conclusively that the improved efficiency
would therefore be significantly less. gained by use of reheat offsets the added complexity

In summary, the supercriticai-pressure system pro- and cost of the system. In considering reheat vs

rides a higher thermal efficiency, appears to offer a nonreheat cycles, it should be noted that if reheat is not
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used, external moisture separators are required to TableS.4. Effectof feedwatertemperature on

prevent excessive moisture in the last stages of the performance o. MSBR supercritical-pressme

low-pressure turbmes and that reheating does provide steam-powercycle a

somewhat better turbine performance than moisture Nominal Booster Steam l_,_t

separation. These factors have not been evaluated feed pump generator plant
because this would involve obtaining rather precise temperature work flow-ate efficiency

comparative information on equipment costs and lur- (°F) [MW(e)I (lb/hr) (%)
bine performance, _- refinement which to data has 9ot
been warranted in the MSBR conceptual studies. × 106

It is interesting that a study made for the LMFBRa9 580b Nonerequired 7.4 44.9
comparing moisture separation with reheat for a 2400- 700c'a 7.4 9.5 44.5800 c 87 28 41.3
psig 900°F/900°F steam cycle concluded that the
c_,onomic gain for reheat (using sodium as the heat abased on net plant output of tO00 MW(e) and reactor heat

of 2250 MW(t).

source) was not sufficient to offset the added corn- bAssumes extra stage of regenerative feedwater heating and
plexity al,d reduction in plant reliability. These condi- no mixingor boosterpumpsreqmred.
tions do not necessarily apply to the MSBR, however, CFeedwaterheated by mixing with steam from reheat steam

because the MSBR can attain IO00°F top tciuperatures preheater.
and does nut require a relatively expensive reheater dThJs case represents the performance now cited in MSBR

" literature. Small variations exist due to different steam tables
design to accommodate exothermic reactions, as would usedin the calculations.
have been required for the LMFBR.

If future economic studies should indicate that reheat

for the MSBR cycle is indeed marginal, the system special mixer or booster pump weald be required, and
could be simplified by elimination of the reheaters, it was assumed that the reheat steam would not require
reheat steam preheaters, and the flow proportioners preheating.
that divide the coolant-salt flow betwee,l the steam

Comparing the 580 and 700°F cases in Table 5.4. the
generators and reheaters, lower temperature affords a higher efficiency, whicl-.

can amount to about 10 MW(e) of additional output5.6 EFFECT OF FEEDWATERTEMPERATUREON
capacity. An additional higi.-pressure feedwater heater

THE MSBRSTEAM-POWERCYCLE is required to ob*ain the 580°F water, but this cost is

As previously mentioned, a feedwater temperature as more than offset by the expense of the mixing
high as 700°F may be required for tl-._ steam genera- chamber, pressure booster pumps, and reheat steam
tors, and an entering steam temperature of 650°F or preheaters needed in the 700°F cycle. As a resul' the
more may be needed for the reheaters. The special 580°F cycle is estimated to have a total construction
equipment necessary to achieve these temperatures and, cost, including indirect charges, of abo,,t half a million
more importantly, the loss of available energy in the dollars less than for the 700°F system, as Taking fixed
cycle are distinct disadvantages of tbr arrangement. In charges at 13.7% per annum, the saving amounts to
the unlikely event that an even higher feedwater about $68,500 per year. This saving is small, however,

temperature would be required, say 80O°F, the dis- in comparison with the value of a better thermal
advantages would become strikingly greater. It is efficienc,' Based on power worth 4 mills/kWhr, the
therefore of interest to briefly discuss the magnitude of value of 10 MW(e) at 80% plant factor is about
the cost penalties involved in order to compare them $280,000 per year. The total yearly saving of the lower
with possible development costs for an improved temperature system is thus about $350,000. The
arrangement, present worth (discounted at 6%) over a 30-year plant

An MSBR steam cycle with 700°F feedwater and life of this yearly sum is equivalent to roughly $5
650°F cold reheat steam was compared with one with million for an MSBR station. In a power economy with
580°F feedwater and 552°F reheat steam in ORNL- many molten-salt reactors in operation, tlael_ --,,'c'.:!_
3996 (ref. 4) and with a cycle with 800°F feedwater thus be a strong incentive to develop a means for
and 650°F cold reheat steam,as The results a,e lowering the required feedwater temperature, either

summarized in Table 5.4. The 580°F temperature was through use of a d;fferen.t heat .transport fluid or

selected primarily on the basis that this was about the improved steam generator design, or both. (With regard
highest temperature that could be reasonably attained to use of "_different secondary coolant, however, it
by regenerative feedwater heating, In this case no should be noted that the sodium fluoroborate pro-
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posed in the reference design MSBR has an estimated coolant salt pumping rate. Fine control, and mere gross
cost of less than 50 cents/lb. Since the coolant control t,nder certain loading _.onditions, will be

inventory is about 900,000 ib, if a different coolam achieved by attemperating the steam with 700°F

costs as much as about $3 per pound, the increased feedwater injection. The attemperator design has not

in_,vntory cost could nullify the cost advaPtages of the been studied in any detail. The possible problem of

lower temperature cycle.) moisture in the throttle steam is alleviated to a large

extent because there would be approximately 150 ft of

5.7 PRESSURE-BOOSTER PUMPS FOR high-temperature steam piping downstream of the

MIXING FEEDWATER-HEATING SYSTEM attemperator before the steam reached the turbine. A
major steam turbine manufacturer has stated that this

After the feedwater is heated to about 700°F in the suggested methed of superheat control by attempera-

mixing chamber used in the reference design (described tion is acceptable in principle.

in Sect. 5.8), about 38,000 gpm of the mixture must be

raised to the steam generator inlet pressure of about 5.10 REHEAT STEAM PREHEATERS

3800 psia. Canned-rotor pumps are currently in use T.W. Pickel
which operate under much the same pressure and

viperature conditions as those required. Preliminary 5.10.1 General Description
.... ormation obtained from pump vendors indicates that

development may be needed to produce multistage The reference design requires that about 5.1 X 106

variable-speed pumps, as may be required for the lb/hr of 551°F steam leaving the high-pressure turbine

MSF,R, but no major extensions of the technology exhaust be preheated to about 650c( before it enters

appear to be involved, the reheaters. The propose2 arrangement is to heat the
steam by heat exchange with steam al steam generator

5.8 MIXING CHAMBER FOR FEEDWATER exit conditions of 3600 psia and lO00°F. The caparity
HEATING required in each of eight preheater units is t[-Js aboa!

630,000 lb/hr, or 12.3 MW(t).

The reference design provides 700°F feedwater by fhere are eight :dcntical prehoater units operating in

direct mixing of supercntical-pressure steam at about parallel. The supercriticai-piessure heating steam enters

866°F with supercritical-pressure water at about 550°F. the tube side at about 360.,0 psia and 1000°F and exits

The problems associated with the mixing of steam and at about 3535 psia and 869_F. The turbine exhaust

water at lower temperatures are well known; the rapid steam enters the shell side at about 595 psia and 551°F

formation and collapse of vapor bubbles causes noise, and leaves at about 596 psia and 650°F.

vibration, and _rosion similar to those found in pump A conceptual design for the preheater is shu_,, ;,: Fi_s.

cavitation. At supercritical pressure, however, there is 5.4, and the principal data are given in Table 5.5. The

no pimse change or bubble formation, and the mixing units are vertical single-pass U-shell, U-tube, with an

can be accomplished in a simFle device, overall height of about 15 ft. The legs of the shell are

At the TVA Bull Run steam plant, supercritical- about 21 in. in diameter and are surmounted by

press_'_- ,team and water are mixed in a 42-in.-diam 25-in.-ID spherical plenum chambers for the seger.

sphere, with the steam brought in at the top and the critical-pressure heating steam. Each unit has about 600

water entering tangentially at the equator. The mixture tubes, 3/s in. in outside diameter, located in a triangular

leaves at the bottom after passing through a screen with array There are no flow baffles used on the shell side,

3/s-in.-diam holes. The total pressure drop is said to be but bypass preventer rings are installed at intervals

less than 25 psi. One sphere handles a flow of over around the tube bundle to prevent channeling of flow
4,000,000 lb/hr. Other mixing chamber configurations in the clearance space between the bundle and the shell.

may be possible, such as a simple piF _, tee. Choice of A baffle plate on the shell side of each tube sheet

this method of feedwater heating for the MSBR cycle provides a stagnant layer to help reduce stresses due to

doe_ not appear to impose major development the temperature gradient across the sheet.

problems.

5.10.2 Design Considerations
5.9 SUPERHEAT CONTROL BY ATTEMPERATION

The preheaters may be constructed of Croloy since

Coarse control of the outlet steam temperature from they are not in contact with the fluoride salts. The units

t_,¢ steam generators will be by adjustment of the will not be exposed to any radioactmty and will be
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located in the feedwater heating bay, where direct The film heat transfer coefficient for the lower
maintenance can be performed, pressure reheat steam flow_ _goutside of and parallel to

The high pressure of the heating steam prompted the tubes was calculated by a correlatio_=-eported by
.selection of a U-shell rather than a divided cylindcical Short, 9° given by

shell, sinc,_ it permits smaller d,ameters for the heads 'doG'_O.6(_lo.:J3
and reduces the thicknesses required for the heads and ho = O.16 , .-if'b)
tube sheets. The same pressure considerations led to

selection of the spherical plenums for the high-pressure Pressure drops in the tubes and in the shell were
steam, calculated by using the Darcy equation for the friction

The preheaters have been st:.ownas vertical uJfits, but loss; fm,r velocity heads were associated with the inlet,
tner_ is no compelling reason why they could not be exit, and reversallosses; a correction factor was used for
used horizontally. G_.=vitydrainage is not considered changes in kinetic energy between the inlet and exit of
mandatory, the exchanger.

The heat transfer co, ,,cient for the supercriticai-fluid An analysis was made of the stress intensities in the
fdm inside the tubes was calculated by using the tubes, tube sheets, shells, and high-pressure heads and
Dittus-Boelter equatl,)n, of the discontinuity-induced stresses at the junction of

the tubes and tube sheets. The results _re shown in

h_di_O.O23(NRe)O,s (Npr)O.4 " Table 5.5. The calculated stresses are within thek allowable values.
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Table 5.5. Design data for the reheat-steam preheater

Type One-tube-pass, one-shell-pass
U-tube, U-shell exchanger
with no baffles

Number required 8

Rate of heat transfer, ea,'h
MW 12._3
Btu/hr 4.2i x 1,07

Sheli-std_ c,_ndit_ons

Cold fluid Steam

Entrance temperature, _ !- 551
Exit temperature, ° F 650
Entrance pressure, psi 595.4

Exit pressure, psi 590.0
Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 5.4
Mass flow rate, lb/hr 6.31 >, lOs

Mass velocity Ib hr -i ft-2 3.56 × lOs

Tube-side conditions

Hot fluid Supercritical water
Entrance temperature, ,- I000
Exit temperature, oF 869

Entrance pressure, psi 3600
Exi'. pressure, psi 3035

Pressure drop across exchanger, psi 65
Mass flow rate, lb/ht 3.68 × 10 s
Mass velocity, Ib hr -1 ft -2 1.87 × 106

Velocity, fps 93.5

Tube material Croioy

Tube OD, in. 0.375

Tube thickness, in. 0.065

Tcbe length, tube sheet to tube sheet, ft 13.2

Shell material Cmloy

Shell thickness, in. 7/16

ShellID, in. 20.25

Tube sheet material Croley

Tube shee! thickness, in. 6.5

Number of tubes 603

Pitch of tubes, L't.(triangular) 0.75

Total heat transfer area, ft 2 781

BasLs for area calculation Tube OD

Type of baffle None

Overall heat transfer coefficient, U, Btu lu -t ft-2 162

Maximum stress intensity, 'i psi
Tube

Calculated Ym = 10,503;Pro + O = 7080

Allowable Pm= S,,_ -" 10,500 at 961°F;
Pm+ Q = 3Sin = 31,500

Shell

C._Iculated Pm= 14,375;Pm + O = 33,081
Allowable Pm =Sm ffi 15,000 at _50°F;

/'m+O =_m =45,000
Maximum tube sheet stress, psi

Calculated 7800
Allowable 7800 at 1000°F

'q'he symbolsare those of Sect. III of the ASIDE Boiler and Prcsstne Veuel Code (tel 56), where

Pm= primary membnme stress intemity, O = secondmy mess intensity, and Sm ffiallowable stless
intensity.
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6. Fuel-Salt Drain System

W. K. Furlong

6.1 GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 1. It must be able to keep the maximum drain tar.k
temperature well within the safe operating range

The preferred mode of MSBR operation is that the even under the worst cond;_ion of transient heat
fuel _dt _emain in the primary system after reactor lr_ds.
shutdown so that circulation can be continued through
the primary heat exchanger for afterheat remtwal. 2. The system must be reliable, with a minimum of
There are some circumstances, however, either planned reliance on the electric power supply or oeerator-
or unplanned, which will require that the salt be initiated actions.
drained. Intentional drains are usually associated with 3. If only a single barrier is provided between the tank
maintenance operations, such as reactor core graphite coolant and the fuel salt, leakage of the coolant into
replacement and servicing of pumps, heat exchangers, the salt should not require chenfical processing to
etc. in these instances the salt circulation can be prevent adversenuclearor chemic_deffects.

continued as long as necessary prior to the drain to 4. The cooling system should impose a minimal risk for
allow the activity to decay to the necessary level for the freezing of either the fuel salt or the cooling system
maintenance task. There is a low probability of un- coolant.
scheduled drains, but they must be accommodated in
the design. Examples of unplanned situations are: Several methods of cooling the drained fuel salt were

considered. One was to store the sal_in a long pipe with
l. massivefailure of a primary system pipe or vessel, radiant heat transfer to cooled plates. Another possible

2. a slow loss of salt from the primary system so that method was the use of heat pipes ,o cool fuel-salt-fdled
pumps would eventually be unable to maintain tanks. Since a storage tank with a convective cooling
circulation, system was used with good results in the MSRE, it was

decided that the above objective.,,would be best met by
3. loss of heat-remo_,alcapacity in the steam system, storage of the salt in a tank having a coolant circulated

4. loss of coolan_ or circulation in the secondary loops, by natural convection to a water-cooled heat exchanger.
A variety of heat-transportfluids were studied. The salt

5. loss of power or mechanical failure of primary originally selected as having the most promise was
pumps, 7LiF-BeF2, and a drain system using this salt was

6. inadvertent thawing of the freeze valve which holds studied in some detail, as described in Sect. 6.3. Late in
the fuel salt ip the primary loop. the study, however, the apparent advantages of an

NaK-cooled system led to consideration of an alternate
The principal function of the fuel-salt drain system is drain tank cooling system using NaK as the coolavt, as

to p;ovide a place where the salt can be safely discussed in Sect. 6.4. Unfortunately, the NaK system
contained and cooled under any of the accidental or study could not be developed in time to be reported as
intentional situations. The drain system must, there- comprehensively as the salt-cooled system.
fore, have a highly reliable cooling system capable of Withot;: impairing the above-mentioned principal
removing the aftetheat even with a sudden drain after function of the drain system, the drain tank can be
long-term operation at full reactor power. In designing conveniently used for other purposes, s'_ch as a holdup
the cooling system the overaii objectives were: volume for off-gases to allow about a 2-hr decay time

84
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before the gases are processed. The drain tank cooling The cverflow gas-salt mixture, which reaches the drain

system can continuously remove the decay heat ',oad of tank ,':t an estimated temperature of about 1200°F,

these gases and at ti,e _me time provide a_su'qnce that enters the top of the drain tank and is first directed

the cooling system is operable and could accommodate beneatY the top head and then downward through a

a major drain. With thi_ ._rrangement, internal surfaces I/2-in:wide annulus between the tank wall and an

in the drain tank. part" ,1 :y cooled ones, may act a': internal liner (used as a gamma shield) to cool the drain
sites for depo_i'lun ,'_ noah. nleta!s in the off-gas and tank and the i:lternal liner.
will possibly elimina,e the need for a particle trap in the

off-gas system. The decay heat load in the draio tank, 6.3 PRIMARY DRAIN TANK WITH SALT-COOLED

estimated to total about 18 MW(t), is di_ct,_sed m more HEAT-DISPOSAL SYSTEM
detail in Sect. 6.3.2.

The drain tank also serves usefully as a surge volume 6.3.1 Description
to which salt can be continuously overflowed from the

primary pump bowl. The supply and return connections The drain tank is a vertical cylinder about 14 ft in
to the chemical processing facility will be made at the diameter and 22 ft high with torispherical heads and

drain tank. The same jet pump arrangement used to fill internal U-tubes. All portions in contact with salt are

the primary system from the drain tank can be used to constructed ofHastelloy N. Plan and elevation views are

transfer salt to the chemical facility, eliminating the shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, and the principal data are
need for pressurizing the tank for salt transfer. With this listed in Table 6.1. The layout of the drain tank and its

arrangement, salt can be taken from the tank for cooling system is rhown in Fig. 6.3.

processing independently of reactor operation. The storage volume of the tank is about 2500 ft3

It was also decided that the reference MSBR design The tank dimensions were based on the following

would provide a backup container if the drain tank volume requirements(ft3):

should develop a leak. In addition, a second safe storage

tank was provided for the salt to permit the primary Total fuel-salt volume 1720

drain tank to be drained for repails. Volume of coolant salt that could 730
reach drain tank in event of tube

6.2 FUEL-SALT DRAIN LINES failurein one primaryheat exchanger
Volume occupied by U-tubesand 250

Although draining the fuel salt from the reactor is a other components in drain tank
positive shutdown mechanism, it is not necessary to rely

on this as an emergency procedure, and rapid drainage After considering various means of cooling the tank

is not a primary design criterion. The drain tank is walls and heads, it was decided to use the internal liner

connected to the bottom of the reactor vessel by a 6-in. with a continuous fuel-salt flow to remove the heat. A

drain line equipped with a freeze-plug type of "'valve" flow of 150 gpm of fuel salt from each of the primary

which can be thawed to allow gravity drainage of the circulation pumps, after being cooled to about 1200*F
entire primary circulating system in about 7 min. A by a counterflow of "cold"-leg salt, as mentioned
small circulation of fuel salt is normally maintained in above, will enter the drain tank and flow down the
the drain line between the reactor and the freeze valve annulus between the liner and the wall. The annulus is

to prevent overheating due to stagnant salt, as indicated orificed at the bottom to ensure that it remains full of

in the drain system flowsheet, Fig. 2.3. salt. The maximum steady-state wall temperature is

During normal operation of the reactor about 150 estimated to be 1260°F, occurring at the bottom. The

gpm of fuel salt overflows from each circulating pump liner is separated from the walls by standoffs to provide

bowl. The gases stripped from the fuel salt at the gas a 0.5-in. radial cooling passage and to make it struc-

separator, laden with highly radioactive fission product turally independent of the tank. The liner also provides

gases and particulates, are combined with the overflow support for internal baffles, which are provided to

sal r_om the pump bowls in a small tank(A in Fig. 2.3) impart a circuitous path for the off-gas and also to
be. ,]owing to the drain tank. The 2-in. overflow line stiffen the U-tubes. Since there are no structural

has a 3-in.-diam counterflow cooling jacket supplied connections between the tank and the inner liner, the

with 1050°F fuel salt from the reactor inlet. This salt, status of the tank as an ASME Code Sect. 111, class A s 6

in flowing upward through the jacket, also cools the vessel is not impaired by this approach.

small mixing tank and the lower portion of the pump The 0.75-in.-diam U-tubes through which the coofing

bowl before mixing with the bulk salt flow in the bowl. salt circulates to remove the heat generated in the

2
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Table 6.1, Principal design parameters and data for primary
drain system using salt coofin 8 system a

Drain tank

Outside diameter, ft i4

Overall height, ft 22
Wall thickness, in. 1

Bottom head thickness, in. 11,/2
Liner thickness, i_. 1
Material HasteUoy N
Storage capacity, ft3 ~25tg)
Design conditions, psig/oF 40/1300
Number of internal U-tubes ~1306
U-tube OD × wall thickness, in. 0.75 × 0.042

Off-gas flow rate, cfm at 10 psig and IOO0°F 18
Flow rate of overflow salt, gpm 6_
Entering temperature of overflow salt, °F 1200
Fraction of total noble metal yield found in off-gas 0.5
Off-gas holdup time, hr ~2.3
EquiDbrium heat generation in off-gas a_.d noble metals, MW(t) 18
Heat absorbed in tank liner and walls, MW(t) 2
Maximum heat release from salt after sudden drain, MW(t) 53
Maximum steady-state heat load, MW(t) 18

Maximum steady*state wall temperature, °F ~ 1260
Estimated time for primary system to drain, min 7

Heatdbpom system

Drain tank coolant fluid "JLiF-BeF2
Coolant composition, mole % 67-33
Number of autonomous cooling c_rcuits 40
Total coolant volume, ft 3 -400
For normal steady-state operation at 18 M_'ft_ heat release in drain tank:a

Temperature of coolant entering drain tank, °F 900
Temperature of coolant leaving chain tank, OF 1050

Coolant circulation rate, gpm at av temperature 714
For conditions after sudden drain of salt, heat release of 53 MW(t):

Temperature of coolant entering drain tank, OF 900
Temperata_ of coolant leaving drain tank, OF i lb3
Coolant ckculation rate, gpm at av temperature 1200

Number of salt-to-water heat exchangers 40
Number of tubes in each exchanger 333
Tube size, length (ft) × OD (in.) 10 × 0.625
Area in each exchanger, ft 2 544
Water premue, _ 1O0
Distance of heat exchangers above drain tank midplane, ft 60
Stack size, height X diam, ft 406 x 60

aDue to decay of gases end noble metals only.

stored salt are divided into 40 separate circuits. The Salt flows into the drain tank by gravity, it is
choice of t_,e number of circuits was somewhat arbi- transferred from the tank by salt-actuated jet pumps
trary, the primary objective b ring to have a large located in a salt reservoir provide¢-:by a depression in
number so that in event of failure, any one of them the bottom of the tank. Four jet pumps, one in parallel
would represent only a small loss in capacity. There across each primary salt pump, return the overflow salt
were also space limitations in arranging the header to the "hot" !eg of each primary loop. Some internal
c_rcuitsat the top of the drain tank. It may be noted cooling of the drain tank wall can be mairtained even if
that all welds for the coolant system tubes and headers three of the four primary salt pumps should fail. An
are well above the normal fuel-salt level in the drain ancillary salt circulation pump is used in conjunction
tank. with a fifth jet pump in the bottom of the drrin tank to
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transfer salt to the chemical processing facility. By W/ft 2 to be absorbed in the l-in.-,hick tank wall from

thawing a freeze valve, indicated as H in Fig. _' 3, this thi, source. The rest of the energy will be absorbed in

jet pump can also be used to transfer salt from the drain the backup vessel in which the drain tank sits. Since the

tank to fill the primary system, tank walls and head have about 1000 ft2 of surface

One feature not Sown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2 is an area, a heat load of about 2 MW(t) must be accommo-
external shell around the side walls and bottom of the dated.

drain tank which acts as a backup container in the The drain tank will be used as a salt repository during

unlikely event of a failure of the tank below the salt shutdown for core graphite replacement or other

level. This shell, sometimes referred to as a "'crucible" maintenance. The dz°ign basis for such a drain has been

in the MSR hterature, is made of stainless steel and is taken as 106 sec, or I 1.6 days, after reactor shutdown.

open at the top. The annular space between the s/_ell During this interval the salt is circulated with the

and the tank is filled with tightly packed copper rope, primary-salt pumps to remove afterheat, including that
the purpose of which is twofold: to minimize the salt associated with sources adsorbed on and diffused into

volume which can occupy the annulus and to provide a the graphite in the reactor. The heat load due to the salt
good conductor for heat to the tank wall. and noble metals in the drain tank at the end of this

period, and immediately after the drain, is about 4

6.3.2 Heat Source, in Drain Tank MW(t).
The most severe heat loads imposed on ibe drain tank

In normal operation the drain tank receives "11 scfm would be an inadvertent thaw of the freeze valve or an

of off-gas containing radioactive gases and metals. 9 emergency shutdown and drain. (Possible causes for

Besides tritium, the gases are primarily Kr and Xe, and such shutdowns were discussed in Sect. 6.1 above an t
the noble metals are Nb, Rh, Mo, Ru, Tc, and To. Heat by Furlong. 92) The maximum heat load that could

is also produced by decay of the daughters of Kr and occur iit such circumstances is estimated to be about 50
Xe, notably ha, La, Cs, Rb, Sr, Y, and Zr. Assuming MW(t), if about 7 min is allowed for the drainage to

that all of the noble metals present in the system take place. The maximum pomible heat release in the

deposit on the U-tube walls and other internal surfaces tank, with no credit taken for heat sources retained by

of the drain tank, the equilibrium value for the heat the graphite, is shown in Fig. 6.4. In general, the

source would be about 9 MW(t). Decay of the radio- afterheat rejection requirements decrease by a factor of

active gases and daughters contributes a maximum of 10 during the first day.

another 9 MW(t), making a maximum total of about 18

MW(t) generated in the drain tank for a reactor which 6.3.3 Heat Transfer in Drain Tank Walls

has run several weeks at full power. During normal operation the tank walls and liner are

The heat sources in the tank were assumed to be cooled by overflow salt from the reactor, as mentioned

uniformly distributed over the drain tank volume, and above. A value of 150 gpm per pump was chosen

the methods of Rockwell 9_ were applied to estimate somewhat arbitrarily for the overflow rate. It was

the source strength in the liner and tank walls. It was desirable to have a value l_rge enough to give adequate

noted that approximately 40% of the off-gas energy is cooling and also be large compared with the discharge

released as betas and hence is deposited locally, rate from chemical processing to assure good mixing of

Similarly, about 40% of the energy due to the noble processed salt as it returns to the reactor. On the other

metals is from beta emission. 9 The gamma source per hand, an upper constraint was the jet pump size. The

unit of homogenized tank volume then becomes 3857 mixture of overflow salt and off-gas flows in a 2-in. pipe

W/ft 3. This converts to 2150 W/ft 2 impinging on the located concentrically inside a 3-in. pil.e. The annulus

liner. Close agreement is obtained between cylindrical between the pipes is connected to the drain line

and spherical models, upstream of the freeze valve. Cold (i0500F) salt from

Estimates of the internal energy absorption by the this source cools the overflow lines, the mixing chamber
U-tubes and other internals were bared on a linear (A in Fig. 2.3), and the walls of the pump bowl. ,About

energy absorption coefficient of 0.82 in. -t , which was 150 gpm will cool the overflow mixture to lXl3°F
determined for attenuation of reactor spectrum gamma (average of four lines) upon entering the drain tank 0nd

radiation in the reactor vessel wall using a gamma will have a temperature range (depending upon the line

transport calculation (ANISN). Assuming the same length) of i 124 to 11670F upon entering the mixing
absorption coefficient, 56%, or a heat flux of 949 chamber and slightly higher temperatures upon entering
W/ft a, is absorbed in the l-in.-thick liner, leaving 782 the pump bowl. & higher value may be desirable,
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i°2 ORNL-ITC/G70-,956 and each is compared with a steam-watec system in

Although water appears to be a very attractive

5 ......... .... -_'_- -: --_ -:/_/ - coolant, provided a double barrier is used in the drain
....... -[ ....--t -- -- tank cooling tubes to avoid thermal shock following a

2 ...... _--_- _---_ -- salt drain and to give better assurance that water could
not re, ch the fuel salt, calculations showed that it
would be difficult to fit the require( number of tubes

5 Xx into the drain tank head. A compromise was therefore_, -- .......... _- reached which employs natural circulation of an

g_ _ 7LiF-BeF2 salt mixture througla the drain tank tube.,

g and then cooling of the salt by radiative heat transfer tc
2 boiling water. Heat transfer from the gas in the tank to

to0 [ the _LiF-BeF2 is by conduction and some internal heat

absorption; heat transfer from the salt is by convection,S -- conduction, and internal absorption. Selection of this

i
----I compromise a,rangement was motivated largely by the

I desire to have chemical compatibility between the

2] I coolant and the fuel salt.The layout of the drain tank cooling system is
tO -I

400 toz to4 t(# _o8 indicated in Fig. 6.3 and in the flowsheet, Fig. 2.3. The
TIME(see) pertinent data are listed in Table 6.1.

The steady-state natural circulation flow rate of the
Fig. 6.4. Total aftttheatproduction, drain tank coolant salt was calculated as a function of

the heat load on the system. The method of calculation
involved iterating between the calculated thermal driv-

depending upon the relative importance of the colder ing head and calculated head losses due to piping and

drain tank wall coolant and the ability to keep it cool fittings until a flow rate was obtained which made those
with less than four pumps running vs the acceptable salt two quantities equal. The coolant inlet temperature was
temperature impinging on the pump tank walls, fixed at 900°F (freezing point 856°F). The other

With the heat sources described in Sect. 6.3.2 and system temperatures are functions of flow rate for a
with a total flow of 600 gpm cooled to 1213°F, it is given heat load. Salt density and viscosity were reeval-
estimated that the maximum drain tank wall tempera- uated for each successive value of flow rate (and hence
ture will be "_1260°F and that the maximum liner temperatures) and then used in determining the heads
temperature will be about 1300°F during normal mentioned above. Figure 6.5 is a plot of fraction of
steady-state operation. These temperatures appear to be design flow (that correspondi,ag to design heat load)
acceptable. However. if necessary, they can be lowered and salt temperature at the U-tube outlet as functions
by appropriate adjustments in the flow rates of over- of fraction of design heat load. During normal reactor
flow salt and/or counterflow salt. operation the heat load on the drain tank due to the

off-gas and noble metals is about 16 MW,or about 25%
6.3.4 Heat-Removal System of the design value. It is noted from the figure that

A qualitative comparison of the coolants considered about 55% of design flow is obtained at this heat load.
for the drain tank heat-removalsystem is given in Table "Ihis is particularly advantageous becaa_c a drain will
6.2. The fused salts, NaK (see Sect. 6.4), and the not require the system to be accelerated from a very
steam-water systems were considered to be most low flow or from a static condition, as would be the

worthy of furtherconsideration. The most likely salt of situation if the drain *ank were not used for off-gas
the candidates were (1) sodium fluoroborate holdup.
(NaBF4-NaF), the same salt used in the MSBRsecond- The drain tank coolant salt is cooled in 40 salt-
ary system; (2) "_LiF-BeF2 of the peritectic compo- to-water heat exchangers located about 60 ft above the
sition 66-34 mole %; and (3) Hitec, a commercial drain tank to provide the thermal driving head for
nitrite/nitrate heat transfer salt. The significant physical natural circulation. The heat exchange _;*_entirely by
properties of these three salts are listed in Table 6.3, radiation from salt tubes to a plate (or tubes) in which
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Table 6.3. Properties of possible fused-salt coolants for drain tank system

NaBF4-NaF _LiF-BeF 2 KNOs-NaNO2-N :NO_
eutectic peritectic eutectic

Composition, mole % 92-8 66-34 53-40-"

Viscosity, Ih ft-I hr-t
At 900°F 4.1 40.4 3. !
At IIS0°F 2.6 18.7 2.5

Liquidus temperature, °F 725 856 228

Density, lb/ft 3
At 900°F l 19.4 125.5 i 08.0
At 1150°F l 12.9 12 ! .9 103.0

Specific heat, Btu Ib -l (°F)-] 0.36 0.57 0.37

Therraal conducUvity, Btu hr-l ft -l (°F)-l 0.2_ 0.58 0.33

Table 6.4. Evaluation of salt-type coolants and water-steam for ptimmy drtin tank cooling system

Coolant Desirable features Undesirable features

_':aBl-'4-i_aF Inexpensive (~$70/ft 3) React.)r must be shut down if coo!_n' g_ts m',o
High melting point means reduced thermal shock fuel salt, and '/he fuel must be proce,_ed

on drain tank High melting point m_kes free.zing in 4ocg
Relatively low viscosity more likely

Hastelloy N wou:d be ;equ;red in coolant circuit

:LiF-BeF2 No processing of fuel salt is requLredin event of Very expensive (--$1500/ft 3)
leak High melting 9oint

Least thermal shock on drain system High viscosity

Extensive experience with this coola.lt in MSRE
Hastelloy N may not be required hl coolant circuit
No volume change on freezing

KNO3-NaNO2-Nal%O3 Inexpensive Of doubtful stability at high tempe atures and
Carbon steel can be used up to 850°1:; stainless in radiation field

steel for higher temperatures Salt process/nlg on leak may be requi_d
Low melting point

Water-steam Has least danger of freezing R'gluites double battier tubes (e.g., uayone*,)
Lowest cost Relatively large number of tubes rrciuized
Used in MSRE drain tank

Relatively easy to get natural circulation
,J

low-quality steam is produced at abo,,t 100 psia. Steam may be necessary to preheat the air o.r t,se ,--th"r
separatorsdivert the steam to ol • : • .:ml air-cooled methods to prevent freezing of the condmsate in the
condensers located in a natur,: .:-x., ::,,ck. The con- coils during periods of light load on the plant. Water-
densate is returnedby gravity to providea circuit which cooled condensers could obviousJ) be su_tituted for
operates entirely by natural circulation. (A similm the air-cooled coils and stack if an assu ed s_,_rc¢ of
system demonstrated satisfactory performance in the cooling water were av_!able at a particularsRe.
MSRE drain tank.) Preliminary calculations indicate a In calculating the transient temperaturc behav,,._rof
stack height of about 400 ft and an averagediameter of the drain tank and associated cooling system, Ou:
about 60 ft. Use of elliptical-shaped tubes and an system was divided into a number of dodes, and
increa_ in Ion_tudinal pitch would possibly permit appropriate energy and momentum bmnces were
reduction in the stack height. During some months it written. Allowance was made for the ti/re variation of
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O_,L-D*G'_-,,9_7 should dissolve in the 600 gpm which ,s circulated

:o[ _..._ ,sw through the drain t.nk for cooling purposes
/..- ) - Calculations for the salt-to-boiling-water heat ex-

) __/ I changers mdicate that 0.3 kW of heat per foot of salt
_o_ t . /,t- ....._ +2_:_ tube can be transferred This assumes surfaces which are

"] _/- _ well oxidized to give ermssivi;ies of 0.8. a salt tube

v "_----/" / _ I co _ surface temperature of 1200°F at maximum heat load,

i iiiii
"_ - and a steam tube or plate-coil surface temperature of

_ 250°F. The salt was assumed to be located reside s/s-in.

c, -- ,ooo_ tubes spaced on a 1.5-in. square pitch, with the plate
,_ coils interspersed between tube rows. Each of the four

r- _ heat exchangers would require 333 tubes, each 10 ftt.9

o z _ .......... 9-_ ..q long, to handle a total of 40 MW of power. It is

l ° estimated that under the worst-case transient conditions

a maximum heat load of about 40 MW is all that theseo 8co exchangers could experience. This is due to the rapid
0 0.2 0,s 06 08 0

r-F_ACT,C_'_OF :2ES,GNuf.t,TLOAD decay of the sources during the drain time and the
relatively long transit time of the drain-tank cooling

F_,.6.5. Effectoa heat loado,_drainlankcoolingsalt flow loops.
rateandexit uemperature. Calculations for the natural-draft stack were first

m"de assuming that the hot fluid was saturated vapor at
atmospheric pressure and using an ambient air inlet {dry

the heat sources and of the salt volume in the tank ax it bulb) temperature of 100°F. Size and pressure drop

fills. The aliowabr stress lim;;.ationson the HastelloyN data were based on the data of Zimmerman 93 for
were based on Io" -term creep restrictions. The dura- commercial fin-tube neat exchangers. Results indicated

that it was not feasible to use a natural-draft stack of
"ionof t,_e trznsient temperatures exceeding the present
design maximum of 1300°F was found to be only a few reasonable height because of the small draft available
T,oursdue to the rapid decay of the heat sources in the from the low temperature differences involved. By
salt. pressurizing the water system to 100 psia, the saturated

One area of uncertainty in the above analyses is the vapor temperature was raised t(, 327.8°F. This resulted
heat transfer coefficient between fll,id and tubes, in a stack height of 400 It, assuming a 100°F inlet

Although the literature contains some work on the temperature and a maximum heat load of40MW. Such
a stack would have to be about 60 ft in diameter to

subject of heat transfer with fluids containing sources,
accommodate the commercial units on which the

little ;aformation is available for the case of open

lattices. Thins is an area of experimental investigation calculations were based. Because of the low gas temper-
atures, only a minimum amount of stack insulation

which remains to be done before reliable temperatures
can be calc_lated for the drain tank. Another area of wo,,Id be needed.

uncertainty is the amount of nol'k metals which will

adhere to surfaces in the drain tank. For heating 6.4 FUEL-SALT DRAIN TANK WITH
purposes, it was assumed that all the noble metals NaK COOLING
present m :he off-gas remain in the drain tank. When

the .,air is drained, some of these could be washed off 6.4.1 Introduction
the vertical surfaces a_.d agglomerate or, the bottom of
_he tank. If the salt becomes more oxidizing, the noble There are several features wbich could be improved in
metals will go back in solution. Niobium is the first to the salt-cooled primary drain tank system described
be oxidized. After its oxidation is complete, the other above, such as the general complexity and the need for
noble metals will oxidize more or le_ together. A final a relatively tall natural-draft stack. A restudy of the
_rea of uncertainty is 0"- disposition of the daughters conceptual design of the d_in tank system led to
of the gases which decay in the 0rain tank. Heat from favorable consideration of an alternate arrangement in
the .,ecay of daughter products has been included in which NaK ms used as the coolant. In addition to
calcula':.ons. These daughters would be expected to go eliminating the stack, the r,wised cor.cept is believed to
back into the salt when :t is drained, and some fraction provide a more dependable emergency cooling system
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and to offer other improvements. There was not room tempe,atme, and no preheating of the NaK
sufficient time, however, to carry the study of the circuits prior to filling is required.

alternate design to as great a detail as was possible for

the initial system. 6.4.2 Description
NaK can be heated to relatively high temperatures

and can experience significant radmtion fluences with- A _che,mtic flowsheet for the NaK-cooled system is
out problems of dissociation or high vapor pressure, shown in Fig. 6.6, and the design data are given in Table
Since its density and viscosity variations with tempera- 6.5.
ture are favorable for natural circulation in the system. The alternate drain _ank design is for a vessel abo,.It
no auxiliary power or action by the plant operators is 14 ft in d_ameter and 20 ft hi_h, with the bottom hea,'l
required to initiate and maintain circulation. The use of containing a plenum for the jet pumps used to transfer
NaK and placing primary emphasis on radiant heat the salt. It is constructed of HasteUoyN, argl the vessel,
transfer (which varies as the fourth power of the internals, and supports are designed for the reference
absolute temperature) accommodate the wide ranges of earthquake loading referred to in Sect 14. There are
temperature and heat loads which may be encountered, 1028 Hasteiloy N thimbles extending vertically down-
such as the factor of 3 difference between the ,ormal ward into the tank. Each 2-in.-ID thimble contains a

off-gas heating load and the maximum transient after a concentric Croloy 2'/4 (or stainless steel) bayonet tube
sudden salt drain. The NaK is compatible with Croioy in which eutectic NaK circulates by natural convection
or stainless steel and does not require the more to a bank of NaK-f'dled tubes inserted m horizontal
expensive Hasteiloy N used in the salt system_. Since it tubes which are immersed in a pool of water at an
has a eutectic temperatt_re of about 10°F, it is liquid ,-t elevation about 60 ft above the drain tank. The

F'is.6.& s_l_l_l firm _ or latma_ dm_ amkml Imt-mmo_ _ mini Nag m _ _
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Table 6.5. Demgn data fog NaK-cooled drain tank gamma shield. Heat transfer by radiation across the

3-in.-wide an alar space between the vessels cools the
bai;_oacity, tt 3 2500 walls and lower head of the drain tank. In event cf a
Outs,de dtam_er of vessel, ft !3.8
Overallheight,ft 20 major leak of fuel salt into the external vessel, the NaK
Design heatload,MW(t) circulating through its walls would provide the neces-

Dueto off-gas decay 18 sary cooling. An advantage of the redesigned drain tank
Maximumtransientafter suddensaJtdr_tin 53 and use of the cooled outer vessel is that the internal

Emissivity of HasteHoy N surface 0.55 liner for the drain tank, as was used in the salt-cooled
Emissivityof surfacecoatedwith/ron or 0.90
,_-,dc,umtitanate system, is elimina_e_.

Emissivity of water-tubesurface(oxidized 0.75 Heat generation in the drain tank due to radioactive

steelor copper) de,:av of off-gases and entrained particulates is about !8
Conductivityof nitrogen gas inannuli, 0.026-0.031 MW(t) during normal full-load operation of the MSBR,

Btu hr -I ft -t (_F) -t asdiscussedm Sect.6.3.2. The maximumtransientheat
Thimble surface area, based on temperature of 10,700

85COF under off-gas loadconditions,ft2 release is about 53 MW(t), which would occur after a
ThimbleID, in. 2 sudden salt drain. About 60% of the energy release,is in
Number ofthimbtesrequired 1028 the form of gamma rays. much of which will be
AverageNaKtemperatureunderoff-gas load, °F 400 absorbedby the vesselwalls or _'y the bayonet tubes
AverageNaK temper_tu."eunder maximum 640 and thus be directly transferred into the NaK. Most ofload,OF
Maximumthimbletemperature.°F 1400 the generatedheat is removedby the coolingthimbles.
bifimber of autonomous Nag ciremts selected 10 He_.t is transferred from the thimble wall to the
forthisstudy(numberisopdonab NaK-cooled bayonet tube by radiation, although some

NaK flow rate Ix'r circuit unde¢off-gasheat 801 will be conducted by the nitrogen which fdls the
Ioadofl8MW(t),gpm 0.l-in.-wide annular space between the two. TheNag flowratepercircuitundermaximumhe_t 1081
loadof 53 MWtt),wm thermal-radiation-receivingsurface on the NaK tubes is

Hot-andcold-leg temperatures, OF assumed to be coated with iron or calcium titanate to
Under off-psloadofl8 MW(t) 436-350 afford an emissivity factor of about 0.9. Since the
Undermaximumheatloadof 53 MW(t) 726-550 thimbles and bayonet tubes are not in physical contact

NaK circuit pipe size (scbedeq), in. 12
either in the drain tank or m the water pool, a leak inAssumed length of each leg of circuit, ft 100

A.uumedelevationdifference, centerof draia 60 any system is unlikely to contaminate another.

tankto centerofwaterpool, ft The Nag: cooling system is arranged with several
Temperature of receiving tort'ace of thimble in 232
wa'.ertank,OF autonomous circulaimg loops, so that failure of one

Heattran_erareaof Nag tubesinwater 83,100a circuit would not cause a severe loss of cooling capacity
tank, ft 2 and necessitatean immediate shutdown of the plant.

Totalwaterboiledfromwatertank,ft3 Ten separate loops were assumed ;. the preliminary
2 days after shutdown 24,000 study reported here. As indicated in Fig. 6.6, an
I0 days after shutdown 81,000 electromagnetic pump (acting as a br_ke) is installed in35 days after shutdown 192,000

Makeupwaterrequiredfor 18 gw(t) heat 126 each of the Nag: circuits to retard or stop the NaK
ioackgan natura_ circulation as necessary to protect against

free;,Jng of the fuel salt in the drain tank. This
erhimble=with iaternalf'm=canbecondde_-d==a means arrangementis particularlyadvantageousduringstartup

of reducing the total length required, but fabrication of thi=
or partial load operation.

speci_ tubing would probebly require developn.ent by the
maaufacmv..r. The arrangement of the heat transfer surface in the

water pool has not been studied in detail but would
probably be somewhat as indicated in Fig. 6.6. Heat

arrangement provides a double barrierbetween the fuel transfer wouH be by radiation and gasconduction from
salt and the NaK and between the NaK and the water, the outside surface of the NaK-filled tubes to the inner

The drain tank is surrounded by essentially an surface of the concentric tubes which are submerged in
open-topped stainless steel vessel about 143/4 ft in water. The water would boil and require either con-
diameter and with a 3- to 4-in.-thick wall providedwith densation and return or a continuc,ts makeup of about
two autonomous internal cooling channels for circuL- 120 gpm of treated water under normal full-load
lion of NaK. The outske tank serves as a backup in reactor power and even larger amounts under con-
e_,ent : nit leak develops in the drain tank and also as a ditions of a sudden reactor drain. Its water stora."e
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capacity, however, can be made large enough to Thetankhasastoragecapacityofabout2500ft3and
accommodate the decay heat for a protracted pen,xt may be constructed of 304L stainless steel rather than
even without water makeup. This arrangement provides Hastelloy N, since the tank will have a low use factor.*
a reliable heat sink, is not dependent upon a power The tank is connected into the drain tank system as

source, and may be more earthquake resistant than the shown in the flow diagram, Fig. 2.1. Centrifugal and jet
natural-draft stack used with the salt-cooled drain tank pumps will transfer salt into and out of the storage
system, tank.

The tank has a heat-removal capacity of about 1

6.5 FUFL-SALT STORAGETANK MW(t). which is provided by boiling water in 12-ft-long
U-tubes, with the steam being cot_densed in an air-

A storage tank is provided for the fuel salt in event it cooled condenser in the same manner as was used in the
is necessary to carry out repairs on the fuel-salt drain MSRE systemY 4"9s The heat-removal capa:ity is based
tank or its asso_.;ated components or piping. Although on allowing about a 100-day decay period for both the
t_.e tank is located in the chemical processing cell, it is salt and the noble metals.
not used as a part of the chera..i.c,_!_ system, since the
tank does not have a heat-removal system capable of *To be conservativein the feam'bility study, Hasteiloy N was
handling the high volumetric heat sources in the specified for severalportions of the MSBR systems where

stainless steel would probably havebeenacceptable./_ test loop
chemical system. The storage tank will be the same constructedof 304L stainlesssteel hasoperatedwith 1200 to
regardless of the type of cooling used for the primal',, 1300°F fuelsalt for morethan 60,000 hgwitha corrosionrate
drain tank. of I mii/yem,or less,andtherate isdecreasing,t ]
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7. Reactor Off-Gas System

A. N. Smith

7.1 GENERAL burnup, noble metal fission products, and a small
amouat of entrained fuel salt.

The function of the primary off-gas system is to The nonvolatile fission products either will delx'sit in
reduce the concentration of undesirable contaminants the primary system drain tank or will be remover.,by
in the primary system off-gas stream to a level low the fdter at the outlet of the drain tank, so that the
enough to permit continuous recycle of the helium off-gas stream at the inlet to the off-gas system will
carrier gas to the primary system. The term "un- consist primarily of gaseous components. On a volume
desirable contaminants" includes gaseous and gas-borne basis, the contaminants in the stream are expected to be
fission products, fission product daughters, water, on the order of 0.1%, or about 1000 ppm. This number
oxygen, hydrocarbons, etc. The off-gas system also is based on a flow from the gas separator of 11 scfm,
includes the equipment for handli_'gall the associated stable noble-gas yields of 7% for krypton and 21% for
functions, such as dissipation of decay heat, collection xenon, and a recycle rate of 80% from the 47-hr xenon
and storage or disposal of stable and long-lived gases, holdup system to the bubble generator. As the gas
liquids, and solids, and recompression of the recycle stream passes through the off-gas system, the decay of
gas. As shown in Fig. 7. l, the boundaries of the off-gas the radioactive noble gases and daughters will continue,
_.ystemon the upstream side are defined as the outlet of as will also the attendant necessities for heat dissipation
the particle trap in the gas flow leaving the fuel-salt and materials collection and disposal. The amount of
dr4n tank and, on the downstream side, as the outlet of

decay heat per unit volume will be high at first but will
the accumulator tanks supplying helium to the bubble

drop off rather quickly during the fh'st hour due to the
generators and the purge flow for the salt-circulation rapid disappearance of the short-lived isotopes, _.s
put )s. shown in Fig. 7.2.

The fissmn yields of noble gases(krypton and xenon) An estimate was made of the distribution of fission

are such that nearly one atom of gas is produced for product decay heat in a iO00-MW(e) MSBR off-gas
every atom of 233U which fissions. Since the fissioa of system. The calculations were based on the following
I g of uraniumis roughly equal to 1 MWd,the MSBRat model:
2250 MW will produce more than 1 kg of noble-gas
fission products per day. About 15% of the gaseous 1. The flux of krypton and xenon into the off-gas line
fission products are relatively short-lived and will decay was to be as calculated by Kedl for a 0.56% poison
in the fuel-salt system. The remaining 85% are either fraction (see Table A.2). Solid daughters of krypton
stable or have half-lives which are long enough for them and xenon were assumed to plate out at the pc,it_tof
to be removed at the gas separator along with the formation.
helium carrier gas. Continuous decay processes will 2. A 2-hr residence time in the drain tank was assumed
produce nonvolatile or slightly volatile daughter between the outlet of the reactor system and the

products which may deposit on duct or vessel surfaces inlet to the e'7.hr xenon holdup system.
or which may be carried along with the gas stream in
the fonn of smokes or mists until removed by filtration 3. Krypton delay in the charcoal beds was assumed to

be one-twelfth of the xenon delay.
or adsorption, in addition to the kryptons and xenons,
the carriergas which leaves the gas seF_.'tor is expected 4. The off-gas slstem was divided into 20 regions in
to contain tritium, oxygen resulting from fluorine which the radioactive roble gases were assumed to
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decay exponentially in ac,:ordance with an assigned 7.Z BASICAf,SUMPTIONSAND
delay or residence time. The 2-i_ volume holdup and DESIGN CRITERIAFOR STEADY-STATE
the 47-hr xenon delay charcoal bed were dwided OPERATION
into coml_rtments with variousdelay times in an
attempt to obtainapproximatelyequalheat loads. The followingassumptionswere madein the deggn
The delaytimesfor the pipesectionswerearbitrarily studyof theoff-gassystem:
set at 18 seceach.The resultsof this calculation, 1. Reactor power is 2250 MW(t), and the fuel is
shownin Fig.7.3,wereusedin estimatingheatloads 233U.
in thevarioussectionsof the off-gassystem. 2. The carriergasis helium,with a total flow to the

With regard to iodine in the MSBR, the iodine off-gassystemof I I scfm.This total is the combination
isotopesproduceddirectlyby fi.csionswill remainwith of qows from eachof the four pump loops,con.dating
the fuel salt. Much of the tellurmm(the precursorof of 2.2.5scfm from eachof the gasseparatorsand0.5
iodine) will probablydepositon surfacesasnoblemetal scfmof purge_ for eachof thepumpshafts.Net flow
particulates,but significantar,tountscould be swept of fissionproductsand materialsotherthan heliumis
into the off-gas system. Here, upon decay of the about0.1%, orO.01scfm.

t tellurium, the iodine will be quickly trapped as it 3. The atom flow rates of krypton and xenon into
contacts the charcoal in the adsorber beds. Effluent gas the off-gas system are based on ca'- lated atom flow
from the beds is normally, ,cycled, and none is vented, rates at the gas separator d!gharo,;, with appropriate
(The decay heats from the iodine nucfide"of concern - corrections for a 2-hr residence time in the fuel.ult
those with half-lives greater than lOmin - areshown in drain tank. All solids which are gas-borne at the outlet
Table 7.1 .) of the drain tank (including noble metals, salt _,ist, and
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UH,L-0WG70-:1960_ off-gas system, the rate of diffusion of tritium through
2 ' ' ' ' vessel and pipe walls is assumed to be zero. (TritiumNOTE: I. PLOT ;S BASED ON CALCULATIONS

B_ BELL USINGINPUT C_LCULATED diffusion ratesare discussedin Sect. 3.3.7.)
tO2 _ BY KEDL.(REF.9) - 4. The gaswill enter the off-gas system at 15 psig;92. DAUGHTERS ARE ASSLIMED TO PLATE

OUTAT POINT OF FORMATION. scfm will be returned to the bubble generatorsat 5 psig,
NOBLEMETALDECAYHEATIS NOT and 2 scfm will be returned to the purge gasheader at,5 INCLUDED.

G.
_- _ _ I 45 psig.
,n _x 5. At least two barriers,or containment walls (one of

_ which is the wall of the gas duct or vessel), will be

2 .......

provided to guard againstleakageof radioactive _ff-_as.
Kr ANDXe + DAUGHTERSAT Shielding will be provided for attenuation of penetra-

101 EOUILIBRLIM -,\ \ ling radiation to permissible levels,lnstn,mentation will

_ , -..,
x warn of excess=w,leakage of gas or penetrating radia-l.

± s _ tion.
•_ %. %,= 6. T, target reliability of the system is 100%; that

_ "_,,, is, spareunits will be provided, and the maintainability2 _ of units will be such that predictable failures in the

Kr AND Xe O_ _ _ off-gassystemwill not result in shutdown of the rea,:tor
t° 0 _ or loss of the contaminants to the environment.

s 73 SUMMARY DESCRIM'iON OF
o o.a o.4 o.s o.e t.o OFF-GAS $YSTEM

DECAY TIME (hr)

The flow of gas in the primary system can be

pi_ 7.2. Decay heat vs time fo¢ 101}O-MW(e)MSBRofl'llaS represented by two recycle loops, a 47.hr xenon holdup

steam mini =33U hid. loop and a long-delay ("-90-day) xenon holdup loop.*

The 47-hr loop circulates through the bubble generator

solid daughters of tt:e noble gases) will be removed by a and gas separator to strip the t 3s Xe from the fuel salt;

f'dter before the gas stream enters the off-gas system.
The total yield of tritium (_ H) from all mechanisms will •These holdup times do not includethe 2-1uresidencetime of
be 2400 Ci/day, and all tritium will remain in the the off-gas stream in flowing throullh the pcimaty-salt drain
off-gas stream; that is, for the purpose of studying the tank.

Omq. -on_ lllJ-Slllm

RESIDENCE TIME (hr) O.Ot O.OI 0.005 O.OI O.(X)5 ¢6 t4 9 5 ? ¢

C_CAY HEAT (Mw)GAS+DAUGHTERS 0.002 O.OO2 0.OO! 0003 O.OOI4 0.42 0.56 O.51 0.37 037 O.!¢

DECAY HEAT (Mw) GAS ONLY 0.001 0.00t 0.0005 0.00! 0.0006 0.24 0.34 0.33 0.25 0.12 0.07

CA4£RCOAL BED
• • I I I

"_2160 720

0.23 0.004

0 13 0004

OCAA_OALSeO _EA_P

7.3. DlatztbgtiOnof dkgayheat ill MSB]golrf-lu systent.The residencetime for kryptoni,z the ck_coal b-xlsisabout
one-twelfthof that for xenon.The flux of atomsinto the off-g=,linewascalculatedbz"Kedl(teeTableA.2andref. 9). Decayheat
calculations, assuminga 2-hr holdup in the primarydndn tank, ', ,'remade by Belland were baaedon puvioudy reported values for
l-hr hoklMp.9
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Table 7. !. Decay heat from iodine nuclides

233U Total heat
Fraction Decay

Iodine Half-life cumulative per gamma heat b
isotope a fission yield disintegration heat (MW)

(%) (MeV)

i31 8.0 days 2.90 0.7 0.57 0.23
132 2.4 hr 4.54 2.7 0.78 1.36
133 20.8 hr 5.78 1 0.51 0.71
134 52.5 rain 5.75 3.3 0.81 2.11
135 6.68 _ 5.05 2.3 0.84 1.29

Total 5.70

"Only those nuclides with half-lives greater than 10 rain are included.
bEquilibrium conditions are assumed, that is, the decay rate k_equal to the

fusion yield. The yield in atoms per day = 6.22 X 1022 Yi, where Yi is the yield
in percent. The dec_y "".at in Mw = 0.1 ! YiQ, where Q = MeV/disintegration.

Table 7_. Flow of _ jpmous componentsto off-sin systemof 2250-MW(t)
sinlle-nuid Msnit

C'umulaUn Flow X 10 ..22 (atoms/l_)
Decay

ltalf4ife 233 U Out of Entering Leavinll
Mass comlant fission yield reactor 47-hr Xe 47-hr Xe

No. (ti/2) (hr-I) (%) system holdup holdup

3 12.26 years 6.45 x 10 "_ 0.8 0.21 0.21 0.21
82 Stable 0 0.3 0.35 0.35 0.35
83 Stubte 0 1.14 1.50 1.50 1.50
8a Stable 0 1.10 1.45 1.45 1AS

85 10.76 years 7.35 X 10 "_ 2.49 3.28 3.28 3.28
86 Stable 0 3.28 4.32 4.32 4.32
8"/ 76 rain 0.55 4.50 1.15 0.63 3.0 x 10 "9
88 2.80 hr 0.25 $.70 1.75 1.33 0.40
89 3.18 min 13 6.23 0.92 1.2 x 10 -12 0

_" Kt 14.7 12.9 11.3
128 Stable 0 0.02 0.025 0.025 0.025
129 Stable 0 2.10 2.76 2.76 2.76
130 f, table 0 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.13
131 Stable 0 3.85 5.05 5.05 $.05
132 Stable 0 5.48 7.20 7.20 7.20

133 5.27 days $.48 X 10 -3 6.48 4.30 4.25 3.30
134 Stable 0 6.83 9.00 9.00 9.00
135 9.14 hr 0.0753 6.16 1..50 1.29 0.040
136 Stabk 0 7.00 9.20 9.20 9.20
137 4.2 rain 9.9 7.16 1.16 5.1 X 10 -I° 0
138 17 rain 2A$ 6.63 1.45 0.01 0

Xe 41.7 38.9 36.7

($H) yield includes yleM from Uthtu_ burnup and atmun_qzero diffmion _ vemeland pipe
with half-lives of legs than 2 rain are not shown.

residence time of 2 hr is smumed between outlet of reactor system and inlet to 47-kr xenon hnldup system.
for krypton and xenon lure taken _rom caktdatiom by Kedl and Bell (ref. 9). The stable and Ions-Uved isotones appea

times yield due to the 805t recycle stream.
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the long-delay loop carries the balance ot "hegas flow fiom the 47-hr xenon holdup system to be recycled to
in ,he fuel system. The two loops arejoiped together at the primary system. (For stable and long-lived isotopes
the salt entrainment separator and flow cocurrently the effect of the recycle flow is to increase the total
through the primary drain tank and the 47-hr holdup flow by a factor of about 5.)
system, as shown in Fig. 7. I.

The cocurrent stream enters the primary off-gas
systemat the dischargefrom the fuel-saltd_in tank. 7.4 THE47-hr XENON HOLDUP
The tank will probablyserveasanefficient collectorof SYSTEM

particulatesin the gas, but if it provesnecessarya The 47-hr xenon holdup systemprovidesresidence
particle trap, or f'dter,can beadded,asshownin Fig. time for xenon isotopesto reducetheconcentrationof
7.1. At this point the gaswill havebeen strappedof t3SXe in the effluent. The designcriteria for the
nongaseouscomponents(noble metals, salt mist, and systemareaz follows:
nongaseousdaughtersof the noblegases),so that the ]. The residencetime for xenonis47 hr.This time is

prunarycontaminantsare Kr, Xe, and_H. About 2 hr exclusiveof the volumeholdupin the pri,nary system
will haveelapsedsincethe gas first left the fuel-salt drain tank and other vesselsand ducts.A 47-hr delay
system.The gasfirst passesthroughthe 47-hr xenon timepermits97%of the9.14.hr ,_Xe tode_y.
holdupsystemto providea residet_cetime for xenon 2. The estinlatedheat ],-,_d.bp."._don Fi_ 7.3, is 2.14
moleculessufficient to permit the '35Xe to decayto MW, 42% of which is due to daughter-productdecay.
about3% of theinlet amount.The47-hr holdupsystem The designcapacityof theheat-removalsystemis 125%
will utilize charcoalfor the dynamicadsorptionand of calculated,or2.7 MW.
holdupof krypton and xenon.The decayheatwill be 3. A dynamicadsorptionsystemisusedfor delayof
transferredto boilingwater, the xenon. The adsorbentis activatedcharcoal,with

At the outlet of the 47-hr systemthe gasstr_un is transferof the decayheat to boilingwater.The design
dividedinto the two recycleloops,in the47-hr recycle temperatureof the charcoalduct wall is 250°F. The
loop,9 scfm, or about80% of the total flow,passesin averagetemperatureof thecharcoalis340°F.

successionthrougha chemicaltrap andalarmsystem,a 4. The a._atunedcharcoalpropertiesare:bulk density,
compressor,anda surgetank. From the surgetank the 30 Ib/ft3; thermal conductivity,0.03 Btu hr-I ft-a
gas is metered to the bubblegeneratorsat the four (°F)'I ft; and sizerange,6 to 14 Tyler sieveseries(*/,
circulatingpumps,in the secondrecyclegasstream,2 to %,, in.).
scfm, or 20%of the total flow, passesfirst throughthe 5. The decayheat distributionis obtainedfrom the
long-delayxenon holdupsystem,where the residence cs*_ulationsby Kedl andBell,9 asshownin Fig.7.2.
times for krypton zn,t xenon are sufficientlylong to 6. The efficiencyof the bed isassumedto decrease
allow all radioisotopesexcept the ten-year, sKr to with time dt_eto accumulationof soliddaughters.Spare
decay to insignificant levels. The gas then passes capacityis provided,andprovisionis madefor replace-
througha purificationsystemwhichreducesthp.levelof mentof modulesby remotemaintenancetechniques.
any remainingcontaminants(SSKr, 3H, stableisotopes 7. Carrier-gasflow is I I scfm, and the overall
of Kr and Xe, water, hydro,_arbons,etc.) to an pressuredrop is $ psi. An estimateof the sizeof the
acceptable level, then through a surget, nk, a coin- charcoalb_l isobtainedby usingtheempiricalrelation-
pressor,andanaccumulator,and finally is returnedto shipdevelopedby BrowningandBolta:96
theprimarysystem.

Table 7.2 shows the flow of tritium and noble-gas km
isotopes at the outlet of the reactor system and at the t/_='T" (I)
inlet and outlet of the 47-hgxenon holdup system. The
flow rates at the outlet of the reactorsystem are based where th is holdrp time, m is mass of charcoal, f is

¢ on calculationsby Ked]9 ,_ssuminga 0.56% xenon volumeflow _*e, f carrJellOsat localconditions, and
poison fraction. The second and third flow rate k is a propcrtiom,lity factor which is known as the
columnsin Table7.] arebasedon calculat,onsbyBell9 adsorption coefficient and which varies with the
usingthefirstcolumnasinputandassuming:(|) simple carrier-gascompo_dtion,the adsorbent,the adsorbate,
exponentialdecay,with a 2-hr residencetime between and the temperature.For typicalcommercialcharcoals,
the reactorsystemoutlet and the inlet to the 47-hr AckleyandBrowning_7 havedeterminedthefollowing
xenonholdupsyste,n;(2) a residencetime for krypton relationshipbetweenk and temperaturefor xenon at
one-twelfth that for xenon;and (3) 80% of the flow temperaturesbetween32 and ]40°F:
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5880 an acceptable average charcoal temperature. Smaller
k(Xe) = 3.2 × 10.4 exp _-- ft3/lb. (2) diameters may be necessary at the inlet end, where :he

decay heat rate is high. For this system, it is estimated

Equatioq (!) indicates that the holdup time increases that 1'/2-in_pipe may be required for the inlet end, but
directly with k. However, an increase in holdup time that 2-in. and possibly 3-in. pipe would be suitable tor a
increases the heat ,c,leration, which res,.,Its in an large portion of the bed. Figures7.4 and 7.5 show how
increase in charcoal temperature and a decrease in k, in the charcoal bed raight be arranged,assuming the use of
accordance with Eq. (2). Note also that an increase in 2-in. pipe throughout and an excess charcoal capacity
temperature causes an increase in f (local flow rate),
which results in a decrease in holdup time. For any OnNL-0wS70-,,SS_

given section of the bed, k and tk wil; seek equu,brium r-
values which area balancebetween the opposing forces.

For the purpose of this estimate, the assumptionwas COOt.ANr
made that Eq. (2) is valid up to 500°F and that the
average charcoal tempe_;ure is 340°F. Equation (2)
indicates that this temperature would be equivalent to _
an adsorption coefficient of 0.5 ft3,/Ib. For a holdup . • '. ::":" ",_." . . •

that the required mare of charcoal would be 63,360 lb.
it should be noted that, within limits, the average

charcoal temperature can be adjustedby the pipe Ou:LET _ 1 | t LI-I-I-]"|,'] INI-ET
diameterand the heat-removalcxpability.Due to the

system would not necessarily be the one with the
smallest mass of charcoal.

The physical concept for the 47-hr charcoal bed _iVlLIJ_ll_].] II]1 [_]
would be similar to that proposed by BuTch et al.9a
Hairpintubes filled with charcoal are su."pendedin large
tanks. The decay heat is tramferred to boiling water.
The steam is passed through an external condenser, and

the condensate is recycled. In an actual system, one Fit. 7.5. Crammcdomo* (mebuk of 474_rXe Imllhpduur-
would use the largestdiameter pipe which would permit ee.l I_1 re, MSltlZ(m I_'q.7.4).

C,mL- OWQTO-tIN!

EACH UNIT : r'

12 VERTICAL t_UNFqN SECTIONS _ 1

oFs3oL,NE"_.PERUNIT_ ";--I----sre,_
P&CKEDWITH CHARCOAL (OULK
_ENSITY us 30 ib/ff$) : _4t.klKNO. |

He F'LOW- O.OS _,m/uN_r ! j.,,_-- --- WATERAP " 0.01 pill/It PI[U_ I-, :--[::_._.__AolUN:T m _5 INI
am t

EXCESS CAPACITY 3,0% r" -_ : "]? _ 2 Ilcfm TO L(.;NG-OELAY

/- I 'lit--,.._ TO _.__ .J _,_f. TO_,._,_

OT.ER[ ......... ['n' l sYSTE.
CELL: BANKS _ I _ _Ft,_Dlkl OTHER _NKS
S x 65', 25 ft 0EEP _: TOTAL OF I-"T- "_" sl EAM

, _SOUNtTSl:_.,*XNO2

TOTAL OF BOTH BANKS: L. I"q .... WATER
CHARCOAL -- 82,400 It)

2-in. PiPE m lZ/,200ff tr''" ,
HEAT REMOVAL C._PACITY,,,, 2.7 Mwt _ b ,_ ,
(EXCESS CAPACITY ,,,, 9'5 %) I-_ --

Fill.7.4. Nan viewMSBR_ bed - 474lzXe heidup(me Ftl. ?.S).
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Table 7.3. Accumulation of nonvolatile materials in

the 4?-hr xenon holdup system a

Gaseous Accumulationrate
Nonvolatile daughter

parent atoms/hr g-moles/day g/year

x 1022

eTKr 0.33 0.13 4,015 6.2 × 10t° year 87Rb
SgKr 0.65 0.26 8,395 Stable 88Sr
133X¢ 0.97 0.39 18,970 Stable !33Cs
t3Sxe 1.24 0.50 24,820 3 x 106 year 13_Cs

°The accumulation rate of the four isotopes is 56.210 g/year, if this _mount is
distn_outed uniformly over the 30 tons of charcoal, the concentration is 0.002 It
of nonvolatile per gram of charcoal.

of 30_. There are 240 parallel units, arrangedin banks The function of the iatter is to providea relativelylong
of 60 units each, with each bank containing 530 lin ft residence time, so that the heat load and penetrating
of pipe. The mass of charcoal is 82,400 ib, and the radiation in th_ ensuing gas cleanup system will be a+.a
length of pipe is 127 ,OO ft. The overall plan area reasonable level. Table 7.4 lists the isotopes which have
required is about 3_. by 65 ft, and the pipes are the longest !i'-es and hence are controlling in the bed
suspended in cei,s about 25 ft deep. The valves and design. Figures 7.6-7.8 show the activity load and the
headers are located in smaller ducts, as shown in Fig. heat !oad in the gas cleanup system as a function of the
7.5. A minimum of two contair.ment barriers zre holdup time in the Iong-del0y system. The assumed
provided 1o guard against leakage of the radioactive ,._sign residence time is somewhat arbitrary since
fission gas into areas which would be hazardous to whatever load is not handled by the long-delay bed
personnel. The cendenser capacity is 2.7 MW,which is must be dissipated by the gas cleanup system. The
25% over the maximum estimated h_t load. The incentive, however, is to handle as much as possible
estimate_ accumulation of nonvolatile matettals is wi_h the long-delay bed, since its consty.uction and
shown in Table 7.3. operatio, would probably be more simple than that of

the gas cleanup system. The following criteria were used
7.5 LONG-DELAYCHARCOALBED in the design of the long-delay charcoal bed.

At the outlet of the 47-hr xenon ho!dup system the 1. Holdup time forxenon is 90 days.
off-gas flow is split nto two stre._rns,as shown in Fig. 2. The heat load is 0.25 MW,based on calculations by
7.1. One stream of 9 scfm is returned to the primary Bell and using input data provided by Kedl, as
system by way of the bubble generator, and the other shown in Fig. 7.2. The averageheat load is 2 × 10-3
stream, of 2 scfm, is fed to the long-delay charcoal bed. kW per minute of holdup time.

Table 7.4. Loqer4ivd noble-ps rm_on pmducePexdmive of 3H and SSKr

Half-life, tt_ 2 Decay 233U _¥eraje energv(Mev)per¢hsenteiFationIsotope constant fission
Days Hours (hr-! ) yield (%) Beta Gamma Total

XlO -3

131 mXe 12.0 288 2.4 0.023 0 0. If, 0.16
t 33Xe 5.2"t 126.5 5.5 5.78 0.12 0.08 0.20
13Sxe 0.38 9.13 7.6 6.16 0.J¢ 0.27 0.57
8SmKr 0.18 4.36 159 2.43 0.23 0.18 0.41
SSKr 0.12 2.77 250 5.84 0 ]3 2.1 _ .:4

air'elude, only the fission products havir_ sijnifieant fra,._iom remaining at the inlet to the IlaScleanup system.
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hour of xenon and ]uypton eetedql It= cleanupsystem.

Rs. 7.7. E_ect of eharceel bed holC.up time on curies peq
houzof xenonandI_jp_ _i_ _ d_up WUm.

3. The physical properties of the charcoal are the same
as those noied in the description of the 47-hr xenon

holdup system, Sect. 74. charcoal bed. The :esults indicate that 3-in. pipe is a
4. The gas flow rate is 2 scfm at an inlet pyessu.reof 5 reasonable duct uze, and on this basis the average

psig, and the design _p is 5 psi. charcoal temperature is 125°F, the mass of charcoal is

5. The gas composition is 99.9% helium, with trace 18.5 tons, the volume of charcoal is 123,t tt 3, the
quantities of contaminants, as described in Sect. 7.1. length of p'.'peis 24,060 ft, and the average heat fl,x is
Since noble-gas daughters will be deposited on the 41 Btu hr-= ft -2. F;Elre 7.9 shows a |-oposed l_yout
charcoal during opc,.Aion, there will be gradual for the system in an arrangement that requires a cell
reduction in the effectiveness of the charcoal. About about 60 ft long, 25 ft wide, and 25 ft dP.p. The unit
30%spare capacity is provide,; to offset this loss in design is ', .-d on a -alculated Z_oof 0.005 pd/ft for a
effectiveness, helium flow of q.o7 cfm. Thirty-three percent spare

6. The heat will be transferred to cooling water. The capacity is provided,and any unit may be isolated from
the rest of the system The estimated charcoal pipe wall

average temperature of the charcoa' duct "_,allis temperature =st;0°F with the dr..ay heat transferred to
80°F" circulating water. The principal nonvolati!cs ac-

The sizeof the long<leiaybedwasestimatedusinga cumulatinl¢in the long-delaycharcoal are the four
methodsimilarto that usedfor the 47-hr xenonholdup isotopeslistedinTable7.5.
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t0_t I

o 2o 40 so oo ,oo SSKr and the 12-year 3H have decayed to negligible
Xe HOLDUP TIME IN LONG-DELAY CHARCOAL BED (doys)

_mounts.Thus, it"oneassumesa delay time of 90 days
for xenon, the longest-livedisotope(! 2-day _3_mXe)

Fill. 7.8. Effect of chaurcoalbed holdup time on heat load in
deanup system, would be reduced to 0.6% of its original value, and the

reduction for the shorter-lived isotopes would be
proportionally greater.The stable noble gases, as wetl as

7.6 THE GAS CLEANUPSYSTEM essentially 100% of the ss Kr and 3H, will be carried
into the gascleanup system at a rate equal to the rate of

After leaving the long-delay charcoal bed, the off-gas production in the reactor (assuming that no tritium is
stream enters the gas cleanup system. At this point, all lost to other parts of the reactor system by diffusi3n
the radioactive fission product gases except the 10-year through duct and vessel walls).

Table 7.5. Accumulation of nonvolatiles in the long-delay
charcoal bed a

Gaseous Accumulation rate
Nonvolatile daughter

parent atoms/hr g-moles/day g/year

X 1022

S7Kr 0.075 0.03 952 6.2 X 10 l° year 87Rb
SaKr 0.51 0.20 6351 Stable 88Sr
133Xc 3.3 1.3 63108 Stable 133Cs
13SXe 0.04 0.016 788 3 X 106 year 13Scs

aThe cumulative total for the four isotopes is 71,200 g/year. If this quantity is
distributed uniformly over !8.5 tons of charcoal, the concentration is 0.004 8 of
isotope per gram of charcoal.
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The fur tion of the gas cleanup system is to process preheater and the aftercoolo.r have heat loads of 3 kW

:he carrier gas to reduce the residual contaminants to a and are designed for negligible Ap due to flow The

level which will permit the effluent carrier gas to be function Jf the aftercoolers is to reduce the heat load

recycled to the reactor purge-gas system. Design criteria on the ensuing components.) The off-gas then passes

for the gas cleanup system were as follows: through a charcoal-packed adsorber which is maintained

at 0°F. The _H20 and the kryptons and xenon_ are
1. Carrier gas _s helium at a flow of 2 scfm a_d an inlet

retained on the charcoal, while the carrier gas passes

pressure of 20 psia. The design pressure drop Is 4 psi. through the bed. After leaving the refrigerated adsorber,

2. The level of each contaminant in tP,e effluent gas is the carrier gas is recompressed and recycled to the

not more than 1% of the value at inlet. Table 7.6 reactor purge system. In noimal operation, two ad-

shows the calculated, isotopic flow rates at inlet for sorbers are alternated on a fixed cycle. A regeneration

the stable and very long-lived isotopes, process is used to transfer the adsorbed gases in the

The gas contains some 131mXe, which is negligible off-stream unit to a receiver cylinder for permanent

from a mass flow standpoint but which must be storage.

considered in the design of shielding and the heat The tritium oxidizer is 2 in. in inside diameter and 3

dissipation system. The tritium values are based on the ft long, is packed with 13 lb :,f copper oxide, and

assamptiGn that the gas clea'aup system receives all the operates at 1500°F. The tritium flow is 0.036 fta/day

estimated total yield of ;;400 Ci/gay. This is un- with _n allowable 6t9 of 2 psi. The CuO consumption at

doubtedly a n:-_xtmum figu e, _hice a signifi,-=i,t frac- break;.hrough is 60%, and the operating life of a unit is

tion oi" the tritium may be, ransferre ; _c.-,*her parts of estimated to be 1000 days. Development work will be

the reactor svsteit] by diffusion through duct and vessel iieeded to confirm the efficiency and pressure drop
wa!!=, as disc-_e:i ;n Sect. 3.3.7. estimates, however.

Upon e,tc_.-.,g the _as cleanup syntem, as shown in Each adsorber is made up of 16 pieces of charcoal-

Fig. 7.10, the off-gas fir,t passes through a preheater, packed 8-in. pipe with IV2-in. interco,nections. The

wbich raises the gas temperature to 1SO0°F. It than totaJ length of 8-in. pipe is 288 It, arranged in two

passes through an oxidizer, which converts the tritium branches to provide a Ap of 2 psi. The pipes are closely

to 3H20 , and then through an aftercooler, which stacked inside a 3- to 4-ft-diam pipe with a heated or

reduces the gas temperature to 100°F. (Both the co,_led fluid circulated in the interstitial spac,_ to

Table7.6. Flow of isotopes into gas cleanupsystem

Isotope
Yield Flow to gas cleanup Concentration

Element Mass Halt-fife (%) atom_/hr g-moles/day ft3/day (ppm, by volume)No.

X 1023

Kr 83 Stable 1.14 0.029 0.12 0.092 31
84 Stable 1.95 0.049 0.20 0.15 52
85 10.76 years 0.66 0.017 0.068 0.052 18
86 Stable 3.41 0.085 0.34 0.27 °4

Total 0.73 0.56 195

Xe 131 Stable 3.39 0.085 0.34 0.27 94
132 Stable 4.54 0.11 0.44 0.36 125
134 Stable 5.94 0.15 0.60 0.47 163
136 Stable 6.89 0.17 0.68 0.55 191

Total 2.06 1.65 573

H 3 12.26 years 0.8 0.02 0.04 0.032 11

NOTES:

1. Calculationsof flow to gas cleanupsystem basedon carrierga_flow rate of 2 scfm. I
2. Yieldvalues for Krand Xe isotopes may differ sligi,dy from valuesshown in Table7.1. _l
3. Tritiumvaluesate basedon theassumption that Pilof the 3H production (esttmated at 2400 Ci/dLw)goes to the gascleanup system.

1
I

t'
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7.10. I_BR ofr-i_ cicanup_'stem.

provide an average on-stream operating temperature of the bottle, a,-._ ",D.epurified efnuent is returned to the
0°F and a temperature of $O0°F when on the regenera- main carrier-g=._stream. Assu=i',Jng_ storage bottle
tion cycle. Using an adsorption coefficient of 4.8 ft3/lb, similar to a l.S-ft3 hi_-me=,a._c gas cylinder, each
the estimated total charcoal requirement .isabout 3000 container would be kept on Imp. fo,- 12 cyc!es, or 48
lb. The operating cycle is eight clays - four days on days. About 30 ib of xenon, 6 lb of krypton, and 0.1 lb
strearaand four days regenerating, of tritiated water would be accumulated in each bottle.

Each freshly filled bottle would contain about 240 Ci
The helium gas used for regeneration is t._en from of SSKr, equivalent to a decay energy of about 0.4 W

the hefium purge header, as indic:,ted in Fig. 7.10. per bottle. The bottle pressure after equilibrating to
During regeneration the gas flow i_ =bout 10% of room temperature would be ~1000 psi. About 230
normal on-stream flow and moves through the adsorber bottles would be ('died during the 30-year life of an
unit in the opposite direction. After leaving ".heheated MSBR station. Each Idled container would be trans-

adsorber bed, the regenerating gas, now laden with ferred to long-term storage,where, after a period of about
3H20, krypton, and xenon, passes through a storage 100 years, the 3H and ssKs would decay sufficiently
bottle maintained at a liquid-nitrogen temperature of for the contents to be released or sold without
-325°F. The water, krypton, and xenon are trapped in radiological protection.
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7.7 COMPRESSORS personnel. In especially critical areas, favorable pressure
gradients are provided, for example, by use of a

A coml-ressor is used to return the effluent of the gas high-pressure inert gas blanket in an annulus surround-
cleanup system to the purge-gas cycle. The compressor ing the radioactive gases. The off-:;as system layout
has a capacity of about 2 scfm of helium, with an inlet recognized the necessity to minimize the effects of
pressure of 14.7 psia and an outlet pressure of 60 psia. solids accumulations at valee seats, pipe bends, etc.,
A major requirement for the compressor is to provide where fission prodw:t decay heating would tend to

positive _caling for the pumped fluid so that the hghly cause hot spots, and additional study and dc,,.Iopment
purified gas is not tecontaminated, will be required.

The 47-hr xenon recycle system will be designed to All -'aires are provided with welded bellows for

operate on the available pressure drop, so a compressor positive stem sealing. Positive-sealed end connections,
probably will not be required. However. if one is either buffered O-rings or butt welds, are also used.

needed, the flow will be 9 scfm, and the compression Where necessary, provisions are made for cemote
ratio will be fairly low, abau! l.t to !. Positive sealing maintenance of valving.

will be essential te prevent outleakage of the highly Gas system piping and components are provided with
radioactive gas. Other requirements will be radiation a controlled-circulation ambient air system, which

resistance ar._dremote maintainability, assures prompt detection of gas leaks and the channel-
ing of such leaks to an absolute filter system.

7.8 PIPINGAND VALVING

Double centainment, or better, is r_rovidedi_:all parts
of the syste-n where outleakage could cause a h_rd to
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8. Fuel-Salt Processing System

L. E. McNeese

8.1 GENERAL be uneconomical. For this reason a relatively large
electrolytic cell was used to reduce LiF and ThF4 from

The principal objectives of fuel processing are the the fuel salt to provide the required reductant.
isolation of 233Pa from regions of high neutron flux In the preferred protactinium isolation system, only
during its decay to 233U and the removal of fission recently devised, flhodnat_on is used for removing most
products from the system. It is also necessary to remove of the uranium from the fuel salt prior to protactinium
impurities from the reactor fuel salt which may arise isolation. With this system, the quantity of reductant
from corrosion or maloperation of the reactor system, required is sucl_ that it can be purchased economically,

The fuel processing system is an integral part of the and an electrolytic cell (which presents unusual devel-
reactor system and will be operated continuously. This opment problems) is not required.
allows processing of the reactor on a short cycle with The removal of the rare-earth fission products from
acceptably small inventories of salt and fissile materials, the fuel salt is more difficult because the chemical
The reactor can continue to operate even if the behavior of the rare-earth fluorides is similar to that of
processing facility is shut down, however, although at a thorium fluoride, which is a major component of the
gradual decrease in nuclear performance as the poisons fuel salt. Two rare-earth-removal syste,'m, both b_sed
accumulate, on reductive extraction, have been considered.

The processing methods are based on reductive In the older rare-earth-removal system, 99 the fuel
extr__:.don,which involves the selective distribution of carrier salt containing rare-earthfluorides was count.er-
materi_dsbetween salt and bismuth containing reducing currently contacted with bismuth in order to exploit
agents such as thor:urn and lithium. The isolation of the small differences in the extent to which thorium
protactinium by reductive extraction is relatively and the rare earths distribute between the fuel carrier
straightforward since there are significant differen_s in salt and bismuth containing a reductant. Since the
chemical behavior between protactinium and the other distribution behavior of the rare earths and thorium is

components of the fuel salt (U, Th, Li, and Be), as is quite similar (i.e., rare-earth-thorium separation factors
evidenced by the distribution ratios'_ of these materials near unity), 2'9 it was necessary to use a large number
between fuel salt and bismuth containing a reductant, of stages in the extraction columns and high metal-to-
Extraction of the protactinium into bismuth requires salt flow ratios. The system used a large amount of
the prior and complete removal of uranium from the reductant (about 4.5 X i04 gram equivalents per clay)
fuel salt. Two methods (described below) are available which was provided by electrolytic reduction of LiF.
for accomplishing this. The preferred rare-earth-removal method, known as

In the older protactinium isolation method, 99 the salt the metal-transfer process,_m was also devised only
stream from the reactor was fed directly into a bismuth recently. This process exploits the relatively large
contactor, and sufficient reductant was fed counter- differences in the extent to which rare earths ar,d

current to the fuel sal: to not only isolate the thorium distribute betweenbismuthcontainingare:l'ac-
protactinium but to also reduce all of the UF4 present tant and lithium chloride._' The new process doe: not
in the fuel salt. The UF4 concentration in the fuel salt require _n electrolytic cell; this is an important acvan-
is relatively high (0.003 mole fraction), and the rage over the earlier process.
quantity of reductant required (104 gram equivalents The ren'_,inder of this section describes a _ystem
per day) was sufficiently large that its purchase would incorporating the fluorination-reductive-extraction

110
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process for protactinium isolation and the metal- decay of protactinium is removed by the circulating salt
transfer process for rare-earth removal, stream. Reductant (lithium) is added to the bismuth

stream leaxSng the hydrofluorinator, and the resulting

8.2 PROTACTINIUMISOLATION stream is rcturned to the extraction column. The salt
stream leaving the eolum,a is essentially free of uranium

The fluorination-reductive-extraction sy-'.em for iso- and protact, nium and is precessed for removal of rare
lating protactiNum is showat in Fig. 8.1. The salt stream earths before being returned to ihe reactor.
from tile reactor first pa_es through a fluori.aator, Calculations have shown th_,_tthe system is quite
where about 95% of the uranium is removed. The salt stable _th r',spect to variations as large as 20% for
stream leaving the fluorindtor is countercurren,ly con- most of the important parameters: flow rates, reductant
tatted with a bismuth stream containing lithium and concentration, and number of extraction stages. _°°
thorium in a multistage contactor in order to remove The required manium-removal efficiency in the initial
the uranium and protactinium from the salt. The fluorinator is l¢ss than 95%. The number of stages
bismuth stream leaving the column, which contains the required in the extraction column is rela_.ivelylow, and
extracted uranium and protactinium as well as lithium the metal4o-salt flow ratio (about 0.14/is in a range
and thorium, is contacted with an HF4-12 .mixture in where the effects of axial mixing in p_cked colunm
the presence of a molten-salt stream in order to remove extractors will be negligible. _')_'_o2 Since the pro'_c-
these materials from the bismuth. The salt stream which tinium-removal efficiency is very high and the system is
flows through the hydrofluorinator also circulates quite stable, materials such as 2a_Pa, Zr, Ni, and 2u

through a fluorin'.tor, where about 95% of the uranium should accumulate in the protactinium decay tank.
is removed, and through a tank which contains most of Operating conditions that will yield a ten-_ay l:rotac-
the protactinium. Uranium produced in the lank by finium removal time include a fuel-salt flow rate of 0.88
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gpm (ten-day processing cycle), a bismuth flow of 0.11 ORNL-OWGrO-,51rA
gpm, and five stages in the extraction colurml. The PROCESSEDSALT

required quantity of reductant is 371 equivalents per TOREACTOR_ i_.__--.... J
day, which will cost $288 per day, or 0.012 mili/kWhr, [- [ I
if 7Li is purchased at $120 per kilogram. EXTRACTORI I

5-6 STAGES I

8.3 RARE-EARTH REMOVAL FUEL SALT FREE [OF U AND Po Bl
l

Rare-earth and alkaline-earth fission p_oducts can be - ] I

removed effectively from the lud salt by the metal- __.___. I
transfer process. In this process, bismuth containing F I
thorium and lithium is used to transport the rare-earth EXTRACTOR2 I

3 -6 STAGES I

fmion products from the reactor fuel salt to an L _ I
acceptor salt. Although LiCI is the preferred accep_or I
salt, LiBr or LiO-LiBr mixtures could also be used. __.... I

Both thorium and rare earths transfer to the bismuth; _. , ,..... B,-Li

however, because of favorable distribution coefficients, _ (0.5 molefroct,onLi)
only a small fraction of the thorium tT=_J:ferswit,. the F/

EXTRACTOR 3
rare earths from the bismuth to the LiCI.The effective LiCI 2-5 qTAGES

thorium-rare.earth separation factors for the various Lr-r-J
t I

rare earths range from about 10¢ to about 10a. The _[. _Bi-Li

final step of the process is removal of the rare earths If-- -- + DIVALENT
from the LiC! by extraction with bismuth containing ------_ RAREEARTHSa1 Bi-Li
0.05 to 0.50 mole fraction lithium. F (O.05molefroctionLi)

The conceptualprocessflowsheet(Fig. 8.2) include_ EXTRACTOR1STAGE4 I

four extractorsthat operateat about640°C. Fuel salt _ Ii _ 8i-L_
from theprotactiniumisolationsystem,whichis free of _ _/ j + TRIVALENT
uranium and protactiniumbut containsthe rare earths , .... RAREEARTHS
at the reactor concentration,is countercurrentlycon-
tacted with bismuth containing approximately 0.002 Fig. 8.2. Mass aansfer laocess for removal of rare earths from
mole fraction lithium and 0.0025 mole fraction thor- • dnsle-fluM MSBR.

ium (90% of thorium solubility) in extractor 1. Frac-

tions of the rare earths transfer to the downflowing extractors I and 2, three or less in extractor 3, and one
metal stream and are carriedinto extractor 2. Here, the in extractor 4. The process appears to be essentially
bismuth stream is :ontacted countercurrently with insensitive to minor variations in operating conditions
LiCI,and fractions of the rare earths and a trace of the such as flow ratios, reductant concentrations, and
thorium transfer to the LiCI. The resulting LiCIstream temperature. The required salt aad bismuth how rates
is routed to extractor 4, where it is contacted with a depend on the desired rare-earth-removal times.
bismuth solution having a lithium concentration of 0.05
mole fraction for removal of trivalent rare earths. 8.4 INTEGRATED PLANT FLOWSHEE'I
About 2% of the LiC! leaving extractor 4 is routed to
extractor 3, where it is contacted with a bismuth The flowsheet that has been adopted for the MSBR is

solution having a lithium concentration of 0.5 mole a combination of the processes described in the two
fraction for removal of divalent rare earths (samarium previous sections. Figure 2.4 shows the integrated
and europium) and the alkaline earths (barium and flowsheet. A description and analysis follow.
strontium). The LiCI from extractors 3 and 4 (.'till A small stream of fuel salt taken from the reactor
containing some rare earths) is then returned to drain tank flows through a fluorinator, where about
extractor 2. 95% of the uranium is removed as gaseous UFs. The

Calculations were made to identify the important salt then flows to a reductive-extraction column, where
system oarameters.: t It was found that there is protactinium and the remaining uranium are chemically
considerable latitude in choosing operating conditions reduced and extracted into liquid bismuth flowing
which will yield a stated removal time. The number of countercurrent to the salt. "l'he reducing agent, lithium
stages required in the extractors is low: less than six in and thorium dissolved in bismuth, is introduced at the
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top of the extraction column. The bismuth stream Calculations twve been made_°° for a range of
leaving the column contains the extracted uraniumand operating conditions in order to evaluate the flowsheet
protactinium as well as lithium, thorium, and fission just described. In rrkakingthese calculations the MATA-
product zirconium. 1"he extracted materials are re- DOR code was ased to determine the reactor breeding
moved from the bismuth stream by contacting the _atio for each set of processing plant operaclng condi-
stream with zn HF-H2 mixture in the presence of a tions examined. Data are not available on the cost of
waste salt which is circulated through the hydrofluori- processing for this flowsheet or for the r_ference
nator from the protactinium decay tank. The salt flowsheet fol the processing system that uses electro-
stream leaving the hydrofluorinator which contains lyzers in both the protactinium- and r_,:_-earth-removal
UF4 and PaF4, passes th,ou@ a fiuormator, where systen;z In the absence of these d:ta, processing
about 90% of the uranium is r,'moved. The resulting salt conditions were examined which would result i_. the

stream then flows through a tank ha,zing a volume of same reactor performance 0 e., the same breedhig ratio)
about 130 ft 3, where most of the p-otactinium is held as that obtained with the previous reference flo_sheet.

and where most of the protactinium decay heat is Although the optimum operating conditions which
removed. Uranium produced in the tank by protac- will _esult ill a bfee;iir,g ratio equal to that of the
tinium decay is removed by circulation of the salt reference reactor and prooessing system (1.063) have
through the fluorinator. Materials that do not form not b,-en determined, the following conditions are
volatile lluorides during fluorination wiii also accumu- believed to be representative. The reactor was processed
late in the decay tank; these include fission product on a ten-day cycle, with the complete fuel-salt stream
zirconium and corrosion product nickel. These materi- (0.88 gpm) passing through both the protactittium
als are subsequently removed from the tank by periodic isdation syste_,aand the rare-carth-r_movalsystem. The
discard of salt at a rate equivalent to about 0.1 ft3/day, resulting plotaetinium removal time was ten days, and
This salt is withdrawn to a storage tank on a 220-day reduetant requirement was 371 equivalents per day, or
cycle (eight 233Pa half-hves) in order to ensure suffi- $230 per day, which costs 0.012 rrdll/kWhr. The
ciently complete decay of the protactinium. After this protactinium isolation column is 3 in. in diameter, and
decay period a batch fluorination of the 22-ft 3 salt the total number of require4 _tages is about 5. The
volume is carried out in the storage vessel for removal protactinium :_olation system also rea,lts ha a ten-day
of residual uranium. The salt is then discarded, removal time for .materials that are more noble than

The bismuth stream leaving the hydrofluorinator is thorium but do not _ave volatile fluorides. These
then combined with suLqcient reductant (lithium)for include zirconium, 2_lpa, pl_tonium, the seminoble
operation of the protactinium isolation system. Effee- metals, and corrosion products.
tively, this stream is fed to the extraction column of the The rare-earth-removal system consists of three pri-
protactinium isolation system; actually, it first passes mary contactors: (!) a 7.1-in.-diam six-stage column in
through a captive bismuth phase in the rare-earth- which the rare earths are transferred from the fuel salt
removal system in order to purz,¢ uranium and protac- to a 12.5-gpm bismuth s'ro.am, (2) a 13-in.-diam
tinium from this captive volume, six-stage column in which the rare earths are transferred

The salt stream leaving the protactinium extraction from the bismuth to a 33.4-gpm LiCIstream, and (3) a
column contains negligible amounts of uranium and 12.3-in.-diam column in which the trivalent rare earths
protactinium but contains the rare earths at essentially are transferred [rom the IAC! to an 8.l-gpm bismuth
the reactor concentration. This stream is fed to the stream having a lithium concentration of 0.05 mole
rare-earth-removal system, where fractions of the rare fraction. Two percent of the LiCI (0.69 gpm) leaving
earths are removed from the fuel carrier salt by the trivalent-rare-earth extractor is contacted with a

countercurrent contact wRh bismuth containing lithium bismuth stream (1.5 cm3/n_) having a lithium concen-
and thorium. The bismuth stream is contacted with tration of 0.5 mole fraction for removal ofthe divalent

LiCI, to which the rare ea_, along with a negligible f'_ion products ,iich ._sSin, Eu, Ba, and St. The total
amount of thorium, are transferred. The rareearths are lithium consumption rate for the rare-earth system is
then removed from the LiCI by contact with bismuth 119 moles/day, or $81 per day, which costs 0.0042
containing a high concentration of "_lA.Separate extrac- mill/kWhr.
ton are used for removal of the divalent and trivalent The rare-earth-removal times range from 15.5 days for

rare earths in order to minimize the quantity of 7lA cerium to 50.4 days for europium. The distribution
required. Only about 2% of the LiC! leaving the data for neodymium, which are believed te be comerva-
trivalent-rare.earth extractor is fed to the extractor in tive, were used for rare eart_ for which distr_ution

which the di_.'alentmaterials are removed, data were not available (i.e., Y, Pr, and Pro).
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The costs for reductant in both the protactinium 8.7 FtJELRECONSTITUTION
isolation system and in the rare-earth-removal system

Uranium is removed as UF6 at two points in theconstitute only a small fraction of the total processing
costs; howeeer, they indicate that one can purchase process, and it is necessary .to ret_tr_:most of this
reduc:ant n,ther than use an electrolytic cell for uranium to the fuel salt returning to the reactor. This is

accomplished by absorbing the UF6 into the processedproducing this material. As data t)ecome available on
salt and reducing the resulting mixture ,._dthH: toprocessing costs, the optimum conditions will be

determined for the most economic oporatit_n of the produce UF4. Although the overall reaction is straight-
processing plant, forward,

8.5 SALT-BISMUTHCONTACTORS UF6 + H2 _ UF4 + 2HF,

Salt-metal contactgr3 are required at severalpoints in it is believed that intermediate uranium fluorides such
the flow,sheets.Wheremultistage contactors areneeded, as UFs, which are soluble in t_e salt and nonvolatile,
packed columns operated with the gait phase con- are responsible for the sap: _ absorption reaction which
tinuous are the preferred type of contactors. In cases occurs when UF6 is contacted with salt containing
where only a single stage is required, mixer-s_ttlers lower valence uranium fluorides. The rate at which UF6
could be used instead, must be reduced to UF4 is about 700 moles/day. It is

Studies have been made of _ressure drop, flooding, believed that the reaction can be carried out continu-
disl,._rsed pkase holdup, and axial mixing for columns ously with the H2 and UFs addeu eitnei to the same
packed ;,,ith both solid cylindrical and Raschig ring vessel or to different vessels between which the salt _i_
packing rangingin size from _/sto _/2in.] 1,_oo,t o3 For circulated. Conditions in the system are likely to be
most applications the preferredpacking is 3/s-in.Raschig corrosive, and frozen wall corrosion protection may be
rings. Sufficient data are available for determining the required.
required column diameter for stated throttghputs of salt
and bismuth, but additional data are needed on the 8.8 SALT CLEANUP
column height equivalent to a theoretical stage (HETS).

Before the processed salt is returned to the reactor,
Th.e HETS values for the required contactors are

the concentration of impurities which may be harmfulassumed to be 20 to 24 in. The column diameters range
from 3 to 13 in. to the reactor system must be reduced to safe levels. It

will also be necessary to ensure that the Us+/U 4+ ratio

8.6 FLUORINATORS in the salt has the propervalue so that conditiorts in the
reactor will be noncorrosive to Hastelloy l_I.

Uranium is removed from the salt streams as UF6 by Since nickel is quite soluble in bismuth and Hastelloy
countercurrently contacting the salt with fluorine gas in N is a nickel-base alloy, bismuth is the most important
a salt-phase-continuous system. Because this process potential impurity in the salt. Bismuth could be
involves quite corrosive conditions, it is carried out in dissolved or entrained in the salt or could be present as
colum:',o _vhosewalls are protected from corrosion by a a soluble bismuth compound. Few data are available
laye- ,, _' frozen on all surfaces that potentially with which to assess the magnitude of the bismuth
cot :_._both , ,orine and salt.2 problem. The solubility of bismuth in the fuel salt is

The fluorinators are envisioned as open columns, and believed to be no greater than about 2 ppm and may be
axial mi.,',ing in the salt phase caused by rising gas much lower. Entrainment is not considered a serious
bubbles tends to reduce fluorinator performance. Axial problem. Also, the bismuth concentratio, which can be
dispersion data have been obtained during counter- tolerated in the reactor is not known. Until additional
current flow of air and watec in columns having data are obtained, however, the problem of bismuth
diameters of 1.5, 2, 3, and 6 in. These data were being present in the salt will be regarded as significant.
combined with previous data on uranium removal in a The concentration of other impurities su,", as FeF2 aml
l-in..diam continuous fluorinator in order to predict NiF2 must also be reduced to low levels since these

the performance of fluorinators ha wng largerdiameters, i_terials will interact with chromium, a constituent of
The two continuous fluorina,.ors used in the processing Hastelloy N.

system, which remove 95% of the uranium from salt The presently envisioned salt cleanup system consists
streams having flow rates of about 170 ft3/day, are 6 of a 2-in..diam, 50-ft-long vessel packed with nickel
in. in diameter and 1Oft high. mesh. Salt flowing through the vessel is contacted with
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a countercurrent flow of t1_ at a rate of about 34 scfm. high fluoride ion concentration in the molten salt on
The salt then pas_es thrc-ugh a porous metal filter prior compatibility. With these factors in mind, it was
to it. return to the reactor, concluded that molybdenum has the highest probability

for success in this application.
8.9 PUMPS Molybdenum vessels can be fabricated b_, the back-

extrusion process, which involves the flow of metal into
Several small pumps will be required for both molten a die and extrusion back o_er an advancingplunger. The

salt and bismuth throughout the processing piant. Fhe advantages of this process are that the final diameter is
capacities for bismuth pumps range from about O.15 to as large as or larger than the starting blank, the
12.3 gpm and for salt pumps from about 1 to 33 gpm. geometi.y can be changed by relatively simple changes

in die and mandrel design, and deformation can De

8.10 MATERIALS accomphrhed below the recrystailizaticn temperature,
so that a wrought structure having good mechanical

The MSBR chemical processes impose severe limi,a- properties is produced. By this technique, vessel heads
tions on contninment materials. Compatibility w_th can be produced with integral bosses for pipe connec-
liquid bismuth ant _olt_n salt fuels at 1200°F (650°C) tions.

is required. Conventional nickel- and iron-base alloys Brazing produces joints in molybdenum systems, with
are not satisfactory because of their susceptibility to good mechanical properties, but commercially available
dissolution and mass transfer in bisml:th. The most brazing alloys for molybdenum are not compatible wit_
promising materials appear to be molybdenum, tung- both bismuth and fluoride salts. Molybdenum can be
sten, rhenium, tantalum, and graphite. Of these, molyb- welded by either a gas tungsten-arc process or by an
de_hum,tungsten, rhenium, and ,.;raphite are difficult to electron beam technique. Welding has the disadvantage,
fabricate into complex shapes, and tantalum has a high however, that the recqtstallized region is very brittle.
reactivity with environments other than ultrahigh vac- The most satisfactory joint may be a butt weld backed
uums. In additien, it is necessary to consider the up by a brazed sleeve which limits the stress on the
possible effect,, of lithium or thorium in bismuth and a brittle zone.
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9. Liquid-Waste Disposal System

Radioactive iiqmd wastes accumulated from decon- systems have not received any conceptual study, but it
tamination Olx'rations and other sources will be col- _s anticipated that the design will be straightforward
lected in the chemical processing facility for treatment, and will not pose major development problems. An
The concentrated waste will be stored for decay and allowance was made in the cost estimate for these

eventual disposal. The haste treztmem and storage .cilities.
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10. Plant Operation, Control, and Instrumentation

10.1 GENERAL little development :o date, it is to be noted that flow
control valves for salt service ate relatively simple in

Operation of the MSBR power station embraces a'! concept as compared with mechanical-type shutoff
phases of startup from either cold ol standby con- valves,* and the problems in developing the flow
ditions, reliable delivery of electric power at any control device are not necessarily great. Fluidic valves
demanded load between about 20 and 100%of capac- were briefly studied at ORNL and appear to have
ity, and procedures for both scheduled and unplanned considerable promise for proportioning flows in
shutdowns. An overriding consideration at all times is mohen-salt systems.
safe operation of the plant to protect the public from To establish the general feas_flity of the MSBR
po_ible radioactive hazards and to prevent injury to concept, estimates were made of material stresses under
op:rating personnel and major damage to equipment, transientconditions to determine whether the allowable

Tl=e controls system must recognize the different rates of load change would be acceptable. Analog
requirements for the various operating modes and simulations we[e carried out to indicate whether the

establish safe and appropriateoperating conditions. The systems were stable and whether the basic control
systems must coordinate the reactor, the primary- and conditions and ¢¢qu,.'re_aentscould reasonab:y be met.
secondary-salt loops, the steam generators and re- Standby, startup, and shutdown modes were explored
heaters, the turbine-generator, and the several as- sufficiently to suggesta flowsheet, to outline the special
sociated auxiliary system_ ,n general, the 'oad demand equipment needed, and to generally evaluate this aspect
is the primary signal to which the controls subsystems of plant operation.
are subordinate, unless o'_-erriddenby safety considera-
tions. The controls should minimize temperature fluctu-
ations at critical points, such as at the turbine throttle, 10.2 MSBRREACTIVITYCONTROL

should limit rates of temperature changes _o keep John L. Anderson S..I. D':tto
stresses in materials within the acceptable ranges, and
should guard agah_st freezing of the fuel and heat- Two types of rods are planned for the MSBR core:
transport salt_ in the systems. (l) control rods, wluch have both regulating and

It may be noted that the steam conditions to be shimming functions for normal load following and
maintained at the turbine throttle cannot be realizedby shutdown, and (2) safety rods, which are primarily for
simply controlling the power produced in the reactor, backup to assure adequate negative reactivity for
since the transpnrt lag, or time delay, between a cnang_ z;n,ergency situations.
in reactor power and a corresponding cha_,gein the heat The control rods aremovable graphite cylinder_about
transferred to the steam is about 10 sex under most 3a/4in. in diameter with axial passagesthrough them for
cond':tions. A faster adjustment can be made by a cooling flow of furl salt, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
controlling the coolant-salt flow to the steam generator. Wid,d.'_wal of the graph;'.,_leaves an undermoderated
Salt flow regulation can be accomplished either by region at the center of the reactor and causes a
valves in the salt lines or by varying the speed of the reduction in reactivity. It may be noted that the

coolant-salt circulating pumps. Si,'ce _Sepump rotation graphite has considerable buoyancy in the fuel salt;
can be varied with sufficient speed of response to
accommodate anticipated load clumges, this is the *Po_t/ve shutoff is achievedin the MSBRdta/nline by a
control method selected for the MSBR referencedesign. _ atrangemedt,• conceptprovento be satisfactoryin
Although valves for salt service have received relatively the MSP.E.
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thus, if a rod should break, the g_,phite pieces would reactivity of -5 X 10-6/°F) _ a net reactivity change

float out of the core and reduce the reactivity. The of about 0.075% 5k/k must be accommodated. Tern-

total worth of each rod, as calculated by Smith, I t in perature changes will normally be nude slowly in order

moving the full core height from fully inserted to the to minimize thermal stresses in the system, Out there is

fully withdrawn position is about 0.08% 6k/k. Based on the possibility that on stopping and resttrting of a

a higher anticipated worth titan this, two control rods fuel-s_lt pump a cooler dug of salt from the heat

and two safety rods were originally planned, as shown exchanger could be carried into the reactor core to

in Fig. 3.1. On the basis of later estimates, however, i_ produce a relatively rapid increase in reactivity. The

now appears that a total oi" four control rods and two amount of reactivity involved, however, is aot likely to

:mfety rods may be required to achieve satisfactory be great because of the improbability ;hat all the
control, primary pumps _ould be stopped and tl',en restarted

MSBR reactor coutrol simulations reported by simultaneously.

Sides _o4 indicat'_ that a reactivity rate of change of In normal MSBR operation there is a reactivity loss

about 00i%/sec 6i£1k is adequate for normal control of due to delayed neutron precursors t'eing ::arried cut of

the reactor. This would require linear velocities for fore the core by the circulating fuel salt. At the present time
it is planned to operate the MSBR with a constantrods acting together of 0.4 fps. It is reazorable to
_iroalation rate for the fuel salt, but if the flow rate

exr'_ct that tF_is velocity could be attained with a
were decreased or stopped, tlds effect would cause anrelatively simple rod-drive _ystem using electric motors.
increase in positive reactivity. It is estk-Tmt_-xtthat total

Circuntstances could arise ,,h-2h would reqaire a flow stoppage would re-=ult in a reactivity change of

faster rate of reactivity decrease than the O.0i%/scc about+O.2%6k[k_os
mentioned above, such as sudden large load reductions Since the amount of gas entrained in the fuel salt

or loss of load. Such transients may require negative affects the reactivity, changes in the salt circulation
reactivity rates as high as 0.05 to 6.1%/sec 5k/k One

rate, the system pressure, salt chemis'_ry, and perform-
method of attaining the fast rate of control rod

ance of the stripping gas injection ar,d removal systems
wtthdrawal would be by an air turbine and an electric

could cause relatively rapid insertion or removal of

motor coupled to the control rod drive through react;vity. Maximum rates are related to thevelocityof

differential gearing. The electric mot,,: would be used the fuel salt in the core. Extrapolation of MSRE
to increase the reactivity at a relatively slow rate, o_d

_xperience to the MSBR indicates that the maxh-num

the air turbine would be capable of fast withdrawal, total react!..,ity effect due to gas entrainment will be lessThe inherent unidirectional characteristics of the
• an 0.2% 6k/k. A change hi _,s entrainment from the

turbine would make it impossible for it to _Jo expected normal level of 1% to a level of 2% is

backward to insert reactivity at a fast rate. More study calculated to produce a reactivity change of about
will be required to arrive at definitive designs, but the _O.04%6k/k.t

control rod drives appea_ to be within established The amount of ¢eactivity needed to override xenon

technology, reactivity transients associated with changes in reactor

Long-term reactivity adjustments will be ac- power is quite small in the MSBR compared with other
cemplished in the MSBR by varying the fuel concentra- reactor types in that a lar¢_ ¢'r_.-'t_u,,ot the xenon is

tion. Initial fuel loading will be done by gradually continuously removed by the gas purging and °.tripping

int-reasing the concentration in circulating barren salt. system. The total equil_rimn xenon effect from low
Subsequent reFdls of the reactor wstem may be with power to full power is estimated to be about 0.3%

already enriched salt from the dr_ . tank. The normal 6k/k._ Transient effects can, of course, vary widely,

fuel-ad,'lition rates will.be slow and manageable, so that depending upon the amoun: and duration of *.hepower

very modest control of reactivity rates can oversee the changes.

process. The possibilities for misoperation of the !n summary, although the sum of the reactivity

fuel-addition process have not been assessed at this effects discussed above i,; about 0.85% 6k/k, all the

stsfe of the MSBR design study, but a reasonable effects will not have nuotimum importance occurring
allowance in shutdown control reactivity will be made simultaneously, and sorae will be of opposite sign. A

for this eventuality, total of 0.3% 6k/k provided by the graphite control

Temperature changes in the primary salt will affect rods is expected to I:,e adequate to cover short-term

the reactivity. The mean temperature of the salt could reactivity effects in the MSBR. As previously men-

poss£oiy increase about 150°F from startup to full.Mad tioned, long-term effects will be compensated by fuel

conditions. With a nominal temperature coefficient of concentration chang,_s.
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10.3 REACTIVITY CONTROL FOR normal control system. As discussed in Sect. 10.3, such
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN postulated conditions incl,J.Je malfunction of the con-

trols system, accidental large adOltiun_ vf rcactivity,
John L. Anderson S.J. Ditto sudden loss of plant load, gross loss of core cooling

Over and above the normal reactivity control needs capabilit.y, etc.

discussed above, additional shutdown capacity is neces- The _fcty rods provided for the MSBR must have a
sary to take care of unforeseen situations or emergency time response, reliability, and a total worth adequate
conditions, such as major changes in salt composition or for the worst-case accident. A dynamic system analysis
temperature effects when fdling the prirr,try system, will be necessary to establish the performance required.
flow stoppages in the circulating loops, gros_tempera- The necessary reliability is a function of the estimated
ture changes, nlalfunctions in the control rod system, frequency of need and the consequences of failure to
etc. perform as planned.

Safety rods consisting of boron carbide clad in
Hastelloy N can be used at the center of the core to
furnish an independent shutdown capability. Each of 10.4.3 Load Reduction
these absorber rods would have an estimated worth of
about -1.5% K/k, and two to four rods would The relatively high melting temperatures of both the

fuel and coolant seJts make freezing of the salt in theprobably be sufficient) °s The presence of neutron-
absorbing material in the core is undesirable during heat exchange:s a concern, since loss or reduction of
normal operation; therefore the rods would be for salt flow in any loop can lead to ove_=celing ff
safety purposes only and would nor, tlally be fully appropriate steps are not taken. In addition, fa.;h,re ,-=
withdrawn. Since there would be times, however, when maintain a proper balance between reactor power and
it might be preferable to operate for short periods with tieat removed by the steam system can lead to system
the absorber rods partially inserted, they should have cooldown. The MSRE, however, demonstrated that
full adjastment capability in addition to a fast-insertion pre_,ention of freezing of salts in a molten-salt reactor is
ac:ion not a particularly difficult controls problem.

Loss of temperature control through failure of the
controls system or by other accidents must be pro-10.4 PLANTPROTECTIVESYSTEM
tected against. The need for protective action will be

John L. Anderson S.J. Ditto sensed by measuring appropriate temperatures, flow
ratcs, and power balances. The action taken will be

10.4.1 General dependent upon the type of condition existing and will
probably involve stopping circulation in various salt

The plant protective system includes those tom- loops as well as shedding parts of the load. A particular
ponents and interconnection devices, from sensors problem exists when an emergency shutdown of the
through final actuating mechanisms, which have the r_ctor occurs. Immediate reduction of the load to the

function of limiting the consequences of specified afterheat level is required so that the salt systems can be
accidents or eq¢ipment malfunction. The minimum held at acceptable temperature levels.
requirement of the plant protective system is protection
of the general public. In addition, the protective system
should limit the hazard to operating personnel and 10.4.4 Fuel Drain

provide protection against major plant damage. While draining of the fuel salt into the drain tank is anThis section briefly eqtlines specific protective
actions considered necessary tor the MSBR, together ultimate shutdown mechanism for the MSBR system, it
with some of the requirements for their initiation. The is anticipated that sudden drains would be required
plant protec_,e system would function by three only if the integrity of the primarysystem were lost. In
primary mechanisms: reactivity reduction, loan r, duc- general, the best place for the filel salt is witMn the
tion, and fuei-_flt drain, primary circulation system, b_t if tb_ongh pipe rupture

or other failure circulation w#'.in the system cannot be

10.4.2 Reactivit,l Redtgtion maintained, the draiv n,:,ctmnism will be used. While
the drain system nmst be very reliable, it is not

The protective system must be capable of coping .with mandatory that ": be capable of being initiated rapidly
reactivity disturbances beyond the capability of the in the "dumpi_.g" sense.
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10.5 AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUMENTATION accomphshed for otl'.erreactor types will probably have
AND CONTROLS FOR THE REFERENCE application in the' MSBR.: t 2

DESIGNMSBR The aspects of the MSBR instrumentatton and con-
trois systems requiring significant dev_iopment haveR. L. Moore
been discussed in detail in ORNL-TM-3303.1' 3

As was reported by TaUackson,l°6 the MSRE pro-
vided valuable design and operating experience with 10.6 A:,LO_/ABLERATESOF LOAD
molten-salt reactor nuclear and process instrumer, ta- CHANGES

tioa. One of the important differences betweer, the R.B. Briggs
_e.RE and the MSBR concept, however, is that the

high-temperature cells planned for the MSBR could To design the controls system for an MSBR station it
subject some of the instruments to ambient tempera- is necessary to know rates of change which should not
tures as high as 1000°F unless they are provided with normally be exceeded when varying the plant load. A
special cooling, major consideration is the rate that the temperatures of

Nuclear detectors are not now available which could the fuel and coolavt salts can be allowed to change. The
ooe_ale at temperat,._resin excess of 1000_F. Inasmuch factor most likely to govern is the thermal stresses
as Ruble and Hanauer_o7 were of the opinion that generated in the Hastelloy N in contact with the salts.

there was a practical upper limit of about 900°F for Changing the temperature of the salt will cause the
electrical insulating materials for ionization chambers metal surface temperature to change more rapidly than
arid counters, development work in this area, and in the the interior, resulting in a greater temperature gradient
location of the detectors, will be needed for an MSBR. and increased stresses. The magnitude of the stresswill
In this connection, neutron fluctuation analyses may depend upon the thickness of the metal, the salt-film
prove to be a valuable tool for monitoring and I:._at transfer coefficients, the rate of change of tern-
predicting anomalous behavior 108,109 perature, and, for many situations, the total range of

Process instrumentation located inside theMSBR cells temperature change.
will tend to require development because of the high The results of a simple studyI _'_ to provide prelim-
ambient temperatures, as mentioned above. Thermo- inary information are given in Table 10.1. In this study,
couple temperature measurements in the MSRE were computer calculations were made of stresses induced in
generally satisfactory, although more work was needed tlastelloy N plates 2 to 4 in. thick, with various heat
on measurement of small differences at the higher transfer coefficients ai_dwith va:ying rates of change of
temperatures. Ceramic-insulated platinum resistance salt temperature. The latter were selected to represent
thermometers and ultrasonic methods of temperature the conditions providing maximum stress that would
measurement could have application in the MSBR. occur due to load changes of 10, 20, and 40% of full

Direct and differential pressure measurements in the load, with the reactor inlet temperature held constant
MSBRcan probably best be accomplished by NaK-filled at 1050°F and with full design flow of fuel salt across
pressure transmitters. In additien to the venturi-type one surface of the plate but with no heat flow through
flowmeters used in the MSRE, turbine and magnetic- the other surface. The temperature distr_ution through
t3'pe fiowmeters can. be considered for the MSBR. The the plate was calculated for various times after initiating
gas bubblers and the conductivity-type probeszl o changes in the salt temperature, and the corresponding
us-.d for liquid level indication in the MSRE worked stresses were determined. The calculated maximum
adequately, but supplementation by float-type in- stresses were compared with an allowable stressvalue of
stmmentation would be desirable. The pneumatic
weighing system used to determine MSRE tank in-
ventories would require adaptation to th_ higher tem- Table10.1. Effectof metalplatethickaem
peratures in an MSBR. The containment penetration on allowablerate of dutalleof MSBRplantload

seals, gas-system control valves, electrical disconnects, Allowablerateof change (%/rain) for
and wiring and insulation associated with all the Platethickness total change in load of -

above-mentioned devices will also require study and (in.) lO_t 20_ 40_ 100_
development.

Effort is needed in many areas to arrive at detailed 2 >40 40 -.6 4
3 >40 4 ~2 ~1

designs and specifications for MSBR control system 4 >40 ~2 <1 <1
components, _' _ but it may be noted that work being
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18,000 psi, which is based on the assumption that th._ demand exceeding the capability of operable loops and
MSBR will be designed for combined stresses and will correcting such conditions, by shedding load, in a way
experience no more than about 10,000 cycles of 20% or that does not jeopardize plant operation at its current
more in power over the plant life. On this basis the maximum capacity. Presuming all operating loops
effect of plate thickness on the allowable rate _f load operate under similar conditi'_ns, closed loop control
change is as shown in Tabtu 10.1. These values are can perform normally for the dppropriate ;,_.rcentageof
believed to be conservative in ;hat the thicker plates design point power as described for full sy:,tem opera-
will probably be cooled to some extent from both tion.

surfaces. In addition, the walls of the reactor vessel are Plant load control may be accomplished by the use of
cooled by the inlet flow of salt, so that the heavy two basic control loops: a steam temperature controller
sections do not have to change through the full range of and a reacto, outlet temperature controller, as indicated
temperature when the power changes through the full in Fig. 10.1. The steam temperature may be controlled
range, by varying the secondary-sah flow rate in the steam

Since the estimated allowable rates of load change, generator. For example, if the mass flow rate of the
even when based on these somewhat nessimistic as- steam is decreased, the outlet steam temperature tends
sumptions, are much the same as those presently used to increase. A steam temperature error is generated by
in therm_.l power stations, it can be concluded that comparing the measured value with its set point of
operation of the reference design MSBR is not uniquely 1000°F. The error reduces the secondary-salt flow rate
restricted in this _¢_nse. and thus the heat input to the steam generator. This

control loop continues to adjust the salt flow rate
10.7 CONTROL OF FULL AND PARTIAL appropriately to maintain the steam temperature at

LOAD OPERATION 1000°F. Results of analog simulations 8s have shown
that accurate- steam temperature control may be ac-

W. H. Sides, Jr. complished in this way. A change in plant load from
100 to 50_ at a rate of 5%/min produced a maximumThe power operating range for the 1000-MW(e)

MSBR station is from 20 to 100%of full design load. simulated steam temperature error of about 2°F. The
maximum required rate of change in secondary-saltThroughout this load swing the steam temperature to

the turbine throttle must be held essentially constant, flow to accomplish this was about 9_/min.
the primary- and secondary-salt temperatures and flow The temperatures and flow rates in the salt system
rates must be kept within acceptable limit-, and the required to produce IO00°F, 3600-psia steam at part
resulting stresses due to induced thermal gradients must loads, using the reactor outlet temperature controller
remain within the acceptable ranges. Also, the system considered here, were determined by specifying the
temperature and flow profile at 20% load must be reactor outlet temperature as a function of load and the
compatible with the conditions existing in the plant in primary-salt flow rate as constant. The remaining
the upper portion of the startup range, temperatures and the secondary-salt flow rate were

A master load programmerwould probably be used to calculated from heat balance considerations through the
divide the required load demand among the four plant.
primary-coolant loops and among the steam generators The reactor outlet temperature controller is similar to
and reheaters associated with each primary-coolant that used successfully on the MSRE.t o6 Specd3cally, a
loop. It should be possible to operate the plant at, say, load demand signal determines the reactor outlet
75% of full load by operating three of four primary temperature set point. The measured reactor iniet
loops (and their associated secondar3,-salt loops) at temperature is subtracted fiom the reactor outlet
100%capacity each. Although perhaps not mandatory, temF.-rature set point, and since the primary-salt flow
it seems reasonable that all parallel loops should operate rate is constant, a reactor power set point is generated
under essentially identical conditions, sharing the exist- by multiplying this AT by a proportionality constant.
ing load equally. This is, in part, because all parallel The measured value of reactor power (from neutron
loops always have identical salt conditions at their flux) is compared with the reactor power set point, and
inlets, any error is fed to the control rod servo for appropriate

A scheme for dividing the load should be capable of reactivity adjustment. The reactor power set point,
making load allotments to the various loops on the basis generated from the outlet temperature *;t point and the
of total power demand and number of operable loops, measured reactor inlet temperature, is a function of the
It should also be capable of recognizing a power reactor inlet temperature during a t_aaent and thus a
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Fig. _0.1. Simulagtonmodelof plantandconla'olsystera.

function of dynamic load. Analog simulations of the loop increases, and the secondary-salt cold leg tempera-
plant employing abbreviated models for the reactor ture decr::ases.To prevent freezing of the secondary salt
core, primary heat exchanger, and steam gehleratox:i s in the shell of the steam gener._tornear the feedwater
indicate that plant load control can be accomplnshed in ;.;det, the flow of steam through the tubes must be
this way. The control system also is capable of decreased. A reduction in load by about 25%must take
canceling small reactivity perturbations, place upon the loss of flow in a secondary-salt loop at a

The small isothermal temperature coefficient of re- rate sufficient to prevent excessively low coolant-salt
activity in the reactor core implies that only modest temperatures. The fuel-salt temperature in the primary

amounts of cont_-)l reactivity arene_¢d to accomplish heat exchanger ter_ds to increase upon loss of second-
plant load maneuvering. For a .,:ormalload change of ary-salt flow and thus does not approach the freezing
100 to 50% at a rate of 5%/into. the maximum amount point.
of reactivity required was 0.06% _k/k, reduced at a rate If there is a loss of fuel.salt flow, the temperature of
of-0.0053% 6k/& per minute,nns the salt in the primary heat exchanger decreases to

undesirably low values. The freezing point of the
10.8 CONTROL FOR FAST SHUTDOWN primary salt is approximately 930°F, and the tempera-

W. H. Sides ture of the secondary salt entering the primary heat
exchanger at design point is 850°F. Analog simula-

A fast-acting load and power reduction system may tions_ns have shown that due to transit ';me of the
be requiredto enable the plant to remain in operation if secondary salt in the piping from the steam generators
failuresoccur in the heat transfer system. Such a system to the primary heat exchanger, a reduction in steam
could avoid total shutdown of the plant and also flow in the steam generators does not reflect rapidly
facilitate resumption of normal operation when condi- enough in the primary oxchanger to prevent low
tionspermit, temperature of the fuel salt in the tubes. Loss of

Upon loss of primary-or secondary-salt flow in a loop primary flow in a loop must therefore be followed by a
due to the fa'lure of a primary or secondary pmnp or reduction in secondary-salt flow, and, as discussed
due to some failure of piping or components which above, a major reduction in secondary-salt flow requires
nece_itates reduction of flow, care must be taken to a reduction in steam flow through the four steam

prevent undesirably low temperatures of the salts. For generators associated with the particularloop.
example, if the flow of secondary salt in a loop is in summary, loss of primary or secondary flow in a
stopped or greatly reduced, the transit time of the salt loop requires that in the loop affected the reactor
through the four steam generators associated with that system must be decoupled from the steam system to
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prevent low temperatures from occurring in the salts. If included in the startup, standby, and shutdown flow-

secondary flow is reduced, the associated steam flow sheet, Fig. 10.2. (The letters used in the following
must be reduced, b_tt the associated pr;mary flow need discussion refer to Fig. 10.2.)
not be reduced. If pnimarv flow is reduced, both the Briefly, steam at 3500 psia and IO00°F is supplied by
associated secondary-s,,,i,*and steam flows must be 16 steam generators SG. Superheat control is partially
redu-ed to prevent low _alt temperatures. In any of by v,_rying the coolant-salt circulation rate and by
these situations the reactor oower must be quickly vaporizing a small amount of 700°F water into the

Iower,_.din proportion to the bet reduction in steam outlet steam at the attemperator A. Feedwater at
load. Sirmlarly, upon large or total !o3s of load it "-nay 700°F is normally supplied by mixing steam with the
be hecessary to assist the control sysl.*m by ?oviding 550°F feedwater leaving the top extraction heater TEH
fast power reduction and perhaps fast reduction of in a mixing .-hamber Jl_ The steam used for this
se,:.ondgry-salt flow rate to keep system temperatures feedwater heating is the 86:F exit heating steam from
within acceptable bounds, the reheat steam preheater RSP. The heated feedwater

is raised to about 3800 psia inlet steam generator

10.9 STAR1"UP,STANDBY, AND SHUTDOWN pressure by boiler feedwater pressure-booster pumps
PROCEDURES PBP. The 552°F exhaust of the high-pressure turbine

E.C. Hise HPT is firs_ prebeated to about 650°F in a heat
exchanger RSP supplied with 3600-psia, IO00°F steam
from the steam geneiator outlet. The reheat steam then10.9.1 'General
enters the reheaters _/U-/, in which coolant salt is

This ?reliminary study of the startup, standby, and ,'irculated '_o raise the steam temperature to 1000°F.
shutdown procedures was carried only to the point of Reheat teraper_.,_re control is by varying the coolant-
indicating feasibility. Although they have not had the salt flow rate. rh_ feedwater system contains steam-
benefit of close study o_ optimization, the arrange- driven feet]water pumps BFP, conventional feedwater
ments do not appear more complicated or restrictive heaters, condensers, full-flow demineralizers, de-
than the systems now in use in large supercritical- aerators, etc.

pressure steam stations. The procedures would lend The equipment necessary for startup, h,_t standby,
themselves to computerized program control, as is and heat rejection is also included in the steam system.

presently the trend. Briefly, th:,s consists of an auxiliary startup boiler AB,
The freezing temperatures of the primary and sec- either oil or gas fired, which can deliver supercritical-

ondary salts are such that the salt systems must be filled pressme steam at IO00°F, an associated auxiliary boiler

and circulating isothermally at IO00°F before power feed lmmp A-BFP, a desuperheater DSH, a steam dryer
withdrawal can be initiated by decreasing the coolant- SD, and various throttling and letdown valves, as will be

salt tempera'ure. To avoid freezing of the salt and to disct:ssed below. A standby-power steam turbine-
prevent excessive temperature gradients, the minimum generator S-TG of about 10 MW(e) capacity, as dis-
feedwater temperature to the steam generators must cus,,ed in Sect. 11.1, may also be considered in
vary between 1000°F at zero load and 700°F in the 8 conjunction with the startup and standby systems.
to lO(,o power range. In addition, the afterheat load in It may be noted in ,_e flowsheet, F.;g. 10.2, that the
the reactor system, which decays essentially as in- boiler feed pump drive turbine BFP-T is supplied both

dicated in Fig. 6.4, requires that the feedwater and heat with extracted steam from the high.pressure turbine
rejection systems remain in operation following shut- and from the dryer SD in the standby system in order
down of the main steam system. Most of the special to assure continued operation of the feed pumps when

systems and equipment needed to handle the startup the flow of steam to the main turbines is interrupted
and shutdown conditions in an MSBR station are for any reason. Steam for the dryer is obtained by
therefore associated with the steam-power system. The taking off a small portion of the steam generator outlet
requirements impose some departure from the equiva- steam at the boiler throttle valve BTV, reducing its
lent systems used in conventional fossil-fired super- pressure to 1100 psia (860"F) through the boiler
critical-pressure steam plants and will require further extraction valve BE, and rehca!ing it to about 950"F in
study, the steam dryer SD by means of heat exchange with

The proposed general arrangement of the MSBR some of the 3600 psia, IO00*F prime steam. Steam
steam system was described in Sect. 5, and the overail from the dryer also plays an important part in startup,
steam system flowsheet was ,.,hewn in Fig. 5.1. For restart, and shutdown operations, as will be explained
convenience, pertinent aspects of that flowsheet are below.
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Fi& 10.2. MSBRsteamplantstultupanddiutdownsystem.

10.9.2 Startup Procedures the surveillance of startup instrumentation and a flux
level control system. W',nen the power reaches an

There are two startup procedures to be considered: appropriate level, whirl: is still below the sensible power
(1) cold startup, with all systems cold and empty, and generating range, the automatic neutron flux level
(2) hot resta_ from a hot standby condition. As in any controller is used to control the power.

thermal power station, the ability to hold the system in Concurrently with the salt systems being electrically
hot standby and to achieve quick starts from this heated, the steam system is wanned and brought to
condition is desirable to avoid excessive outage times operating conditions by means of an oil- or gas-fired
for the plant, auxiliary boiler. Deaeration and demineralization of the

10.9.2.1 Cold Start. A normal startup from the feedwater and warmup of piping, feedwater heaters,
cold-empty condition proceeds as follows: The primary turbines, etc., proceed in a conventional manner with
and secondary cell electric heaters are turned on, and steam taken from this auxiliary boiler. To avoid
the primary and secondary circulation pumps are excessive thermal gradients in a steam generator, it must
started to circulate helium in the salt •ystems.When the be at nearly full operating conditions of 3600 psia and
temperature of the secondary system reaches 850°F, 1000OF before steam is admitted. As the auxiliary

the loop is filled with coolant salt from the heated drain boiler is being raised to .this pressure, steam from it is
tank, and salt circulation is started. When the primary throttled through the boiler extraction valve BE and
system reaches 1000°F, it is filled from the fuel-salt throu_ the desuperheater L_lt, and is used for
drain tank, and salt circulation is commenced. Both salt feedwater heating, for warming and rolling the boiler
systems will continue to be circulated isothermally at feed pump drive turbines BFP-T, and for warming the
1000°F until power escalation is started. The primary- high-pressure feedwater heaters. When the auxiliary
and secondary-salt flow rates are at the levels required boiler re:,ches full pressureand temperature, circulation
for the zero-power mode. can be started through the steam generator.

The reactor is made critical at essentially zero power When the steam system is ready to take on load, the
using the methods discussed above. This operation set point of the flux controller is adjusted as required to
requires removal of safety rods and further addition of maintain the desired salt temperatures as the feedwater
reactivity by insertion of graphite control rods under flow is increased. The feedwater temperature to the
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steam generator is reduced by tempering the feed steam boiler pressure-relief valves need not vent steam to the
with 550°F water in the mixing chamber M. As the atmosphere.
steam load is slowly increased the reactor power is A portion of the steam from the steam generator can
matched to the load. and salt temperatures are kept at be used to drive the boiler feed pump turb: ."BFP-T
the des_r.'zdlevel by manipulating the flux set point. (t'n and to continue circulation of feedwat:'r to t: _ steam
the 2 io 10% power range, temperature changes a_e generators for heat remo_,al and rejection to the turbine
slow, and control should not be difficult.) When the condensers. Another portion of the steam will continue
load reaches 800,000 lb/hr, or about 8 to 10% of full to drive the standby steam turbine-generator to supply
load, the reactor can be put in a temperature control standby power (if not avadable from the electric power

mode instead of a flux control mode after matching the grid through the station service transformer) to drive

temperature set point with thc existing outlet tempera- the salt circulation pumps, some of the main con-
rule. The load is held essentially constant until the densing water supply pumps, and the hot well, pressare

system comes to equilibrium, at which point the reactor booster, and other pumps required to maintain the
outlet temperatur_ set point is adjusted to meet the feedwater system operative.
requirements for subsequent load-following control. At'terheat from the reactor system wi!! continue to be
The boiler feedw_ter pressure-booster pumps PBP are transferred to the steam system and maintain it at
then started to raise the steam generator inlet pressure operating temperature for sever'i he,.trs, depending
to about 3800 psia, and the auxiliary boiler and its upon the burden of fission products in the system. As
feedwater pump can be taken off the line. The system is this heat source decays, the aux_]i_.ry boiler can be
now self-supporting at about 8% load. started if it is desired to mair.taio the system in the hot

At this point in the startup procedure, part of the standby condition. The time required for restart from
steam generator output is going to the mixer M via the this mode would be limited by the acceptable rate of
reheat steam preheater, and the remaining steam is temperature rise in the main turbines, as in con-
going through the boiler extraction valve BE to drive ventional steam systems.
the main boiler feed pumps, etc. The main turbines,
which have previously been warmed, can now be

gradually brought up to speed and temperature, first 10.9.3 Normal Shutdown
using steem from the hot standby equipment and then

switchirg to steam taken directly from the steam. The normal shutdown procedure is for the system
generators, power to be reduced under control of the operating

The load is next increased to about 20%, at which circuits (until about 8% of full-load power is reached)
time the steam temperz.ture controller ;_activated. At by gradually reducing the flow to the main turbines to

this power level the "normal" control system regulates zero and at the same time t_ansferring the generated
the reactor outlet temperature as a function of load, steam to the hot standby system through the boiler
and :he steam temperaW;e controller holds the steam extraction valve BE and thence to the turbine con-

temperature at IO00°F. To prevent undesirable tran- denser. If it is desired to stay in the hot standby
sients as the cont,oi system is first activated, the various condition the auxiliary boiler can be started; if not, the
system parameters and set points are a_usted to the main turbine can be allowed to cool, the rate being
requirements of the existing power demand prior to controlled by admitting some steam from the steam
switching to fully automatic control, dryer SD through the turbine seals and warmup system.

More exact definition of the conditions at which the Feedwater will continue to be supplied to as many of
various steps of the startup program are initiated, as the steam generators as required (probably one or two)
well as allowable rates of change of the variables, was to remove reactor afterheat and to maintain the desired

beyond the scope of the present study, salt temperature profdes. After about ten days of
10.9.2.2 Hot Standby and Startup. On reduction of afterheat removal (depending on the operating history

the main turbine load and closure of the stop valveSV, of the ceactor) the fuel salt will be transferred to the
steam will be immediately let down throu_ the boiler drain tank. The cell electric heaters will maintain the

extraction valve BE, through the desuperheater and cell temperature high enough for the coolant salt to
heat rejection valve HRTV, and then to the main remain in the molten condition. With termination of all
turbine condenser. Except for extreme situations of steam generation the steam system can be allowed to
sudden loss of turbine load, and possibly cot then, the cool.
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11. Auxiliary Systems

11.1 AUXILIARY ELECTRIC POWER 10.2, the auxiliary stear.i turbines take their steam from
the steam dryer ill the startup system. These units must

E. S. Bettis be kept at operating temperature at all times in any

Even though the MSBR is designed on the basis that case, since it is part of the heat-rejection system for
the safety of tt,e public will not be endangered even if nuclear afterheat and would be required in event of a

there were a complete loss of electric power, it is highly main turbine trip and loss of plant load. The supply of
desirable that a small amount of power be available to steam from the afterheat disposal system is sufficient to
operate the controls system and certain other corn- drive the auxiliary turbines for several hours. Should
ponents to prevent possible damage to equipment in the MSBR be isolated from the power grid for a longer
particular emerget_,y situations, period, the auxiliary startup boiler can be fired to

supply the necessary steam.
The MSBR will probably use an auxiliary power

source for instruments and controls the same as that

employed successfully at the MSRE. This was a system 11.2 CELL ELECTRIC HEATING SYSTEMS

of storage batteries kept charged by an ac-dc motor- E.S. flettis
generator (M-G) set. Without the M-G set operative the

batteries can deliver 100 kW of power at 250 V for at All the cells containing fuel or coolant salts (except
least an hour. In addition to freedom from interruption the chemical processing cell) operate at ambient tern-
of the power supply, use of the batteries also eliminates peratures of 1000 to 1IO0°F. Heat losses from the
concern for any possible transients in voltage, etc., that equipment are sufficient to maihtain most of the _lls
could be induced if there were other connected at this temperature during normal ol_ration of the

equipment. A static dc-ac inverter changes the power MSBR. During initial warmups, downtime, or possibly
from the batteries into the ac required for the instru- at very low reactor powel levels, electric space heaters
ments and controls circuits, are used to heat the cells. The cells can be likened to

In addition to the relatively small amount of auxiliary low-temperature electrically heated furnaces, with
power needed for instruments and controls, standby thermal insulation in the walls to reduce heat losses.
power is also required for the salt circulation pumps, The biological shielding is cooled to prevent the
freeze-valvecoolant pumps, cell cooling systems, etc. A concrete temperature from exceeding 150°F. The
delay of several minutes can be tolerated in restoring heater element design is essentially the same as that
these items to service, however. The total connected used successfully in the MSRE for over five :tears.

load for this type of equipment cannot be precisely The heater units consist of two lengths of 3/8-in.-diam
estimated at this time,'but even with ample allowances X 0.0354n.-wall-thickness Inconel tubing about 20 ft
for uncertainties, it should not exceed about 10 MW(e). long with the two ends welded together at the bottom

Several possible methods were considered for pro- to form a hairpin shape, as shown in Fig. I l.l. Each
ducing the standby power. It was decided to use unit is contained within a thimble of a similar hairpin
auxiliary steam turbine-generators, although diesel- shape made from 2-in.-OD stainless steel tubing with
driven generators and gas turbines were also likely Lavite bushings spaced at 3-ft intervals to center the
candidates. The steam turbines seem a logical choice heater within the thimble. The heaters are designed for
because an ample source of steam is always available, 120-V, three-phase power from a solid-state-controlled
either from the afterheat-removal system or from the supply which limits the thimble surface to about
auxiliary startup boiler. As shown in the flowsheet, Fig. 1200°F.
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ORNL-DWG70-11968 collect the exit co,oling 6_" and ieturn it to the

(_! circulating system. The clcctrical lez_dspass througt.
_ '_ I gas-tight electrically insulated penetrations in these

• _- "--_-7_ cover boxes.
I The heater thimbles _re welded to the int_er liner of

_.'_-__ the cell and thus become part of the containment

li!c1 PTI!
system. With this arrange,tent the heater elements can

]lli be withdrawn without disturbing the integrity of the- ! -_$7----_-:_-_. ,:I _ -.--_ 7 containment. A total of 592 thi,'_bles are arranged
i _ " " ' I II _ . around the periphery of the reactor cell in such a way

F k_,, ......._. ,...._t It . as to avoid too close proximity to cell equipment.

_r-.,-:. _ There are eight symmetrical groupings of 74 heaters]

P _" ii ' each. Heaters in the drain tank and steam-generating
of, o,, t cells are sinfilarly arranged. Some of the heaters _n the' il

' _ . . , cells will be used as spares, thus making it possible t'_
, postpone a shutdo%Ii of the reactor in event a heater

_. repair becom=s necessary.
The cell heating loads and heater data are given in

Table 11.I.

Table 11.1. Cell heating loads and electric heater da_

t Reactor Steam Dr.'dn tankcell cella cell
!ft- 6m

I
t Heat loss at 1100 ° cell 413 195 122

] temperature, kW
I Ce, contents heatup load, kWhr 86,000 5900 ~10,000

Heatup power, kW 413 195 _ '2

Approximate heatup time, days o 1 6

Heater length, ft 40 40 40

Kilowatts per heater 2.66 2.56 2.66

Number heaters required _12 147 93

20ft-O m. Number installed 592 147 186

nEath of four.,II

,! I I I 1.3 RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL DISPOSAL

II SYSTEM

E. S. Bettis
Fi 8. 11.1. Electric cell heatin 8 unit cluster.

Although it is recognized that storage and disposal of
radioactive materials is subject to many regulations and

The heater element ele, trical leads are copper rods would affect siting considerations, the reference MSBR
brazed to the top ends and extending about IG ft design assumes that it will be possible to retain within
through the top shielding structure of the cell: The exit the shielded containment all radioactive debris accumu-
cooling gas from the cell liner spac¢:passes through the lated over the design lifetime of the plant. This :"aste
heater lead penetrations to cool the copper rods. Three material would include solid fission products f:om the
heaters are connected in series to reduce the numberof chemical processing plant, spent cores taken from the

connector leads and penetrations required. A removable reactor vessel, failed pieces of equipment which could
flanged cover encloses each group of three heaters to not be salvaged,and other radioactive materials.
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A waste pi: provides the necessary storage space. The h may be practical to containerize the fish,on
l_t is a circular cell about 72 ft in diameter and 30 ft products ;,om the chemical processing system before

deep located directly beneath the reactor cell (see Fig. depositing :hem in the storage cell. Residue resulting

lg.gL Calculations of the heat produc:ion m the ".;'a_ic from decontamination of the crane bay and other areas

materi-,ds [ace equilibn,,.n values of between I00 and will al_o be packaged before being stored in the waqe

600 kW. The ..:ell ,s cooled by a circulating gas. c_l!.

probably nitrogen, which passes tl-_'_,Jgh the cell and No specitic plans have been made for removal of

over a water-cooled coil. The circulating fans and the wastes from the storage pit after an MSBR station has

heat exchange,-s are located in a shielded and sealed ce'i been r.,_cmanently shut clown fc.r obsolescence or other

,m" ,'diately adjacent to thc waste storage cell. The b__a, reasons It ,nay be permissible to pour concrete into the

exchanger has stop valves in the water _ystem in event waste .mr to encapsulate the material. ]he MSBR design

o, a break or leak in the tubes, it is estimated that even could obviously Ix modified to accommodate shipment

it all the water in the coil were to leak. intG the cell and of radioactive wastes to disposal sites, should this be

be vaporized, there v,ould be an insignificanl rise in the required.

cell pxetssure. R.2dundancy could be pro_,ided in the

cooling system if required.
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12. Maintenance and Repair Systems

E. C. Hise

12.1 GENERAL Since most of the cell areas cannot be reentered once

the reactor has generated neutrons, maintenance proce-

It is evident that a practical method of remote dures m,,_st be carefully planned, with much of the
maintenance and a method for replacing the core special equipment and fLxtmes installed and tested as
graphite are essentied for the success of the MSBR t__.eplant is constructed. The maintenance system must
conceptual design presented in this report. Since the therefore be an integral partof the plant design.
size and radioactivity level of some of the items of The investment required for the equipment needed
MSBR equipment are greater than the present rangeof for majoi maintenance operations has been included as
maintenance experience, many of the procedures re- a capital cost for an MSBR station. Relatively smalland
main to be developed. To reach a reasonably valid routine maintenance operations are considered as a
judgment as to the feasibility of the maintenance plant operating cost. The expense of the materials and
arrangements, it is necessary to visualize each of the special labor required for periodic replacement of the
major steps _equired. core graphite is treated as a separate account (see Sect.

The plan for r_aintenance of the MSBR follows the 15 and Table D.15).
technology developed for previous fluid-fuel reactors. The MSBR maintenance requirements fit into four
All the radioactive MSBR equipment is installed in general classes:

containment cells having the overhead shieldir,g ar- Class I- permanent equipment. This category con-
ranged in removable sections to permit access from the rains all those items which should last the design
top. The systems will be designed so that each piece of lifetime of the plant and will normally require no
equipment, its supports, electrical instrumentation, maintenance. Examples are thc icactor vessel, the puml_

process piping connections, etc., may be viewed from vessels,primaryheat exchanger shells, the fuel-salt drain
above and be accessible when using remotely operated tank, thermal shielding, thermal insulation, connecting
tools. The usual procedure would be to remove and process piping, etc. Although essentially no provisions
replace a failed component rather than to make repairs are included with the installation for maintenance of

in place, since the latter would usually result in a longer these items, it would be possible to replace them using
phnt downtime. The defective unit would be trans- specially prepared facilities and at the expense of a long
ported in a shielded carrier to a hot cell within the plant outage. (All of this equipment, however, does
reactor complex for examination and be either repaired have built-in provisions for in-service inspection.)

or discardedto the waste storage cell. Class I! - equipment allowing direct maintenance.

Some of the MSBR items requiring maintenance will This group includes the items which probably can be
be comparable in size and type with the equipment approached for direct maintenance once the coolant
used in the MSRE, for which there is a valuable salt has been drained and flushed and a decay period of
background of practical maintenance experiency. The se_'eral days has elapsed. The steam generators, re-
design of the special tools and MSRE ma;ntenance heat_rs, coolant,salt pumps, and the equipment in the
procedureswere described by BlumbergI !.'.,i : _ and in heat-rejection cell fall into this class. In the unlikely
MSR progress reports. 2'a's'9 A feas:ble method for event that a component did become radioactive, its
remotely cutting and welding radioactive piping is being removal would be treated as a class 111or IV item,
developed byHolz, t_s discussed below. Once the source of activity was
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removed from the cell, cleanup and component replace- integral part of a polar crane which can be rotated to
ment could i:r_-_-eedin the normal fashion using direct cover all points in the reactor building. The cask moves
maintenance, laterally (but not vertically) and has a 240-toa-capacity

Class IlI - equipment requiring semaa'i,_ct mainte remotely centrolled hoisting mechanism on top to draw
nance. Much of the equipment in the off-gas and the core assembly up into the cask. The carbon steel
,:heroical processing cells, such as pumps, blowers, walls of the cask are about 2 in. truck, wldch is
_alves, processing vessels, filters, etc., will become sufficient to reduce the radiation level on contact with
radioactive. In general, these items are of relatively the outside of the cask to about 1000 R/hr after a
stroll size and are comparable with MSRE equipment ten-day decay period for the core. (The activity level on
size. The in-cell nmint¢aance methods for this class of contact with the outside wall of the reactor building
equipment will, however, require appropriate changes in would be less than 100 mR/hr.) After this decay time
the shielding, etc., to accommodate MSBR rediation the estimated heat generation in the core assembly is
levels, which may be a factor of 10 or more higher than about 0.25 MW, as shown in Fig. 3.25. Conservative
experienced in the MSRE. estimates indicate that this amount of heat can be

Class IV - large equ_ment requiring remote mainte- .safely dissipated through the cask wail and that no
ramce. 1"_,_g_nup includes itelits which are clearly special tooling system for the cask v-ill be required. The
beyond present experience bc_.'ameof a combination of cask is provided with an adjustablesealing ringand shield
size, radiation level, afterheat removal, and disposal at the bottom to providea tight connection with the cell
considerations. Examples are the pump rota._' element, closure transition pieces described below. The cask can
the primary heat exchanger bundle, etc. The principal be dosed at the bottom with a two4eaf gate valve, or
maintenance operation falling into this classificatioti is _,hutter.
replacement of the reactor core moderator assembly. As shown m Fig. 12.2, a domed maintenance contain-
Since this operation must be repeated several times ment vessel is permanently hiz_lled over the top of the

during the lifetime of the plant, the procedures can be reactor cell. It is relatively thin walled and is designed
planned in considerable detail, primarily to contain airborne contaminants during

maintermnce operations. It is provided with access ports
12.2 SEMIDIRECTMAINTEN/LNCEPROCEDURES over the fuel-sah pmnps and heat exc,hangers and has a

central 24-fia-d_m cover which can be removed to

To perform mah'_tenanceon class Ill items, and those provide access to the shield plugs covering the reactor
Lq c-lass II if the activity level requires it, the roof vessel. This top opening in the maintenance vessel has
section, or plug, irmnediately above the component is an inner extension in the form of a cylinder with a
removed and set aside. A work _.hjeMsimilar to that four-leaf gate valve at the bottom, termed the reactor
shown in Fig. 12.1 is then placed oce_ the opening. The vc-_cl ..-__;.nte_nanceclosure in Fig. 12.", which extends
work shield would have viewing ports and lights, to the top elevation of the roof plugs. The cylinder
openings for insertion of periscopes, extension tools, serves as a transition piece between the reactor vessel
and other maintenance equipment. Movement of the and the transport cask to provide positive containment
slides and eccentrics in the shield can place any of the during the core hoisting operation. It is equipped with a
openings in the shield ore.- the desired point. "l>.e high-capacity exhaust fan :o assure an inward move-
me.:hanical operations of disconnecting and reconnect- ment of air through the opening. The gate valve
ing components are done with extension tools inserted prevents convective circulation of gases from the
throagh the work shield. A failed component is drawn reactor cell while the reactor vessel is open.
through the work shield into a shielded carrier for A reactor work shield wall also be required. It has the
transport to a hot cell for repair or disposal. same dimensions as the roof plug covering the reactor

vessel and is installed in its place to provide viewing
12.3 REMOTE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

ports and tool access tbr engaging the moderator lifting

Replacement of the reactor core assembly is one of rods and other semiremote maintenance operations.
the more difficult maintenance operations both because Transition pieces are also provided for temporarily
of the sizc of the equipment and the intensity of the _.".necting the transport cask to the spent equipment
radioactivity encountered. Special maintenance equip- cells and to the new core replacement cell to prevent
ment will be required, the major item being a 20-ft- escape of particulates into the |.:g.h-hav area.
diam, 40-ft-high shielded transport cask for the reactor A 150-ton conventional hoist, shown in Fig. 12.2,
core assembly. As shown in Fig. 12.2, the cask is an also travels on the polar crane to handle work shields,
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Wql.12.1. Portablewink shield fog MSBRgeectm ceiL
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Fig.12.2.MSBRreactoree_eamemMyInmqportcaskandmaintenancesylem.

transition pieces, etc. Ibis hoist, as well as those on the about ten days the central cover in the maintenance
trmmport cask, and oth,._ _quipment such as the polar containment vessel is set aside. The high.volume ex.
crane, the reactor vessel maintenance closure, surveil- haust system from the maintenance vessel assures a
lance television, etc., can be controlled from the controlled movement of air in the working zone.

maintenance control room. This room is a protected Through direct and semiremote means the control rod
area with shiei led windo_ overlooking the high bay, as drive mechanism is disconnected at the elevation of the
indicated in Fig. !3.4. top of the shield plug, and the mechanism is drawn up

The functions of the equipment can best be explained into a cask, sealed, and stored in the high-bay area
by the following brief description of the steps used in awaiting reinstallation. The control rod tube opening
replacing a core moderatol assembly, into the reactor vessel is dosed with a blind flange. The

During the reactor cooldown period, transition pieces holddown bolts for the reactor vessel top head are
are set up over the new core replacement cell and over removed, and the shield plug is prepared for lift. The
the spent core storage cell (see Fig. 13.5). &t the end of auxiliary hoist is engaged with the shield plug, and the
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hoist is initiated to assure that it is clear. At this rotational orientation of the moderator with respect _o

juncture the maintenance crew vacates the high-bay the eessel. The auxiliary hoist is then used to replace
area. the wo;k shield.

From the maintenance control room the reactor Personnel can then return to the high bay to perform
vessel shield plug is lifted and set aside. After the th_ semiremote operations of disengaging the rifting
reactor work shield is installed in its place, the rods and resealing the lifting rod ports in the top head

maintenance crew can return to the high bay. Using of the vessel. Operating from the maintenance control
semiremote methods through the work shield, the room again, the work shield is removed, and the
moderator assembly rifting rod ports are opened and permanent reactor shield plug i: installed. Personnel can
the lifting rods are engaged (see Fig. 3.7). The 150-ton then seal the vessel closure by direct approach and also
a_Jxiliary hoist is engaged with the work shield and install the control rod drives. The system can then be
prepared roy lift. The high-bay area is again vacated, leak tested and prepared for operation.

By Old'rating the hoist from the control room, the
work z!deld is removed and set aside. The transport cask
is positioned ,,vet _he reactor vessel, and the adjustable
shield is closed to provide a good seal with the 12.4 GRAPHITE DiSPOSAL ANDALTERNATE
maintenance vessel. The four cask hoists are engaged to REACTOR VESSEL HEADRECLAMATION
the eight lifting rods, and the core assembly is carefully
hoisted into the transport cask. The valves at the An MSBR reactor core as-trebly is estimated to have
bottom of the cask and at the top of the cell are then a useful full-power life of about four years. During this

dosed, the adjustable shield at the bottom of the cell is operating period the spent core assembly would be
released, and the cask is moved into position over the disposed of, and the alternate reactor vessel head, with
spent storage cell. its attached reflector _aphite and upper cylinder

The cask is engaged with the transition piece over the extension, would be prepared for reuse. The spent core
spent core storage cell, the lower valve in the cask is storage cell would also be cleared to receive the next

core assembly, and a new core would be prepared in the
opened, and the moderator assembly is lowered into the

core replacemenf cell.
cell. The assembly is supported by the top head flange
in the same manner as it was installed in the reactor The spent core storage cell is equipped with viewing
cell. The cask valve is closed, and the cask is moved to windows, manipulators, and tooling for d;smantling the
one side to permit the auxiliary hoist to place a shield assembly. The graphite moderator sticks are removed
plug over the spent core storage cell and to place the and broken into short lengths and deposited in the
work shield over the reactor vessel, waste storage cell beneath the reactor, as mentioned in

After the transport cask has been decontaminated, Sect. 13.6. The Hastelloy N support plate for the
the reactor vessel work shield is reinstalled, and the graphite will also be cut into smaller pieces and ,red
high-bay area is again made safe for occupancy, the in the waste cell.
maintenance crew can return to inspect the reactor After an extended decay time the top head and its
vessel. Optical and ultrasonic equipment is operated attached graphite reflector, which will be reused along
through the work shield to inspect vessel welds, etc., with the head, are decontaminated as much as potable
and to assure that the vessel is ready lor installation of a by wiping and vacuuming.
new moderator assembly. A new shop-assembled core is brought into the

After agJin clearing the .high bay of personnel, the reactor building through the air lock shown in Fig. 13.5
auxiliary hoist is used to set aside the work shield. The and is set into the new core repla_ment cell. The
reactor vessel maintenance valve is closed to maintain alternate top head for *.hereactor ves_:l is then brought
containment as the shield is lifted. The new moderator from the spent core storage cell by means of the

assembly, previously made rea_'yand standing by in the transport cask. Using semiremote maintenance proce-
new core replacement cell, is then hoisted into the dures through a work shield, the lifting rods are
transport cask and moved into position above the installed and the reactor vessel closure seal rings on the
reactor vessel. After sealing the cask to the maintenance head are replaced. The assembly is now ready for
closure, the maintenance valve is opened, and the new installation when needed.
core is carefully lowered into place inside the reactor The spent core storage cell is then decontaminated as
vessel. About a 2-in. radial clearance has been provided much as possible and cleared for the next maintenance

for the assembly, and it is not necessary to observe any operation.
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12.5 DECONTAMINATION The large transport cask will become contaminated
after it is used to move the reactor core assembly to the

On the basis of past experience with the MSRE, few
storage cell. It must be decontaminated to a lower

decontamination problems are likely to arise. The radiation level before the rmintenance crew can enter
contamination can be almost entirely restricted to the

the high-bay area. It is cleaned in place on the polar
reactor equipment cells. The tools are bagged on crane by mounting _ catch pan beneath it, and
withdrawal from the cell and, along with the transport high-pressurepumps are used to circulate a decontami-
casks, are sent to decontamination. MSRE experience hating fluid through nozzles which can be manipulated
has been that particulate col_tamination is readily to clean all portions of the interior.
removed by scrubbing with high-pre_ure water jets
alone or with the aid of detergents. Occasionally an
inhibited acid may be required.
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13. Buildings and Containment
E. S. Bettis H.L. Watts H.M. Poly

13.1 GENERAL 13.2 REACTOR BUILDING

Plan and elevation layout drawings for the station are One of the primary functions of the cylindrical

shown in Figs. 13.1 and 13.2. The principal structures reactor building is to provide containment and biologi-

are the cylindrical reactor building, the steam-gerierator cal shielding during the maintenance opt.ration of

bay, the steam piping and feedwater heater bay, and the removing and replacing the reactor core assembly.

turbine-generator bay. The reactor and steam-generator During normal operation the reactor cell is the primary
facilities are located on one reinforced concrete pad and containment.

the remaining structures on another. With this arrange- The cylindrical portion of the reactor building is

ment relative dispiacements due to seismic disturbances shown in the elevation drawing in Fig. 13.3. Plan views

would not threaten the integrity of the containment, at the three major levels are shown in Fig. 13.4 (crane

since no piping or connections containing radioactive bay), Fig. 13.5 (upper level), and Fig. 13.6 (lower
materials would cross the boundary between the pads. level). The building is 189 ft high and 134 ft in

The plant site is briefly discussed in Sect. 14. diameter. Excavation for the reactor building will be to
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Fig. 13.2. Sectional elevation o( MSBR powe_ station.

the depth requi,'ed for firm support of the monolithic of material that would be accumulated ove_ the 30-year
concrete pad upon which it rests. Finished grade level life of the MSBRstation.
thus depends upon particularsite conditions and would The lower level also provides cells for the primary
preferably be with about two.thirds of the building drain tank, miscellaneous auxiliary equipment and work
showing above ground. The grade level shown in Fig. areas, and hot cells equipped with remote manipulators
13.2 corresponds to the AEC typical site condition for examination and repair of radioactive equipment.
having the top of the limestone formation about 8 ft Space is also included for the lower section of the
below grade. 60-ft-deep off-gas and chemical processing cells. All the

The reactor cell is located on the first level of the other cells a_-eapproximately 30 ft deep and have
reactor building, as shown in Figs. 13.3 and 13.5. The biological shielding with controlled atmospheres where
cell is about 72 ft in inside diameter and 30 fl deep required.
with about 8 ft of concrete biological shielding on the The building is constructed of a 3-ft thickness of
sides and top, the latter consisting of two layers of ordinary co_,crete covering a l/2-in.-thick carbon steel
removable roof plugs which permit access for in- shell, or finer. The liner acts as a sealing membrane to
stallation and maintenance of equipment. The double permit the building to meet specifications of less than
cont_dnment and other construction features of the 0.1% leakage per 24 hr. All piping and penetrations are
reactor cell aredescribed in more detail hi Sect. 13.3. sealed, and an air lock is provided in the upper level for

The first level of the reactor building also contains moving in new reactor core assemblies (see Fig. 13.5).
cells for processing the fuel salt and for off-gas During routine operation the building is maintained at
handling, instrumentation, and storage of spent reactor slightly below atmospheric pressure by =, controlled
cores and heat exchangers. The lower level has a large ventilation system discharging through tilters and up
shielded and sealed storage cell for permanent storage the stack. This is an extra measure of protection in
of spent graphite, discarded equipment, and other addition to that provided by the primary system and
radioactive waste from the plant, as shown in Fig. 13.6. the double containment of the reactor cell. Operating
A means for depositing radioactive material into the personnel would have access to the building at all times
storage cell is indicated in Fig. 133. The volume of the except during certain phases of the maintenance oper-
cell is based on a reasonable assumption of the amount ations, such as when the spent reactor core is being
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drawn up into the transport cask. During these periods The concrete shell provides tornado protection, the
the remotely controlled equipment can be viewed building having been designed on the basis of a
through shielded windows in the building wall at the 300-mph wind with a storm-caused 3-psi negative
crane bay level, as indicated in Fig. 13.4. (Maintenance pressure differemial. It is also designed to withstand
procedures are described in Sect. 12.) missiles weighing 2500 lb, 15 in. in diameter, and

In addition to providing missile protection, the traveling at 150 mph. The assumed seismic design
building serves as sealed containment during mainte- conditions are more stringent than those specified for
nance operations and as biological shielding. The 3-ft the reference site (see Sect. 14), havir_ been taken as t/2
thickness of concrete covering the entire structure, g horizontal and 1/4&vertical.
together with the shielding of the transport cask, results A polar crane is used to service the equipment within
in a reading of less than 100 mR/hr on outside contact the cylindrical bailding. The bridge spans the building
with the reactor building wall as the core assembly is and can be rotated to cover essentially all areas. Two
being removed. Although the builditig wall thickness cranes are mounted on the bridge; one is a conventional
was not optimized, values below 3 ft would require a hoist of 150 tons capacity, and the other is unique in
corresponding increase in the cask shielding used during that the 20-ft-diam 40-ft4_igh transport cask is an
maintenance and increase the weight to near the integral part of the crane, as indicated in Fig. 12.2. The
maximum load desiredfor the polar crane, cask is fixed as to vertical elevation but can move

r
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Fig.13.4. Planviewof reactogplantat cranebaydevation.

laterally from above the reactor cell to positions over piping. In addition to leak-tightness meeting the speci-
the spent core storage cell and the core replacement fications for a containment system, the ceil walls
pickup point. The hoisting mechanism for lifting provide a minimum thickness o['8 ft of concrete fo_

equipment into the transport cask and the other biological shielding. Missile protection is provided by
maintenance procedures are describedin Sect. 12. the domed concrete structure of the reactor building, as

mentioned above. Protection against seismic dis*._rb-13.3 REACTOR CELL
ances is afforded by the monolithic concrete pad upon

The reactor cell provides primary containment for the which the reactor building rests, as previously discussed,
reactor, the four primary heat exchangers, the four and by the methods used to mount the equipment, to
fuel-salt circulation pumps, and the interconnecting salt be described subsequently.
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The atmosphere of the reactor cell (probably nitrogen from excessive temperatures. Tho maximum allo.,rable
with 3 to 5% oxygen) will normally be operated at temperature for the concrete was taken as 150°F.
about 13 psia and between 1000 and 1IO0°F. Under The reactor cell is about 72 ft ID X 30 ft deep anti is
_sumed design basis accident sit,Jations the cell pres- located within the reactor building, as shown in Figs.
sure could rise :bove atmospheric, however, and the cell 13.3 and 13.4. The arrangement of equipment in the
has been designed for 50 psia. Duringnormal operation cell is as indicated in Figs. 13.7 and 13.8
the cell atmosphere will become contaminated by The cell wall consists of two con,:entric carbon steel
neutron acti_tion apd by tritium. In postulate," ac- shells, L . "12 in. thick and separaled by a 6-in.-wide
cidents involving loss of fuel salt from the circulating annular space, as indicated in Fig. 12,10 and listed in
system, the cell atmosphere would, of course, become Table 13.1. The same type of double wall construction
heavily contaminated. In meeting the shielding, pres- is also provided in the roof plugs and in the floor
sure-retention, and leak-tightness requirements, the cell structure. The total thickness of 4 in. of steel supplies
wall construction must provide both thermal insulation the necessary gamma shielding and the strength to
and gamma shielding to protect the concrete structures withstand the 50-psig design pressure. Some of the
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pressureloading of t|=e inner shell is transmitted to the ment that is an extension of the outer wall of the cell.

outer wall by spacers.A minimum of 8 ft of concrete is Both this gasand the cell atmosphere are provided with
provided on the outside for biological shielding, cleanup and disposalsystems.

An i_.=rt gas, probably nitrogen, will be circulated The inner and outer shells w_J!probably operate at
through the space between the inner and outer shellsto sufficiently different temperatures to require accommo-
removethe heat due to gammaabsorptions and the heat dation of relative movement. The outer vessel is

conducted from the cell interior. The circulating gas therefore an integral part of the concrete structure,

will normally oper_,te at a pressu:e higher than the while the inner one is hung from the top of the cell but
an=blentcell pressureto assure that any iea;,..se would with much of the weight carried by helical coil springs
be inward. Heat is removed from the circulating gas at the bottom, as shown in Fig. 13.9. The (iifferential
stream by water-cooled coils sealed within a compart- expansion of the shells is also accommodated at the
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Table 13.1. Summaryof cell wallconstruction features

Cell Heatersa Cell wall constructionb

Reactor conf-memer.tbuilding None 1_in. CS; 36 in. concrete
Reactor containment cell A l/t6 in. SS, 9 in. TI, 2 in. CS, 6 in. AS, 1 in. CS, rain 8 ft concrete shielding

for inhabited areas

Fuel-salt dram tank cell A I/16in. SS, 9 in. 1"I,l/z in. CS, 6 in. AS, IX,in. CS concr.

Freeze-valvecell B 1/16in. SS, 9 in. TI, _ in. CS, 6 in. AS, 1_ in. CS, concr.

Spent equipment cells None _ 6 in. SS, 9 in. TI, _ in. CS, 6 in. AS, _ in. CS, concr.

Wastestoragecell None l_ in. CS, contr.

Chemical processingcell A _ 6 in-SS, 9 in. TI, _ in. CS, 6 m. AS, 1/2in. CS, concr.

Off-gasc_ll B t/t6 in. SS, concr.

Steam generatorcells A 1/16m. SS, 9 in. TI, 1 in. CS (fibbed), 6 in. AS, _2in. CS, concr.

Coolant-saltdraincell B 1/16in.SS, concr.
Instrumentsand controls cells None Concrete

Hot cells for r_pairand inspection None 1/16ill SS, contr.

aHeaters:A = heated cell; B = trace heating of equipment.

bApplies also to roof and floor structure, except floor may not have 8 ft of concrete in all cases. Listed as going from interior to

exterior of cell Floors have 1/8-in.SS and walls 1/16-in.SS liners. SS - stainlesssteel, CS = carbon steel, TI = thermal insulation

(form of firebrick), concr. = ordinaryconcrete, and AS = air space.

pipe seals, as shown in Fig. 13.10. The coolant-salt walls of the cell is also arranged to cool the heater leads.

piping is the principal penetration through the cell wall. As may be seen in Fig. 13.8, the fuel-salt pumps ',.ave
A laye, of thermal insulation, not yet selected but their drive motors mounted above the cell roof plugs in

probably a rigid block type. is vrovided on the inside hermetically sealed covers which are, in effect, part of
surface of the reactor cell. A thin stainless steel Ih-;:r the outer wall of the reactor cell. The control rod drives

protects the insulation and serves as an effective radiant are canned m a si,-_2!ar fashion. This location for the

heat reflector to lower the heat losses through the wall drive equipment permits easier access fo_ i;'_pe,'tion and

structure. Although not hermetically sealed, the liner maintenance. All the roof-mounted equipment is

presents a smooth surface for the inside of the cell. covered by a 72-ft-diam dome of l/2-in.-thick carbon

The reactor, heat exchangers, pumps, and salt piping steel, which provides additional leak protection during

are all suspended from the roof of the reactor cell. This normal operation of the reactor. The dome also is

arrangement allows relative thermal expansion of the principal containment during maintenance of the drive

components, provides better seismic protection than equipment, as discussed in Sect. 12.
pedestal-type mounts, and also makes it poss_le to A stainless steel catch pan in the bottom of the

locate the sealing flange for the reactor vessel in a lower reactor cell would collect any spilled salt in the unlikely

temperature region. The primary heat exchangers are event of a leak in the fuel- or coolant-salt systems inside

suspended by gimbal mounts at about midelevation of the reactor cell. This pan is pitched toward a drain
the units. This arrangement permits the differential which is connected to the primary-salt drain tank

expansion between the inlet and outlet salt piping to be through two valves in series. The upstream valve is a

accommodated by rotation of the heat exchangers and special type having a disk punctured by a solenoid-

thus avoids excessive stresses at any of the components actuated plunger controlled by a thermal switch. In the

in the system. (Piping stresses are discussed in Sect. event that hot salt reaches this valve via the catch pan,

3.6.) the valve would open and permit the spilled salt to flow

The reactor cell is heated by hairpin-type lnconel by gravity into the drain tank. The valve would be

electric resistance heating units inserted in thimbles arranged for replacement using remotely operated

located around the periphery of the cell, as described in tooling. The second valve is a mechanical bellows-sealed

Sect. 11.2. The heater elements can therefore be type that is notably open but can be dosed to isolate

replaced without disturbing the integrity of the contain- the drain tank contents when the first valve is open or is

merit. The circulating inert gas used to cool the double to be replaced. This catch pan arrangement permits
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more rapid cleanup of a salt spill and, in event of a 13.4 PRIMARY DRAIN TANKCELL
major loss of fuel salt such as postulated for the
nmximum credible accident, is a feasible method of The primary drain tank cell houses the 14-ft-diam,
takingcare of the afterheat in the fuel salt. 22-ft-high fuel-salt drain tank. The cell is approximately

The roof of the reactor cell consists of removable 22 X 22 X 30 ft deep and is located on the lower level
plugs arrangedin two layers and with steppedjoints, as of the reactor building, as shown in Figs. 13.5 and 6.3.
best shown in Fig. 12.2. The total thickness is 8 ft, and The requirements for this cell are very similar to those

,_ith few exceptions each layer is 4 ft thick. The plugs of the reactor cell, and, in fact, the two cells are
rest on structural steel supports and have a seal pan to interconnected by the duct through which the fuel-salt
form a leak-tight structure. As previously mentioned, a drain line passes. The cells thus operate with the same
cooling flow of inert gas passes between the two heavy ambient atmosphere and essentially at the same pres-
steel plates used for gamma shielding, sure and temperature. Gamma shielding is not required
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to protect the concrete structure of the drain tank cell, Roof plugs are provided for access to the valves. The
however, and the double walls consist of V_-in.-thick cell wall construction is essentially the same as that

carbon steel plate. An inert gas is circulated between used in the drain tank cell. The reactor cell catch pan
these plates for cooling of the wall structure. (The gas drains into a pan in the freeze-val_ cell, and this pan in
stream is an extension of the reactor cell wall cooling turn drains into the previously described valves leading
system.) Thermal insulation and a stainless steel liner to the fuel-salt drain tank.
are used on the inside surface, as in the reactor cell.
Removable roof plugs provide access to the drain tank 13.6 SPENT REACTOR CORE AND HEAT
for maintenance through the new core replacement ueU, EXCHANGERCELLS
as indicated in Fig. 6.3. The cell floor contains
water-cooled coils to carry off the afterheat in the fuel A cell is provi_ledin the upper level of the reactor
salt in event of a major spill, building adjacent to the reactor cell for storage and

dismantling of reactor core assemblies, as shown in Figs.
13.3 and 13.4. The top access opening is shown in Fig.

13.5 FREEZE-VALVECELL 13.4. These drawings also show the similar cell for
handling heat exchangers and other radioactive equip-

The freeze valve on the fuel-salt drain line and the merit which has been removed from the system and
valves for the reactor cell catch pan are located in this requires disposal. After a suitable decay period in the
cell. The cell space is directly connected to the reactor cells, the equipment is cut up as required and dropped
and drain tank cell volumes, so that they _ operate through chutes into the hot storage, or waste, cell
with the same atmosphere and essentially at the same located beneath the reactor cell During the storage
temperature and pressure. The floor area of the period sufficient fusion products _Allbe present on the
freeze-valve cell has the shape of a right triangle (_,e equipment to require some cooling, since heat losses
Fig. 13.6) with legs about 18 ft long. The cell is from the cell are low. Both the enclosures therefore
approximately !5 ft deep and is located between the have double walls and use a common inert-gas cooling
reactor cell and .he drain tank cell and at about system which operates in a dosed circuit much in the
midelevation between the two, as best seen in Fig. _.3. same manner as the reactor cell wall cooling system.
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A work area is provided adjacent to the above cells aside for instrumentation and controls equipment. The
for operation of the remotely controlled equipment locations of these cells are shown in Figs. 13.3-13.6.
used in the dismantling of the radioactive components,
as indicated in Fig. 13.4. Shielded windows overlooking

13.11 STEAM-GENERATORCELLS AND
the two cells provide visual observation of the proce-
dures. These windows are protected from heat during SEKVICEAREAS
the decay period by movable shields.

There are four steam-generating cells in the reactor
building, each 30 X 48 X 30 ft deep. The cells are at the

13.7 WASTESTORAGE CELL same elevation as the primary heat exchangers in the
reactor cell, and each contains a coolant-salt circulation

As ,nentioned above, this waste storage cell is
pump, four steam generators, two reheaters, and inter-

designed to permanently store waste equipment from connecting coolant.salt and steam system piping. The
the plant over its useful lifetime, including spent cells are sealed and provided with biological shielding
gravhite from the core and radioactive wastes from the because of the induced activity in the coolant salt and
chemical processing -'ant. It is about the same size as the remote possibility that fuel salt could enter the
the reactcr cell, 72 f in diameter and 30 ft deep, and is steam cell via the coolant-salt circuit. Tritium might
IJcated below grade on the lower level directly beneath also find its way into the cell. Since the steam cells will
the reactor cell. Estimates of the heat generation in the be heated to about IO00°F to ensure that the coolant

waste vary over a wide range depending upon the salt remains above its llquidus temperature, thermal
assumptions used, but the maximum will probably fall insulation is provided at the walls, and a double wall
within Me 100-to-600-kW range. A closed-circuit inert- with a circulated inert-gas cooling system, such as
gas coo-ling system, similar to those previously de-

employed in the reactor building cells, is used to
scribed, gill be used to cool the cell.

protect the concrete from excessive temperatures.

A principal consideration in the conceptual design of
13.8 CHEMICALPROCESSINGCELL the steam cells was selection of the design pressure. A

A relatively large shielded area with 60-ft cell height major possible source of pressure buildup is the
has been set aside in the reactor building for the emergency refief of the steam system into the cell via

fuel-salt processing quipment, as indicated in Figs. the rupture disks provided in the coolant-salt circu/ts.
13.5 and 13.6. This cell will be heated as a furnace and On event of a major leakage of steam into the coolant

will employ ceolers and thermal insulation as required salt these disks would prevent a pressure buildup on the
for individual control elements, etc. The cells will be primary heat exchanger tubes.) To curtail the amount
heated to t_ desired operating temperature by resist- of steam that could expan# into the steam cell by this
ance heaters, as described in Sect. 11.2. Remote route, quick-acting stop valves are provided on the

maintenance facilities, cell integrity, etc., will be similar steam generator unit in each cell so that the loss of
to other cells containing highly radioactive materials, steam can be r.-stricted to little more than that

contained in one steam generator. On this basis, a

13.9 OFF.GAS SYSTEMCELL 50-psig design pressure was assumed for the steam cells.
The wall construction is similar to that usrd in the

The cell for treating the off-gas is similar to the reactor cell. The inner wall transmits a portion of the
chemical processing cell described above. The cell pressure loading through spacers to the outer wall.
houses the charcoal adsorberbeds ane _,*herequipment Provisions are made for differential thermal expansion
needed for treatment of the radioactive gases taken ofthe two steel shells.
from the primarycirculatingsystem. A cell for th ".coolant-salt draintank is located on the

lower level directly beneath the steam cells. This drain

13.10 MISCELLANEOUSREACTOR BUILDING tmlk will utilize heater equipment on the tank and
CELLS obviate the need for the furnace concept of cell heating.

The reactor building also includes several service
In addition to the above-mentioned cells, the reactor areas, many of which can be conventional building

building contains hot cells for examination, analysis, construction. These include the control rooms, shops,
and repair of radioactive equipment and materials, cells equipment assembly spaces, instrumentation rooms,
for storage of control rods, storage of new reactor core storage spaces, and, at the base of the stack, a cell for
assemblies, work areas, and a relatively large cell set the drain tank and off-gas heat-removal equipment.
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13.12 FEEDWATERHEATER AND TURBINE will follow conventional power station practice. The
BUILDINGS layout dimensions fcr the tandem-compounded

1000-MW(e) turbine-generator are not exact, but the
The steam system equipment requiresgreaterbuilding building dimensions are probably representative. A large

space than does the reactor system. As shown in Figs. building is shown for the feedwater heater space since
13.1 and 13.2, there are three buildings, or bays, this area also included manifolding and large thermal
associated with the turbine plant: (l) the feedwater expansion loops for both the throttle and reheat steam
heater and steam piping bay, I12 X 257 X 154 ft high; fines.
(2) the turbine-generator building, 133 X 257 X 124 ft It is visualized that these buildings will be of steel
high; and (3) an unloading and equipment _tdown frame construction, with steel roof trusses, precast
area, -ibout 50 X 257 X 75 ft high. concrete roof slabs, concrete floors with steel gratings

The buildings were not studied in any detail and no as required, and insulated aluminum or steel panel
optimization studies were ,.-:-.:,de,since the structures walls.
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14. Site Description

The site assumed for the MSBR station is the AEC limestone formation about 30 ft th/ck has its top about
standard) s9 Briefly, this site consists of grass-covered 8 ft below grade and has a bearing capacity of 18,000
level terrain adjacent to a river which has adequate psf.
cooling water conditions to maintain an average 11/2in. The general layout of the site/s shown in Fig. 14.1.
Hg abs back pressure for the turbine. The ground Intake and discharge structures for cooling water, a
elevation is about 15 ft above the mean river level. A deep well, a water purification plant, and a wzter
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storage tank are provided. The electric switchyard is Seismic disturba,ces in the area have ranged 4 to 6 on
adjacent to the plant, and a railway spur serves for the Mercalli scale (equivalent to about 0.007 to 0.07 g
transportation of heavy equipment. An oil tank is horizontal ground acceleration), and th_ site has been
shown for storage of fuel, although natural gas is a more designated as zone 1, that is, an area which is normally
likely candidate for fueling the startup boiler. The usual below the threshold of damage.

services are provided, including a waste-treatment "_lant The site location is satisfactory with respect to
for the sanitary discharge, population centers, meteorological conditions, fre-

The standard site assumes the electrical distribution quency and intensity of earthquakes, heat discharge,
system to be single-source transmission and would be and other environmental factors, so that no special
subject to occasional outages. An emergency power design conditions or costs are imposed other than those
source is therefore required in the plant. "normally" expected to meet licensing requirements.

The site is assumed to have a sufficient frequency of
tornado occurrences to require class I structure design.
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15. Cost Estimates for the MSBR Station

15.1 CAPTIALCOST ESTIMATE established molten-salt reactor industry in whi.ch de-

Roy C. Robertson M.L. Myers velopment costs have b_en largely absorbed and in
H. 1.Bowers which manufacture of materials, plant construction,

and licensing are routine. As recommended in NUS-531
A capital cost estimate for the reference MSBR

(ref. 119), however, recognition was taken of the fact
station i_ given in Table 15.1. Sources of the data are

if,at the MSBR cost estiraate is based on conceptual
explained in the footnotes to the table, and the details

designs rather than or, actual cgnstmction experience,
of the estimates are included in Appendix D. To give a

and a 15% contingency allowance was applied to
frame of reference for the MSBR estimates, the costs

reactor materials. A cont:.ngency factor of only 3% was
are compared with those for a PWR.

used in the corresponding portion of the PWRestimate.
The capitalization costs for the two reactor types are As indicated in Table 15.7, this difference in con-

not greatly different. In a broad sense this can be
tingency factols applied to the reactor materials adds

explained by the fact that only about one-third of the about $8 million to the total MSBR cost estimate after
total cost is for reactor equipment, the remainderbeing indirect costs are included.
for the heat-power system, general facilities, and in-
direct costs, which are expenses that are somewhat One of the distinguishing features of the MSBR
similar for all thermal power plants. Variations in station is the use of initial steam conditions of IO00°F
reactor equipment costs are not of sufficient magnitude and 3500 psia, with reheat to IO00°F. As shown in
to cause striking differences in the overall capital account '_.31,Table 15.1, a turbine-generator for these
requirement because there are rough similarities in costs conditions has a relatively low first cost compared gdth
of vessels, shielding, etc., and many of the differences the turbine-generator for a PWR. Good utilization of
that do exist are offsetting, the available heat in the MSBR is reflected in the

Insofar as possible the MSBRand PWRcost estL,nates relatively low steam mass flow rates and amount of heat
were put on the same basis. In both estimat"s the cost transfer surface needed. Although no credit was taken
of the fuel-processing plant is included in the fuel cost for it in the MSBR cost estw,_ate, this factor could alst,
rather than in the plant capital cost. Both estimates use influence siting and environmental control costs in that
the accounts recommended in NUS-531 (ref. 119), are the heat rejected to the MSBR condensing water is only
based on the January 1970 value of the dollar, and about one-half that for the PWR.

include indirect costs of about 35%. Private ownership The alternate reactor vessel head assembly used to
of the plants is assumed, and interest (at 8%) during a facilitate replacement of the core graphite in the MSBR
five-year construction period is included. Neither esti- is included in the first cost of the plant. The estimate
mate, however, considers escalation of _:ostsduringthe also includes the special maintenance equipment used
construction period, for the replacement operation. The MSBR does not

The Hastelloy N equipment in the MSBR is assomed consider a safeguards cooling system (account 223,
to have a fabricated cost of $8 to $38 per pound, Table 15.1) as such but does require a drain tank with
depending upen the complexity (see Table D.4). The afterheat-removal capability, as inc!uded in account
reflector graphite is estimated to cost $9 per pound and 225, Table D. 1. In several instances, such as the off-gas
the extruded core elements $11 per pound (see Table cr_ling system, cell heating and cooling systems, etc.,
D.5). the conceptu_d deolgn work was not sufficiently de-

It is important to note that the MSBR construction tailcc_ to serve as a basis for a cost study, and the values
cost estimates are not for a first-of-a-kind plant but used in Table D.I are more in the nature of an
assume that the station is of a proven design for an allowance than an estimate.
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Table 15.1. Summary of IO00-MW(e) MSBR station
construction costs and comparison _vith PWR station

_'Osts

Expressed in m;llions of dollars and based on
January 1970 costs

Account No. Item MSBRa PWRb

20 Land 0.6 0.6

21 Structures and site facifities 28.8 25.6

22 Reactor plant equipment

221 Reactor equipment 18.0 17.8
222 Main heat transfer systems 25.2 29.2
223 Safegua, ds cooling system 4.1
224 Liquid waste treatment and disposal 0.7 0.7
225 Nucl_J fuel storage 4.2 1.3
226 Other reacto_ systems and e_.uipment 9.8 0.5
227 Instruments and controls 4.0 5.1

Contingencies and spare V_.rts 9.0 2.9

Total account 22 70.9 61.6

23 Turbine plant equipment
231 Turbine-generator 20.8 32.7
232 Condensing -',atez system 2.0 3.1
233 Condensers 2.2 4.7

234 Feed water heating _ystem 7.7 6. I
235 Other turbine-plant equipment 6.2 3.9
236 Turbine instruments and controls 0.5 0.7

Contingencies and spare parts 2.2 2.5

Total account 23 41.6 53.7

24 Electric plant equipment 8.0 8.0
25 l_scellaneous plar,t equipment 2.0 2.0
"_6 Special materials 1.0

Total 'direct construction cost 152.3 150.9

91-94 Indirect costs 50.3 49.2

Total capital investment 202 6 200.7

aDetails of the MSBR cost estimate are given in Appendix D.
bPWR costs were taken from studies made in connection with the capital cost

computer program being developed at ORNL for the AEC ,ruder the S'ad_es and
Evaluation Program (reg jrt to be published). Costs were escalated from a
mid-1967 basis to January 1970. Some accounts were adjusted to reflect

increased costs due to design changes dictated by more stringent safety
requirements, as discussed in a United Engineers report (ref. 120).

15,2 POWER PRODUCTION COST require plant outages in addition to those accommo-

dated by the plant factor. The capital cost of the fuel

estimated cost to produce electric power in the processing equipment for the MSBR is not known with

design MSBR station is shown ih Table 15.2. certainty" at this time due to the preliminary nature of

table ,, based on 80% plant factor, January 1970 the conceptual designs for the equipment and the use of

conditions, and fixed charges of 13.7% on the station relatively large amounts of molybdenum as a consgmc-

cost and 13.2% on the fuel inventory. (¢Jther tion material, for which there is little background of

assumptions are given in the footnotes to Table !5.2.) cost experience. The effect of the chemical plant

cost for pe-iodic core graphite replacement in the capitalization on the fuel cycle and total power

included as a separate production cost in Table production costs is indicated in Fig. 15.1. The MSBR

is assumed that the c:>re maintenance does not fuel-cycle cost shown in Tables 15.2 and D.2 is based
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on an assum,d expenditure of $13.5 million (including reactor core before it would reqmre repla:,'mem. The

,qd_re_.t c_ts) for the chemical plant equipment, effects of these two factors on the cost to produce
Two other uncertainties entenng into '-he MSBR cost electric power are shown in Figs. 15.2 and 15.3.

est,mates are the cost of graphite and the life of the Power production costs for the MSBR were based on

tile present "standard" fuel cost for 2z 3U of $13 per

Table 15.2. Estimated pow_ pmd,=ction gram, for 23 s U of $11.20 per gram, and a correspond-
,-_t (milt_'kWhr)in the IWISBRstationa ing cost for 239pu of $9.30 per gram. A comparison of

MSBR production costs with those of other reactor

F,xed charges on total plant capital mvestment at 13.7% b 4.0 types should take into account the changed price
Cost of penodicaUy replacing iPraph!' _c 0.2
Fuel cycle costd 0.8 structure of nuclear fuels tnat will undoubtedly exist by
Oper,:'.,_. coste 0.3 the time molten-salt reactor power stations are con-

structed in quantity, since these cha_:ges in prices andTotal 5.3
fuel resources could have a significant cffect on the

abated on :.nv_tor--owned pi.z..nt and 80% plant factor, molten-salt reactor economics. The next 30 years could

bBased on capital costs shown in Table D. 1 and fi:c.ed charges witness sigr,.fficant changes in the sizes of plants, inof 13.7% on depreciating equipment, as usted in Table D.14,

and 12.8% on land as recom:aended in NU$-531 (ref. 119). light-water fuel-cyzle costs,t 22, t 23 swings in the price

el'he graphite reld,tcem::nt cost is shown in Table D.15. of plutonium, and use of cross-progeny fueling of
dMSBR fuel cost as shown in Table D.2, is based on 13.2% reactors) 24 Also, the higher market value of electric

fixed charges _,,i m,,entory capitalization, on the 1970 value of power will be a feedback into fuel diffusion and
the dollar, and a total cost for fuel processing equipment of
$13.5 million, separation plant operating costs and will change the

¢E.stimated operating costs are shown in Table D.16. These relative costs of fissile fuels. Analysis of these corn-

costs ate based on the recommendations in NUS-531 (ref. 119) plexities is beyond the scope of this report. It can be

and agree reasonably well with those reported bv Susskind and stated here only that the estimated power-generating

Raseman (ref. 121). COSTSfor the molten-salt reactor appear competitive and

ORNL--DWG 70-44974 that the concept gives promise of making important

8 future savingsin the nation's fuel resources.
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16. Uncertainties and Alternatives and Their Effects

on Feasibility and Performance

E. S Bettis P.N. Haubenreich Roy C. Robertson

16.1 GENERAL metal fission products. Significant limitations to use of
the salt are imposed by its rather high liquidus

In making this conceptual study it was necessary to temnerature (9 _n°_) _e r " ._._. _.... ;n'at_u solubility, of uranium
base some of tbe judgments on preliminary designs, test oxide (about 40 ppm of the oxide ion), and the
results, properties of materials, and other design infor- restricted choice of container materials. The problem

mation that will require further study and verification, that looms largest at the oresent is the production of
While these judgments were made coe.servatively and it relatively large amounts of tritium by neutron inter-
is reasonable to expect that some aspects will perform action with the lithium, as will be discussed in Sect.
even better than anticipated, a primary concern is the 16.4.
effect on MSBR feasibility if one or more of the design
uncertainties prove to be very difficult or expensive to Some variations in the composition of the fue) salt are
resolve or if the behavio¢ falls significantly short of possible and may prove desirable to circumvent or to

expectations, mitigate some of the above-menuoned limi'ations. The
The major uncertainties as now known are in the UF,s and ThF4 concentrations can be varied as required

a_as of tritium confinement, fuel-salt processing, for criticality and optimization of the breeding per-

graphite and Hastelloy N behavior, :uitability of the formance. The continuous processing of the fuel salt is
coo/ant salt, maintenance procedures, and behavior of expected to keep the oxide concentration iow and to
the off-gas part/cldat_. This section discusses the make a low UCh solubility acceptable. The oxide
impact of these and ot_'rer uncertainties on MSBR tolerance of the salt can be increased by the addition of
feasibility in ;elation to safety, nuclear performance, Z,rF( (as was done in the MSRE), although at the

dependability, and economics of power generation. The expense of parasitic absorption of neutrons in the
order of discussion is by systems rather than by degree zirconium .and compS.icationof the chemical processing.
of uncertainty. The constraints of a high liquidus temperature and the

problem of tritium cannot be mitigated, however, if the
molten-salt reactor is to breed with thermal neutrons,

16.2 MATERIALS c,-oss sections limit the choice of diluent salt constit-
uents to the fluorides c,a"beryllium and lithium (with16.2.1 Fuel Salt
very low sli content). 10 In the LiF-BeF2-ThF4 system

As discussed in Sect. 3.2.1, the composition of the (Fig. 3.5a), liquidus temperatur_ much below that of
MSBRfuel salt was chosen on the basis of neutron cross the reference MSBR salt cannot be attained without
sections, vig.-,osity, chemical stability, and dquidus reducing the ThF4 concentration to the extent that
temperature. The_e is little uncertainty with regard to breeding performanee is seriously impaired. The tritium
its phase behavior, r,,oet of its physical properties, its production in a molten-salt reactor could he cut to little
beha_or under irradiation_,and its interactions with the more than the fission yield if an NaF-ZrF4-ThF4-UF4
container and moderator materials. Lesswell known are fuel salt were used, but neutron absorptions in the
the effects of the oxidation-reduction state of the salt sodium and zirconium would preclude breeding. In
on its surface tension and on the behavior of the noble summary, if the molten-salt reactor is to breed, there is
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no reasonable alternative to fqei salt of the approximate Processing is likely to be required to hold the

composition chosen for the reference study. The corrosion products and other undesirable contaminants

lirrutations attending its use must therefore be accom- to low concentrations in the salt. The requirements for

modated in the design, processing have not been established, but no major

The market price of 7 Li has a limited effect on the technical difficulties are expected to be encountered in

total fuel-cycle cost. For example, if the price o._ developing a purification process.

99.99% _Li as lithium hydre ," monohydrate were The consequences af mi.:ing sodium fluoroborate

doubled from the $120 Dr _ ja.'r, assumed in the with the MSBR fuel salt (as through a leak in a primary

reference design, the _,ISB? fuel-cvc'.." ._t would be heat exchanger) have not been considered in detail.

increased from about 0.76 to 0.82 mill/k_rnr. Wastage and enha_lced corrosion are not likely to be

serious, but the amounts of inleakage must be limited

16.2.2 Secondary Fluid for other reasons. Botch trifluoride gas is likely to be
evolved as the fluorcborate salt mixes with the fuel salt,

As stated m Sect. 3.2.2. the ez,.tors determining the and, depending upon the extent of mixing, phases with

choice of the fluid for the secondary system are high melting temperalures may be formed. Although

chermcal stability, susceptibility, to radiation damage, the Jugh-cross-section boro_n could be sparged from

cnmpatibility with materials of construction, heat the fuel salt as BF3 t,as, the sodium, unl.,yos chemically

transfer and fluid flow prt, perties, and cost. The fluid removed, would rem:dn in the fu_'!_alt and diminish the

chosen for the reference des;gn, sodium ,quoroborate, breeding performance. Th.: sodium from about 100 ft 3

offers advantages over other fluids in some of these ot coolant salt woald reduce the breeding ratio from
areas and on the whole promis_ to be an acceptable 1.063 to 1 936.

materi_l to use. There are some problems associated The cover gas ;or fi,_,oroborate must be the proper

with it. however, and some remair3ng ,,.n._rtainties. mixture of BFa and inert gas tu prevent changes in the
These are discussed below, folicwed by a discussion of NaF-NaBF4 composition. The off-gas trom fluoroborate

alternative fluids and the influence their use _,ou!d have loops has been found to contain various condensables

on the design and performance of the MSBR. which require special handling. These problems have

Loop tests have shown that if water can be excluded, been dealt with in a practical manner in development

the sodium fluoroborate is quite compatible with tests, but the gas systems for fluoroborate loops tend to

Hastelloy N, with corrosion rates of only about 0.2 be somewhat more complicated than if some other salts

rail/year at MSBR temperatures. While it is possible to were used for heat transport.
linfit the water intrusion into test loops to very small If the results of f,_rther tests of fluoroborate should

amounts, it is not certain to. what limits it will be indicate that its use in the MSBR would be impractical,

practical to restrict entry of w_.ter by leakage fro,. the the most assured alternative is the 2LiF-BeF2 mixture

steam generators. The corrosion rate to be expected in that was used in the MSRE. Its use as the secondary salt

an operating MSBR i_ thus somewhat uncertain. Tests in the MSBR would eliminate prt;blems of chemical

in which steam was deliberately added to fluoroborate compat:bility with the fuel salt. (Separated 7Li would

systems showed cor,osion of Hastelloy N at a rate have to be used, however, because mixing would

above 20 mils/-,','ar for J week or so after the otherwise requir_ e_pensive isotopic purification of the

addition.i I The effect of continuous injection of water lithium in the fuel.) The cor, osiun _t,ation would be

into a fluoroborate _ystem has not been studied, but it alleviated, possibly easing the restrictions on moisture

appears that ",cry little continuc,ts leakage can be conlarm'nation and wide.ring the possibilities for con-

permitted m an MSBR. Whether it will be practical to tainer materials. Constraints and penalties would be

guarantee a sufficiently 'ow leakage rate remains to be imposed, however, hecause of the higher melting point

determined, and much greater cost of 7LiF-BeF2 relative to i'_F-

The reaction between water antl nuaroborate is not NaBF4. The liquidus tempe:ature of LiF-BeF2 (66-34

violeni and _liould contribute littie if a,ythi,f, tc th: mole %) is 858°F, compared with about 7250F for

wastage of metal by a high.velocity jet of water from a NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %). This would complicate the

leak in ,am generator. There has been no experi- design by requiring a higher degree c,i"feedwater heating

ment of , .-. sort with fluoroborate and w__,._.r,:iuw- and/or special design u" :he steam generators. Eq'--qp

eve,, _o the requirements for immediate response tc a ment costs and plant thermal efficiency would he

ste._,_'r, i_ak c_':ne'. _ spedfied realistically at the adversely affr.,.ted, but the greatest penzlty would be in

present time. "-'.q,entory charges, if the volume of coolant salt were
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the same (8400 ft3) the _LiF-BeF_ inventory would irradiation should be limited to the extent that the
cost $13 million compared with $0.5 million for creepductility will not be lessthan 5%. Thestandard
fluoroborate. This difference amounts to --0.3 alloy of HastelloyN doesnot meet this requirement.
mill/kWhr in powt,r c_ts. The advances described in Sect. 3.2.4 for obtaining a

Another candidate for the secondary fluid is a modified Hastelloy N with adequate resistance to
mixture of potassium and zirconium fluorides of the radiation embrittlement (through use of additives, such
composition KF-ZrF4 (58-42 mole %). This mixture has as titanium, hafnium, and niobium) appear very prom-
received little attention to date because its 750°F ising, but further testing is needed to select the best
liquidus temperature is higher than that of sodium composition. Large heats must be obtained to show
fluoroborate. It has a low vapor pressure, reasonably that the favorable properties are retained in commercial

good heat transfer properties, and is reT.atively inex- materials, and the modified alloy must be subjected to
pensive (about $1 per pound). The effects of mixia=$ enough te,,ting to have it appr_ved for pressure vessel
with fuel salt and with water are unex#ored, use by the ASME.

Other alternative coolants are considered inferior or In the event that the embritflement problem imposes
impractical for various reasons. Nitrate-nitrite mixtures more severe limitations than now expected, the design
(l-litec, for example) would be cheap, probably would can be revised to make more use of the I050°F inlet
Mock tritium transfer to the steam system, and would salt to the reactor to cool the higher-temperature
permit design simplifications because of their relatively portions of the vessel, su¢_ as the outlet nozzles. A
low melting points (around 300°F). Their stability and further recourse would be to reduce the outlet salt
corrosion behavior above about IO00°F are not well temperature from the reactor to 1200-1250°F. Re-

known, however. The most serious drawback to their during the outlet temperature would require a higher
use as a secondary salt is that the nitrate-nitriteswould circulation rate and larger inventory of salt in the
precipitate UO2 if they leaked into the primary system primary system but would not necessarily lower the
and possibly would react violently with the graphite, steam temperature and the thermal efficiency of the

Alkali met-,dsare undesirable because they react with cycle, as discussed in Sect. 16.7. The effects are not
both fuel salt and steam. Metal coolants such as lead or great enough to threaten the feasibility of the MSBR
bismuth undergo no violent reactions, but they are not concept.

compatible with Hastelloy N or other nickel-base alloys. In this study the allowable design stress of standard
Several binary chloride systems have eutectics melting l-lastelloy N was taken to be 3500 psi at 1300°F, a

below 700°F, but the more stab!e nonvolatile chlorides stress that has received ASME code approval. The
are those containing lithium, which would be expensive standard alloy consistently shows better strength char-
if 7Li were used. High-pressuregas (possibly containing a:teristics than those upon which the code case w_..
moisture to trap tritium) has some advantages as a approve4 and the additives increase the strength of the
_:ondary coolant, but would open the possibility of modified Hastelloy N. g,'b2t adjustments will be made
excessively pressurizing the fuel system, and the poorer in the code-approved _t_!l'owabledesign stress for Hastel-

heat transfer with gas would substantially increase the loy N are net certain, but they may permit higher
inventoryof fuelsalt in the primary heat exchangers, stressesandthinner,-ae..tal sectionsin the reactorvessel.

As mentionedabove, this would help to lower the
estimatedmaximummetal temperatureandameliorate16.2.3 Hasteiloy
the radiation damage problem.

Although additional work is needed on the use of The modified alloy is expected to be as resistant to
Hastelioy N for the container material for the fuel aJ:._ corrosion by fluoride salts as stm,dard Hasteiloy N, but
coolant salts, the remaining uncertaint.;c, are not the behavior must be _iemonstrated in tests w_Lh.fuel
sufficient to jeopardize the feasibility of the MSBR. and coolant salts _nder simulated reactor operating

Hastelloy N suffers embrittlement in a neutron conditions.

environment, and the damage increases wii,h the total HasteBoy N is specified as the material of con-
fluence and operating temperature. The approach :_.sed struction for the steam generators in the reference
in this study has been to limit the temperature and the dec_ign,and, as mentioned in Sect. 3.2.4.2, both the
neutronexposureof G,e more critical portio_isof the standardand modified alloyshavedemonstratedgood
reactor vessel. Since there are to date no approved code resistanoe to corrosion by supercritical-pressure steam
cases for irradiated Hasteiloy N upo._ which to base a at IO00°F in tests made in the TVA Bull Run steam
designcriterion, the consideredjud.,._._7,entis that the plant. The data were obtainedwith un*.;ressedspeci-
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mens, however. Stressed samples are being tested at Bull calculations are conservative and that the effects may
Run, and these resultswill be important in assessing the riot be this great.
compatibility of Hasteil3y N with steam. If the material As indicated in Fig A.2, a 5-mil surface layer on the
proves unsatisfactory re1 service in water and steam, the graphite having a permeability of !0 -_ cm2/sec for the
probable solution woulc be to use tubes of lncoloy 800 coating is enough to permit the sparging system to hold
clad with nickel on the salt side and to clad the water the xenon poison level to the target value of 0.5%. This
side of the vessel leads _nd tube sheets with Incoloy or degree of sealing has been achieved with pyrolytic
lnconei, carbon, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.3.1he serviceability of

sealed graphite and the cost of the sealing are yet to be
16.2.4 Graphite resolved. Mugging of the graphite pores by a vacuum-

pulse gas impregnation process produces a tight surface,
At the present time industry does not have the but under neutron irradiation the permeability increases

facilities for manufacturing the large-sizedpieces of the very rap'Mly, and dimensional changes are apparently
special grade of graphite needed for a 1000-MW(e) accelerated above the rates obtained with unsealed
MSBR. Although there is some confidence that core

graphite. Deposition of pyrolytic carbon on specimens
elements of the desired length (about 20 ft) can be

in a fluidized-bed furnace gave coatings 3 to 5 mils
extruded, failure to meet this objective would require thick with permeabilities of <10 -9 cm2]sec. Irradiation
that the ei,:ments be assembled from shorter sections.

tests of these specimens are encouraging, but theThis wculd add to the cost and would be ir.,convenient.
coatings are relatively easy to damage by handling.

The impcrtant uncertainties with regard to MqBR
If the target xenon poison fraction cannot be attainedgraphi,e ar_.gas permeability, usable life, and the cost

of th.: inst_lled mate.dal The gas permeability affects and a longer doubling time mus_ be accepted in any
both the ! feeding 0erformance and the power produc- event, consideration can be given to designing the
ton cost; the useful life and the graphite price piimariiy t,'.actor for laminar flow in the core. The power density
affect the production cost alone. In general, these must be reduced considerably, and hLdz,.'_ncreasesthe
aspects are examples of uncertainties where future doubling time became of the larger core volume, but

the breeding gain is not as dependent upon sealing thedevelopment is likely v- lead to improved situations

rather than worse ones, Uut, to pursue the objectives of graphite. The lower power density would increase the
this section, the consequences of unfavorable develop- graphite life and reduce the frequency of graphite
ments will be reviewed, replacement, although this factor may have limited

16.2.4.1 Gas permeability. With the turbulent flow importance, as discussed below.
asst'med through the reactor core, the graphite must 16.2.4.2 Useful life of graphite. The lifetime of the
have a gas permeability in th;_order of 10-s cm2[sec to graphite is limited by the requirement that it be
keep the xenon poison fraction down to the 0.5% used iml_rmeable to the fuel salt. As explained in Sect.
as a "'target" in the reference MSBR design and as a 3.2.3, this requirement is readily met when the graphite
basis for the performance estimates. This resistance to is new, but there is an uncertainty as to how long the
gas diffusion can be achieved only by sealing the graphite will remain impermeable under fast-neutron
graphite. Small pieces have be.en successfully sealed to irradiation. In the absence of conclusive measurements,
these standards, and methods for treating the MSBR the useful life of the graphite in the MSBR has been
core elements can probably be devised, but nevertheless defined as the point at which the most highly irradiated
sealing of the large pieces remains to be demonstrated, graphite in the core expands past its original density.

While sealing the graphite to rmnimize xenon absorp- This appears to be conservative in that the graphite
tion is desirable, it is not essential to the MSBR probably remains nnpermeable to salt to somewhat
concept. F_ure A.2 shows the calculated effects of beyond this point. An adadtional conservatism in the
coating thickness and permeability on xenon poisoning reference design was the assumption that the MSBR
when used in conjunction with a reasonably effective graphite would last no longer than commercial grades
gas sparging system. Even with unsealed graphite currently available. Improved graphites whb consider-
(helium permeability 10-s cm2/sec) the calculated ably longer life could result from the development now
Poison fraction is less than 2%. Allowing the xenon in progress, although probably not to the point of
poisoning to increase from the referencevalue of 0.5 to lasting the 30-year life of a plant at the proposed power
2.0% is estimated to reduce the breeding ratio of the density.
MSBR from 1.063 to 1.045. Recent measurements Replacement of the core graphiteentails not only the
indicate tha: the mass tratsfer coefficients used in the periodic expense for new graphite but also the capital
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cost of a reactor design which permits core replace- 2. Tbo core hydrodynamics needs to be studied,
ment, the maintenance equipment, and the expenses using models, to check the flow distribution and to
attendant to .handling the highly radioactive core eliminate any tendencies that may exist for flow-
material. Once the investment is made in the special induced vibrations.
provisions for graplvte replacement, however, the elec- 3. ,'he methods suggested in the conceptual design
tric power production cost is not very sensitive to the for accommodating dimensional changes in the graphite
replacement interval required. As shown in Fig. i5.3, will require more detai!ed design.
there would be only modest savings if the gra'_hite were 4. The exact number of control and safety iod: needs
good for 8, or even 16, years instead of the 4 years to be determin."d. The drive mechanisms for the rods
assumed in the reference design. It should be noted, have not been studied in detail, but since a fast-
however, tlmt these costs assume that the core graphite scramming act,. ,: is not nece_..,ary,the requirements do
can be replaced in a time that can be accommodated in not appear ' ,e stringent. Dimensional changes that

the 0.8 plant factor. If an outage of man)' months is occur in the atrol r- ' graplfite can undnubtediy be
reqtured for graphite replacement, the power cost accommodated, bat the cx."_'czd life of the rods and
would of course be m_re sensitive to the graphite fife. the means fm rep_aceme:_, • ,o be studied in more

16.2.4.3 Graphite cost. The costs shown in Fig. 15.3 detail.
and tho_ given elsewhere in this report are based on an 5. The methods proposed in the conceptual study for
installed cost of graphite of $9 to $11 per pound. Some mounting the reactor vessel and making the top closure

estimators believe that large-scale production of graph- will require more detailed design. The earthquake
ite would bring this price down, but others think it is resistance of the reactor support system was indicated
too low, particularly if special measures to seal the to be satisfactory in preliminary studies, but a more
graphite against xenon prove to be expensive. Figure comprehensive analysis is needed.
15.2 shows the effect of the graphite price on the
power production cost, based on a four-year replace- 16.3.2 Primary Heat Exchangers
ment interval. If the graphite proved to cost, say, $20
per pound, the increase in the power cost is about 0.2 Although not a serious facto_ in determining the
mill/kWhr, feasibility of the MSBR concept, an uncertainty in the

primary heat exchanger design presented in this report
is the use of speci-,d tubing m certain portions to
enhance the heat transfer. The enhancement consists in

16.3 SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
inder,ting a shallow spiral groove in the tube wall. Tests

16.3.1 Reactor with water indicated that the groove improves the heat
transfer coefficient on the inside by a factor of about 2

The conceptual design of the reactor core and vessel and on the outside by a factor ofab3ut 1.3. These and
was carried only to the point of indicating feasibility other heat transfer data need to be confirmed with

and perfo.,mance. A more detailed study would un- circulating salt, however, The tubes do not appear to be
doubtedly disclose some p_oblem areas not yet delin- weakened by the grooving process, but more informa-
eated. The basic arrangement appears sound, however, tion is needed, particularly with regard to the effect on
and it seems certain that an acceptable design can be collapsing strength. Tubing manufacturers have indi-
made for a molten-salt reactor core and vessel. Perhaps cated a capability for producing the tubing at a
the largest uncertainties a:e in the procedures for reasonable cost.

replacing the core graphite. They will be discussed The penalty for using plain tubes rather than en-
separately in Sect. 16.8. hanced tubes would be a need for more heat transfer

Some of the aspects of the reactor design that will surface and an increase of about 5%in the total fuel-salt

require particular attention before arriving at a final inventory of the primary system. Although this would
design are: lengthen the doubling time, t_hefeasibility of the MSBR

I. A detailed analysis must be made of the _emper- is not contingent upon preventing this small increase.
ature and stress distributions, particularly in the high-

temperature regions. As discussed in Sect. 16.2, some 16.3.3 Salt Circulation Pumps
adjustments may be necessary to keep radiation damage

in the graphite and Hastelloy N to within tolerable The salt circulation pumps used in tit_, MSRE and irl
limits. The outlet nozzles on the vessel have not yet test L-,opshave performed well, and the manufacturers
been analyzed in detail for stresses, believe that they can be extral_)lated to the capacities
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needed in an MSBR with few development difficulties, single drain line for the MSBR would be 6 in. in
The larger size can probably use an overhung shaft and diameter, and since the ability to freeze a pipe decreases
impeller to eliminate the need for a lower bearing rapidly with size, it poses a markedly different problem.
operating iv the salt, but this remains to be de.nov- The direction the development of an MSBR freeze
strated, if the lower bearing is required, salt bear;ng valve will take is not known at this time. One possibility
development work already accomplished at ORNL is that it will have the appearance of a small shell-and-
appears promising. A disadvantage of use or the tube heat exchanger with the salt flowing through the
salt-lubricated bearing is that the pumps could not be tub_. A mechanical-type valve with the seat chilled to
operated to circulate gas during warmup of the system provide positive shutoff may also be considered.
before it is filled with salt. In this event the startup Development of a suitable positive shutoff device
equipment and procedures would have to be revised, appears generally within present technology and is not a

major uncertainty in the MSBR dc_.
16.3.4 Drain Tank

16.3.6 Gaseous Fission Product Removal System
The primary drain tank approaches the reactor vessel

in complexity and cost, yet in this conceptual study Fission product gases will be purged from the
relatively little effort co,aid be devoted to its optimiza- circulating fuel salt by introducing helium bubbles in a
tion. The design ot the drain tank is strongly influenced side stream and subsequently stripping the gas from the
by the drain system flowsheet. The proposed method of system. The bubble generator and bubble separator,
cooling the drain tank head and wails by a co.ntinuous described in Sects. 3.9.2 and 3.9.3, have been tested on a
salt overflow from the pump bowls, use of jet pumps to small scale in water, and the concept appears to involve
return the salt to the primary system, and employing few major uncertainties. Development of larger size
the drain tank for holdup and decay of off-gases are all equipment and testing in salt will be required, however.
aspects of a drain system which represents but one of
many possible arrangements. Study of the drain system 16.3.7 Off-Gas System
flowsheet is continuing at ORNL, and some revisions

An off-gas system is proposed for cleaning up themay be necessary, particularly with regard to the
helium purge gas so that it can be recycled, for holdingcontinuous salt letdown and pump-back arrangement.

The modifications are not likely to increase the up the xenon and krypton to allow decay, for gathering
complexity and cost, however, the fission product particulates, and for trapping the

tritium. Means will have to be provided for disposal ofFor the drain tank design proposed in this report, it
the collected radioactive materials. Although the MSREwill be necessary to evaluate the performance of the jet

pumps and possibly to substitute centrifugal pumps; provided considerable background of experience, addi-
investigate the radiant heat transfer aspects; carefully tional development will be needed for the components

in the MSBR off-gas system. The charcoal traps, heliumconsider the behavior of noble metal fission product
particles brought down with the off-gases; demonstrate compressors, particle traps, etc., must be effectively
the reliability of the cooling system; and provide the cooled to remove decay heat. All areasappearamenable

to further study and development, however.required means for inspection and maintenance. As
The conceptual design proposes that the radioactiveindicated in Sect. 6.4, a NaK cooling system for the

drain tank may be superior to the proposed salt cooling gaseous wastes from an MSBR be collected in gas
system. Other i_lprovements are likely to result from cylinders for long-term storage and decay. Whether the
more detailed s:udy of the de,Agn, bottles are stored at the MSBR plant site or at other

sites, approved equipment and procedures must be
developed for handlingthem.

16.3.5 Fuel-Salt DrainValve

The reference MSBRdesign proposes that the "valve" 16.3.8 Steam Generators
which provides positive shutoff to hold the fuel salt in
the primary circulation system, yet which can be Although there is no specific operating experience
opened fairly quickly to allow the salt to flow into the with a once-throngh salt-heated steam generator of the
drain tank, be of the freeze type used successfully in type proposed for the MSBR, experience with similar
the MSRE. The MSRE"valve" consisted of a flattened heat transport fluids and with steam generators de-
section of the 2-in. drain line provided with external veloped for other reactor types leads to the conclusion
heaters and coolers. It is to be noted, however, that a that design of the MSBR units is within present
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technology. A plan for industrial study and develop- appears to be within present technology. A fluidic-type
ment of a molten-salt steam generator has been initiated valve may have promise. If valves prove impractical,
by ORNL. separate ¢ariable-speedcoolant-salt pumps can be used.

If the coolant salt accidentally mixes with the steam,

there are no exothermic reactions, although a blowout 16.3.10 Pipingand Equipment Supports
disk will be provided to relieve pressure buildup in the
coolant-salt circuits. The piping flexibifity analysis for the reference design

The lowest allowable feedwater temperature for the was made on the basis that the reactor vessel is
steam generator remains to be determined exl:=ri- anchored and that the heat exchangers and pumps can
mentally. The 700°F valueassumed in this design study move with the only restraint being the vertical hangers.

probably can be lowered without causing excessive However, the flexibility of the system must be con-
trolled during an earthquake or after an accidentalfreezing of coolant salt in the steam generators.
break to prevent whipping or other excessive movement

The steam generator tubing must be compatible with of the piping. Conventional hydraulic dashpots used to
the high-pressure, high-temperature steam on the inside
of the tubes and wi_h the coolant salt on the outside. _d,_anpenrapid movements would not be usable because

As discussed in Sect. 16.2.3, the compatibility of of the high temperature in the reactor ce].l. Dashpots
Hastelloy N with sodium fluoroborate salt i_ excellent, will need to be developed which use gases, molten salts,

provided that water is excluded from the secondary or pellet beds as the working medium, or cooling
system. The compatibility of the metal with steam also systems for the conventional dashpots will neeJ to be

devised. The manufacturers of this type of equipment
appems excellent, but testing is not yet complete. In have not been consulted to date because this detail of
the unlikely event that the results are unfavorable,

the design has not appe.ared to be one of the major
duplex tubing having a proven steam-side material, such
as lncoioy 800, 41 could be used. uncertainties.

The conceptual design calls for the major equipment
to be suspended from the cell roof structure. The

16.3.9 Instrumentation and Controls supports have not been designed, but the uncertainties
do not appear to be major ones. A detailed seismic

Section 10.5 outlined the development problems analysis needs to be made of the entire reactor plant.
associated with the components in the instrumentation
and coairols system that must be located in the high
ambient temperatures of the reactor and drain tank 16.3.11 Cell Construction

cells. Wiring,connectors, and cell wall penetrations will The cell wall construction proposed in the reference
require special treatment, _nd the nuclear detectors design represents just one possible arrangement for
were mentioned as particular problems. While the satisfying the requirements of protecting the concrete
specific measures to be taken are uncertain in many biological shielding from exce_sive temperature and
instances, none are judged too severe for reasonable radiation damage while at the same time providing
solution. A "fall back" position for many of the thermal insulation and a double-walled containment
components i_ to install them in cooled compartments that can be leak tested and monitored. Subsequent
within the reactor cell. studies have indicated that the reference design may be

The stability of the control system during transients overcautious in this respect. Use of electric resistance
and the proeedures for startup, standby, and shutdown heating elements for bringing the cells up to the high
have received only preliminary study. While ,he need operating temperatures also may not he the most
for detailed investigation is apparent in many areas, efficient arrangement. In general, these design aspects
none have been singled out to date as presenting a represent optimization questions rather than major
majorproblem, uncertainties.

If reheat is employed, as proposed in the reference

d_ign, the coolant flow will need to be proportioned 16.4 TRITIUM CONFINEMENT
between the steam generators and the reheaters to
achieve the requiredexit steam temperatures. Valves for Tritium production and distribution in the MSBR
salt se._ice have received relatively little development, were discussed in Sect. 3.3.7. "lh_,¢;: !ittic ,.mo.ertainty
Since the requirement is for proportioning rather than in the calculated rate of production ,o£2400 Cii¢_,, ;.n
positive shutoff, however, development of a mechan- amount that is far more than could be permitted to
ical-type valve such as those already in me on salt loops escape to the plant surroundings, it is not clear at this
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time, however, just how much would escape from the 16.2.2, however, no other liquid is n;_w known that
reference design MSBR, how much the release rate must would do this and also be compatible with the fuel salt
be reduced to be tolerable, and what is the best way to Gas coolants that would trap tritium have disadvantages
modify the systems to effect the reduction, that discourage their use.

Even in the reference design, which contains no In principle, the most straightforward way of re-
special provisions for tritium confinement, the esti- ducing tritium transfer to !he steam would be to ,so
mated concentration in the condenser cooling water heat exchanger tubes less permeable to tritium. Few
leaving the plant would be below the current MPC for metals that can oe considered, however, are much less
release to uncontrolled areas (see Sect. 3.35, _. It will permeable than Hastelloy N, with pe,-hzps the excer,-.

certainly be required, however, that the release rate be Oon of tungsten arid molybdenum. Although us,., of
reduced as far as practicable. Added to the "minimum tubes coated with these metals would introduce took-
practicable" criterion will be the compe:;;_l_,require- nical difficulties and higher costs, perhaps they should
ment that the tritium release from an MSBR not be so not be dismissed out of hand. The same might be said

great as to offset other advantages that the concept may of glass coatings. An oxide layer on the steam generator
have. This latter requirement probably means that the tubes would increase their resistance to tritium penetra-
tritium release rate from an MSBR be less than 1% of tion, but additional data are needed to evaluate the

the production rate. effectiveness of such a coating.

There are several ways currently under consideratiol_ A sealed st.*am system has been considered, but

for holding the tritium release rate to below the value tritium would concentrate in it, and the leakage would
calculated for the reference design. Until the results of have to be held to extremely low levels. This method
various measare,_ents and tests now under way become appears unattractively complicated and expensive.

available, however, a decision as to what special tritium One method of blockit_e tritium transport to the
confinement modifications should be incorporate4 in steam would b,_ to interoo_e another circulating heat
the MSBR cannot be made. Some of the measures ::eing transport loop between the secondary salt and the
studied are discussed below, steam generators. This additionai syste_n would use a

fluid, such as Hitec, that would positively trap the
Gas sparging of the fuel salt reduces the amount of

tritium. Hitec is a commercially avaiiable, widely ",,sod
tritium diffusing into the coolant salt. The sparging is

heat transfer salt with the composition KNO3-NaNO2-
probably more effective than was described in Sect.

NaNO3 (44-49-7 mole %) that would chemically react
3.7.7 because conservatively high values for the tritium

with the tritium. (If the additional loop is used, an
solubility were assumed in the calculations. Increasing
the helium sparging rate and reducing the U3 134 possib;lity is to use 7LiF-BeF2 as the

secondary salt to transport heat from the primary heat
ratio would take out more tritium with the primary exchanger to the Hitec, although, as mentioned previ-
system off-gas. Lowering the Ua* to lfl however, ously, the relatively high cost of 7Li would have to be
would tend to increase corrosion, although perhaps not taken into consideration.) The Hitec would be circu-
seriously, in any event, taking these measur_ in the lated through the steam generators and reheaters. The
primary system may not reduce the tritium release _ate cost of the extra salt system would be partially offset
as much as will be required, by the fact that the Hitec would allow use of less

it appears that injection of l to 10 cc./_c of HF into expensive materials in the steam equipment, and its
the coolant salt would be quite effective in reducing the relatively low liquidus temperature of 2880F would
amount of tritium that could transfer into the _team eliminate the need to preheat the feedwater to 700°F
system. The major uncertainty is the fraction of and the reheat steam to 6500F. One uncertainty,

hydrogen fluoride (or tritium fluoride) that would react i:owever, is the maximum temperature at which the
with the metal wall. The loss of the metal would be l-litec can be operated, it might be necessary to drop
tolerable, but the reaction could release atomic tritium the steam temperature to the turbine to 900OFif the
that would diffuse through the wall. If the fraction of Hitec system were used to solve the tritit,m problem.
tritium fluoride which reacts with the metal walls is in summary, several different methods for reducing
s,-mll, most of the tritium could be taken out by the the estimated tritium release from the reference design
coolant.salt off-gas ,ystem. MSBR are currently receiving serious study, and there is

Reaction of tritium with trace constituents in the reason to expect that acceptable rates can be attained
ct,o!_nt salt is being explored. Consideration has also without serious economic penalty. Certainly, use of an
b_n given t,_changingthe heat transportfluid to one additional heat transportloop wouldpracticallyeli_*-'-
that would positi_.'e.lytrap tritium. As explained in Sect. nate diffusion of the tritium into the steam system.
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16.5 CHEMICALPPOCESSING SYSTEM The most basic problem is that of materials for
equipment which i_expose.4 to both b_smutlaand salt.

An essential requirement _'or breeding with thermal As explaineg in Sect. 8, molybdenum has quite satis-
neutrons in a molten-salt reactor is the rapid processing factory corrosion resistance and appears to be the best
of the fluid fuel to remove fission products and overal!choice despite the unusual problems of designing
protactinium. Xenon and krypton can be removed by a and fabricatir,,_ joints in this metal. Development has
physical separation proc_,ss (as described in Sect. 3.9), progressed far enough to give reasonable assurance that
but the isolation of protactinium and the removal of these problems can be overcome and the required
rare earths require that the fuel salt be chemically equipment can be built. The fabrication costs for
processed. Neutron losses to rare earths are acceptably molybdenum systems are still uncertain but are sure tt_
low if their removal cycle is on the order of a month or be high. Thus the, -q economic incentive for

so, but the cycle time for protactinium isolation needs eliminating the need tG .. ,ybdenum, either by chang-
to be on the order of a few days (see Fig. 16.1). ing to another process or by dev, !oping an alternative

The chemical processing must be (1) fundamentally material (possibly graphite).
sound, (2) practical, and (3) economical if the MSBRis

The use of bismuth in the salt processing requires
to be successful. On the first point there is little room
for doubt. There ate several chemical processes having dependable measures to prevent accidental gross or
equilibria and rates which are well known and favorable chronic small carryover of bismuth in the salt returning

to the reactor. A cleanup device for removing bismuth
for MSBR application. The ones proposed in this MSBR

exists only in concept. Information is needed both on
........... _t,- include fluorination, hydrofluori-

the performance of such a device and on the tolerance
nation, a_d various exchange reactions between fuel salt
and liquid bismuth and between bismuth and other limits for bismuth in the fuel salt. If dependable,
salts, _ach as lithium chloride. The,e are sufficient data adequate cleanup of the returning salt should prove to

be impracticable, it would be necessary to make

at hand to assure that these processes are chemically substantial changes from the process described in thissound.

There is less assurance of the practicability of the report.
Corrosion protection in the fluorinator requires a

continuc,.,s pto,.essing ......_,_tem described in ,_qect.c,.°Most
layer of frozen salt on the wall. Small-scale develop-

of the operatiens involved have to date been carded out
ment tests indicate that the _equisite frozen layer can

only in small-scale experiments. Development of com-
be established, although reliable control of the t_fi{:k-

ponents and instrumentation is in the earliest stages.
ness may be difficult. Therefore occasional loss of the

Although the results to date have disclosed no insur-
frozen wall must be anticipated. If the vessel is made of

mountable obstacles, several problem areas have been
nickel, formation of an adherent NiF2 layer would beidentified and are discussed below.
expected to limit corrosion, _o that occasional failure of
the frozen-wall prote_.tlen (op the order of once a week

...... _ _- to once a month) could be tolerated. Therefore the

. _. ,_ocE_,,_c,c_E,_,,_ frozen-wall fluorinator should be practical to build and
,ooo _o ,_o _o ,0 _ operate.? ] _ I I

I,_,_,o,-_ =o3, The varying, sometimes intense, sources of decay heat
6 _ due to the _ncentrated protactinium and fission

; • 2 5 IdwtOllq

__ ® _,_ X_ t products in the processing plan: will require carefully
designed cooling systems. In the reference design,

however, the radioactive materials are _ways in solu-" tion, so there is little or no chance of local hot soots

' due to heat-generating sediments. Design of a satis-
2 factory cooling system should therefore be feasible.

The performance of the MSBR as a breeder is
' sensitive to uranium losses in the chemical processing
o , plant. Althoughthere hasbeenno pilotplant operation
,¢, ,_, _, ,oo to measurelosses in a system like this, some reasonable

FR&CTI_ _F ZZ_IPoiCHEMOVEDP(R LI&V

judgment is possible.The wobable lossesare not
Fill.16.1.Met _' :33Pacaptmevs_mteRd twl directly relatedto the throughputof saltor uranium,

qxgilk imw_. sincenowherein the processdoesthere appear to be
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the potential for gradual, irrecoverable buildup of a silion of the salt continuously flowing back in,) the
significant fraction of the uranium passing through, reactor requires that concentrations and inventorics in
Instead, one must considei the various materials leaving the processing plant be measured. The chemical analysis
the plant and eslimate how much uranium (or protac- procedures now in use are accurate but are slow.
tinium) might be carried out with them. Tb:• 9.cv.':kzz: Op-line analvtical techniques that can provide direct
(Fig. 2.4) shows three small discard streams: salt from inputs to a compzW_r are needed. If these prove very
the Pa decay system, Bi-Li carrying the divalent rare difficult to develop, air _.,ternative wc_uldbe to ease the

earths, and Bi-Li carrying the trivalent rare earths. The an'.dydcal demands by interposing parallel i,o!dup tanks
amount of uranium in the B; Li discard streams should between the processing plant and the reactor, so that

be negligible, but if this were not the case, the uranium batches of processed salt coultl be sampled and ana-

could be recovered rather simply by hydrofluorinating lyzed before being pumped back into the fuel system.

the Bi-Li in the presence of salt from ti,e Pa decay With regard to the third requisite for the chemical
system. The salt discarded from the Pa system wili be plant, that it be economical, the capital and operating
fluorinated to recover uranium in a Latch operation costs for the MSBR che,nical processing have not been

almost identical to that carried out successfully in the estimated for the currently propelled system The
MSRE) 2s The MSRE experience indicates that the concept described in this report wg,, adopted because it
MSBR losses in the discarded salt should be on the promised to be less expensive to construct than
order of 0.2 "_',._of U .aer year. Probably more previous concepts, but as of this writing, detailed
significant, z:_d certainb" more difficult to predict, are flowsheets and equipment concepts upon which to base
the amount_ of urani'::_, th,'t wilt be discardedinother cost estimates have not been completed. The cost
ways, such as the replacelaent of NaF absorbers, uncertainties are therefore quite large. Conceivably, the
bismuth c!eanup elem-nts, salt filters, and miscel- costs could be high enougt: to make breeding in a
laneous pieces of equipment, molten-salt breeder reactor (as described in this report)

The chemical processing plant is designed to con- economically unattractive. In this case it would bc
tinuousiy treat a side stream of the fuel salt and return possible to produce lower-cost power by operating the
it to the reactor circulating loop. The chemical plant reactor as a high-gain converter with a mucb simpler
and the reactor plant are esse_itially independent, so che_nical processing system. The ultimate goal of an
that mallhnctions in one would not necessarily affect economical breeder could be realized later when a
the other. Chem:cal plant operation can be interrupted lower-cost processing system became available.

for several days with only minor effects on reactivity Thee:: are alternative processes that may have tech-
and nuclear performance, but if there were a prolonged nical or economic advantages, but only prelimi,ary
shutdown of the processing plant, neutron losses to investigations of basic feastbility have been made.
protactinium would cause the production of 233U to Perhaps the foremost of these at present is the c_dde
fall below the consumption rate. llte reactor would still precipitation process, which exploits the differences in
perform as a high-gain converter, which, if need be, oxidation potential required to form Pa20s, UO:, and
coald be kept running for several years without other oxides. This process would hopefully have lower
chemical pro_:;sing by adding fissile material (as UF6 capital and operating costs than the fluorination-
or PuF3) through simple equipment that .nust be reductive-extraction system described in this report.
provided for this contingency. Specific information on
the dependability of the processing system will not 5e
available until pilot plants are operated. 16.6 FISSION PRODUCT BEHAVIOR '

Although the reactivity effects of perturbations in the How the fission product particulates will distribute
chemical plant operation are easily ma_ _,-"," it is themselves in an MSBR is still not known with
essential that they be understood. In th, ,4':r" will certainty. Accumulations of the products are of pri-
be necessary to distinguish any truly anomalous effects mary concern because of the possibility of localized
that might occur from the effects of changing concen- high temperature due to decay heat. Portions of the
trations of neutron poisons and fissile material in the reference uesign thought to be likely deposition sites
circulating fuel due to on-line processing. The results of have been provided with special cooling systems. After
a complete interruution of salt flow between the the fission product distribution has been determined '_
reactor and the chemical piocessing plant are simple (in with more certainty, possibly by operation of a r

principle) and could he calculated by an on-line prototype MSBR, the cooling systems in future designs _,
computer. The possibility :_f variations in the compo- will be modified as required.

,

O

b t

t
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The distributi, n of fission products is also Gf mterest molt l-salt reactor, however, the capitalization and fuel

because the no. _ie metals would have an effect on the costs would not increase _h.nearly with capacity, and the

breeding ratio f they concentrated in the core _raphite. effect of lowering the top temper_,lure by 100°F is not

Fission produ,.t behavior was studied in the MSRE io likely to be an overriding ce,lsideration.

some detail, I _ however, a_ld although it was found that If an MSBR station must use wet natural-draft cooling

the nose metals deposited on surfaces, it w:t¢ also towers for the condenser cooling water ._-pply rather

_ident that they depc'sited more ileavily on the than the once-through freshwater source assumed in the

Hastelloy than on the graphite, if the examined reference design, the back pressure on the t,_rbine

specimens were reoresentative of the MSRE cote, about would be increased to about 2t/2 in. Hg abs and the heat

7% of the 9SNb and from 2 to 5% uf the other nehle rate raised to about 7800 Btu/kWhr. The capital cost of
metals were on the core graphite. If it is assumed that ,._he MSBR station would be increased by about $5

10% uf th_ i-tuclidt:_ with potenti',dly the greatest million, and the power production cost would increase

poisoning effect remain in the core region of the MSBR, by about 0.13 mill/kWh;, as explained in Table D.I 7.

the effect is still not as great as the credit which could These incremental increases due to use of a cooling

be taken for the burnout of t o B initially present in the tower are substantially less than the impact of use of

graphile (see Perry and Bauman. ref. 10, pp. 208-2i9). towels in the lower-efficiency light-water nuclear sta-
Thus, even though it was assumed in the MSBR tions, also as shown in Table D.17.
performance estimates that no noble metals were

deposited on the graphite, by tahng no credit for boron
_mout, the estimates are conservative.

16.8 MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT AND
PROCEDURES

16.7 STEAM CONDITIONS IN THE
The MSt_E provided valuable experience in the use ofTHERMAL-POWER CYCLE

remotely operated "_ools and viewing equipment for

Mention has been made elsewhere in this secticn of ,naintaining a molten-salt reactor. The MSBR require-

lowering the top temper" ",ires in various systems to ments for maintenance and inspection (other than core

mitigate uncertainties reg" Ling some of the material graphite replacemep.t) can probably be met within the

propertifs. Low..ring the temperatures does not neces- bounds of reasonable development.

_,arily mean that tp.e steam temperature in the heat- Replacement of the reactor core graphite, however.

power Lcstem must als¢ be reduced. Since this is a involves the handling of a large and intensely radio-

possable effect, however, there is interest in what the active piece of equipment. Although the frequency with

impact would he on MSBR performance, which the maintepance i.- required ,,ill encourage

if the steam system conditions were modified from development of detailed procedures and special tools

the reference design conditions of 3500 psia and equipment, the magnitude of the task and the

1000°F/10OO*F to 3500 psia 900*F/9OOOF, * the ther- potential hazards involved should not be minimized. As

real efficiency of the cycle would be reduced from with fuel handling in a solid-fuel reactor, it is an
about 44.4 to 42.0%. undesirable feature that ti",e owner of a molten-salt

For a thermal efficiency of 42% the thermal capacity breeder reactor may have to accept.

of the reactor plapt would have to be about 2400 A feasibi2"y study was made (see Sect. 13) of the

M;_V(t) rather than the 2250 MW(tj used in the maintenance equipment and proce_iures needed for an

conceptual study, if one assumes that capital costs and MSBR. The major uncertainties are whether the $4.5
fuel costs are directly proportional to the thermal milhon allowance included in the cost estimate for

capacity, the estimated power prt;duction cost with the maintenar, ce equipment is adequate and whether ti'-

lower eefid_:_.cy is about 5.7 mills/kWhr as compared required plant dowaltime for graphite replacement can

with 5.4 mills/kWhr with 44._% efficiency, in a large be accommodated within the 80% plant qctor. With

regard to the latter, the four-year useful life of the

graphite in the MSBR reference design roughly corre-

•Contraryto what would be expected in conventionalcycles, spond$ to the required interval between major steam
the ?00°I.' feedwater requi_ment in the MSBRjuotifie_tire,,_ • turbine overhauls, and there is reason to believe that the

of supercritical-pressurest-am even at 900°F. if a 2400-p_g graphite replacement could be accomplished without900°F/900°F cycle were. _sed an. a Loeffler cycle we2e
emplt,yed to obtain the 7UO°Ffeedwater the t,fticieacy of the adding significantly to the downtime now experienced
_cle would I_ aboa! 3q.5%. ill most plants.
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16 9 SAFETY STUDIES detailed safety stt:dies m_.y disclose structural or opera-

tional features that will dictate design modifications.

A comprehensive safety stud)' has not been made of These changes are not exFected to pose particularly

an MSBR power station. The conceptu:d design is difficult techni_l problems, but the5.' could add to the

believed to be conservative mth" containment provided capital cost.
for raa_oactive ma'erials during normal operatlt, n. but
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Appendix A

Theory of Noble-Gas Migration

R. J. Kedl

INTRODUCTION TI-I.FORY

Noble gase_ particularly xenon, .have an extremely The steady-state analytical model involves a rate
low solubility in fuel salt. The amount that does balance on the no,. _ gas m fuel salt and a fuel loop
dissolve forms a true solution; that is, there is no '_Aththecharacteristicsofawell-stirredw:t:
chemical interaction between the noble gas and salt.
This being the case, one would expect xenon and generation rate = decay rate in salt +
krypton to migrate from the fuel salt where they are
born to various sinks in accordance with the laws cf burnup rate in salt + migration rate to graphite +

mass transfer. This implies that the mass transfer migration rate to drculatingbubbles,
coefficient controls the migration rate. The sinks will be

comprised of any salt-gas interfaces available to xenon where
and krypton, such as circulating bubbles, the voids in
graphite, and the gas space in the pump bowl. Other migration rate to graphite = decay rate irkgraphite +
sinks are decay and burnup. An analytical model was
developed for the MSRE based on this concept, as burnup rate in graphite
reported by Kedl and HoutzeelJ 26 Another analytical
model, complementary to the above model and specifi- and
cally applicable to the very short-lived noble gases, was
reported by Kedl,j 2_ and it agrees well with aata from migration rate to circulating bubbles = decay rate in

the MSRE. The more general model checked out fairly bubbles + burnup rate in bubb_,es+
w_ll under some operating conditions but not so well
under others. With argon as the cover gas, measured and stripping rate of bubbles.
computed _3SXe poison fractions are in substantial
agreement owr all ranges of circulating bubble void A typical migration term can also be represent..-das
fraction. With helium as the cover gas the agreement is follows:

good at high void fractions, Lat at low void fractions
the measure# value is considerably loss than the migration rate to bubbles=hA(C-Ci),
calculated value. The analytical model would predict
verylittle difference, if any, with helium or argon as the where

cover gas. This discrepancy seems to be associated with h = mass transfer coefficient,
the difference in solubility of helium and argon and its
interaction in some way with bubble mechanics. Never- A = total bubble surface area,
tbeless, the above analytical model will be used for C = concentration of xenon isotope dissolved in bulk
MSBRdesign calculations; if in error,the design should salt,

be conservative as far as t3sXe is concerned. As the Ci = concentration of xenon isotope in salt of bubble
model is improved, these cah.ulations will be updated, interface.

170
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These equations are explained in detail and each term have on reactivity. This was a considerable problem
is evaluated (for the MSRE) in ORNL-4069.' 26 The because bubble generators and separators are normally
mass transfer coefficients have been evaluated from fairly high-pressure-dropcomponents, and of course the
standard relationships for heat transfer coefficients and main fuel pump would have to generate this head. A
use of the heat-transfer-n_ass-transfer analogy. In the change in ground rules then allowed up to 1%bubbles
first equation, shown above, the term on the left of the by volume of salt in the core. This greatly simplified the
equality sign is a constant at a given power level. All problem because it permitted the bubbles to circLh::.
termson the right side of the equality sign are functions many times around the fuel loop and let them approach
of the _3SXe concentration dissolved in salt. The saturation. The volumetric flow rate of belium in the

concentration therefore may be solved for. Knowing off-gas system is considerably reduced, and the bubble
this, the rate terms and the m3sXe poisoning due to generation and remo, ,mponents can be put in a side
xenon in the salt, bubbles, and graphite can be stream rather than ;_ the main loop piping. The
computed. The values for _3SXe poisoning are queslion now is how many times bubbles can be
presented in this report in terms of the "poison circulated around the Nlei loop before they ._realmost
fraction," which is defined as the number of neutrons saturated with _3sXe. Calculations pertinent to this
absorbed by _3s Xe compared with the c3tal number of question were made, and the results are shown in Fig.
neutrons (fast and thermal) absorbed by 2S3U. The A.I. Two things appare_lt from this figure are: (!)
reactor parameters used here are listed in Table A.I. Bub*!es can be recirculated about 20 times around the
The values may not be exactly the same as those used fuel loop before the back pressure of _ss Xe m the
elsewhere it, this report, but they are sufficiently close bubble starts to significantly reduce the stripping
and no great error is involved, oa,L-_ _-4soS_

Very early in the MSBR conceptual design, it was a
decided that bubbles would be injected into the fuel
loop at the core discharge and removed at the core _ "

inlet. The objective was to keep the core nominally free 7 T
of bubbles and thus avoid any effects that they might ,,-J

TableA.I. Reactorparametersusedinnobl_ migratioa _ 6 u. _ ,_Z

- -
calctio. g '- g o

5 z •" - " W :DO

U mO_
Reactor power, MW(t) 2250 _ ! I a: , -
Salt volume in fuel loop, ft 3 1416 a: tuU. Q. On,-

, a.i

Total fuel-saltflowrate,cfm 7710 z 4 , , ,_ :
Total volume of core zones i and il, ft3 1851 o I
Total volume of annulus and plenums, ft3 502 a

tu tu_
Graphite surface area in core zones ! and !1, ft2 24,800 a. 3 , _ , ,_
Graphite surface area in ann.qus and plenums, ft2 706 _ ta" ,z,

Average salt fraction in zones I and il, % 16 _ _ * _ _
Salt fraction in annulus and plenums, % 100 2 , " _ 02. 9430
/_veragethermalneutronflux,neutrons 4.0 x I014 "_

sec-I ¢m -2 _v_--_ 0.4 q8,900

In zone., I and II 4.0 X tO 14 _ ; O.6 28,300
In annulus 3.0 X I013 0.8 37,700LO 47,200

Average fast-neutron flux, neutrons 1
cm_2 osec-I f_ tO 20 50 40 qO0

lnzonesl and II 6.3 x 1014 PERCENT OF BUBe3LESSTRIPPED
In annulus 2.0 X 1014 FROM LOOP PER CYCLE

Total 213tT _bsorption crosssection,b
For thermal neutrons 263.1 lets. A.I. Xenon-135 poi_m fraction _ a function of peru:eat
For fastneutrons 32.5 bubblesstrippedfromfuellooppe_cycle.

Effective233U concentrationin fuelsalt, 8.41 X 10-s Parameters:
atomsb-_ cm-_ 1000 MW(e)

Henry'slawcohstantforxenoninfuelsalt, 2.75X 10.-9 Unsealedgraphite
molesof xenonperatmospherepercubic Bubblediameter= 0.020 in.
centimeter Bubblemasstransfercoefficient- 2.0 ft/hr

aTheseparameters_ v not in all casesbe exactlyequal to Graphitepermeabilityto Heatroomtemperature..I0 "s
those used in the MSBRrefi.:encedesign,but the differences cm2/sec
wouldhavesmalleffecto._theoverallconceptualdesign. Graphitevoidavailacleto xenon= 10%

I
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efficiency. (This is the basis for the 10%recycle around the poison fraction. In this calculation it was assumed
the fuel pump specified in the reference design.) (2) that the mid fraction in graphite available to xenon
Even with a I% averagevolume of bubbles in the fuel decreased by one order of magnitude when the per-
loop and with a graphite permeabilit)' of about I0-s meability decreasedby two orders of magnitude.
crn2Isec, the target value of a ,3 sXe po.son fraction of It can be seen that the target poison fraction of 0.5%
0.5% is not quite attained. Average loop void fractions is readily obtainable with an average circulating void
as high as 1% are undesirable, because at these fraction of only 0.2% if coatings with permeabilitiesof
concentrations small bubbles tend to coalesce, it may i0 -s cm2/sec and only a few mils thick can be attained.
be noted that if the average loop void fraction is 1%, Workon the coating of graphite has been promising,as
the ..-'naximumvoid fraction at the pumpsuctionwillbe discussed by Eatherlyt9 and in Sect. 3.2.3 of this

a few times greater because of the pressuregradient, in report. For the purpose of the MSBR design, it was
the fuel-salt loop. assumed that coated graphite will be available with

Since it is desirable to keep the average loop void permeabilities of about lff s cm2/sec and a few mils
fraction well below !%, another avenue to attack the thick. The b,_ble generator and separatorwill therefore
n3sXe problera must be found. The most obvious one be designed on the basis of 0.2% average void in the fuel
is to use a graphite with a n_uchlower ixtmeability, but loop, of bubbles 0.020 in. in diameter, apd a recycle
this grade could be expensive and difficult to obtain, it flow rate around the pump of !0%.

was therefore decided to investigate the effect of a very Migration calctz_ationshave been made for all other
thin coating of Iow-pet,'neability c_.bon (chemically
deposited) on the surface of higher-permeability bulk fumionproduct noble gases, of which there are over 30
graphite. Figure A.2 shows the results of this calcula- kryptons and xenons. The results are shown in Table
lion. The parameters were chosen to yield a high poison A.2, and the flux terms are defined in Fig. A.3. The gas
fraction (approximately 1.9XA. With these par=,,meters migration parameters used to generate Table A.2 were
the calculations were repeated to obtain the effect,_of chc_en to yield an equivalent 13s Xe poison fraction of

0.5"_%. The fluxes would be about the same for any
the permeability and thickness of the sealed layer on

reasonai_!e combination of parameters that yield the
same polton fraction. The decay constants and yields
listed in the tab:e are not necessarily equal to the
accepted values in the literatth'ebut were chosen either
becau3e of some peculiarity of the computer code or to
make some aspect of the design conserwtive. Note that
in the case of long-lived noble gases, tht flux into the

.... o._.,-,,o_. bubbles ;- less than the flux out of the read:tot.This is

® _o,_Fus,o,co_F,c,E_:0, _. ,_su*_,'_co,T,m,T ,2oo-__,,'/_._ because the long-lived noble gases are recycled back|_f_t[IqMF. A_IL JTV OF HI4 AT _ T_'M_I_ATuRE WITH U'IITS Of" Cm_/t@c)

® vo,ov,,c; _ ,, _,,,_.,,E ,v,,_,s_ ,_ xe,,o_c,._ through the reactor as shown in the figure, in the case
$

of short4ived noble gases, the flux into the bubbles is
greater than the flux out of the leac_or. This reflects

® some decay of gas_ during their residence time in the

_ _ '' ' ' ' " ,o-"°-'3'°2 bubblebut before the bubbleis strippedfrom the fuel

_,,,.___..__ salt. For very _ort-lived noble gases, the well-stirred
_, ....... ,o-' ,o pot model is not applicable as pointed out earlier;nevertheless, the computed results ha_ been included
" , _ _--- _ ,o-' o32 and are probably a,:equate ,'orpreliminary designs. The

i * _ I0 -t 0 !
o very short4ived noble gases are not in themselves

0 _ qO '5 20 { t ¢o-_
co._,._T.,c,,,s c,._ significant in the reactor desiga.

With the above tabulated flux:,s of noble gases into
Fig.A.2. Xenon-135poisonfractionas8 functionof graphite the graphite, their contribution to afterheat can be

•,_dimSpemmeten, computed. Figure A.4 shows the resu'ts for an equiva-
Panuneten: lent t3SXe poison fraction of 0.56%. It is assumed that

1000MW(e) the noble-gas flux into graphite is constant and con-Bulkgraphitepermeability".lO-s cm_/sec
AveragevoidfractionofbubbZesinfuelloop,, 0.2% tinues for two veals with the reactor at power. The
Bubblediameter= 0.020 in. total amount of noble gases and their daughters
lO%bubblesstripped perpass accumulated in the graphite after this period of time
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TeMe A.2. *Nob_ misration in tu_ MSBR

13SxL PoisonFraction = 0.56%

Decay Cumulative Thernud NoNe-Gas
Noble-Gat Constant Yield Cro_ Noble.Gas Noble.Gas Hobie-Gas Flux to

Isotope Used in ;'ram2)3U Section Flux 1o Flux to Flux Out HdiumCalculation

(h:-i) (fraction) (barns) Graphite Bubbles of Reuctm Cleanup(stoms_r) (atoms/h:) (atoms/h:) System
(atoms_hr)

SaKx 1.0 x I0 -s 0.003 45.0 1.24 x H}:; 2.11 X 102s 1.0SX 1022 2.11 X 1021

83Kr i.0 X 10-5 0.0114 0 2.85 X 1017 3.00 v, iO_'! !.50 X 1022 3.00 X 102 t

g41_r 1.0 X 10-5 0.0110 0.160 2.81 X 1017 2.90 X 1021 1.4.$X 1022 2.90 X 1021

8SKr ?.35 X 10 -6 0.0249 0.09_ L67 X 1017 6.56 X 1021 3.28 X 1022 6.56 X 1021

86Kr !.0 X 10-5 0.03?.8 0.060 8.27 X 10j_ 8.64 X 1021 4.32 X 10=2 8.64 X 102I

STl_ 0.547 0.0450 SO0.O 7.15 X 1019 !.10 X 1022 !.11 X 1012 8.35 X !010

SSKr 0.247 0.0570 0 8.81 X 102° !.40 X 1022 !.70 X 1022 7.72 X 1020

SgKr 13.0 0.0623 0 9.49 X 1020 !.14 X 1022 8.16 x 102j 0

9°Kjr 75.6 0.0555 0 5.66 X 1020 4.74 X 102t 1.43 X 1021 0

91KJr 249.0 0.0410 0 Z28 X 102° !.44 X 1021 !.67 X !_ _0 0

s21Cx 832.0 0.0296 0 6.96 X 1019 3.53 X 1020 1.33 x 1019 0

93yur 1230.0 0.0142 0 2.43 X 1019 1.17 x 1020 3.02 X lOII 0

94Kr 2496.0 0.0062 0 $.82 X 1018 2.57 X 1019 3.32 X 1017 0

9SKJr 2490.0 0.0019 0 !.78 X 1018 7.87)' 10 j8 !.02 X !0 I? 0

I=SXe 1.0 X 10-5 0.0020 1.50 1.30 X 1017 5.27 X 1020 Z63 X 102; 5.26 X 102°

laSXe !.0 X 10-5 0.0002 2.50 1.36 X 1016 _,.qOX ,qO19 2.50 X 1020 4.99 X 1019

l'tXe 1.0 X 10-5 0.0210 0 1.16 X i0 ts 5.53 X 1021 2.76 x 102a 5.52 X 102 I

13°X© 1.0 X i0 "s 0.0010 2.50 7.38 X 1020 2.71 X IG=° 1.35 X 102 j 2.71 X 1020

131Xe 1.0 X 10-5 0.038.5 120.0 3.16 X 1019 !.01 X I0._'a 5.05 X 102:t !.01 X 102a

132Xe !.0 X 10"s 0.0548 0.20 3.10 X l0 ts 1.44 X 1022 7.20 X 102a 1.44 X 102a

133Xe 5.48 X IO.3 0.0648 190.0 8.68 X 1020 1.62 X 1022 4.21 X 1022 6.47 X 102j
134Xe 1.0 X I0 -s 0.0683 0.20 3.87 X 1018 1.80 X 102a 8.98 X 102a 1.79 X 1022

13Sx_. 0.0753 0.0616 I.O5 X 106 1.93 X 1021 !.41 X 102a 1.43 X 1022 7.68 X 1019

1$6Xe !.0 X !0 -s 0.0700 0.15 3.94 X 1018 !.84 X 10'3a 9.20 X 102a !.84 X 103a

137Xe 9.90 0.0716 0 2.04 X 1021 1.34 X 102a !.03 X 102a 0

138Xe 2.446 0.0663 0 2.02 x 1021 !.45 X 1022 i.35 X 1022 0

139Xe 60.85 0.0493 0 9.01 X I0aO 4.75 X 1021 1.66 X 1021 0

14°Xo 156.0 0.0352 0 3.87 X 1020 !.80 X 1021 3.12 X 1020 0

t¢lxe 1250.0 0.0180 0 ,_.73 X 1019 1.46 X 102° 3,71 X 1010 0
14aXe 1660.0 0.0163 0 2.60 X 1019 !.00 X 1020 1.94 X 1018 0

143Xe 2490.0 0.0017 0 1.84 X I0 ts 6.96 X 1018 9.01 X 1016 0

144Xe 2490.0 0.0001 0 7.t)6 X 1016 290 X 1017 3.76 X lOIs 0

can then be compw _. The computation assumesthat computed 135Xe poison fractions are in subsgantial
all daughtersrem..,i in the graphite.For simplicity,it agreementover all rangesof c', .dlating bubble void
also assumes straight chain decay and no branching fraction. With helium as the covergas,the agreement is
decay loops, good at high void fractions, but at low void frac.... m

There are several areas in the theory and application the measured poison fraction is considerably less than
of noble-gas migration where development is needed, the calculated value. The analytical model would
The most necessary and potentially fruitful area is to predict very little difference, if any, between the two
explain the reason for the lower than expected poison cover gases. Th,: discrepancy seems to be associated
fraction in the MSRE at low void fractions with helium with the difference in solubility of helium and argon
as the cover gas. As noted in the be_nning of this and the relationship between solubility and bubble
Appendix, when argon is the cover gas, measured and mechanics. To illustrate, suppose helium bubbles 0.020
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C_NU- DWG 69- .5486 CmNt.-C,WG69- 548?

"= f . :': CONTIMXX_ TiME OF REACTORAT POWER=2years ..:::;__ ', " .. NOBLE GAS MIGRATION PARAMETERSSUCH THAT .....

I I\ i *.....-° ......_,LOU_ [_.=.-... _,._..... : .::...:. . :: .....I

i !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
REACTOR Kr - 6 hr _ ........................................

Xe - 48 hr

DFF-GAS V _ IOZ' : : ::::::: : ::::':;: : : ::::::: ' ":: ; ::::::"LINE 47-hfXe I : : :;::::: : : :::_'_; : ; : ::::"_

/
' =" = : ::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::CHARCOAL z, , • ..... i'_ ........

[ ....... .,, ........ , . .
i

( REAcTON FUEL LOOP I _ I , "(t6 ? hr {6 94cloy., " _':_

¢0o 10'1 t02 103 t04 ,0 fi

TIME AFTER REACTC._ SHUTDOWN (re,n)

Pis. A.4. Mterheat contn'butionby noble 8aae=and their
FLUXTOBUBBLES dall_llM11_ by theIFapldteintheMSBRcote.

BUBBLE

FLUXTOGRAPHITE argon,the solubilityis sufficientlylow that the bubble

_GRAPHITE will not disappear but will only compress in size. Of
_//////_//// course,:he bubbles aresubjected to these high pressures

' V///"_/J_ only for a few seconds, so the dissolution process must
be quite rapid. (The entire loop cycle time is only about
11 sec _ If the helium doe_ dissolve completely, at some

o.eOFFLOW locationnearthe pumpsuctionthe bubbleswill rapid',y

l 0.2OF.FLOW nucleateandthegascomebackout of solution.
A questionableparameter in noble-gas migration

calculations is the masstransfercoefficient to bubbles
PURE FLUX TO

He HELIUM suspendedin a turbulent fluid. A literature survey and
MAKEUP CLEANUP

SYSTEM analysiswasmade of this parameter by Peebles} 2s He
concluded that the mass transfer coefficient will fall in

Fil. A.3. Plowdialpamto 4d'im_'m=eted inTableA.2. the range of 2 to 13 ft/hr depending on wheth¢ the
bubble has a rigid or mobile interface respectively. A
program is currently under way to determine this

in. in diameter are injected at the MSBRpumpsuction, parameter for turbulent flow in a glycerol-water and
Further, assumethat the fuel salt is saturatedwith helium bubblesystem.A masstransfercoefficient of
helium at the pressureand temperatureof the pump 2.0 ft/hr has been used in the designcalculations
suction and that the bubblesgo throughthe pump becausethe small helium bubblesin molten salt are
where the pre=ure is rahed to over 200 psi. If the expectedto havea rigid interface. Use of this coef.
bubblesare allowedto equilibratewith the "=alt,they ficie,lt alsotendsto makethe =3sXe poisoningcalcula-
will completelydissolveand disappear.In the caseof tionsconservative.
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Appendix B

Neutron Physics

Table B.I. Concentratk, ns _,nd neutren absorptionz Table B.2. Neutron flu_,by energy group at the midplane
in fmion products at equilibrium for the single-fluid of the single-fluid MSBR reference de_sn

MSBR reference design --
Flux

Effective processing cycle times are given in Table 3.7-B Energy (1014 neutrons cm-2 .c-l)

Concentration Lower boundary Center of
Nuclide a Absorption b Group Center of core

(atoms b-1 cm-I ) (eV) core zone Ii

149Sm 4.5 X 10 -_ 6.S X 10 -3 1 8.2 X 10: 1.22 0.20

143Nd 2.4 × 10 -7 1.5 X 10 -3 2 3.2 X 104 2.61 0.46

lSlSm 1.3 X 10 -a 1.4 X 10 -3 3 1.2 × .i.03 2 63 0.58

147Pro 8.2 X 10 -a 1.3 X 10 -3 4 4.8 X l0 t 2.41 0.46
5 1.9 X 10° 2.02 0.29

zSaEu 5.7 X 10 -a 7.5 × 10 .-4 6 7.7 X 16 -1 0.61 0.07
_SSEu 2.7 X 10 -9 7.0 x 10 -4 7 1.8 x 10 -! 3.25 0.21

14aPm 1.3 X 10-9 5.4 x 10 --4 $ 6.0 x 10 -2 3.33 0.14

lS4Eu 1.7 X 10 -a 4.9 X I0 ..4 9 4.7 X 10 -3 1.06 0.04

14SNd 2.1 X 10 -7 4.2 X 10 --4

143pI 1.0 X 10 -7 2.3 X 10 -4

93Zr 1.7 X 10-6 2.2 X 10-4

9°St 8.5 × 10 -6 2.1 × 10-4

lS°Sm 4.6 X 10-a 1.2 X 10 -4

14JPr 2.0 x 10 -7 5.8 x 10 -$

13/Ba 5.1 X 10 -7 4.9 X 10 -s

139La ".7 X 10 -7 3.3 X 10 -s

1$2Sm 2.2 X 10 -a 2.9 X 10 -s

t44Ce 2.6 X 10 -7 2.9 X !0 -s

91Zr 4.6 X 10 -7 2.8 X iO -s

14°Ba 1.0x 10-7 2.4x 10 -s

Others 5.1 x 10 -4

rotal 15.2 X 10 -3

aln decreasing order of neutron ab_ .ption.

bNeutrons absorbed per neutron absorbed in fissile material
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Appendix C

Equivalent Units for English Engineering and Ir ternational Systems a

Quantity Fnglish engLqcer._g Multiplier to International
umts obtain SI units system (SI) units a

Area q2 0.0929 m 2

Density ib/ft 3 16.027 kg/m 3

Force b lb 4.4481 N

Heat load Btu/hr 0.293 W

Heat rate c Btu kW -l hr -l 292.8 x 10 -6 J W -1 sec -1

leat transfer coefficient Btu hr -t ft -2 (°F)-I 5.67 W m -2 (°K)-l

Length ft 0.3048 m

"Mass" flow rate lb/hr 126 X 10 -6 kg/sec

Power hp 745.7 W

Pressure psi 6894.6 N/m 2

Quantity of heatc Btu 1054.7 J

Specific heat (heat capacity) Btu lb-l (°F' -s 4187 J kg -l (OK)-!

(rpm)(gpm_ 6"s _radians/sec)(m 3/sec) o-s
Specific speed (pumps) 2.027 x 10 -3

(It) O-75 (m)O.75

Stress psi 6894.6 N/m 2

Thermal conductivity Btu hr -I (OF)-l ft -l 1.731 W m -t (OK)-t

Thermal expansion per °F 0.555 per *K

Velocity (linear) fps 0.3048 m/sec

Velocity (angular) rpm O.1047 radians/sec

Viscosity d lb hr -! ft -l 0.4138 X 10 -3 N sec -lm -2

Volume ft 3 0.02832 m 3

Volume flow g'pm 63.1 X 10-6 m3/_c

Weight equivalent lb 0.4536 kg
Work ft-lb 1.351 J

_l'able S.I is expressed in English engineering units as commonly used in MSR literature and in the meter-kilogram-second (MKS)

system, which closely follows the International System (SI).

bl N = l0 s dynes = 1 kg m sec -2 = I J/m.

Cl J = 2.778 × 10 "4 W-hr = 0.0009482 Btu.

dl N sec m -2 = 1 kg sec -1 m -l .
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Appendix D

Cost Estimates for the MSBR Station

Roy C. Robertson

M. L. Myers

Table D.I, Estimated construction cost for MSBR power station a

Based on Januar_ 1970 co_ts

Cost (thousands of dollar_)
Account Item

No. Materials Labor b Total

20 Land c (see account 94) 590

21 SWacture_ and site facilities

211 Site improvements 500 565 J ,065
212 Reactor building

212.1 Basic structure d 3,358 3,358 6,716
Special materials (see Table D.3)

Stainless steel liner at $1.20/Ib 334 143 477
Carbon steel at $0.60/!b 1,850 1,240 3,090
Insulation at $10/ft 3 321 137 458

212.2 Building services 325 175 500
212.3 Containment structures at $2lib 1,900 1,900 3,800

Subtotal for account 212 8,088 6,953 15,041
213 Turbine building e 2,200 I,R00 4,000
214 Intake and discharge structures 540 360 900
218A Feedwater heater bay/. 1,720 1,410 3,130
218B Loading and set-down bay/. 590 480 1,070
218C Offices, control rooms, etc. 450 3O0 750
218D Warehouses and miscellaneous 36 24 60

Subtotal for account 218 2,796 2,_ 14 5,010
219 Heat rejection stackg 320 480 80(J

Subtotal for account 21 14,444 12,372 26,816
Contingency: 5% materials, 10% labor 722 1,237 1,959

Spare parts: 1/2% 76 76

Total for account 21 15,242 13,609 28,851

22 Reactor plant equipment
221 Reactor equipment h

221.1 Reactor vessel / 9, IO0 400 9,500
221.2 Control rods 1,000 100 1,100
221.3 Graphite (see Table D.5 )] 7,200 200 7,400

Subtotal for account 221 17,300 700 18,000
222 Main heat transfer system

222.11 Fuel-salt pumps 3,100 2O0 3,300
222.12 Primary system salt piping 300 129 429
222.13 P.-imary heat exchangers (see TableD.6) 7,100 200 7,3O0
222.31 Coolant-salt pumps 4,200 200 4,400
222.32 Secondary system salt piping 1,330 570 1,900
222.33 Steam generators (see Table D.7) 5,790 480 6,270

Reheaters (see Table D.8) 1,468 2O0 1,668

Subtotal for account 222 23,288 1,979 25,267

177
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Table D.I (continued)

Cost (tbousands of dollars)
Account Item

No. Materials Labor b Total

224 Radioactive _v_te treatment and disposal
224.1 Liquid waste 45 15 60
224.2 Off-gas system 350 150 500
224.3 Solid waste disposal (not fission plod,, , 75 25 100

Subtotal for account 224 470 190 660

225 Nucleax fuel storage
225.4 Primary drain tank (see Table D.9) 2,680 300 2,980

Fuel-salt storage tank (see Table D. 10) 643 70 713
Sah transfer pump and jets 480 20 500

Subtotal for account 225 3,803 390 4,193

226 Other reactor equipment
226.1 Inert gas sy*.tems 280 120 400
226.2 Auxiliary. boiler k 2,550 450 3,000

Cell heating systems / 200 130 330
226.3 Coolant-salt drain tanks (see Table D. 11) 765 35 800
226.4 Coolant-_lt kandling 20 5 25
226.5 Coolant-s_lt purification system 125 25 1.50
226.6 Leak-detection system 150 100 250
226.7 Cell cooling system 150 150 300
226.8 Maintenance equipment (see Table D.12) 3,600 900 4,500

.:" Subtotal for account 226 7,840 1,915 9,755
227 Instruments and -ontrols 3,200 800 4,000

i
_' Subtotal for account 22 55,901 5,974 61,875

z Contingency: 15% materials, 10% laborm 8,385 597
Spare parts: 1.5%n i02

" Total for account 22 64,388 6,571 70,959

23 Turbine plant equipment
231.1 Turbine-generatoI ° 19,361 1,000 20,361
231.2 Foundations 225 225 450

Subtotal account 231 19,586 1,225 20,811

232.3 Conden_cingwater system 1,100 900 2,000
233 Condensers 1,500 700 2,200
234 Feedwater heating system

234.1 Regenerative feedwater heaters 1,800 100 1,900
234.2 Condensate pumps 180 20 200

Boiler feed pumps 1,890 210 2,100
234.3 Piping and miscellaneous

Feedwater and condensate 900 900 1,800
Extraction steam 375 375 750
Drains and vents 125 125 250

Mixing chambers 72 8 80
Pressure-booster pumps 585 65 650

Subtotal account 234 5,927 1,803 7,730
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Table D.I (continued)

Cost (thousand_ of doliars)
Account Item

No. Materials Labor b Total

235 Other turbine plant equipment
233.1 Main steam pipingP 1,700 1,700 3,400
235.2 Turbine aaxiharies 250 200 450
235.3 Auxiliary cooting systemsq 600 300. 900
235.4 Makeup and treatment 320 160 480
235.5 CO_hale,sate ,_eatmen_. 480 320 800
7_35.6 CentrM lubrication system 60 30 90

235.7 Reheat steam preheatels (see Table D. 13) 1 I0 25 135

Subtotal account 235 3,520 2,735 6,255
236 Turbine plae,t instruments and controls 330 170 500

Subtotal for account 23 31,963 7,533 39,496
Contingency: 4% materials. 8% labor 1,279 603 1,882
Spare parts 220 220

Total for account 23 33,462 8,136 41,598

24 Electric plant equipment
241 Switchgear

241. I Generator circuit.,. 100 30 130
241.2 Station service i,000 190 1,100

242 Station service 450 363 810
243 Switchboards 400 70 470

244 Protective equipment 100 100 200
245 E,ectric structures 150 600 750

246 Wiring 2,000 2,000 4,000

Subtotal for account 24 4,200 3,260 7,460

Contingency: 5% materials, 10% labor 200 300 500
Spare parts: 0.5% 40 40

Total for account 24 4,440 3,560 8,000

25 Miscellaneous plant equipment
251 Turbine plant hoists 333 37 370
252 Air and water services 490 330 820
253 Communications 50 50 100

254 Furr:ishing and fixtures 350 20 370

Subtotal for account 25 1,223 437 1,660

Contingency: 5% materials, 10% labor 6! 44
Spare parts: 1% 13

Total for account 25 1,297 487 1,778

26 Special materials
264 Coolant-salt inventory r 500
265 Miscellaneous special materials 500

Subtotal for account 26 1,000
Total direct construction cost (TDC) 152,305

91 Construction equipment and services at 0.8% TDCs 1,218

921 Reactor engineeringt 2,250

922 Engineering, at 5.5% TDC s 8,377

93 Insurance, taxes, etc., at 4.2% TDC s 6,397

94 Interest during construction, at 18.58%u 31,687
942 Land interest during construction v 420

Total indirect costs w 50,349

Total plant capital investment 202,654
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Table D.I (continued)

aEstim_ted costs are not for fLrst-.of-a-kind plant but assume an established molten-salt zeactor industry. Estim_,tes are based on
January 197_ 7rices. Private ownership is assumed, with a prevailir,g interest rate of 8% and a five-year construction period.
Contingency factors of up to 15% have been dpplied. The cost estimate follows format, account number:,, and procedures
recommended in NUS-531 (tel ! 19).

bLabor is for fieJd erection. Shep and fabrication labo_ are included it. materi_.is

CFor typic:l site at A{bany, N.Y. Land cost included in indirect cost.

alas indicated in Table D.3, basic _tructures include all portions of reactor and cord'inement buildings except dome, which is
inc!uded in account 212.3. Estimate is bas,'d on installed cost of concrete of $103/yd 3.

eBufldi'_g cost based on $1.00/ft 3 .

fBuildmg cost based on S0.65/ft 3 .

gStack is 400 ft tligh. Based on $2000/tt.

?'Reactor shielding is included with structures, account 212.1.

/Average cost of HasteHoy N installed is about $14/lb (see Table D.4).

/Average cost of graph/te is about $10/lb (see Table D.5).

kBoiler capacity ~200,000 lb/hr.

/Based on 950 cell heaters at $200 each.

mBased on recommendations in NUS-531 (ref. I i9). See text, Sect. 15.1.

nDoes not include replacement reactor core.

°Based on tandem-compounded, 6-flow, 31-in. unit (Westinghouse price).

;;Based on 900 ft of high-pressure mains at 370 lb/ft and $0.75/1O; and on 700 ft )f reheat piping at 468 lb/ft and $0.75/Io.

qService water systems.

rBased on 1 X 106 Ib of coolant salt at $0.5C/1b. Salt inventory is considered to be depreciating capital investment.

-_rom Fig. C-l, NUS-531, ref. 119.

tFrom Fig. C-2, NUS-531, ref. 119.

UBased on five years construction tim_-at 8% interest compounded annually aM typical cash flow curve shown in Fig. C-4,
NUS-531. ref. 119.

VlSased on seven years ownership at 8% interest compounded annually.

Wlndirect costs amount to about 33% of_'DC cost.

Table D.2. Estimated fuel-cycle costs for the MSBR power station

A. Estimated cost of equillorium inventory in primary circulation system

Total weight of fuel salt in system: 1_20 ft 3 × 208 = 357,760 lb
Total moles of fuel salt: 357,760/64 = _'5590 lb-moles

Total

_LiF: 5590 X 0.72 × 26 × $15/1Oa $ 1,570,000
BeF_: 5590 X 0.16 x 47 x $7.50/1b 315,000
ThF4: 5590 X 0.12 X 308 × $6.50/!1) 1,343,000
2aaU: 1223 kg at $13/8 15,900,000
aaJPa: 7 kg at $13/g 94,090
2JSu: 112 kg at $11.20/8 1,252,000

$20.474,000
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TableD.2 (continued)

B. Estimated cost of salt inventoryin chemical processingplant

Total weight of barrensalt in chemicalplant: 480 ft3 × 207 = 99,360 Ib
"iotal moles of barren salt: 99,360/63.2 = 1572 ib-moles

7LiF: 1572 X 9.72 X 26 × $15/1ba $ 441,000
BeF2: 1572 x 0.1£ X 47 × $7.50/!b 89,000
ThF4; 1572 X 0.12 X 308 × $6.50/1b 378,000
23aU: 63 kg at $13/g 815,000
233pa: 103 kg at $13/g 1,336,000

$ 3,059,000

C. Makeupsalt cost (per year, based on 15 cal-year cycle)

"._: (1,564,000 + 441,420)/15 $ J34,000
BeF2: (315,276 + 88,658)/15 27,000
ThF4: (1,342,942 + 377,657)/15 115,000

$ 276,000

D. Chemicalprocessingplant equipment colasd

Direct constructioncost equipment and field labor (cell construction cost is included $10,000,000
in account 21, structures) (allow.)

Indirect costs at 35%e 3,500,000

Total $13,500,000

E. Operatingcos'. (pet year)

Payrolland overheaddirectly associated with chemical processingsystem. Say, $700,000

F. Estimated fuel-cycle cost (milis/kWhr)

Fhed chargeson salt inventoryat 13.2c7_ 0.44
Mal'eupsalt 0.04
FLxedchargeson processingOzluipmentat 13.7%g 0.26
Processplant operatingco,,ts O.10

0.84
Production credit, b-':sedon 3.2%/yearyield 0.09

Total estimated fuel-cyclecost 0.76

abased on 7Li at $55/Ib, or $120/kg.
b _ 233 235Basedcn U at $13/g and U at $11 .?O/g,
C 233 233Based on U and "Paat $13/g.
dThe estin,ated cost of the MSI_'. reel processing equipment is not preciseat t._dstime. Figure 15.1 shows the

effect of the fuel processingequipment cost on the fuel-cycle and total powerproductk,n costs.
elndirect cost of 35% is approximatelythe same asfor the main pkant.See account., 91 through 94, TableD.I.
fFixed charge._to be applied to the capital cost of the fuel-salt inventory over th._ 30-year life of the plant

cannot be precisely estimated because of the changing fuel-pricing and tax structaws, and because of the
uncertainties in the handlingand cleanup costs involved in recoveringthe fuel salt for reus_at the end of the plant
life. The fixed chargeswould probably fall between the 13.7% used for depreciatingequipment (see Table D,14)
and the 12.8% used for nondepreciating items, as recommended by NUS-531 (ref. 119). An .,veragevalue of 13.2%
has therefore been used.

gFixe,4charges on depreciatingequipmentare explained in Table D.14.
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Table D.3. Summary of spectal materials in reactor building

_ tain_ss Ca'"on steela Concrete lqsulatlon

steel (lb) (tons) (yd 3) (ft 3)

Confinement buildtag
Do,-ae (948)/' 18,276
Reactor cell 48.992 955 3,184 11,268
Waste storage cell 153 c
Floors 25.183

Cc.ntrol rod storage 8,238 72 c 1.935
Spent core storage cell ! 2,567 130 c 3,188
Replacement core celJ !2.574 22 250
Spent heat exchanger cell 9,4 35 100 1,929 2,445
Chemical p;ocessing cell 57,44.5 c
Freeze-valve cell 5,028 55 45 1.351
Off-gascell 28,722 c

ltot cells _2,724 617
Auxiliary equipment cells 333
Drain tank cell 12,571 130 250 2,250
M_scellaneous concrete 32

Reactor building
Floors 4,340
Exterior walls 5,698
Interior walls 4,933
Steam cells 94,423 956 c 23,328
Coolant-salt drain cell 94,423 c

Total 397,142 2,573 65,070 43,765

acarbon steel for containment and shielding only. Does not include reinforcing or structural steel.
/'Included in account 212.3, Containment Structures.
CConcrete included elsewhere in Table D.3.
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Table D.4. Estimated cost of Hastelloy N in reactor, essei a

Weight Cost per pe,nd Shop labor Materials and labor
(lb) (dolla,s) ( 103 dollars) ( 1,33 dollars)

Removable upper head assembly
Cylinder extension (18 ft OD, 13 ft high, 2 in. thick) 68,130 10 341 681
Flange (20.66 ft OD, 18 ft ID, 6 in. thick) 22,480 15 225 337
Head b (18 ft diam, 3 in. thick) 40,800 15 401 612
Control rod pipe (18 in. diam, 20 ft high, 0.56 in. thick) 2,420 25 4_ 60
Miscellaneous internals (allow.) 1,000 25 20 25

Reactor vessel, permanently installed
Upper flange, as above 22,480 15 225 337
Cylinder extension, as above 68,130 10 341 681

Portion of top head (22.53 ft OD, 18 ft ID, 2 in. thick) 15,410 15 150 231
Head skirt (22.4 ftav diam, 6 in. high) 3,260 10 16 33
Vessel cylinder (22.4 ftav diam, 13 ft high, 2 in. thick) 84,920 10 425 849
Bottom head t' (22.53 ft diam, 3 in. thick) 63,920 15 639 959
Bottom well 13 ft diam, 4 ft high, l in. thick) 1,750 15 18 26
Bottom ring (1 ft 8 in., 3 in., 17 ft 6 in. ID) 14,003 25 280 350
Top ring (1 ft 9 in., 3 in., 17 ft 8 in. ID) 14,861 25 297 372

Reflector reta/ner rings (2 in., 41/2 in., 21 ft diam) 10,208 25 204 255
Bottom ring (3 in., 6 in., 16 ft 2 in. ID 3,627 25 73 91
Nozzles, etc. (allow.) 5,000 38 165 190
Miscellaneous internals (allow.) 2,000 25 40 50

Replaceable core assembly
Internal head b (18 ft diam, 3 in. thick) 40,800 15 401 612
Bottom ringc (92 in. 2, 16.3 ft diam av) 18,200 25 364 455
Miscellaneous internals (allow.) 1,000 25 20 25

Alter_te removable upper head assembly (see above) 134,830 10-25 1035 1715

8946

Transportation to site 200

"1oral (does not h_.cludefield labor) 9146

aEstimated weights bzsed on H,'_stelloy N density of 557 lb/ft 3, and on Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.

+ _rb2 1 4-e
blnside _.urfacearea ofelhpsoid,,, head = na2 _ In _ = 0.9D 2,

where

a =DI2,

b = 3a/ll (for MSBR), and

e = x/(a 2 - b2)/a = 0.962.

CAn irregular shape; see Fig. 3.2.
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I Table D.5, Estimated courtof graphite for MSBR

Cost
i Pounds (thousands of dotlar_)
!

i Weights of 8raphitd

Zone t, 13% salt

I Octagon (14.33 ft across fiats, 13 ft high) 221,4001

i Zone 11,37% salt
I Axial (9 in. thick, top and bottom octagon) 18,49'/

t Upper end elements (3 in. thick, top _tagon) 73S

i Radial (16.83 f*-OD, !4.5ft high) .';5,055

Salt inlet, upper partb 880
Radial vessel coolant plenum b 3360

Ra.4ial reflector, 1.2% salt (22.16 ft OD, 17.16 ft ID, 14.5 ft high) 254.395
Axial reflector, I_qttom,c 3% salt (20.2 ft effective diameter) 54,816
Axial reflector, top, 3% salt (¢;me as above) 54,816

Outlet passageb 5,400

Smnmaty of graphite we_hts and costs

E_ctrudedelements and shapes (at $ II/'b)
Zone i and zone lJ axial 240,631
Zone il radial 55,055

295,686 3252

Reflector pieces (at $9/1b)
Radial 254,395

Axial, top 54,816
Axial, bottom 54,816
Outlet paxc_ge 5,400
Coolant plenum 3 ....
Salt in_et 880

373,667 3363

r.:ternate head assembly (al $9/1b)
Axial reflector, t._p 54,816
Outlet passage 5,400

6,216 542

Total graphite, including alternate head assembly 729,569 7157

.#. ' Me core assembly

J.one, } 240,631}Zove 11 ! _¢ial at $11/Po 55,055 3252

Axia: reflector, b_ttom } 54,816} 501Salt inlet, upper part at $9/1b 880

351,382 3753

UWeishL_based ox;graphite density of 115 lb/ft 3.

I_Frol,1estimates by H. L. Watts.

el_ased on volurae of spheroid: V = 4/3 na2b, where (for MSBR) a = 10.1 ft and b = 2.3 ft. Thus V = nD3/32.7 (for one heact).
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Table 13.6. Estimated cost of primary he_t e.xchanger_

Desctipti_m for each ,_f four units
Material, Hastello,r N

5543 tubes, 0.37_ m. OD, 0.035 :.n.wall thickness, 22.07 ft

long (each unit)
Totai_urface, I?,)ll ft 2 X 4 = 48,04a ft_
Shell ID, 66.2 in.
See Fig. 3.33

Weights of Htstelh,y N b
Tubes (70,800 Ib at _30/ib) $2,124,000
Cyli,ders _192,400 Jb at $10;lb) 1,924,000
Heads {7,_;00 lb at $15/Ib) 117,000
Tube sheets, tings, etc. (149,100 Ib at $20/1b) 2,q82,000

$7,147,000
Installation labor 200,000

$7,347,000

aTh-ne did not permit revising the above cost estimate to agrg_
with the latest primary heat exchanger data, as listed in Table
3.15.

t'Weights are for total of four units.

Table D.7. Estimated cost of steam generators

Total of 16 units

Total surface: 56,432 ft2
Materiah Hastelloy N
I ubes: 380 tubes. 0.50 in. OD, 0.077 in. wall thickness, 70.9 ft

av length (each unit)
Total weight a = 170,609 lb at $20/!b $3,400,000

Shells: 18 in. 1P,0.375 in. wall thickness, 71 ft av length
Total weight = 95,122 lb at $10/lb 950,000

Spherical heads: 28 in. OD x 4 in. wall thickness, total 32
Total weight = 74,661 Ib at $15/lb 1,120,000

Nozzle% baffles: Weight = 16,000 Ib (say) at $20/1b 320,000
Installa0on 480,000

$6,270,000

aTotal weights are for 16 'zn,.'ts.

Table D.8. Estimated cost of steam reheaters

Total of eight units

Material: Hastelloy N
Total surface: 9,253 X 8 = 18,024 ft 2
Tubes: 392 tubes. 0.75 in. OD, 0.035 in. wall thickness,

?9.27 ft long (each uniD
Total weight a= 27,911 ib at $30/1b $ 837,330

Shell: 21 in. ID, 0.5 in. wall thickness, 30 ft long
Total weight = 31,3_2 lb at $10/lb 310,352

Tube sheet: 21 in. diam, 4 in. thick
Total weight = 7145 Ib at $10/lb 71,450

Hearts: 10.5 in. radius, 0.75 in. thick (assumed hemispherical)
Total weight = 3215 lb at $20/Ib 64,000

Bafflcs: )1 in. dlam, 3/, in. thick, 70% cut; total 36 per unit
Total weight = 8440 lb at $10/Ib 84.400

Nozzles, etc., _y 4000 lb at $25/!b 100,000

Installation lal:or 200_000
Total $1,668,000

aTotal weight is for eight mrs,
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Tabi_ D.9. Es.Jmated cost of fuel-saJT dram tank

Description 13f:9m. OD, 21ft9,n. high;,,eeFig 6.2 and ]able 6. i
Material: Hastelloy N

Heads: Total of four. 13 i; _ in. dlam, II/_ lq. thick
Asp_.,'t rauo. 7/2
Area ot i,.-ad, 0.gD 2 (see f_;.note b, Table D.41; one head has a 5-ft-diam hole at center hne

Weight, 4 × "357 (21.7 ft 2 - ,_.45 ft _) = 42,800 lb at $15/!b 642.000 $ 6,;2.000
C_,hnder_: Total of two, !3 ft 9 m. tiara, 16.5 ft high, 1 in. thick = 66,200 Ib at $10/lb 662,000

U-tt, be_ l'otal of 1500. 3/4ltz OD, 0.942 m. wall _hickness, average length, 17.5 ft
We_ht = 18,950 lb at $39/ib 567,000

He_ders" Total of,;9 3-irL pipe inside S-re. pipe. about 6 ft long
Weight = 7260 !o z: $15/!b 108,900

Nozzles, b_qes, etc. _allow3 2000 le_*- $25/ib 50,000
Heat-removal :w'em cost allowances a

Salt-to-steaa_ exchanger $ 200,000
Steam-to-air exchanger for 40 MW(t) 200,000
Piping, etc. 250.000

$2,679,00f'
Installation labor 300,000

Total $2,980,000

aCapacity = 18 MW(tl.

Table D.10. Estin_ted cost of fuel-salt storage tank

Description: Tank is essent,ally same as fuel-salt drain
tank except that cooling tubes in tank are
salt-to-steam transfer as in HSRE and no

intermediate heat ¢xchzng-: is required
Material: Staude_ steel (a = a95 ib/ft _)
Tubing: 16,800 lb at $5/1o = $ 84,000
Cylinders: 58,600 lb at $3/Ib = 175,800

Heads 38.000 lb at $5/Ib =

Headers 6500 ib at $5/!b = _ 232,500Nozzl-:__,etc. 2000 :b at $511b =
i,,stallation iabo_ 150,000
Heat-removal system cost ._. ".;ance

Steam-to-air exchanger !00,000
P_ping 50,003

$642,300

Installation labor 70,000

Total $712,300

Table D.! 1. Estimated cost of cooiaatcalt stOralle

Total of four units. 12 ft diam, 20 ft high, useful storage capacity 2100 ft_ each
Material: shunless steel (a = 495 lb/ft3_

Cylinders: 12 ft diam, 20 ft high, 1 in. thick
Total weight = 124,460 lb at $3/Ib $375,000

Heads: 12 ft diam, 1.25 in. thick
A = I.OD 2 (assumed aspect ratio for heads)
Total weight = 71,304 ib at $5/ib 350,000

Nozzles, etc.: say 8000 Ib at $5/Ib = 40,000
Installation labor 35,000

Total $SO0,OO0
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Tab',e D.12. Estimated cost of maintenance equipment for Table D.14. Fixed charge rate (percent per annum} used for
the MSBR invest_ -owned MSBR power statmn a

Costs m thousands of dollars
Return on money invested b 7.2

Polar crane 600 Thirty-yea- depreciation e 1.02
Cask 125 Interim replacements a 0.35

Federal income taxe 2.04
Ho:,sts 150 Other taxes/" 2.84
Tranmion piece 25
Maintenance containment cover 120 Insurance other than liabilityg 0.25
Maintenance closure 75 13.7

Disassembly at:d storage ceil equipment 500
Maintenance shields 250 aIhis table is for depreciating oquipment. For non-

Long-handled tools 400 depreciating items, such as land, a fixed charge rate of 12.8%
In-cell supports and mechanisms 250 was assamed, as recommended in NUS-531 (ref. 119). See Table
Transfer cask for miscellaneous components 50 D.2 for fixed charge r'tte on fuel salt.
Maintenance control room equipment 150 bReturn based on 52% in bonds at 4.6% return, 48% in
TV vie_t_ingequipment 150 equahty capRaJ at 10Y_.
Decontamination equipment 100 CThe sinking-fund nethod was ._ed in determining the
Remote welding equipment and controls 1000 depreHation allowance for the 30-year period.
Hot cell equipment 50 din ac,'ordance with FPC practi_, a 0.35% allowance was
Miscellaneous 5._00 made for replacement of equipment having an anticipated life

Total 4500 shorter than 30 years. (Reactor core graphite is included in a
special replacement cost account - see Table D.15.)

eFederal income tax was based on the "'sum-of-the-year
digits" method of computing tax deferrals. The sinking-fund
method was used to normalize this to a constant ,-eturn per
year.

/'The recommended value of 2.84% was used for other taxes.

ffA conventional allowance of 0.25% was made for property
damage ir.surance. Third-party liability, insurance is listed as an
operating cost.

Table D. 13. Estimated cost of reheat steam pttlteaters

Total of eight units

Material: Croloy
Total surface: 781 x 8 = 6248 ft2
Tubes: 603 tubes. 0.375 in. OD, 0.065 in. wall thickness, 13.2 ft long (each unit)

Total weight a = 15,591 lb at $2/Ib $ 32,000
Shells: 20.25 in. ID, ?/1• in. wall thickness, 13.6 ft long

Total weight = 11,880 lb at $1.50/lb 18,000
Spherical heads: About 31 in. OD × 2.5 in. thick

Total weight = 30,000 Ib at $2/Ib 60,000
Installation labor 2.5,000

$135,000

°total weights are for eight units.
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Table D.15. Cost of r%-_tcing reactor cote Luemblies Ta_e D.16. Estimated annual costs for plant operation
in_heMSBR and maintenancea

In thousands of dqllars
Star! payroll b $ 800,000

Cost of assembly Fringe benefits b 80,000

Hastelloy N - see Table D.4 ! ,092 Subtotal - plant staffing 880,000
Graphite - see Table D.5 3,753 Con_'.,mable supplies and equivment 406._30

4,845 Out,_'_desupport services 140,000
Chargeable power revenue loss during core Miscellaneous o_..000

*_ assembly replacement a Subtoi_ 1,5"_0,000
Special labor cost per replacement b 500 General and ad,ninishative 225,000

Total cost per repl.:ement 5,345 Coolant-salt makeup c 9,000
Effect on power vroduction cost, milLs/kWhrc 0.17 Nuclear liability insurance

Commercial coverage (net) 240,006

ait is assumed that the MSBR core assembly ca_. oe Federal Government coverage __ 6_._._500

replaced during the plant downtimes for inspection and Total direct annual cost 2,061,500
_pair of other equipment, such as ".he mrbine-generatoz, F:xed charges on operation and mai_,tenance 38,800
which are accommodated by the 80% plant factor, and working capital
no additional plant outage is chargeable against core
replacement. Total annual cost $2.080,300

°The labor force for making core replacements is Contnb,ation to powercost d 0.30 mill/kWhr
assumed to be in addition to the normal plant operating

and maintenan,-y Jew. abased on cost breakdown and computation prescribed in
cWhile various methods could be used to estiraate the NUS-531 (ref. 119). The values agree reasonably well with those

cost of future core replacements, a mWmiently represent- reported by Susskind and Raseman (ref. 121). Costs do not
ative and straightforward method is to assume an extra include chemical processing, which is included in the fuel .-cycle
amount charged per kilowatt-hour, which is set a_de, at cost, nor special costs associated with periodic replacement of
8% interest compounded annually, so that at th._end of the core graphi:e.
four years the total cost of a replacement will have been bBased on NUS-531 (tel119) recommended values for July
accumulated. :968 escalated 8%.

CMakeup cmt assumed to he 2% of inventory.

Ret_i. cost $5,345,000 × 103 '_Pased on 80% plant factor.

10 6 × 365 × 24 × 0.80 (1.08 3 + 1.082 + 1.08 + 1.00)

= 0.17mill/kWhr

For simpfification, this method ignores the small effects
due ta no accumulated funds needed the last two years

ol plant operation and the fact that it is unKkely that the
plant would be shut down exactly after 30 yea_s of
operation with 2 years of useful life remaining in the
reactor core.
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Table D.17. Cost pen,titles for use of wet natural-draft cooling tower instead of fresh once-through
condensing water supply in 1000-MW(e) MSBR station as compared with penalties in light-water

nuclear power stations a

MSBR Light-water reactor b

Increased capital cost of plant due to towers, $4,000,000 c $6,000,000
pumps, etc.

Estimated loss m generating capacity due to 13,000 kWd 2_.000 kW
heat rate increase from 7690 to 7800 Btu/kWhr

Estimated capital cost of increasing thermal $1,000,000 e $1,500,000
capacity of plant to give 1000 MW(e) net output

Annual operating cost foi towers $150,000 [ $150,000
Annual additional fuel cost due to higher hea; rate $71,000g $165,000
lncrea_s in power production cost:, h mills/kWhr
Capital cost of towers, etc. 0.08 0.12
Capital cost t,f additional capacity needed 0.02 0.02
Operating cost_of towe; 0.02 0.03
lncre, sed fuel cost due to higher heat rate 0.01 0.02

Total h, crease 0.13 0.20

ause of wet natural-draft cooling tower will increase the turbine back pressure from ll_ to 21_ in. Hg
abs. Performance and costs of MSBR with cooling tower are taken as proportional to the effects of adding

a tower on light-water reactor performance, as estimated by Hau_r 129
bEstimated by Hauser (ref. 129).

CCapital costs of towers, pumps, etc., taken as proportion of the tower costs for light-water
reactors-129 on ba_ of amount of heat rejected to the conden_n8 water.

aEslimated loss in _pacity (and increase in heat rate) based on ratios of enthalpy drops in steam
turbine to 21]2 in. Hg abs vs 1112in. Hg alis, and equivalent effect on light-water reactor cycle. 129

eCapital cost of increasing reactor plant capacity, flow rates, etc., to achieve 1000 MW(e) net plant
output _:-.._mated at $75[kW, as was assumed in ref. 129.

/'Tower operating costs assumed to be the same as those for light-water reactors, t 29
gBased on same 10 cents/MBtu chargeable to fuel-cycle cost as in MSBR reference design.
hBased on -,,14% fred charges and 0.8 power factor.
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